DRUG WAR ECONOMICS
The Machine Behind the Madness
By Jay Lindberg
Citizenship is about accepting responsibility for the conduct of the government
with both eyes open, demanding the government does the same thing and holding
them accountable when they don’t.
We have tolerated the failed and flawed drug policy BS long enough. It is time to
hunt this corrupt war and kill it. When the jails they built to enslave us become
their new homes, the world will be a better place for us all.
To the Ruling Class: You cannot depend on the loyalty of the troops you have lied
to. When the citizens, law enforcement and the courts learn the truth about this
dirty little war they will turn their guns on the oppressors. When that day arrives,
and it’s not far off, we will have justice and it won’t be pretty, but it will be justice
for our oppressors.

Warning: Violence and Profanity
PROFANITY
Many government policies cannot be accurately described, in writing without profanity. The
Drug War is one of them. If you can’t handle the profanity you will never deal with Drug
War related corruption either. You are irrelevant.

VIOLENCE
This book contains an honest assessment of why the Drug War is so destructive and what
will be needed to end it. I include in that assessment, the killing of Paul Andrew Wells, my
Mom’s deceased husband. He was looted and killed in a Hospice scam run by Larry Conley,
an informant 8/97. He is above the law. (That’s right, they target your families.) When they
killed one of my parents I had no more illusions that this was not a real war with an ever
rising body count. At that point, I also had to recognize that justice in the courts would be
next to impossible and violent opposition to our Drug War Democracy will be necessary.
Others complain because I state, in writing, that we will need to use violence to end the Drug
War. Some, like David Crockett Williams, Ruppert and Schaffer have even claimed that only
a government agent would state violence is necessary to end the Drug War. You can read my
response to that issue on page 23.
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book teaches citizen empowerment, attack strategies and
infiltration techniques that have been field tested by the author. It
also promotes a well armed militia as a necessity against
government imposed tyranny.
When you attack government policies, like the Drug War
Economy / Democracy, there are several rules of engagement you
must never forget.
(1) The people in power cannot step down because the skeletons
in their closets will cost them their heads. Ending this war is not
going to be easy or pretty. Don’t underestimate their power. It can
cost you your life.
(2) Government enforces law and order. Enforcing the law is
relatively straight forward. Enforcing order, as in the New World
Order, is another matter entirely. The Rule of Law does not apply
to the Rules of Power.
(3) There is simply too much money and illegitimate power in this
corrupt war. That is what makes it so dangerous. If we cannot shut
down this war, through covert action, it will take a bloody
rebellion or a revolution to end it. Using this book strategically,
will reduce the casualties significantly.

(4) This book gives a systems analysis \ intelligence approach to
the Drug war in America. You cannot attack the Drug War
Background- I recognized the drug war was a corrupt economic effectively without understanding it as an economic \ political
policy in the 1980s when I got involved in cocaine economics policy. When you understand how it works, you can choose your
(Reaganomics) in Southern California. That’s when I learned targets and extract your pound of flesh more effectively.
there are two paths to the levers of power in America. You either 5) Knowledge is power, control it. This book is a weapon. Read it,
take the fast tract and become a participant in Strategic Corruption understand it, buy or make copies of it, sell it and distribute it.
Planning (politics), or you try to take the corrupt bastards down
It has been my experience that this book does the most damage to
and replace them. I took the hard road.
this corrupt war in the hands of judges, followed by law
“Drug War Economics: The Machine Behind the Madness” is enforcement, the intelligence community and elected officials. A
alternative civics for anyone taking citizenship seriously. This similar strategy was successfully implemented in the Federal
Jay in front of the old AIR AMERICA hanger at Norton AFB.

Judiciary in the 1990s. At one point in the early 1990s, over 50% you have a weapon. Use it.. Just show up at the courtroom, city
of federal judges, nationwide were refusing to hear drug cases.
council meeting or whatever, make a little speech if necessary and
donate (drop) it right in their laps. Curiosity will get the best of
Judges, law enforcement and intelligence officers are expensive
them. It is a good idea not to warn them in advance of your visit
assets to create and maintain. The system invests decades to train
because the system will attempt to protect their strategic assets
them “Properly”. They represent the army in the field. The role
from this unauthorized information. These strategic assets won’t
of the elected officials is to approve their budgets and other
know what hit them until they have run amok and then its too late.
infrastructure investments. These cogs (parts) of the Drug War
Machine are classified as strategic assets in the war effort.
Conclusion: This corrupt little war is on a collision course with
reality. As the lies that perpetuate it becomes more apparent,
HOW THEY GOT HERE- These Strategic assets of the drug
public opposition to those injustices will escalate. Unfortunately,
war machine got conned into accepting the Drug War as a
so will the backlash of government repression. (Law and Order)
legitimate institution just like the rest of us. The major difference
between them and us is that they became enforcement Infiltrating and corrupting strategic Drug War assets is our best
hope at minimizing the long term destruction from this corrupt
mechanisms and we became the cattle.
war and the rebellion that will end it. In the long run, the cost of
When we run amok in this war, we are cash cows for the prison
this book (less than $30.00), and a little activism is cheap.
industry and the vultures we call lawyers. Strategic assets of the
Drug War run amok through addiction, corruption and education / This simple and quick operation will be a far more effective
rebellion. Replacing strategic Drug War assets is often messy and investment in democracy and preventing bloodshed than the
time consuming. As a disruptive innovator (troublemaker), our alternatives. Here are a few of those alternatives. (1) $10,000 to a
greatest threat (in small numbers) is our ability to infiltrate and corrupt PIECE OF SHIT lawyer when they set you up to shut you
up. (2) Stockpiles of weapons when the war goes ballistic. (3)
contaminate the sphere of influence of strategic, drug war assets.
pitched battles in the streets (4) the destruction of our
The first phase of the plan, is to provide forbidden information to
infrastructure and democracy across America. (5) With the
these strategic assets, that will destroy their moral authority as a
destruction of major components of our infrastructure, the
drug war enforcer. Here is where ”Drug War Economics: The
catastrophic failure at a nuclear facility.
Machine behind the Madness” comes into play.
Generating militant opposition to this war from these strategic
This is important. I’ve witnessed the impact of this book on
Drug War assets, will radically reduce the risks to our society, our
individual members of these assets over the last few years. This
infrastructure and our environment. There is no safe and sane
corrupt war is ripe for rebellion.
alternatives. There are only unsafe and insane realities. The longer
this
war lasts, the more apparent that will become.
The Plan- In their job capacities, they interface directly with the
public and this is where you come in. When an investment of less
This is a quote from a cop that was recently killed, down and dirty
than $30.00 (one book) can turn a compliant strategic government
from the San Bernardino Area. “It’s all bullshit.” That reality may
asset, like a judge, into a rebellious threat to this corrupt machine,

have cost him his life. In a war based on lies, the truth is the
greatest enemy of all. Matt. Huttleston..
Food for thought- A key component of the Drug War Economy
is the creation of Narco-colonies through manufactured turmoil.
These Narco-colonies owe their allegiance to the black market
drug trade, institutionalized corruption and the middlemen that
provide access to American markets for these illegal drugs. Those
assets are far too often, assets or agents from American
Intelligence organizations. We desperately need to get these folks
out of the drug business.
As for the international investors and the New World Order that is
profiting and controlling this corrupt circus. History will look on
your nuclear waste policies as committing planetary suicide. So
you can take your Hegalian form of government (regulated
conflict through manufactured turmoil) and shove it up your
fascist, NAZI loving ass.. (A study of Georg Wilhelm Fredrick
Hegal (1770-1831) is a clue that puts most of this mess in its
proper perspective). This war is nothing more than NWO crap.
QUOTE: “To be civilized is to restrain the ability to commit
mayhem. To be incapable of committing mayhem is not the mark
of the civilized, merely the domesticated.'' - Trefor Thomas One
goal of the New World Order is to reduce the authority of
citizenship (through manufactured turmoil) to its least threatening
denominator. The bewildered herd, the citizen, has become
domesticated in America.
Quote: Sure drugs are dangerous, but this corrupt, PIECE OF
SHIT war is a parasite and you can quote me on that.
Comment from the Drug War Fascists: We know who you are and
we know what you’ve done. So put the book down like a good
little yuppie and give us a call so we can dispose of it properly.
We will deal with the author later.

.
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Copyright- All material in this book may be copied
for personal use but not for resale and do not alter
the content without the express approval of the
author. If this material gets me killed I release it to
the general public so it can terrorize the ruling class
until it crumbles. © 2000 Jay Lindberg

Our Future
We are building prisons with 25 year bonds that require drug
offenders to fill them. Infrastructure investments like these
institutionalize this war for the life of those bonds. Do we really want to
leave the Drug War as a legacy to our children and future generations?
I’ve been asking that question for a long time and now I am asking it to
you. If the answer is no, then it is time to listen to the destiny we are
creating and change course.
We all have a destiny in life and the opportunity to accomplish
great things. The reason we accomplish so little in our lives is simple.
We allow fear to dictate our actions and spend most of our lives
running from that destiny. We need a legitimate public forum to
expose the corruption and the destruction the Drug War is creating.
We can sit on our butts and watch this country go to hell or we can act
like citizens and control our destiny. It’s time to make that call.
Citizens, servants or slaves, which one are you?

Dedication
Special thanks to everyone that has given up hope and said, “There is
nothing I CAN DO and I can not make a difference.” There is nothing
like hopelessness and ignorance to frustrate American citizens and
destroy our will to fight. There is nothing like then finding out, we
have been lied to, used and abused, to get us off our knees and in your
face.
I thank the system for lying to us for as long as we have been alive.
You have denied us our history and robbed us of our prosperity so you
can grow fat manipulating the system. You have hidden your dirty
laundry behind the cloak of security because your agenda is corrupt to
the core.
The “Free Press” you complain about is just more BS to hide the fact
that you own it and it really does not exist. The rest of the laws you
espouse are only there for show and enforced when it suits your
agenda. Your agenda is a dagger at the throats of America. It is time
we broke it off and fed it back to you. Jay Lindberg 12-9-95

Key objectives include (1) continuation of the Criminal Justice
approach to Drug Abuse and addiction (2) The use of children as
informants to insure the regulated distribution of black market
ACLU- American Civil Liberties Union- A ruling class institution drugs through proper channels. (3) Community marketing tool for
that creates the illusion of a legitimate defense of our civil rights.
seized asset legislation and Drug War funding. (4) Creation of a
massive domestic intelligence network of citizen informants.
AG - Attorney General

Definitions

AIDS Virus- (HIV-1) synthetic biological agent. Funding DEA - Drug Enforcement Administration
obtained under H.R. 15090 in 1970. / Lab - Special Operations DOJ Department of Justice.
Division at Fort Detrick / Army’s Biological weapons facility /
Gary Webb- Former investigative Reporter for the San Jose
The project, under CIA supervision,
Mercury News and author of Dark Alliance. This series of
AMA - American Medical Association
articles addressed government involvement in Cocaine smuggling
Bureaucrat- An upper management employee of the government to finance Contra operations and the creation of the Crack
Cocaine epidemic.
that can’t find their ass from a hole in the ground. (Bureau rat)
CI - Confidential Informant

H&S - Health and Safety Code.

CIA - Central Intelligence Agency, (Capital’s Invisible Army),
(Covert Industrial Agenda.)

HBCM- Home Based Care Management
Jack Boots- Nazi Types

CLETS- California Law Enforcement Telecommunications King Rat- An informant that is above the law.
System
McCaffrey- Fascist Czar of the Drug War under Dollar Bill
Council of Foreign Relations- Very exclusive club of the rich (Clinton) and our Corporate democracy
and powerful. This organization has more control over global
economic policy and our lives than any other organization on the MIT- Massachusetts Institution of Technology
planet. They are the predator class.
MMJ- Medical Marijuana
DA - District Attorney
MOU - Memorandum of Understanding
DARE - Drug Abuse Reduction and Education. A marketing tool
to promote Drug War hysteria and the Drug War Economy in our
schools and communities. DARE is an intelligence asset that uses
Drug War propaganda and law enforcement personnel to
perpetuate the systemic violence in our communities and
criminalize selected populations, individuals and troublemakers.

NAFTA - North American Free Trade Agreement
NIDA - National Institute of Drug Abuse
NSA - National Security Administration.
OJS- Obstruction of Justice Show
ONDCP - Office of National Drug Control Policy

Organized crime- The continuation of business by criminal
means," Criminal business, just like legitimate business, requires
the active support and participation of law enforcement.
PDFA - Partnership for a Drug Free America. More
appropriately, a partnership of government, corporate, media
and intelligence assets to serve as a propaganda mechanism and
marketing tool for the Drug War Economy.
POS - Pieces of ****
Predator- someone that is willing to kill for power and assets
that are not necessary for their own survival or the survival of
superiors and allies.
Proposition 215- The California Medical marijuana initiative
that passed through popular vote. Government repression
addressed this initiative with jack boots, block grants and covert
action.
Slap lawsuit- Ruling Class repression to discourage
investigation of corruption or public exposure of it as well.
SPUN- Stop Police Using Narcotics -- A Petition to put all
Law Enforcement in San Bernardino County on random Drug
Testing.
Voltaire- (1694-1778) Prolific author, radical and historian. He
was exiled from his native France for most of his adult life for
ridicule of the French Aristocracy, and ruling class institutions.
He was a true freedom fighter and an inspiration to this author
“Weed and Seed” - Repression and Redevelopment
WMD- Weapons of Mass Destruction
Special thanks to Cliff Schaffer. This POS pushed my research
under the rug in 1995. I questioned his loyalty to legitimate
drug policy reform that year. I learned (through Abbie
Hoffman’s book “Steal This Urine Test”) that Cliff worked for

the same Corporation that made a $300,000 machine used in the
emerging drug testing industry.
What’s wrong with this picture? As a failed or flawed drug
policy, the promoters of these policies will never be held
accountable for their conduct. Cliff’s job is to make sure the
promoters of the drug war are protected from a working class
lynching that is long overdue

Second Warning: Violence and Profanity
PROFANITY
Many government policies cannot be accurately described, in
writing without profanity. The Drug War is one of them. If you
can’t handle the profanity you will never deal with Drug War
related corruption either. You are irrelevant.

VIOLENCE This book contains an honest assessment of why the Drug War is
so destructive and what will be needed to end it. I include in that
assessment, the killing of Paul Andrew Wells, my Mom’s
deceased husband. He was looted and killed in a Hospice scam
run by Larry Conley, an informant 8/97. He is above the law.
(That’s right, they target your families.) When they killed one of
my parents I had no more illusions that this was not a real war
with an ever rising body count. At that point, I recognized that
justice in the courts would be next to impossible and violent
opposition to our Drug War Democracy would be necessary.
Others complain because I state, in writing, that we will need to
use violence to end the Drug War. Some, like David Crockett
Williams, Ruppert and Schaffer have even claimed that only a
government agent would state violence is necessary to end the
Drug War. You can read my response to that issue on page 23.
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The Issue of References
I have provided almost 100 articles with this book as reference
materials, that consist of over 600 additional pages of information on
the CD that accompanies this book. Some claim this is not enough and
that I must document every statement made in this book with a
footnote and documentation from a published source by a tight assed
Ph.D. from Harvard, Yale or Government Bureau rat.
Drug War Economics: The Machine Behind the Madness is not a
history of the Drug War or the repeated spewing out of drug war
rhetoric that has changed little over the last 100 years. It is much more
than that. It is a study into the mindset, the economic / Systems
models and agendas behind the Drug War itself. It is cutting edge
research.
There are several reasons why full documentation is not possible with
this type of book.
(1) The first reason is that this book is the result of almost a decade of
research into America’s drug policy. Research requires an analysis of
data, not simply restating others conclusions.
(2) The second reason is that the Cloak of National Security has been
used to deny legal publication of this information by many former
intelligence agents. The Bureau rats and drug policy gurus know how
to use federal prosecutors to protect their dirty asses if I gave them the
opportunity. They will have to work for it.
(3) Finally, the information I have provided in this book, concerning
America’s Drug War should be field tested to evaluate my
conclusions. That’s right, I’m telling you to get off your asses and act
like citizens for a change. Open your eyes, look around and make your
own judgment call. So when you are reading this book and come
across information that may need a little clarification ask these
questions: (1) Is this information based on research in previous
chapters?, (2) Would the Cloak of Security send the writer to prison if
he revealed his source?, (3) Can these conclusions be field tested to
verify their legitimacy?
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OTHER STUFF (A SURPRISE)

(1) I have studied and witnessed the destruction the Drug War
Economy has created in the acquisition and maintenance of
power in the global community. I have no evidence, the Drug
War Economy will be less viscous when defending the status
quo and their own heads. An early example of the Drug War
Economy in action was the CIA funded Phoenix Program
during the Vietnam War. The Phoenix Program included the
systematic assassination of over 35,000 South Vietnamese
civilians during the war. This CIA program was financed with
revenues from the heroin trade and turned 100s of thousands of
Americans into heroin addicts. Once the trade routes and
markets were established, our intelligence community became
addicted to the money, the drugs and the illegitimate power
those markets created. The 1980s was more of the same, with
Cocaine Wars in Central and South America, but on a much
larger scale. Democratic governments such as Bolivia, fell to
Nacro Generals with loyalty to our intelligence community. The
conquest continues.

Introduction: Drug War-Real War
Why are we involved in this quote "Drug War" and why is the
government misrepresenting its own research to promote it? Is
the Institutional corruption "State Organized Crime" associated
with the Drug War a greater threat to our democracy and
National Security than the black market drugs themselves? Do
profits from black markets finance domestic intelligence
operations? Can we end this war without a bloodbath?
Drug War Economics: The Machine Behind the Madness
addresses these questions honestly and proactively. It is a
brutally honest assessment of America's drug policy and the
institutional corruption that dictates public policies on a global
scale.
As the life cycle of this war runs its course, state organized
repression (an escalating cycle of violence) will become a more
dominate factor in our lives. The driving force behind this war is
not just the addictive nature of these drugs. The drug addict is
only the cattle in the bigger picture.

(2) Where is this war headed? Straight to hell. Foreign
intelligence agencies are acquiring greater control over black
market drug supplies in America. The drugs destabilize the host
nation and the revenues finance access to political power or
terrorist operations inside our own borders. The costs associated
with our prison industry deny critical infrastructure investments
in legitimate domestic alternatives. This escalating cycle of
violence is self perpetuating. If we do not end this war (if that is
even possible) our landscape will be littered with scenes like
Waco, Oklahoma City and the Twin Towers.

The real addicts in this war are our intelligence communities and
the power structure itself. They became addicted to the
illegitimate power and the revenues the "black markets" of the
"Drug War" created. They used (1) "black Market" drugs to
destabilize communities and governments; (2) the revenues
these black markets generated for access to power; (3) Finally,
the power to criminalize their competitors and consolidate
political control over communities and eventually nations. What
started off as off budget funding of domestic and foreign
intelligence operations ended up the corrupt power base that
dominates our political parties, institutions and many nations. It
is now time to ask these questions and act on those answers.
(1) What are the power brokers willing to do to protect this
power base? (2) Where is this war headed?

Before it is over, many millions will have died in the conflict
and the institutions defining civil society will be gone. This is
not the ravings of a Madman, I wish it was. It is just the honest
assessment of the history and impact of the Drug War Economy
on other nations and the history of the corrupt regimes the Black
Markets / Drug War created.
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DRUG WAR ECONOMICS: THE MACHINE BEHIND
THE MADNESS sets several logical guidelines for the use of
violence to end this war. Several of those guidelines are capital
crimes under Federal anti terrorism statutes and state legislated
criminal codes. The government realizes that this type of
criminal act should be classified as capital crimes, but ignores
those laws in the pursuit and maintenance of their own power
bases. That is one way to shit can a democracy.

Rothschild, Morgan, Rockefeller, Harriman and others, dictated
post WWII redevelopment. They used their power and
intelligence networks to control governments and guarantee their
investments were secure.
The CIA, founded in 1948 was immediately absorbed into the
power base of the international banking intelligence network at
the management level. The Dulles Brothers came from Wall
Street and the CIA has been a ruling class institution ever since.

Violence is also assessed as a legitimate option when this
statement is true. "When the people in power cannot step down
because the skeletons in their closets will cost them their heads,
they will leave in cuffs or they will leave in a box."

The final question, can we end this war without a bloodbath?
Very doubtful under these circumstances. A lot will depend on
whether American troops, when given the order, will fire on
American citizens or turn their guns on the oppressors. Another
possibility is open hostility in the law enforcement communities,
the military and our intelligence communities to the power
brokers that feed and profit from this mess. Law enforcement,
the military and our intelligence community will probably be
offended by this statement but, we’ll probably get more justice
in a crack pipe. I sure would like to see them prove me wrong.

SO who are these criminals? The worker bees are assets of
domestic intelligence networks and corrupt government officials.
They are departmentalized to reduce risk to operations. The
puppet masters are key politicians, major players in the
multinational corporate power base, intelligence community and
the international banking cartels. International banking is at the
top of the food chain. Their investments built most of the
multinational corporate power base, financed most powerful
politicians and control most intelligence communities on a
global scale.

In closing, if you are in law enforcement, the military,
intelligence, public policy planning, a lawyer, jailer, a judge, in
the bail business, black market, domestic intelligence or
whatever, go ahead and purchase this book or the CD. I did a lot
of my research with you folks and asked those forbidden
questions. (You know, the questions you would be shot for
asking.) I also field tested this book to people in your
professions. They like it. You will not be disappointed with it
and God knows you've made enough money on this war already.
One last statement to law enforcement, the military, our foreign /
domestic intelligence communities and anyone that gives a shit.
"Question your own reality. You might find you lack the moral
authority to do the wrong thing."

To understand the true power base of the international banking
cartels, we go back to World War I as an example. Germany’s
economy was devastated by the Great War and the surrender
terms of the Treaty of Versailles. The investments from
International capital (banking) were critical to rebuilding the
Germany economy and war machine. This international banking
community dictated Germany’s investment policies. They were
also financial backers for Hitler’s rise to power.
The buildup of the American war machine, during WWII was
also heavily dependent on the same financing sources as
Germany. When WWII was over, the industrial base of most of
the world lay in ruin. International banking concerns,

Jay Lindberg

Brought to you by Lindberg Publishing (We Fly Right)
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Chapter I: Government & Citizenship

A Citizen’s Agenda

The Role of Government and Citizens in Society

(27 February 1999)

It is not just that traditional forms of totalitarianism failed but they
failed in the Orwellian dimension. The state used modern technology
and covert action as instruments for political and psychological
control. The government used the media to lie to the citizens about
their own decisions.

In Good Times, government is about the legitimate distribution of
resources through regulations and the consent of the people. In Bad
Times, government is about the pillaging of resources through the
manipulation of corruption. Our Drug Policy, The Drug War
Economy, is an example of government in “BAD TIMES”. The Drug
War Economy has become, one of the most expensive, destructive
and corrupt public policies this government and the corporate sector
actively support-enforce in America today. From the politician that
writes these laws to the man in the street, Drug War repression is a
legitimate threat.

The lies enraged the citizens. At this crucial moment, the rage gave
them the strength and confidence to do what needed to be done. To
rise up and stamp out this war against American Citizens for profit.
To crush the machine, burn the remnants and HANG the founders of
these policies. To never allow the founders of these policies to inflict
this type of institutionalized brutality on the citizens or the world,
ever again.

Questioning Authority

To vent a country economically, we must vent a country politically as
well. The old guard must be cast aside and vanquished, to be replaced
by a new guard. A new guard founded on Democracy and enforced
by the will of the people, not the whims of the affluent. Government
is about power and control. Our Destiny, and our future will be
decided in the next few years. We will witness a consolidation of
power and control in the hands of the affluent or a purge of the
existing ruling class. The Drug War is the mechanism the power
structure is using to finance and enforce that control. It will die a
violent death or consume us in the process. It is time to hunt this war
and bury this beast before the beast buries us all

The Government does one thing right, repression training. You do not
realize how great a threat the Drug War has become until you
approach public officials and question its legitimacy. Bureaucrats and
our elected leaders, with few exceptions, have responded to Drug
War repression and corruption, like compromised cowards. Most
avoid the wrath of the Drug War Economy at all costs. “I guess we
will have to go bankrupt before it gets fixed” is a quote and an
example of their feeble attempt as responsible, citizen legislators. So
much for accountability.

Empires And Democracies

The only major sector of our society demanding honest solutions to
these destructive policies are the working poor. They feel the brunt of
the repression, destruction and the corruption from Drug War
Economics. They have little left to lose. Unfortunately, they have a
limited power base. Drug War Economics and repression target the
powerless as an example for everyone else. Cooperation is mandatory
and the heretics are marginalized or neutralized through covert action.

The foundation of democracy is shared truths and active participation
of the citizenry in a representative government. Empires, however,
are far grander. Empires are based on power and the truth is far to
often an obstruction.
America’s drug policy is based on the Empire model. It is short on
facts, an extremely powerful institution and dictates many of our
foreign and domestic policy decisions. Those policy decisions are
being used to consolidate power and wealth in America..
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A Piece of History

I was betting, a petition, placing all law enforcement in the county of
San Bernardino on real random drug testing would rattle this corrupt
war on the local level and terrorize the Drug War Economy
nationally.

Over twenty-five years ago, Nixon declared this War on Drugs. At
that time, members of our irresponsible Congress made this statement.
“If we ever try to enforce the drug laws we are writing, we will
bankrupt this country building a police state to do it.” It appears this
was the original intent of the Drug War all along. If that was not the
case, this war would have died a long time ago. It is time to end this
war and bury the beast.

The plan was never to create a drug free police department. That was
not going to happen in this covert domestic war, because corrupt
leaders cannot fire corrupt workers. My plan was to test them, bust
them, squeeze them, turn them into RATS, and work our way up the
chain of command. I was hunting the corruption. If this plan was
successful, we would duplicate it on a National level.

In 1994, I came out publicly against the Drug War in America. The
foundation for this is simple. (1) If we cannot defend the Drug War
with accurate information then we have no legitimate reasons to fight
this war. (2) The bad data that promoted this war served the functions
of promoting policies accurate information could not support. (3)
Those policies were not honorable because they could not be stated
openly. Conclusion: The beneficiaries of the Drug War were
participating in a Domestic Covert Operation.

The petition drive was cut short on 4/8/1997 with an informant, 14
grams of meth and a drug bust. The DA’s office under Dennis Stout
filed two felonies with the courts on 5/28/97. I was charged on May 8,
1997 without notice and Judge Fawke issued a $25,000 warrant for
my arrest. This procedure is used to bypass search warrants and force
citizens to plead out in custody.
I was arrested on 5/13/97 after demanding an examination of the
seized assets records during San Bernardino County budget hearings.
My parents reluctantly bailed me out of jail on 5/27/97. They were
concerned they would become targets of the Drug War and Law
Enforcement as well. In July of 1997, I beat the felony charges in
Judge Morris’s court. My mom’s husband, Paul Andrew Wells was
pillaged and killed in a hospice scam on AUG. 9.1997. The informant,
Larry Conley, is in the local Harvesting with Hospice program and the
Drug War/ HUD swindle. He is well connected politically and above
the law.

To prove this was the case, public exposure to these conclusions
would be addressed with repression, government style. Once again I
had proved, if you can think like a crook, you can manipulate one
and that is how you deal with the government. Economic sanctions
were swift and brutal accompanied with covert action from local
police.
In January of 1997, I began a different attack strategy on the Drug
War. The plan attacks corruption inside the Drug War Economy on a
local level. This concept originated, in part, on the logical global
impact of the Drug War over time and personal experience with
cocaine economics in Southern California in the 1980s. I figured, if
the CIA was flying in over fifty tons of cocaine a month, they would
generate close to a billion dollars a month from this black market
commodity. A billion dollars a month buys an awful lot of long term
corruption in this country. This money, by its nature of acquisition,
would destabilize governments and economies from the Coca fields to
the end users.

They rob senior citizens of their assets and kill them with Hospice.
Larry Conley provided the logistics for the hospice team, BofA
personnel, access to Schedule II narcotics (morphine and Duragesic
patches), interface with Arrowhead Aftercare and the Valencia Lea
mobile home park managers. As a paid confidential informant/
Operative, he is above the law. I have spent the last three years of my
life fighting a government that is corrupt to the core in the pursuit of
justice for my parents, Paul and Vivian Wells.
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Was the Killing a Domestic Covert Operation?

Meet the Candidate: Jay Lindberg 12/2000

When an informant does an authorized killing, the bureaucracy
contributes with falsified public records and law enforcement
stonewalls any investigation with lies. When we see this pattern,
Domestic Covert Operations are a legitimate concern. If the
bureaucracy refuses to correct the public record and the
stonewalling continues, you are dealing with corruption. Your
concern is how widespread is it and how much destruction has it
caused.

My name is Jay Lindberg. I just completed my first campaign
for political office. My platform “Zero Tolerance for
Corruption” is a platform addressing the foundation of the
greatest threat to this nation. If we fail to address corruption
honestly and decisively in America, our legacy will be a police
state and a third world economy. It is time we treated corruption
like a crime in America. When the jails they built to enslave us
become their new homes, the world will be a better place for us
all.

So you gather the evidence and demand 1) corrections in the
public record, 2) a legitimate police investigation, 3) a DA
review of the evidence, 4) an investigation from the Attorney
General’s office, 5) a meeting with the FBI, 6) a medical board
inquiry, 7) a Grand Jury investigation, 8) Congressional inquiry,
and so on. When they ask, why nobody has acted on the
evidence, and they find out an informant is in the loop, their
response is “There is nothing I can do,” they feed you bullshit,
claim lack of jurisdiction, claim “mistakes were made” or do
nothing at all. Street Justice is a legitimate response to
corruption.

Every law, that is written, gives government the implied right to
enforce it. When your objective is to enslave a nation,
unenforceable laws, can and will, fulfill that objective. We do
not need or want more laws because the laws we have now,
have regulated our lives, way past the point of corruption. We
are all criminals in the eyes of the government. That must
change, because criminals have no rights and that is just what
the government had in mind. Government is about power and
control. OR. Who gets the graft and who gets the shaft. That’s
the bottom line.

TO THE GOVERNMENT: Your war killed my mom’s
husband in 1997 and your rat, Larry Conley, is above the law. In
a war based on lies, the truth is the greatest enemy of all.
Everyone you have lied to is a potential enemy and your
accomplices become potential RATS. When informants pillage
and kill with immunity, nobody is safe. When government uses
informants as executioners, it is time for a revolution.

I started this project in 1994 to address the long term impact of
the Drug War on America. It addresses the Drug War as a
corrupt economic policy, with global agendas. When
government uses repressive drug laws to finance covert
operations (such as the Iran-Contra Operation), without
Congressional oversight, government has run amok. Our
enemies are institutions that are armed, dangerous, entrenched
and corrupt to the core. They must be purged. They will not die
without a fight and they hunt to kill. I would not be surprised if
we need a lynch mob to deal with the corruption before it is
over. When that day comes, I’ll be there. I’ll be the one with the
hemp rope.
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Statement by Mike Levine

Goals: Informative, Honest and Proactive

“A former US Federal Agent, Mike Levine, exposes the corrupt,
phony drug war", “war on drugs, CIA, crack cocaine,
government corruption, The Big White Lie, Contragate,
Camarena, Mike Levine, law enforcement”

“The Drug War Economy” is an analytical approach to understanding
Drug Policy in America. What you are about to read is not pretty but
it will clear up many emotionally marketed messages, brought to you
by the main stream media. This book makes sense and you will realize
very quickly that it is a threat to the power structure in America that
feeds on this war. The Drug War Economy is written for anyone
recognizing the need to understand why / how we got into the Drug
War and what will be needed to end it.

“The Expert Witness Show with Mike Levine, on 99.5 FM,
WBAI, NYC”
From Lui Magazine, Paris by Laura Kavanau
I was a 25 year veteran, highly decorated international deep
cover agent, who witnessed, first hand, how the CIA, State
Department and the Department of Justice teamed up to kill
every major international drug case I was involved in, for
political and economic reasons.

There are three key goals in writing “The Drug War Economy.” The
first goal is to make it readable for the masses and informative to
researchers as well. The 2nd goal of “The Drug War Economy” is
citizen empowerment and understanding the limitations of certain
sectors of our society. One excellent example, is the danger of placing
too much faith in the yuppies for assistance when opposing the Drug
War. Yuppies have the education and job skills to be effective
opponents of the Drug War Economy. Unfortunately, they allow fear
to control their destiny. There is too much money, power and
repression in these corrupt policies. With few exceptions, yuppies run
from repression and are too comfortable to risk legitimate opposition
to this war. It will take citizens to end this war and yuppies lack the
courage to go there.

At the same time our politicians and bureaucrats lied to the
American people and taxed them hundreds of billions of dollars
to fight drugs. I was a witness to the highest kind of treason
imaginable committed by our government’s covert agencies,
politicians and bureaucrats, against their own people.
After my brother, a heroin addict for 25 years, committed
suicide and my son, a highly decorated New York City police
officer was killed by crack addicts during a holdup, I had
experienced enough. I decided I would use whatever talents God
gave me and training the government gave me, against the
criminals responsible for the immense and deadly fraud known
as “The War on Drugs.” You can read the truth in my books, my
articles and hear it on my radio show. Mike Levine

The third goal is to put the Drug War in its proper prospective with
several other government policies such as Nuclear Waste Disposal,
gun control and illegal experiments on our veterans. I will also
provide the reader with an honest look at Drug War repression tactics
from the Drug War Gestapo at the street level. This is the Citizenship
by fire section. If you can’t handle the truth, you will never have the
power to end this war. This definition of citizenship (you will see it
often in this book) is our first step to taking back our destiny.
Citizenship is about accepting responsibility for the conduct of the
government with both eyes open, making sure our government does
the same thing and holding it accountable when they don’t. The most
important aspect of this approach is that it is proactive. We can never
expect a legitimate government until we hold it accountable.
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DIVIDE AND CONQUER

Opportunists and realists, says Duchin, are easier to manipulate.
Opportunists engage in activism seeking “visibility, power,
followers, and perhaps, even employment.. The key to dealing
with [them] is to provide them with at least the perception of a
partial victory.”

New_York Ronald Duchin, senior vice-president of PR spy firm
Mongoven, Biscoe, and Duchin is a graduate of the US Army
War College who worked as a special assistant to the secretary
of defense and director of public affairs for the Veterans of
Foreign Wars before becoming a flack. Activists, he explained,
fall into four categories: radicals, opportunists, idealists and
realists. He follows a three-step strategy to neutralize them: 1)
isolate the radicals; 2) “cultivate” the idealists and “educate”
them into becoming realists; then 3) co-opt the realists into
agreeing with industry.

And realists are able to “live with tradeoffs; willing to work
within the system; not interested in radical change; pragmatic.
[They] should always receive the highest priority in any strategy
dealing with a public policy issue. If your industry can
successfully bring about these relationships, the credibility of
the radicals will be lost and opportunists can be counted on to
share in the final policy solution.” (Excerpted: Project
Censored)

According to Duchin, radical activists “want to change the
system; have underlying sociopolitical motives [and] see
multinational corporations as inherently evil. These
organizations do not trust the federal, state and local
governments to protect them and to safeguard the environment.
They believe, rather, that individuals and local groups should
have direct power over industry… I would categorize their
principal aims right now as social justice and political
empowerment.”

Columbine High School and a lesson on
ZERO TOLERANCE
In a society that teaches, preaches, yells and screams “Zero
Tolerance” why should we be so upset when it rears its ugly
head with vengeance.

Idealists are also “hard to deal with.” They “want a perfect
world and find it easy to brand any product or practice which
can be shown to mark that perfection as evil. Because of their
intrinsic altruism, however, and because they have nothing
perceptible to be gained by holding their position, they are
easily believed by both the media and the public, and sometimes
even politicians.” However, idealists “have a vulnerable point. If
they can be shown that their position in opposition to an
industry or its products causes harm to others and cannot be
ethically justified, they are forced to change their position. Thus,
while a realist must be negotiated with, a idealist must be
educated. Generally this education process requires great
sensitivity and understanding on the part of the educator.”

It appears the outcasts revolted in a Colorado high school,
“Columbine” with deadly force, or should I use the phrase
“Zero Tolerance”.
”When we refuse to separate rhetoric from reality, before
long, we have a new reality based on propaganda. “Zero
Tolerance” was just that type of rhetoric. Now it’s a reality
that just blew up in a lot of people’s faces. When you
preach “Zero Tolerance” sooner or later you will get it.
(That is one lesson I doubt they will ever learn) .
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No More Blue Blooded Aristocrat Solutions

Actions Speak Louder than Words

12/26/99

(a letter to the Armchair Activist)
Mon., 11 October 1999: Drgwarwhr@aol.com

Awareness without action is useless knowledge. It is sort of like
armchair activists. So I suggest, it is time for us to get off your
butts and do something. When is the last time you spoke at a
public meeting, instead of, to a bunch of armchair activists and
yuppies, intent on complaining and doing nothing. It has
probably been a while if ever. Here is a quote from Candide by
Voltaire. It’s time to go work in the garden.

Hi Ruth,

Here is a little secret on how things really work. If you intend to
complain about the injustice in society, you better be prepared to
replace those in power or supporting someone that will.
Anything else is pissing in the wind. If pissing in the wind is
your intention, then piss in someone else’s direction.

Nuclear Waste disposal is an issue that the American citizen has
a moral and ethical obligation to decide on. It’s called
citizenship and they need to be a part of this solution.

I would like to make a comment that needs to be raised. It has to
do with a plan to put together a Blue Ribbon Commission on
Nuclear Waste Disposal. Blue Ribbon Commissions are made up
of Blue Blooded aristocrats, at least that has been my experience
in the past.

Look at what we tolerated and the damage that we are
accountable for. All these nuclear poisons were produced during
our lifetimes. Now we all have to deal with the grim reality of
what we have created and what we do with it from here. The
poisons we do not successfully neutralize (If that is even
possible) in our life time will haunt future generations for at least
50,000 years. That is ten times the life span of our entire
civilization. The conduct of the aristocrats played a major role in
creating this mess. We will find the citizens far more responsible
and accountable than the rulers when it comes to cleaning it up.

Last Friday, I took out papers for the 40th Congressional District
in California, as a Libertarian. My platform is “Zero tolerance
for Corruption” The criminals in power will leave in cuffs or in a
box because the skeletons in their closets will hang them. My
intent is to make them enough of a liability to where they
become expendable. Sincerely, Jay Lindberg
From: earthworks1@ij.net (Bill) To: Drgwarwhr@aol.com
Go Jay Go! Good luck, let me know if you need anything. I am
hitting the road myself. I believe the entire spiritual paradigm
needs restructuring. I’m doing it too. I have armed myself well
and that’s a BIG deal. Do it or pay the consequences. It’s the
only thing tyranny understands.

Sincerely, Jay Lindberg
PS. Our species has at least one fatal flaw. We have an

appreciation for killing because the victim forfeits their
possessions and an aversion to peace because pillaging is
about power.

From: janedoe_queenbee@hotmail.com (Jane Doe) Give ‘em
Hell, Jay! It’s time to hog-tie the beasts and glorify human
dignity. Gale
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Honest Citizens:
The Foundation for Honest Government

There is one other thing we will leave for our children. Soon we will
be old and gray. It will be time for us to write history. Will we tell
that story to future generations the way it really happened. Can we be
honest about the accomplishments and the shortcomings of this
generation as well? I hope so, if we have to lie to our children to hide
our transgressions we have no honor and deserve no respect.

Responsible government starts with accountability. Lets examine why
we are so ineffective at regulating government.

So let’s not rewrite history, like so many generations before us. Let’s
live our lives with purpose, challenge then conquer our fears and not
allow our weaknesses to consume our aspirations. Our children
should be proud of our accomplishments, aware of our transgressions
and wise enough not to repeat them.

How do we get honest legislators, when so many Christians are
plugging blind obedience to authority and the last days are upon us?
We don’t. Blind obedience to authority eliminates citizen input to our
representative government. If you don’t speak, you’re not heard.
The last day’s platform is also irresponsible and not very realistic
either. Here is why. We have spent almost 2,000 years claiming we
were in the last days and waiting for the boss to clean up this mess.
This policy breeds lazy Christians. No wonder he’s a no show.

Noam Chomsky on Greed
“Modern industrial society developed within a certain system of

I am a firm believer that insanity is doing the same thing over and
over again and expecting different results. If God was going to come
down on this earth and clean up the mess, we created, he would have
done it a long time ago. So if we sit on our hands and make the same
claims for another 2,000 years, we will get the same results over and
over again.

convenient myths.

He does not want or need servants and slaves. When he comes back,
it will not be to rule us but to walk with us as it was in the beginning.
This is our destiny when we grow up. He wants us to grow up and
start acting like Christians, not the cheap imitation.

It’s long been understood that a society based on this principle
will destroy itself in time. It can only persist with whatever
suffering and injustice it entails as long as it’s possible, to
pretend

The driving force of modern industrial civilization has been
individual material gain, which is accepted as legitimate, even
praiseworthy, on the grounds that private vices yield public
benefits, in the classic formulation of capital and power.

It is obvious we have been placed in a position of responsibility. Our
God did not give us this planet to trash, this government to fear or the
church as a scapegoat. We are shepherds of this planet, protectors of
this country and inspired in the church. We can draw the strength that
we need from our God and make this world a better place or we can
ignore that strength, abandon our responsibilities and watch this
country and the planet go to hell. The hell we create will be our
legacy for our children and future generations if we refuse to act
responsibly

(1) that the destructive forces that these policies created are
limited, (2) that the world is an infinite resource and (3) an
infinite garbage can.
At this stage of history, either one of two things are possible.
The general population will take control of its own destiny,
concern itself with community interests, values of solidarity,
sympathy, and concern for others. Or, there will be no destiny
for anyone to control.” Noam Chomsky
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The Establishment Opposition to the Drug War

“The Drug War Economy” is a different approach to Drug War abuse
in America and the corruption it has promoted around the globe. The
Drug War Economy exposes our corrupt drug policies, prepares us for
the war and provides legitimate solutions for the criminals in power.
The Drug War Economy is a blueprint for turning the jails they built
to enslave us into their new homes. It’s a strategy that attacks the most
dangerous element of the Drug War Economy. It provides the
mechanism to enforce, “ZERO TOLERANCE FOR CORRUPTION.”

In the late 1980s, the government began targeting the affluent users
and the yuppie druggies, as an economic policy. The parents of these
upper class druggies, became part of the “Establishment Opposition”
to the Drug War, when their children got busted.
The “Establishment Opposition” has a vested interest in keeping their
children out of trouble and their status in society secure. Most of this
“Establishment Opposition” to the Drug War will continue to address
the Drug War as failed or flawed and out of control. They will
continue to claim this war is based on misguided, but noble, principles
as well. These conclusions, do not threaten the status quo or their own
self interests.

The Psychology of Fear
Why do we refuse to address the Drug War as a corrupt
economic policy in public forums? Answer: Because most of us
are afraid of the Government and these fears are based on our
instincts for survival. “The Psychology of Fear” deals with this
issue and the role fear plays in controlling society and
information. We must get past these fears before we will control
our destiny.

The claims of the Establishment Opposition to the Drug War have
several critical flaws. (1) Their conclusions are not capable of
dictating future drug policy decisions. (2) This failed or flawed drug
policy approach eliminates any type of accountability for our
institutions. (3) Unaccountable institutions breed corruption and
corrupt institutions use repression to enforce the status quo. (4) Left to
its own devices, corruption and repression grows from bad to worse.
(5) A corrupt government is not removed from power gracefully.
They leave in cuffs or in a box because the skeletons in their closets
will cost them their heads. Revolutions are the logical conclusions of
rampant corruption.

Question authority, it keeps them honest and puts you in the
decision making loop. A citizen recognizes, “questioning
authority”, is a necessary act for legitimate government.
Unfortunately, most Americans and the government, do not
agree and cringe at the thought of an informed, activist citizenry.
The government does not want to get lynched for past conduct
so they use jackboots to protect their dirty ass. The public allows
fear to control their lives and destiny so they don’t ask questions
and the repression continues.

The “Establishment Opposition” to the Drug War has conveniently
overlooked (1) their own addictions, (2) the hidden benefits and
beneficiaries of the Drug War Economy, (3) the corruption of our
institutions and (4) a climate that is breeding a revolution. This book,
“The Drug War Economy” is not so forgiving & demands an
accounting from the corrupt institutions that created this mess.

Fear is playing a critical role in misdiagnosing the threat of the
Drug War Economy. We cannot implement legitimate solutions
to the Drug War until we challenge and conquer our fears.
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The CIA/ NSA, Cocaine and Fear

Here is why. “An informed citizenry is a necessity in a Democracy,”
Thomas Jefferson. This statement describes a government based on a
responsible and informed citizenry. The representatives are elected
from the body politic. In theory, Democracy provides maximum
control of the levers of power in the hands of the people. In reality, it
provides maximum responsibility when government screws up.

In 1986, Congressional hearings revealed CIA involvement in
Cocaine Smuggling in America. The Main Stream media suppressed
that information and the Drug War Economy continued to grow.
So how did the “quote” activists deal with this information? The
activists responded very badly. They blocked out the information (the
threat) and the media pushed the issue under the rug. The “activists”
could not deal with the obvious. We are fighting a war with a
government that is playing both sides of the fence. This is not a
legitimate war.

Policy decisions based on bad data promote bad policies and destroys
the legitimacy of the government. The bad data serves a function.
Public funding for policies the citizens would not support with
accurate information. This conduct defines our Drug Policy as
institutionalized corruption. The parties involved control the levers of
power in America and believe they are above the law. They are
probably right, at least for now. We have laws on the books
addressing fraud, extortion and racketeering as institutionalized
corruption in America. These laws are not being enforced. We do not
need to change the laws to shut down the Drug War. We need to use
the law to expose this corrupt war and put it down.

If blocking out information reduces a threat to our health and safety,
that’s what happens. If blocking out threatening information does not
reduce the threat we deal with the information another way. This
reality applies to us as well as the law enforcement officer on the
other side of the Drug War.
We all recognize law enforcement is feeding on a failed policy with
no problem. We can confront him with information that threatens his
survival but most of us don’t. Small problem. So the system deals
with this threat by telling the drug warriors not to debate the Drug
War in an open forum. The system has removed the threat to the Drug
Warriors survival and sanity. They will cling to that order like God
gave it. The drug warriors know they aren’t winning this war but they
don’t ask why. They don’t want to know. Big Problem.

Citizens accept this responsibility, servants and slaves do not. We
owe it to our country to be informed citizens because our democracy
depends on citizens to survive. We must actively accept responsibility
for the government’s conduct with both eyes open. If we do not
accept our role as citizens, we will be forced to accept the role of
servants and slaves.

Knowledge is Power

When we refuse to address the foundation and agendas in the Drug
War we are doing the same thing. We don’t want to question our own
reality. We have a gut feeling the answers are a threat our survival,
just like the cop. If we didn’t think the answers were ugly, we
wouldn’t be avoiding the questions. We would be asking them
instead. It’s called survival.

Use it honestly and you expose the true enemies of freedom and
democracy. Abuse that knowledge and you become the enemy of
freedom and democracy. An informed citizenry is a necessity in a
Democracy. The media keeps us misinformed because Democracy is
a threat to government and corporate power.

Asking why we are fighting the Drug War and why the government is
lying to promote it are legitimate questions. If it takes a trip to the
FBI building on Wilshire BLVD. to get the answers, we do it..
If it takes speaking in public forums, we do it. Risking threats to our
life, livelihood, family and freedom, we do it. We must do whatever it
takes to find the truth and shut down this war.
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Statement From Constable Gil Puder

The Cocaine Trade and Future Revolution

My belief that the War on Drugs, Drug War must end arises
from the damage being done to both policing and the society it
serves. The tactics, weaponry, and propaganda of our 20th
century narcotic prohibition has been borrowed from a
Western military model. This misguided application generated
nothing other than systemic conflict that has overwhelmed our
justice and health care systems.

I saw the first quantities of cocaine securely under government
control with the inauguration of Ronald Reagan in 1981.
Government dumping of cocaine dropped the price from over
$60,000 a kilo to less that $12,000 a kilo in five short years.
During the same time frame, the price of a metric ton would
drop below $500,000.

Being a front-line police officer, I am deeply troubled by any
example of counterproductive law enforcement. Talented
officers diligently perform what many honestly believe to be
their duty, placing themselves and others in harms way to
intervene in matters of personal choice. Unwittingly, however,
this merely raises the stakes in a game where criminal cartels
meet the demand that our forefathers rather arbitrarily declared
to be illegitimate.

The fiberglass casts containing the cocaine were time stamps
that revealed the growing stockpiles in Columbia and
Columbia’s / Reagan’s / CIA’s / NSA’s / etc., rapid
consolidation of production facilities in South America. By the
end of 1986, excess production had created stockpiles to meet
consumption demands into the 1990s.
The cocaine industry in the 1980s provided seed money to
control the political machines of both parties, Contra operations,
the Predators Balls in Beverly Hills, major developments in
Southern California and much more. We through a party in 1981
in Southern California. When that party was winding down in
1989, a Drug War Democracy was firmly in control in America
and a dominate factor in power politics throughout most of the
rest of the world.

In a pointless civil war at the turn of the millennium, we need to,
“unlearn the habits we have taught ourselves, or we shall not
survive.” 2 Rather than assigning victory or defeat, Canadians
must fundamentally change the strategies of several interwoven
social institutions, policing being the keystone among them.
I faithfully subscribe to Sir Robert Peel’s admonition to,
“maintain at all times a relationship with the public that gives
reality to the historic tradition that the police are the public and
the public are the police.” While strongly believing in devotion
to duty, I subordinate the unique requirements of my profession
to responsibilities as a human being, parent, and Canadian
citizen, who has no desire to raise his children in a country torn
by needless criminality. My commitment cannot be fulfilled in a
military context, applying the law in a punitive manner to people
unfairly labeled as amoral losers.

It was just a matter of time before the financing mechanisms of
the New World Order (Drug War Economics) were recognized
as a source of financing for rebellion and revolution as well. To
defeat the New World Order we must fight these dirty bastards
on a level playing field. This means the use of black market
revenues to finance rebellion. We must understand their tools of
repression and use those tools to crush the New World Order.
One day, these corrupt institutions will fall, hard, fast and ugly.
When that day comes their heads will be placed on the chopping
block and we will be the ones with the ax in your hands. Don’t
be shy. Bring that ax down on the corrupt head of the beast,
hard, fast and ugly. Then it will be time to rebuild our
civilization.

Harsh, reactionary criminal justice has proven woefully miscast
as a control mechanism for drug use. The challenge for policing
is to measure traditional drug war practices against the integrity
of truly ethical conduct, and where our performance is less than
exemplary, take a leadership role in identifying overdue
legislative change.
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Death of a Judge

FOR YOUR CORRUPTION FILES
A Letter to Mike Levine. 5/2/99

(Status of Ward Valley (4/14/99))

Hi Ruth, I never did like being targeted by the government
without returning the favor. I find I get a lot more respect from
my enemies that way and live longer too. I guess I have a little
gangster inside of me or just understand my enemies a little
better. I found that a little violence goes a long way in cutting
through the legal BS. That’s why they killed your judge and
made it look like an accident.

Last week was a bad week in San Bernardino County and the
Flip Side to KING RAT. Jane Un, local bureaucrat got
probation. She pleaded guilty to 33 felony counts of fraud,
embezzlement, bribery and other corruption related charges. She
didn’t RAT on anyone. Another Bureaucrat got OR (released
without bail) during his corruption investigation. The prosecutor
in both cases is DAN LOUGH. This is the same prosecutor my
San Bernardino County Supervisor, Jerry Eaves (and his band of
thieves) sent me to, concerning the hospice scam that killed my
stepfather and robbed my family of their life savings, $200,000
last year. An informant, Larry Conley, is involved in the hospice
program.

A little violence went a long way in cutting through the legal
BS. Your judge forgot her place in society and now she’s dead. I
suggest that you or someone you know, investigate the death of
Judge McLaughlin. Personally, we both know, the Coroner’s
Office or any government investigation will be tainted. When
Judgeships are for life, the system terminates rogue judges. A
good place to start is to interview her legal staff and find out if
files have been tampered with. When corruption rules society,
an honest judge is a dead judge.

I was also scheduled to testify in a drug case in Judge Fawke’s
court that was related to my petition campaign last year. That
petition would place all county law enforcement officers on real
random drug testing. The defendant was assigned a Conflicts
Panel attorney. This Public Defender deliberately got the
defendant out of the courtroom while Judge Fawke issued a
warrant. When the defendant went back into the courtroom (less
than ten minutes later) he was cuffed and forced to plead while
under arrest. I am glad it was not a felony drug charge. The
court’s paperwork does not show he was under arrest when the
plea was made. I was there. The Public Defender confirmed
Gene was under arrest during the plea bargain. Dirty bastards.

If something is dirty behind the death of this judge, there will be
some falsified government documents in the investigation and
the system will play the plausible deny-ability game. They will
make sure it looks like an accident with no witnesses. With no
witnesses you are able to sever a direct connection between the
killer and the investigation. I bet nobody contacted you when an
investigation into the Judge’s death went down because a
“good” investigator knows when to keep it simple.

I also went to see the FBI, in Riverside last Friday. I brought
information on corruption in local government and a complete
copy of the evidence concerning the death of Paul Wells. This
included a copy of “The Hunt for Justice.” All Agent Thompson
did, was make excuses and claim “mistakes were made.” It must
be rough being in law enforcement when you know the real
criminals are above the law and running the government. This
selective enforcement of the law infuriates the hell out of me. I
reminded him that falsifying evidence is a felony punishable in
state prison for 2, 3 or 4 years, 6200 Cal. Evidence code. Justice
is a dangerous joke in America.

When investigating the death of Paul Wells our first big break
was a Coroner’s report with a Hospice diagnosis that never
happened. This was one of over 40 errors and omissions the
Coroner’s office refused to correct in the Coroner’s Report. I
knew someone in the government was directly involved in the
killing at that point. There is only one way to deal with the
injustice we are seeing in America. We must create the climate
where we have the power to hunt it down and kill it. Remember,
Justice is a hunt. Sincerely, Jay Lindberg
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CONCLUSION: The truth is ugly, but it’s better than being stupid
and putting your faith in institutions that don’t deserve it. it. Here is
where we are today.

Citizenship and the Movement

(1/28/98)
This letter is to a member of the hemp movement in California. He
was attempting to practice some censorship in my direction. He lacks
the courage to stand up to corruption or the abuses of government and
corporate power. He is not alone. This letter addresses citizenship
obligations on a foundation of accurate information and courage.

1) The ACLU is not adequately defending civil rights violations from
the Drug War.
2) We have not been effective at curbing Drug War abuses.

To the Movement:

3) The government is misrepresenting its own research to promote the
Drug War.

Do you plan on controlling information, or being a conduit for it? I
need to know. Your letter implies censorship is your agenda.

4) The Drug War is a corrupt institution that is devouring our freedom
and future. It most be stopped.

I have been an activist for a long time and don’t expect a pat on the
back. My background is engineering and economics. I can also write a
research paper. I am not afraid to ask the wrong people the right
questions if that is what it takes to get to the truth. I will use the
ACLU as an example. I realized the government and the media were
misrepresenting decades of established research to promote the Drug
War. I also realized powerful institutions were benefiting
economically from those misrepresentations.

These issues must be addressed before legitimate solutions to the
Drug War can be obtained. Knowledge is the foundation for power in
society. Money and fear are tools that enforce power and regulate the
flow of information. The Drug War cannot defend its own conduct
with accurate information. That is why, “The No Public Debate
Policy” is enforced with repression and covert action. Attacks on the
Drug War will never be effective until we address the lies and the
repression that perpetuate it.

I went to the ACLU with a different strategy for defending our civil
rights from Drug War repression. The solution was obvious. When
you misrepresent the Government’s research to promote and finance
Drug War Repression you violate the law. It’s called fraud. When you
enforce a “No Public Debate Drug Policy” with repression and covert
action, it’s called extortion and racketeering. We can attack the Drug
War as a corrupt institution because it can’t be defended with accurate
information.

The bottom line. The Drug War and the government have far more
control over accurate information and our own lives than any of us
want to believe or admit. If we can’t handle the truth we will never
have the power to shut down the war on drugs. We will consistently
underestimate the threat, while it ravages this nation until there is
nothing left but a prison.
NOTE: How can a man like McCaffrey (our Drug Czar under Bill
Clinton), parade around as a citizen, and have so much contempt for
citizenship? McCaffrey is participating in a policy that‘s designed to
pillage resources and suffocate this nation with debt. It is destroying
liberty and justice in America, with an unjust war.

This is the best defense for our civil rights. We can criminalize this
war by exposing the fraud that perpetuates it. When the ACLU states,
“we do not address economic issues,” they refused to address the
economics of Drug War Repression. I asked, “Is personal choice an
inferior defense for our “Bill of Rights” if the Drug War is a corrupt
economic policy?” The ACLU response, “You must to learn your
place in this organization.”

His ruling class morality needs a working class ass kicking and a
traitor’s justice. It will take the destruction of the ruling class on a
global scale to end this war. This war will not end without a bloody
Revolution.
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A COLD WAR LEGACY

You do not realize the long term threat of nuclear weapons until you
deal with the waste streams created in nuclear weapons production
and the destructive potential of radiation to our genetic code.

One of the first acts of the Cold War by the US was an assessment of
nuclear weapons as a deterrent to Soviet aggression in Western
Europe. It was determined that less than 400 nuclear weapons,
integrated with other weapons systems would meet all legitimate
defense needs against Soviet aggression.

This country not only built a nuclear weapons industry that produced
100 times more nuclear weapons than legitimate needs dictated. The
nuclear waste streams created in the production of 40,000 nuclear
weapons are 100 fold larger than legitimate defense needs dictated as
well. The long term effects of the improper disposal of nuclear waste
and the biological damage from this waste stream is seriously
compromising our genetic code at the species level. Improperly
handled, this waste stream will lead to the extinction of this species.

This is why we built 40,000 of them instead, a number that was 100
fold greater than legitimate need?
1) Those that control the technology of mass destruction control
global economic policies as well. Nuclear weapons were the ultimate
extortion weapon.

I wish I could say that I cannot imagine a more irresponsible decision
in the history of this species than the building of a massive nuclear
weapons industry and the nuclear waste streams this industry created.
Unfortunately, given enough time, the two legged monkey people
(government) figured out that the nuclear waste streams of the cold
war could be ignored and the pollution data suppressed (at least
temporarily) under the cloak of national security. That’s right, the
government is using national security to hide nuclear poisons in our
soils and groundwater. There is no government infrastructure in
place to honestly deal with any major nuclear waste stream in this
country. Government has decided that nuclear waste is a public
relations problem.

2) Nuclear weapons systems are expensive, profitable, labor intensive
and required cutting edge technology to be developed. Massive
government funding would be required to develop and sustain this
technology. These weapons systems became a jobs program. A self
sustaining bureaucracy was created to continue government financing
of the arms race and nuclear weapons production.
3) Nuclear weapons development was in fact a merging of corporate
and government power that this world had never seen before.
4) Nuclear weapons production technology & nuclear waste disposal
issues were placed and still remain under the cloak of National
Security. The government is using the cloak of National Security to
hide the disposal practices and health risks of nuclear waste.

So what do we do with this information and where do we go from
here? I honestly do not know. We have over 400,000 hazardous waste
sites and over 40,000 nuclear waste sites (thanks to illegal dumping)
in this country. Norton AFB is one of them. For the most part, the
nuclear waste sites have breached containment and geological
features, such as aquifer flow rates dictate groundwater
contamination. This government and friends dumped enough of these
nuclear poisons in our oceans and other countries to put the rest of the
planet in the same boat. I expect the government to use biological
weapons (because they are government friendly) to exterminate local
populations when these nuclear waste streams initiate rebellion.

It has been said that God will condemn the man that poisons the
well but God will also condemn the man many times over that
knows the well is poisoned and does nothing. Unfortunately, the
nuclear weapons industry and the nuclear waste disposal practices
associated with that industry should make that curse a reality.
As an explosive, nuclear weapons are far more dangerous than
nuclear waste, however, from the prospective of toxicology, the
nuclear waste created in making a nuclear weapon is millions of times
more deadly than the nuclear weapons themselves.
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Yucca Mountain: A Permanent Nuclear Waste Disposal
Facility in Nevada

This is the foundation of the crisis mode of environmentalist to
the Yucca Mountain operation.

Nuclear waste disposal is not a serious concern in the
development of nuclear weapons, (1) if your intent is to destroy
all life on the planet in a Nuclear War (2) nuclear weapons
fulfill their destiny. (3) The cloak of National Security can
successfully deny public access to the nuclear waste disposal
risks. (4) Police state technology can neutralize acts of rebellion
against the state for poisoning the planet. (5) Clever marketing
permits the general population to die quietly and uninformed.

Unfortunately, there is still a high probability that this project
will be approved and shipments will begin before the end of
2002. This decision is driven by five factors.
(1) The financial liability of nuclear waste is passed from the
nuclear power industry to the government. The reduced liability
will radically alter the bottom line for energy stocks.
(2) Development of additional nuclear power facilities will
become cost effective.
(3) Short term National Security concerns.
(4) An excuse to loot the retirement accounts of the sheeple.
(5) The Sheeple have no spine. They will take their “Last Days
are upon us” rhetoric to their graves.

Sixty years of dangerously flawed and corrupt nuclear weapons,
power and disposal policies in America has created a nuclear
waste disposal crisis and a species level threat. The government
solution is the Yucca Mountain High Level Nuclear Waste
Disposal project. This solution includes transportation and
consolidation of 70,000 tons of spent nuclear fuel rods to one
government controlled location. The nuclear power process
increases fuel rod radioactivity approximately a million fold.

This decision should lead us to the brink of war because it will
eventually be recognized as a National Security threat to the
Global Community.
When that day arrives, the global
community will be forced to apply economic sanctions and
covert action to close the Yucca Mountain project and force this
government to seek a less perilous nuclear waste disposal
program. If the sanctions are not successful a global war should
be inevitable.

The technology for proper nuclear waste disposal does not exist
and the government cannot publicly address the true risks of
these nuclear waste streams. Cleaver marketing is the only
solution available. This project is part of a big ticket, public
relations solution to the nuclear waste disposal crisis. This public
relations solution also requires the government to invest heavily
in Police State technology to suppress a citizen rebellion and the
time to put that technology in place. Our anti-terrorism
campaign is financing the police state. The Yucca Mountain
solution is a diversion that is providing the time to build it.

I am not optimistic that we will be able to stop the Yucca
Mountain Project because politics in America is based on two
principles; (1) protect your ass and (2) pillaging rights. There is
enough short term benefits in continuing these policies to keep
the rulers in power, fat and happy. The truth is such a threat to
national security (Corporate power) that special interests will
probably seal our fate.

The site design and containment technology at Yucca Mountain
are critically flawed. Honest environmental models reveal
containment failure - fire - and finally a radioactive waste cloud
release of approximately 50,000 tons of the high level
radioactive waste stored there. That radioactive waste cloud
should produce enough radiation and radioactive material to
sterilize this planet for the next million years.

Our greatest chance of surviving this government policy is from
the global community. Unfortunately, they may be too
comfortable and corrupt to risk their fortunes and way of life.
Yucca Mountain is a doomsday policy that will not fail if it
becomes a reality. If the fascists in power don’t kill us, our
nuclear waste streams will. We will all die in silent ways from
our own inaction.
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Nuclear Waste Transport

There is approximately 40,000 tons of High Level Radioactive Waste
"on site" at 130 locations in America. The liability value of that
waste stream exceeds 700 billion dollars. That means each truck
carrying one bundle of fuel rods to Skull Valley in Utah saves the
waste producer approximately $20,000,000 in disposal costs and the
railroad car that can hold 20 tons of high level radioactive waste
saves the waste producer hundreds of millions of dollars in disposal
costs. The nuclear power industry will eliminate $100 of billions of
nuclear waste disposal costs by getting Congress to approve Yucca
Mountain as a permanent storage facility for high level nuclear waste
in 2010 and Skull Valley in Utah for temporary storage in 2003.

(Excerpt From National Security Debate)

On the national front, in spite of homeland security, we can
expect attacks on our infrastructure to become more deadly than the
9-11-2001 attacks. These attacks, however, will be insignificant in
comparison to a containment breach during the transportation of high
level nuclear waste to a temporary facility at Skull Valley in Utah,
beginning as early as 2003. By 2010, 40,000 tons of high level
radioactive waste will be stored at Skull Valley. Yucca Mountain is
expected to open in 2010 and will begin receiving Nuclear waste
from Skull Valley.

The House of Representatives passed Yucca Mountain by almost a
three to one margin. The Senate will be voting on this bill in the next
few weeks. With hundreds of billions of dollars at stake for the
Nuclear power industry, what are the odds that at least 51 senators
will get bought off and pass the Yucca Mountain Storage ? It's
almost a done deal.

There are two modes of transportation for these wastes. Trucks will
carry one bundle of radioactive fuel rods weighing approximately one
ton and rail transports will carry up to 20 bundles per container,
weighing approximately 20 tons.
The process of nuclear power increases fuel rod radioactivity
approximately a million fold. A breach of containment during truck
transport with one bundle of radioactive fuel rods (approximately one
ton) should burst into flames. The radioactive fallout from one bundle
of spent fuel rods is capable of creating a lethal radioactive waste
cloud larger than 10,000 square miles (roughly the size of Southern
California) with a half life of thousands of years and rain will transfer
the radioactive waste particles to the soil.

DEALING WITH A BREACH OF CONTAINMENT
The plan is to avoid a fire followed by a radioactive waste cloud at all
costs. We need an HONEST estimated time a breached container
loaded with nuclear waste can be expected to burst into flames. (We
can probably run that simulation from models using DU (Depleted
Uranium) research from munitions testing over the last 20 years.)
The only logical plan is to create the environment at the breach of
containment site, similar to the pools the rods were pulled from
originally at the reactor site. Our survival will depend on how fast the
container and breached waste can be submerged in water at least 25
feet deep and as close to 40 feet deep as possible. We will need (1) a
containment vessel that can be assembled or inflated very quickly, (2)
immediate access to the water to fill the containment vessel, (3) the
pumping equipment to deliver that water and (4) a plan in place to
deal with the mess we created to contain this ecological disaster.

From the prospective of environmental damage, one bundle of fuel
rods will inflict more environmental damage in a containment breach
than a ten megaton hydrogen bomb. A fuel rod storage container for
rail transportation contains as much as 20 bundles of high level
nuclear waste weighing approximately 20 tons. A containment breach
of one of these containers could kill over thirty million people and
leave a huge part of this country uninhabitable for thousands of years.
The proposal to start shipping high level radioactive waste to a
permanent storage facility is based on economics and liability. High
level radioactive waste disposal costs approximately $10,000 a
pound. As long as the waste stays "on site" it is a liability of the
producer. The liability is transferred to the government when the
radioactive waste source leaves the site.

We need to know what will be done with the contaminated water,
cast, vessel, the damaged fuel rods and environmental contamination
at the breach of containment site.
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A Day Care Center & Nuclear Waste

If the government refuses to provide this information, and prove it is
accurate / workable, then they are admitting by default, that
transportation of high level nuclear waste is a fatally flawed plan. The
Federal government is downplaying the risks of containment breach
which means they will be ill prepared to deal with a breached
containment when it happens. The assets will not be in place to
address a containment breach when it happens. Local governments
must assume the additional cost of assets needed to protect
communities from a containment breach / fire / radioactive waste
cloud. The alternative is radioactive death for that community.

I went to the Police Accountability Committee Meeting tonight in San
Bernardino, Ca.. I went there to address concerns about (1) the
purging of waste Contamination data on the Internet at Norton AFB
(part of the city of San Bernardino), (2) the cleanup and (3) illegal
dumping of waste from Norton AFB to surrounding communities.
Someone needed to launch an investigation. I doubted local police
would be cooperative and I was right, but I had to be sure .

The number of shipments destined to travel through Southern
California, the volatile nature of these spent fuel rods, the
government's past performance with nuclear waste, the terrain they
will be traveling, mode of transportation and containment designs are
all risk assessment factors. We are in an awful lot of trouble.

I have been researching nuclear waste contamination at the Hanford
Nuclear Reservation (Yes, that’s what they call it) in Washington
State and military facilities across the nation. My concerns: (1) Did
Norton AFB become an illegal dumpsite for Transuranic waste (Spent
Nuclear Fuel) or other waste tied to the Nuclear Weapons Industry.
(2) If so, has it been cleaned up. (3) There is a Day Care Facility
within 300 yards of a shallow well (27 feet deep) reading 5,280
pico-curries/liter of water. 20 pico-curries/liter is the EPA standard
for safe drinking water. (4) If the child care center is above the same
pool of underground water as the hot well, someone is breaking the
law and those children will not die of old age. (5) I wanted local law
enforcement to find out if groundwater testing had been done close
enough to the Day Care Center to insure their safety (6) If not, who‘s
responsible. This was their response. (1) Are you with a group and
who are they. (2) We have no authority to investigate the matter. You
are out of order. (3) The Assistant Police Chief, Wayne Harp
confirmed the San Bernardino Police Department would offer no help
either.

A breach of containment of a high level nuclear waste container will
be a catastrophic accident if assets are not in place, on site and
immediately mobilized to contain it. Even the smallest shipment (one
bundle of fuel rods) can create a lethal radioactive waste cloud the
size of S. Cal.. Once the rods have caught fire, there is little that can
be done. The blue nuclear flame is practically impossible to
extinguish and burns hotter than 1000 degrees C. Those rods will burn
until there is nothing left but a lethal radioactive waste cloud.
Remember, these containers were not designed to stand up to armor
piercing rounds. As far as I am aware, every DU (Depleted Uranium)
armor piercing round in this country's arsenals will pierce, then
detonate those casts. One other thing I should mention. If somehow,
Redlands citizens should survive a breach of containment / fire /
radioactive waste cloud in their area, their chances of having healthy
children do not exist.

I went there to address nuclear waste contamination at Norton AFB

One of the dirty secrets of the Gulf War is that over two thirds of the
children born of gulf war veterans have severe birth defects. Those
veterans were exposed to a Radioactive battlefield from Depleted
Uranium. The radiation from one bundle of rods will be close to a
thousand times greater (I'm not exaggerating) than the radiation
emitted from all DU munitions fired in the Gulf War.

and the wisdom of having a day care center so close to this
radioactive plum. What I got was a reminder of just how
disenfranchised we have become in America. My point is this. The
government can nuke our children until they glow and no public
servant is going to investigate the conduct. Much less, lift a finger to
stop them. Minorities had more rights 35 years ago, than American
citizens have today. Justice is a dish, best served cold.
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Nuclear Waste Politics At Norton AFB

Nuclear Waste Dump at Norton AFB

I live within a few miles of Norton AFB in San Bernardino,
California and recently got involved in the investigation of
Nuclear waste management of Norton AFB. The base is being
converted to civilian use.
What I found during my
investigation was a policy of Nuclear waste dumping around the
perimeter of the facility, local sewers, the desert communities
and Stringfellow. I also found a 25 acre Nuclear waste dump at
the east end of the base. I refer to the dump as a 25 acre can of
“NUCLEAR RAID” (Like “RAID"- the bug spray). The
Nuclear Waste Streams in the area have contaminated over a
million acre feet of groundwater and nobody in local
government has the courage to deal with it, honestly.

To Cmacduff@pe.com
I have been investigating nuclear waste disposal at Norton AFB
during the last few weeks and I have a few hot leads on nuclear waste
contamination there.
Going south on Tippiecanoe, past third street, you will see two
mounds of sandbags. The tallest mound is well #158. That well is
possibly the most radioactive well in the nation. They bulldozed the
cap last week. That monitoring well is also less than 50 feet deep. If
you would like to know why that well is so hot, give me a call. They
posted a radioactive waste site sign at two of the entrances. Those
postings are the size of postage stamps. I have the video as well.

The FEDs have worked out a cozy scam with the County Board
of Supervisors and City of San Bernardino. The FEDS are
financing the commercial development of the base as long as the
local politicians and the media look the other way and keep their
mouths shut. The FEDs are also using (1) the cloak of National
Security to hide their dirty laundry, (2) the public trough to
comfort any troubled souls and (3) Wachenhutt to kill anyone
that refuses to cooperate. This is how things really work in
America.

I have also been investigating the radioactive waste dump behind Air
Combat Camera (site 2) on the far end of the base. I have the site
plans. The government and the Inland Valley Development Authority
(IVDA) claim this site is approximately a 25 acre landfill for green
waste. That is BS. The site plans show eight neutron probes. Four of
those probes are placed in the quote “landsfill” extending down 25
feet below the waste floor. One neutron probe is placed on the north,
south, east, and west sides of the quote landfill as well. There is a 12
foot tall barbed wire fence around the dumpsite with a
decontamination building as well. The blueprints show liquid waste
from this site is pumped into the concrete trench bordering the north
end of the base. This concrete trench flows into approximately ¾ of a
mile of open trench in the poor neighborhoods between third and fifth
street to the North, Sterling to the east and Waterman to the west. The
wells on fifth street are filled with DU and transuranics. Strontuim 90
levels in the milk from the dairies south of Norton AFB have often
exceeded maximum EPA levels in the past. That mountain is a
combination of Transuranic waste, pesticides, solvents, sludge and
fuels. It looks like an unstable radioactive ammo dump. This is an
unlined dump. The waste streams from this unlined dump has
breached containment at least several hundred yards on both sides.
This is a very volatile site. I am curious to see how you will handle
this one. J. L

I also found out that Norton AFB has the distinction of having
the most radioactive well in the United States. This article below
addresses that hot well. I gave several speeches on the Nuclear
waste situation at Norton recently and I also gave a copy of this
letter, stated below to the city council several weeks ago. Since
then the Assistant police chief, Wayne Harp, and the head of the
Police Accountability Committee have resigned. I wonder if my
work had anything to do with this turn of events.
The clue less bastards that run this community will never be
able to deal with the waste streams at Norton AFB honestly.
Sooner or later they are going to put large numbers of people
out there to work. The up side to this plan is that very few of
those workers will live long enough to retire with a pension.
Don’t you love it when a plan comes together?
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Understanding the Political Process In America

The Attack on the World Trade Center & The
Pentagon

Case Study: Senator Bob Kerry

Bob Kerry’s political career began in Vietnam, ten days after the
killing of four student protesters at Kent State. On this day, May
14,1970, Bob Kerry received the Congressional Metal of Honor from
then President, Richard Nixon for his conduct on the battlefield in
South Vietnam.

The path to wrath is injustice at intolerable levels, terrorism is
the great equalizer and this is your country. Act like you own it
because in the end, you will be the ones held accountable for its
conduct. It appears those messages came in all too clear when the
World Trade Center was reduced to burning, radioactive rubble on
9-11-2001. I suggest, before we become hell bent on revenge, we
need to ask this question. Were those attacks a legitimate response to
the conduct of this government and the global economic powers with
headquarters at the World Trade Center? Those attacks were
obviously a retaliatory strike. We need to find out what this
government did to piss off these people, why they chose the World
Trade Center/ Pentagon and whether those attacks were a dish of
street justice that was long overdue.

Bob Kerry was leader of a seven man Seal Team under the CIA’s
Phoenix Program. The Phoenix program was a terror campaign
designed to kill the families of suspected Viet Cong in South
Vietnam. On February 24-25, Bob Kerry and his Seal team targeted a
suspected District Party Secretary for the Kien Hoa Province, his
family/ friends for assassination. This raid left at least 20 confirmed
kills, of those at least 18 were unarmed women and children. There is
no evidence to conclude that the District Party Secretary for Kien Hoa
Province was among the dead or the real target.

George Bush Sr. ordered half a million American troops into a
radioactive battlefield this country created in Desert Storm in 1991.
The Use of Depleted uranium rounds created that radioactive
battlefield. Those troops were not informed of the fact they were
entering a radioactive battlefield or protected from its effects. As a
result, over 130,000 have become gravely ill so far and over 30,000 of
them have died. The death toll resulting from this cowardly and
irresponsible act on those veterans exceeds six fold the toll in these
recent attacks. Several VA studies of children born from Gulf War
Veterans reveal severe birth defects in over 60% of those children.
This government refuses to take responsibility for this act or provide
medical treatment for these veterans or their children.

When Bob Kerry received the Metal of Honor for killing unarmed
women and children the message from the power structure in America
was clear. We are not ashamed to bestow our highest honors for those
that execute unarmed civilians in the name of government power. As
far as we are concerned they are the most deserving of those honors.
The killings at Kent State of unarmed students, as well as
noncombatants in foreign conflicts is acceptable and commendable
behavior in the eyes of this government. Keep up the good work.
This Metal of Honor gave Bob Kerry an inside track and the
credentials for a rapid advance up the levers of power in America. But
far more important was the fact that he had earned the Metal of Honor
by participating in the execution of unarmed civilians in Vietnam, a
war crime. This Metal of Honor had a curse as well. If Bob Kerry
ever bucked the system too hard, his secret behind his Metal of Honor
would be front page news and his political career would be over. I
have no doubt that Bob Kerry has wished many times in the last 30
years that he had refused that metal. Access to power has its price,
external controls.

That radioactive battlefield WE CREATED in Iraq will kill an
estimated 500,000 civilians and continue to kill Iraqi citizens
(civilians) for thousands of years. The present death toll of Iraqi
children to radiation from depleted uranium munitions exceeds ten
fold the casualties at the World Trade Center. That fact alone should
raise serious questions on whether or not our outrage is legitimate OR
POINTED IN THE RIGHT DIRECTION. I do not want this piece
of shit government to put our armed forces, our country or another
country in that situation again.
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Fighting the Fascist in the Courts 8/2000

My point is this. Here is how you beat them.
1) You fight dirty.
2) You don’t let them set you up and get away with it.
3) You intimidate and then you beat the dirty bastards in their own
corrupt courts. Fight to win and hunt to kill. That’s how you beat the
fascists.
Below are a few quotes that will put you in a proactive state of mind
when dealing with the Drug War Fascists and the rest of this
government.
1) When the Jails they built to enslave us, become their new homes,
the world will be a better place for us all.
2) The more I learn about the government, the more I appreciate the
French Revolution.
3) Libraries are a dangerous place for a suspicious mind.
4) Expecting justice in this system is like sticking your thumb up your
ass and expecting to pull out a gold nugget
5) Zero tolerance for corruption is a good thing.

I have some good news from San Bernardino County. I came out
against the Drug war in 1994. The government folded on two more
charges filed against me this morning. They have now lost 9 of ten
misdemeanors and felonies they have filed against me since 1994.
They have one left and that one should be settled in October or
November of this year. I enjoy intimidating the fascists in their own
courts. By the way, I have spent less than $500 on attorneys fees.
Here is a list of the victories. I bet the KUBBY’s, the rest of the
Medical Marijuana movement or their yuppie lawyers can’t make this
claim.
10/96- Driving on a suspended license- dismissed
2/97- Driving on a suspended license- dismissed (10/99)
4/97- Possession for sales (felony) - dismissed (7/97)
4/97 -Maintaining a place where drugs were being sold (Felony) dismissed (7/97)
4/97 - possession of drug paraphernalia- (dismissed) 7/97
5/97- Failure to Appear/fugitive warrant /$25,000 bail dismissed /
Drug War Felonies (Judge Fawke)
6/97 - Failure to appear/ fugitive warrant
(Driving on a suspended license) (misdemeanor) dismissed 10/99
7/97 - Under the influence- declined to file
8/98- Under the influence - declined to file
11/99 Terrorist threats- declined to file
11/99 resisting arrest (148) reduced then dismissed 9/2000
11/99 drunk in public-reduced to PC 145 (fighting words with the
police) then dismissed 9/2000
3/2000 Possession of controlled substance (misdemeanor) court dates
in October and November
9/2000 Failure to Appear/ Fugitive Warrant / (Judge Fawke) recalled

Libertarian attitude for the Inner Cities
This is the attitude I would like to see in the inner cities.
1) I understand how and why our communities are so fucked up.
2.) I realize we must rebuild and control our own economy if we
expect our prosperity to last.
3.) I understand, government is not our friend and government
handouts are a contract with the devil. (on a good day)
4.) I know government handouts played a major role in the decline of
our local economy the last time around and I’m not stupid enough to
make the same mistake twice.
5.) So take your dirty money, your swollen belly, and the government
trough and get the fuck off my property. You might give my dog
fleas. I will be a lot better off controlling my own destiny.
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INJUSTICE AND RESPONSIBILITY (1999)

Your evidence lockers are the largest suppliers of illegal drugs in the
county. The Coroner’s office is there to cover up police misconduct,
covert action and local corruption. The DAs office uses its discretion
to hide criminal conduct throughout the county. Your officers greatest
fears are not the streets or drugs but the corruption in their own
departments and whether or not their partners are part of it.

From Lawman.stout@worldnet.att.net
God bless the American Justice System. Learn it or respect it,
but don’t blame it for all life’s little problems.
To Michael Stout,

I have learned from personal experience that informants can pillage
and kill with immunity in this country. We had to investigate the
death of Paul Wells on 8/9/97 because local Law enforcement refused.
Paul Wells was my mom’s husband for the last 20 years of his life.

Here is a lesson for lawyers and prosecutors. Citizenship is about
accepting responsibility for the conduct of the government with
both eyes open. Democracy is about making sure your elected
officials do the same thing. God expects responsibility from
American citizens, not blind obedience toward its institutions.
When Lawyers make comments like “we can’t legalize drugs, I
make too much money on them” THEY are stating that
economic interests take precedence over the Health and Safety
Code dictating drug policy.

Here is a breakdown of our investigation. The informant, Larry
Conley has worked “Harvesting with Hospice” since the 80s and
nobody in this county will investigate his conduct, much less, lift a
finger to stop him. He has access to
(1) stolen scripts for Schedule II Narcotics regulated by the BNE in
Sacramento (Morphine and Duragesic patches),
(2) the ability to tamper with the patient’s medical records at the
Loma Linda Veterans Hospital. (a crooked hospice team)
(3) access to local bank representatives to transfer assets
(4) access to the Coroner’s office for a falsified Coroner’s Report,
(5) connections in local law Enforcement to obstruct an investigation
(6) enough power to squash an independent investigation by the
Riverside FBI or the county sheriff’s department,
(7) Enough political clout to force the local DAs office to refuse any
direct evidence from the family of the deceased.
(8) Enough power to keep everyone’s mouth shut in the loop after the
pillage and kill went down.

We aren’t blaming all of our problems on the American Justice
system, not all of them. But we can realistically refer to our
justice system as the Obstruction of Justice Show. The
Obstruction of Justice Show is not about life’s little problems.
Those problems are big, ugly and treacherous.
The poor man gets no justice and the rich man walks. We have
learned injustice but injustice commands no respect because it is
not fair or honest. Frankly, if God has blessed this institution
then I need to find a different God because your Obstruction of
Justice Show is a curse and a burden on the citizens of this
nation.

Your Obstruction of Justice Show has become a very dangerous
institution in our society. This institution has not earned our respect
and fear has no legitimate role in the behavior of its citizens except to
expose legitimate threats to our democracy. We don’t need God to
Bless the Obstruction of Justice Show. We need God’s help to clean it
up. Sincerely, Jay Lindberg

On a personal note, I moved back to a place called San
Bernardino, three years ago. The corruption in San Bernardino
County government is like nothing I’ve ever seen. My
Supervisor at the time is Jerry Eaves. I refer to the Board of
Supervisors as “Jerry Eaves and his band of thieves”
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Response to Pacifist Solutions to a Corrupt Drug War

It is time for you to get in touch with Mike Levine. He spent 25 years
inside this war and lost a brother and a son to it as well. You need to
ask him, what it will take to end this war. He will not lie to you.
When he answers that question, I suggest you prepare for it.

This article is specifically to David Crockett (Crock Of Shit)
Williams and a few condescending POS attempting to censor this
book. This book deals with the drug war repression honestly and
proactively. It has a homicide investigation in it as well. Paul Wells,
my mom’s husband is the victim. There are over 60 exhibits included
with the hard copy.

While the road to freedom or tyranny is stained with the blood of
tyrants and patriots, it is paved with the bones of sheep. J L
(In 1996, Larry Conley received an award for his Drug Free
Apartments Program from County supervisor Jerry Eaves. I’m betting
Jerry is getting a piece of this scam.)

Paul Wells was illegally placed in a Hospice program on 7/16/97,
pillaged of $200,000 in cash and assets by 7/28/97 and killed on
8/9/97. The murder weapon was morphine and Duragesic Patches
(Schedule II narcotics are controlled by the government). The fascists
in power are pushing this killing under the rug. It’s well documented
in the book.

Libertarianism and Medical Marijuana: 12 May 1999
When Medical marijuana is a fact of life the Pharmaceutical Industry
will go through some major restructuring on Wall Street. At that
point. The gig will be up.

I have to find out if the looting and killing of Paul Wells was a drug
war execution, targeting the families of opponents to this war or
another day for the Harvesting with Hospice program in San
Bernardino. The informant Larry Conley, is running this hospice
scam. He is above the law.

Subj.: And they say marihuana is dangerous
Who says marijuana is dangerous?
Answer: The media.
Who owns the media?

So if you have nothing good to say about this book and refuse to read
it as well, then shut the fu** up and say nothing at all. I wrote this
book because I want justice for my family and an honest evaluation of
the risks when any of us oppose the Drug War in America. I did not
have it when I came out against the Drug War and one of my parents
is dead.

Answer: The rich.
Why are the rich threatened by Marijuana?
Answer: Competition.
From who?

American citizens have a right to know if their opposition to the
Drug War will make their families targets for termination as well.
When I raised this issue to the movement after Paul was killed in
1997, this was their response. “Jay, the harder you push the harder
they will push back.” (NOT MUCH HELP AT ALL WERE THEY.)
My response, “No shit, this is war, what did you expect?

Answer: Us, that’s who.
They claim marijuana prohibition is a health risk, because if they
admitted the economic risk, we would burn down their houses and
stretch their fucking necks. Those dirty bastards have bet their lives
on this swindle. It’s time they lost that bet.
The only place this dirty little war belongs is in our history books as
an example of a criminal abuse of power that ended in a mass
lynching of corrupt officials. We need to hang those dirty bastards
by their red power ties. Sincerely, Jay Lindberg

When the government killed Peter McWilliams (one of your own) the
public realized, you had compromised the truth, and underestimated
the risks, to gain their support. You would have been far better off if
you had been honest with the them in the first place. A suggestion.
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Addressing Collateral Damage

This is what I remember of the autopsy. Each bullet entry into his
body had a long metal shaft representing the angle of bullet trajectory.
Each wound was examined to determine damage to tissue and organs.
Those metal shafts dictated the dynamics of the bullets that ripped
through his body and ended his life. He interfered with government
repression policies in the black communities in LA. He would have to
be neutralized (terminated) before he became a leader with national
support and a national agenda. He had become a long term threat. to
this corrupt system. Assassination politics eliminated that threat.

Addressing the Moral Objections to War (1998)
In the early 1990s I picked up a conviction for 243 B Battery of a
Police officer in Glendora when a cop referred to my wife as a bitch. I
was sentenced to community service and work release. The
community service was with the California hemp initiative with Jack
Herrer and buddies. The work release was with the Los Angeles
County Coroner’s office. The County Coroner’s Office gave me
insights into how easily I could adapt to violence and death when
confronted by so much of it. I have had to rely on this experience to
address the brutality of this Drug War, the killing of Paul Wells and
the real abuses in the medical marijuana issue.

I also watched the PIGS get their story straight in an officer involved
shooting. It was still laid out on the chalkboard weeks after the killing.
A reminder of how things really work in LA. County. When I address
the Medical marijuana, as cold blooded premeditated murder, these
are the images I see and I have seen them before. The look of death.
When I see Dan Lundgren (Attorney General for California
1990-1998) I address him for what he is, a government supported
executioner. I see a need to end this War. We cannot allow these
killers to walk freely in our society; much less running it. We did not
start the Drug War. It was thrust upon us by a corrupt government to
support the political interests of very powerful institutions.

The Los Angeles County Coroner’s Office
I spent a lot of time observing and talking to the pathologists. Cutting
up dead people is a strange occupation and I wanted to know what
made them tick. I also personally witnessed tampering with evidence
by the LAPD inside this coroners office. I witnessed the same patterns
and practices during the OJ Simpson trial. Here is a taste of the LA
Coroners Office.

We did not start this war or turn it into a killing machine. They did.
Last year it executed my mom’s husband in a hospice scam and
robbed them of their life’s savings. An informant can pillage and kill
in the drug war is a realty we must face. My experience with the LA
Coroners office is this. With all the doctored VNA hospice records,
the VA medical records, BofA bank records, and even a fucking video
I see all to clearly how my stepfather was robbed and murdered in
1997. I also witnessed the Obstruction of Justice show push this case
under the rug. Anyone claiming the Drug War is not an economic
policy and a deliberate killer is a fool or a crook at this point. To end
the Drug War we confront the brutalities on a level playing field and
fight back. The next question. How will we address the collateral
damage that will surely follow? Before this war is over, we will all
have blood on our hands. JL

They brought in someone that has just expired, you see the look on
the man’s face. He is suffocating, struggling for a last breath that his
lungs cannot process, so he dies. Or a baby on a gurney with the
mouthpiece still in its mouth, diapered, quiet, cold and still. A knifing
victim soaked in blood. Each death has a story. The Pathologist looks
for that story, the last chapter, the end of that person’s life.
The autopsy I witnessed that stands out was on “The Peacemaker”. He
had been assassinated at close range. I don’t remember his name but I
do remember his story. The Peacemaker negotiated the truce between
The Crips and The Bloods in the late 1980s in Los Angeles. This lead
to a major de-escalation of black on black and Drug War related
killings in the LA area. The LAPD was not pleased because a truce
between these two major gangs made this minority far harder to
control politically. His vision had cost him his life.
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What was not apparent was why the Drug War Economy needed
an expanding prison population to survive. This is important.
The first thing to understand about the Drug War is that you are
not criminalizing drugs. You are criminalizing those people
associated with the production, distribution and consumption of
those drugs. Another important factor is the impact of
institutionalized corruption in the Drug War. This simply means
that these drug laws are not enforced uniformly because of
political and economic considerations. Here are a few rules
(equations) for the Drug War Economy.

“Three Strikes” Research-California- 1994
1994 was a pivotal year for the Drug War Economy in
California and the rest of America as well. It had been over
twenty years since Nixon declared the War on Drugs. During
those twenty years, it was obvious to everyone, that the Drug
War had failed miserably at its publicly stated function: To
reduce the use, availability and harm to society from illegal
drugs. During those twenty years, the Drug War Economy and
one of its key front subsidiaries, the prison industry, had also
become a dominate force in state and National Politics.

Drug Prohibition + Selective Enforcement = Regulated Distribution
Black Market Profits + Corrupt Officials = Illegitimate Power

In California, Republican, Pete Wilson was Governor and the
prison population in many states, California included was
approaching double capacity. Court ordered early releases of
inmates, forced large numbers of institutionalized “criminals”
back into society. Huge numbers of those institutionalized
“Criminals” were Drug War related.

Illegitimate Power + Black Market Profits = Institutional Corruption
Institutionalized Corruption + Jack Boots = Population Control

The revenues from the smuggling of illegal drugs and other
contraband such as slaves, gunpowder, weapons, gold, alcohol,
hemp seed, opium, state secrets, etc. have been a source of
economic and political power since civilization began. The Drug
War is just another example of a ruling class tradition that
consolidates power and enforces the subjugation of the masses.

California and many other states, required voter approval of
prison bonds. While California citizens did not accept the
decriminalization of illegal drugs, they refused to fund prisons
for the criminals the Drug War was creating either. California
voters had overwhelmingly turned down prison bond initiatives
in 1988, 1990, and 1992. By 1994, it was apparent that voters
would not bail out the Drug War by financing an ever
expanding prison industry through the initiative process. “Three
Strikes” was designed to subvert that process. “Three Strikes”
radically increased the number of incarcerated Drug offenders in
California. The California prison industry projected 200,000
inmates by the year 2,000 and most would by drug offenders.
They were right on target.

Drug Prohibition in America is a regulated distribution network.
Organizations like the CIA regulate that network and provide
immunity for their suppliers and distributors. (Yes, they get their
cut.) They also handle the disbursement of revenues from these
black market drugs. Those outside the loop are considered “Fair
Game” and potential political threats to the power structure as it
exists in America. A major beneficiary of these black market
revenues is the international banking community
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Black market revenues play a major factor in the timely
repayment of debt to the World Bank and IMF in South and
Central America. (This information should provide some
insights of the power of international banking interests and
where the loyalties of the CIA really are. These insights will
provide a whole new meaning to “the one with the gold rules.”)

This “Prison Industry” in California, almost totally controls the
Republican party in this state and few democrats (yes a little d)
will go up against it..
But behind this prison industry is the Drug War Economy itself
and the regulated distribution of Black Market Drugs. So why is
this drug market located in the inner cities and the violence
allowed to fester and destroy those communities? Four reasons.

This regulated distribution network is extremely lucrative and
sufficient punishments must be incorporated into this system to
discourage participation by competing geopolitical interests.
This is why prisons were such an important component of the
Drug War. Prisons were an alternative to de facto legalization
and from an illegitimate power perspective legalization could
not be tolerated. What is described here is an acquisition of
power model called Narco- Colonialism. This destructive model
had other repression tools built into in as well and the rules of
distribution were far different in the inner cities than the suburbs.
Of course, so were the punishments, the marketing strategies and
the impact of “Three Strikes” on specific populations.

1) The power structure behind the Drug War Economy could not
get away with this shit in the suburbs.
2) Poor people have no power, fuck um, its the American way.
3) Create the demand for a Police State in America with the
manufactured turmoil associated with thriving black markets.
4) Seized assets. By the time the citizens of this country, figure
out the long term agendas behind seized assets legislation, they
will be out of assets to loot.

Another fact about “Three Strikes” was its timing. “Three
Strikes” and NAFTA were being discussed and passed during
the same time frame. “Three Strikes” simply dealt with the long
term economic realities of NAFTA, repression style.

This war has a bad habit of destroying legitimate economies and
forcing people into the black markets to survive. When you
destroy those economies, democracies will follow. That’s how
Narco- Colonization works and it is most effective as a tool for
controlling the political process.

So what is “Three Strikes” exactly? It’s a long term prison
growth initiative and a poverty program for California. It is also
a slave labor pool for Prison Industries. It has very little to do
with addressing violent crime because only a small percentage of
those given lengthy sentences under “Three Strikes” are career
criminals with a long history of violence. It has made the prison
industry so profitable, that it is one of the most powerful
lobbying organizations in the California.

It’s really simple. The money generated from “Black market
Commodities” buys the politicians and consolidates their power
base. This procedure works best when the source of the drugs
and the consumers of those drugs are in different countries and
the intelligence community is the middleman, controls much of
the political process, is accountable to nobody and the ear of the
law enforcement communities. It is sort of like a drug dealing
snitch, with cops and politicians on his payroll. Accept all the
players in the loop are a lot bigger and a hell of a lot more
dangerous. .
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were not fulfilling their intended roles, those policies would be far
easier to change.”

Chapter II: The Prison Industry and
the Drug War Economy

4) We must understand, that corruption in government is about
putting economic and political interests before the health and safety
of its citizens. Corrupt policies are economic in origin and this
concept applies. “To vent a country economically, you must vent a
country politically as well.” The rotten apples must be removed from
power. So we expose their involvement in the corrupt institutions,
and remove them from power. Corrupt institutions, by design, violate
federal statutes addressing Fraud, Extortion and racketeering.

Thought for the Day
I always felt more comfortable in a street fight than a courtroom.
Should I have outgrown that attitude by now? Not in America

Developing the Drug War Economy Model (4/30/99)
The origins of the Drug War and the motives behind continuing these
policies are not pretty. I wish they were but they are not. These
concepts stated below will explain how I acquired this information,
my conclusions and what agendas I have.

5) When corrupt policies become institutionalized (institutionalized
corruption) the enforcement arm of that government will protect
them. Government is about power and control.. The agendas for
corrupt policies or the political and economic machinery behind them
are not public knowledge either. Investigating and exposing corrupt
policies is dangerous because our sources of information are the
corrupt institutions you intend to expose.

1) Policy based on lies promote bad policies and destroy the integrity
of our institutions. Those lies are self serving and promote policies
accurate information do not support. This is the foundation of corrupt
institutions and left to their own devises grow from bad to worse.

6) The downside to face to face confrontations with the DOJ, FBI, or
legislators is they know what they told you and from the questions
you ask, what you already know. The upside is, an unannounced visit,
can get you the information you are looking for, without running a
gauntlet. Covert operations require planning and an unannounced
visit gives the interviewer the temporary edge, the element of
surprise.

2) Citizenship is about accepting responsibility for the conduct of our
government. This requires access to accurate information, and the
courage to act on it. That courage and responsibility make you the
logical replacements for our corrupt elected officials and the logical
enemies of the bureaucracy. This is leadership training at gun point.
3) Government policies that are not fulfilling their publicly stated
function fall in three categories. Failed, flawed or corrupt. Failed and
flawed policies can usually be altered with accurate information and
reasonable options. When government responds to accurate
information and reasonable options with censorship, covert
operations and other forms of intimidation, you are not dealing with
failed or flawed policies. You are dealing with institutionalized
corruption.

My best research has not been from books. But from unannounced
interviews of researchers, bureaucrats, corporate officials,
government agents, elected officials and congressional staff. An
interview provides the information books do not answer and
publishers will not print.
7) Exposing corrupt policies and the power behind them is a trial and
error process. The concept “if you can think like a criminal, you can
manipulate one” is an effective investigating tool..

These policies must be exposed as corrupt, shut down and the
guilty parties must be held accountable for their conduct. Here is
a simple reality for any government. “If failed and flawed policies
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This gives the investigator the motives behind a source of bad data.
Lies are almost always self serving and expose the criminals. When
someone is lying to you, they often give you follow-up interviews to
create the illusion they are being cooperative and honest. Use them
wisely because that information gives you the rope for a hanging

My engineering training/analytical background did not tolerate this
inconsistency and demanded a reassessment. The Drug War
Economy/ Democracy is the only logical model I could use that
passed the crucial test. Dictating future drug policy decisions.
Developing the Drug War Economy model required a reassessment of
most of my belief system and the role I was creating in this game
called life. I had to unlearn my place in society, learn to question
authority and to challenge their legitimacy.

8) When you run into a bureaucrat that wants to talk, jump on it. This
is far more common than you might think. Most people (even in
government) want to do the right thing, if they believe they can make
a difference and given a chance. Remember, knowledge is power and
the most productive interviews are a two way street.

The Drug War Economy theory has been in its basic form since the
end of 1995 and has survived the critical test. It is capable of dictating
future drug policy decisions in the Drug War. The government’s
response to my investigation, Medical Marijuana, the enforcement of
mandatory minimums and investments in police state technology are
corrupt economic policies that consolidate wealth and power,
domestically and abroad. The Drug War Economy is not only a
realistic assessment of our Drug policy. The Drug War Economy is a
realistic assessment of a war policy as well.

Corrupt policies are just the opposite and thrive in an environment of
propaganda, greed, silence and fear. The foot soldiers are often more
clue less than the general public believes. Provide information that
enlightens the bureaucrat or even a policeman, and you make him a
threat to the Drug War bureaucracy. Continue follow-up interviews
and make sure the transfer of information continues to be a two way
street. Probe as far as the official you are interviewing will allow.

The Prison Industry and the Drug War Economy
By: Jay Lindberg 1995, 1997 Edited 1998

9) Drawing conclusions and exposing the corruption phase: There are
a million conspiracy theories out there and they are far more accurate
than the corporate press itself. After examining the belly of this
government and their unholy marriage arrangements with
multinational corporations and especially the media, almost nothing
would surprise me.

“Insanity is doing the same thing over and over again and expecting
different results,” Dick York. Founder of Tough Love International.
It’s time to answer these questions publicly.
1) Why isn’t the Drug War working?
2) What is the true function of the prison system in the Drug War
economy?
3) Were prisons ever considered a real deterrent to illicit drug use?
4) Is the government accurately representing the War on Drugs to the
public? If not, Why?
5) What are the long term effects of the Drug War in America?
6) Is the Drug War fulfilling its intended role?
7) What are the noble reasons for government dumping of cocaine in
America?
8) Did the ends justify the means?

I started my research with the Ad Hoc Drug Policy Committee of the
Southern California ACLU, in January of 1994, over five years ago.
Their response to my conclusions, “We do not address economic
issues” and “You must learn your place in this organization.” When I
began the research, I believed the Drug War was a failed or flawed
policy run amok. Unfortunately, that conclusion had a very serious
problem. I could not dictate the future policy decisions of this
government at any level with this model.
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America has been attacking illicit drug use and the emerging black
market with Drug War repression and censorship, for over
twenty-five years. Government research consistently concluded, the
Drug War is the most destructive, expensive and least effective
approach to addressing drug abuse that we know of. “The Drug War,
as designed, is a short term, self perpetuating policy, a middle class
jobs program.” This quote is from Alan Freil, former intelligence
agent of the DEA in Atlanta

pharmaceutical industry) is economic suicide. This is only AN
EXAMPLE of the foundation of the media blackout of accurate
information pertaining to hemp, marijuana and the Drug War itself.
When the FBI, DOJ (Department of Justice), IRS, and local DAs
office were approached with this information, they ran from it like the
plague. The FBI claimed this information is a National Security Issue
and they were not allowed to examine any more of “the information.”
The IRS explained the corporations involved in this conduct were too
powerful and they were unable to investigate the matter. The local
DA’s office begged for me to take the information back. The
California DOJ did examine the information.

Partnership For A Drug Free America (PDFA)
The PDFA, Partnership for a Drug Free America, illustrates how and
why the Drug War is marketed in America. The PDFA receives
almost half a billion dollars of donated advertising space as a public
benefit, nonprofit corporation, annually. To put this marketing
mechanism into perspective, the PDFA budget exceeds twice the
budgets of both the Democratic and Republican parties combined. A
conglomerate of alcohol, tobacco, pharmaceutical corporations and
the media founded the PDFA.

I visited Harold G. Statz, Auditor of the Charitable Trust Unit of DOJ
on 300 S. Spring Street, Suite 500, in Los Angeles. I presented the
Hemp/Marijuana Fact Sheet, an earlier version of this “Prisons and
the Drug War Economy” paper, The “Drug War Economy” and
government research that proved the Partnership was misrepresenting
research to promote economic interests of their contributors.
The DOJ pushed the investigation under the rug. Dan Lundgren
(1998) is Attorney General of California and heads the DOJ. Now he
is running for governor of California. This decision is not just
political. Impeding an investigation that threatens your political
career is Obstruction of Justice.

The PDFA is a source of discount advertising, campaign
contributions and an illegal marketing source for the Drug War
Economy.
The Drug War protects these industries from marijuana. This
economic threat is valued at over sixty billion dollars a year. This
threat is worth approximately 1% of our Gross Domestic Product,
GDP. The PDFA is an illegal marketing source, because the
organizations’ Drug War rhetoric deliberately misrepresents the
government’s research. This fact violates the guidelines of public
benefit, nonprofit corporations. It also promotes the Drug War as an
economic policy.

With this type of information, it should be obvious that the Drug War
is not about drug abuse. The Drug War is about the abuse of
government power, corporate power and wealth. The prison industry
is simply the logical conclusion of these corrupt policies. It’s nothing
personal, just business. What are the long term effects of the Drug
War Economy over legitimate industry? “Colleges or Prisons” was
written during the Three Strikes debate and illustrates the economic
brilliance of promoting a police state over a legitimate domestic
industrial base. “Colleges or Prisons” also gives insights on how
“Three Strikes” came to pass.

The media is a key beneficiary, in this illegal manipulation of
commerce. The media creates surplus advertising space and deducts
the value of the donated advertising space as a tax write-off against
profits. This gives our corporate media a stake in promoting the Drug
War. Placing articles in a media source that threatens the economic
interests of these major advertisers (the alcohol, tobacco or
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Colleges or Prisons

California has the second largest prison system in the world and is
second only to China in prison population. We are now going through
a second prison boom called, “Three Strikes.” During our “Three
Strikes” debate, none of our local candidates, Pete Wilson, the media,
or the prison industry had any idea of the costs of this bill or where
the money would come from to pay for the program.

Every year, California budgets are fought on this issue. With the
annual introduction of million dollar campaign contributions to the
Wilson campaign from the CCPOA (California Correctional Police
Officers Association) and other prison industries, prison budgets are
again on the rise. Are these prisons a deterrent to crime or a ticket to
crime? What is the economic effect of the prison system on California
and the future? Conclusions are drawn from the following data.

Here is the State’s response under Pete Wilson and the “Three
Strikes” Frenzy. Q: Has anyone in your office found out how much
this bill is going to cost? A: No. Q: Why not? A: It is not our
responsibility. Q: Whose is it? A: I don’t know. Q: Why not? A: I
don’t know. Q: Then why don’t you do the study yourself? A: We do
not have the money to do the study. Q: Then how will we pay for
“Three Strikes” ?A: I don’t know. Q: Is this representative going to
support the Bill? A: Yes Q: WHY? A: Because he has to be tough on
crime. Q: Can this bankrupt the state? A: I hope not. Senator Hayden
was the only one asking these questions.

A four year degree costs $20,000 at $5,000 per year.
The average lifetime value of a college degree is $600,000.
“Three Strikes” lifetime costs average 40 years at $25,000 a year.
Over 700,000 drug offenders are in American jails and 1.5 million
inmates total. Department of Corrections, “Three Strikes” estimates
are 20 new prisons at $500,000,000 each for 84,000 additional
inmates. (25 year Prison bonds)
Here are the results given the above information:
1) Each new prison cost’s $120,000 per inmate to build.
2) America denies 6 a college education for each new prison bed.
3) Each new prison bed is worth $3,600,000 in lost future income for
America.
4) Each “Three Strikes” inmate denies 50 college degrees.
5) Each “Three Strikes” inmate denies $30,000,000 in future income.
6) Each “Three Strikes” inmate costs the Federal Government
$4,500,000 in future taxes at 15% and California $1,800,000 at 6%.
America spends 17.5 billion dollars to jail drug offenders annually.
7) This denies 875,000 college degrees each year.
Over the next 40 years, America will spend over $700 billion housing
drug offenders. This will deny 35,000,000 a college degree worth $21
trillion in lost future income. This represents over $500 billion in lost
wages annually, over $75 billion in federal revenues, and $3 billion in
revenues to California. Every dollar needlessly spent on the Drug War
or other prison programs denies America $30 in future income and
$6.25 in future tax revenues.

The prison industry has earned the name “Gray Gold” in California.
Each new prison generates annual payrolls approaching $100 million.
This provides employees good, middle class wages and benefits.
Prisons are an economic boom for local economies.
Unfortunately, Prisons 1) do not provide prosperity to this state or
country 2) create nothing for domestic or foreign markets for a stable
economic base, 3) increased prison costs decrease future revenues for
citizens and government, 4) the tax base is the market for the prison
industry.
“Three Strikes” will increase (1) prison population 70% in five years,
(2) annual costs are $3 billion a year after $10 billion in construction
costs for twenty new prisons. Pete Wilson (1994) and prison industry
representatives claim “Three Strikes” as cost effective. The authors of
studies, they used as references, refuted those claims. “This program
will deny 600,000 California residents $5,000 a year in college and
job training. By the year 2000 this program will reduce the wages of
the average California worker almost $1,000 a month.
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Many of those displaced workers will be in California prisons or
working for them. With current prison policies impacting our
standard of living and denying future opportunity, we cannot afford
another poverty program? This system cannot pay our present bills
and present policy reduces future state revenues. Additional policies
like “Three Strikes” increase debt and eventually bankrupt the state.
If “Three Strikes” will reduce crime, why do we need 20 new prisons
for 84,000 inmates? Jails are storage facilities for surplus population.

has prisons. But America is using our prison system as a jobs
program. That is why the CCPOA (California Correctional Police
Officers Association) spent millions sponsoring Pete Wilson and the
“Three Strikes” program. This program is creating the poverty where
people have nothing to lose and a system that is consuming itself to
pay for it. This type of investment strategy got us where we are today
and shows us where we are headed.
This Wall Street Journal headline (May 12,1994) describes current
policy: “MAKING CRIME PAY- THE COLD WAR OF THE
90S” “Triangle of Special interests creates infrastructure to fight
crime and Lawlessness” “Cities see Jobs", “Politicians Sense a
Popular Issue” and “Businesses Cash In.”

It is time to compare our present investment strategies to Japan and
demonstrate our economic brilliance in the marketplace. Japan has
universal health care, a 2% unemployment rate, a $100 billion dollar
federal budget surplus, a $150 billion dollar trade surplus, limited
natural resources and the highest standard of living in the industrial
world. Japan will not be going bankrupt any time soon. The quality of
their work force and investments are responsible for the strong yen
and increased standard of living.

“Colleges or Prisons” exposes the economic impact of existing
policies. But what do the researchers say and what are their
qualifications? Frederick Myers, MD., Professor of Pharmacology,
School of Medicine at University of California, San Francisco. He
was head of the California Research Advisory Panel for the state of
California. “A hysterical, ineffectual War on Drugs, is what we are
currently experiencing, It will absorb funds and energy, provide
excuses for inaction and deviousness and criminalize large groups
within our society. The citizenry is deliberately misinformed by
people with a vested interest in maintaining the size of the drug
problem and the current hysterical reaction.”

America has an abundance of natural resources, 6% to 10%
unemployment, annual trade deficits over $100 billion and millions of
citizens have inadequate health care. $250 billion annual federal
deficits artificially employ 5 million Americans. Our government
debt approaches $5 trillion and bankruptcy is a legitimate threat.
Government bonds, by their own standards have junk bond ratings
without the yield. The money government is borrowing does nothing
to develop markets, products or improve the infrastructure. It pays
bills. By the year 2000, America will have 2.5 million inmates
costing $80 billion a year (this is a 70% increase like the California
“Three Strikes” program). Japan will still have less than 50,000
inmates costing less than $1.5 billion a year.

“Prohibition doesn’t work. Nothing we have done in the past forty
years has worked. It is time for the political and intellectual leaders of
this country to openly criticize our present efforts, resist the current
panic reaction by citizens and elected officials and help us redirect
our efforts toward our youth, economy and cities.”

We will be adding $20 billion each month to our national debt and
$10 billion to our trade deficit each month. Japan will be training a
skilled work force, contributing to an increased tax base and standard
of living. America will be denying its citizens $30 of future income
and government $6.25 in future taxes for every dollar wasted on
present policy. I am not suggesting that we don’t need prisons for
violent and predatory offenders or the government. Even Japan

“It’s well established that DARE doesn’t work.” Gilbert Botvin,
Cornell Medical Center. Research shows that DARE hasn’t been
effective in reducing drug use.” William Modzeleski, top drug
education official at the Department of Education. “I think the DARE
program should be scraped and redeveloped anew.” Dr. Hansen,
helped design the original DARE program.
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The Bolivian Government uses cocaine dollars to finance debts to the
World Bank and International Monetary Fund. .The governments are
run by narco generals under the control of the NSA and CIA. The
NSA and CIA provides access to American markets for the Cocaine
and other drugs when it is in the quote “National Interest”.

Conclusion: The Drug War Economy
The final question. What are the noble reasons for government
dumping of Cocaine in America? Did the end justify the means? To
answer this question the motives of the power structure of this country
must be addressed. These five concepts illustrate their contempt for
the citizens of this country.
1) The illusion of prosperity is more effective than prosperity itself,
because it is more easily controlled. 2) The middle class is a threat to
the power base of the rich. 3) You can fool most of the people all of
the time. 4) Jails are storage facilities for surplus population. 5) Civil
liberties are worthless in the pursuit of wealth.

The defense buildup in the 1980s was never based on the legitimate
threat of the Soviet Union. The power structure of this country created
that threat by deliberately overestimating the size of the Soviet
economy by a factor of five. It was used repeatedly to promote
obedience in the public, purges in the press, the unions and other
economic agendas. Communism was never a form of government.
Communism is an economic policy.

In the 1980s the defense buildup, Drug War Economy, flight of our
domestic industrial base and Federal deficit grew at outrageous rates.
These policies were interrelated and they all have one goal in
common. That goal is the consolidation of resources on a global scale.
All these policies promoted the global economy over legitimate
domestic economic interests. These policies, by design, systematically
dismantle infrastructure investments, pillage resources on a global
scale, breed corruption and overthrow legitimate governments.
Therefore they must be addressed together.

The defense buildup and covert activities in the 1980s eliminated
democratic control of the means of production in much of the Pacific
Rim, South and Central America. The economic burden placed on the
host country, the United States, from the defense buildup and
Reaganomics eliminated investments in legitimate domestic
industries. Here is a taste of American History you will not read in
high school. The government borrowed the money to pay for
Reaganomics and the defense buildup. This borrowing raised the cost
of capital to cost prohibitive levels and impacts legitimate industry.

The CIA term “indirection” describes government policies for much
of our past. The CIA is better defined as Capital’s Invisible Army
promoting Corrupt Industrial Agendas. CIA involvement in drug
smuggling date back to the late 1940s, when the organization was
created. Heroin has financed covert operations in Southeast Asia and
Southern Europe. Speed finances covert operations in Mexico and the
US.

One result, in the 1970s and 1980s, this country exported much of our
industrial base to the third world, where US troops and weapons
effectively enforced third world wages. Domestically, these policies
left millions unemployed in the inner cities. The government did not
respond with education programs, job training, or other infrastructure
investments. The government responded to this crisis with a prison
boom and the Drug War. This response was treacherous and in no
way citizen friendly.

Cocaine provides off budget funding of covert operations in North
America, South America and Central America. Cocaine funded covert
operations include funding for the Contra’s in Nicaragua, funding for
government officials in Panama, Mexico and the former Haitian
Government.

These government policies eliminated jobs in the legal economy and
provided no retraining. This forced many people, especially from the
inner cities, into the black market to survive.
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Government dumping of cocaine and the black market provided
alternative employment for displaced workers and the poor. The
inflated prices and the fact, some of these drugs are extremely
addictive contributed to a black market designed to create new
addicts. The Drug War and the prison industry are used to address
the displaced workers and the addicts these policies created. The
prison boom and the Drug War became a temporary, middle class
jobs program.

We know of CIA involvement in smuggling drugs from testimony in
Congress back in 1986 and we know part of those funds pay off debts
to the World Bank, IMF and other International Debt. Here are a few
things we do not know at this time.
(1) How did the government enforce a “no public disclosure of CIA
drug smuggling in the press” for almost 15 years.
(2) To what extent and how the CIA funds and promotes the
marketing of the Drug War in America.
(3) If the revenues generated from Drug War Economics are building
an economic and political empire in America and around the globe.
(4) If that economic empire exists, is it a major employer of retired
intelligence personnel?
Intelligence is big business in America. If the CIA, NSA and others
are involved in laundering billions of dollars annually, those
corporations would not be hard to find. We begin by tracking down
where former NSA and CIA relocate when they retire. Ollie North
demonstrates the Senate and high tech security are legitimate
occupations for retired NSA officers. His background as field
supervisor of a government authorized, cocaine smuggling, money
laundering and weapons distribution network is an impressive resume
for anyone with political ambitions.
Today’s Realities

It has been said, that the Drug War is not working. I disagree. The
Drug War is fulfilling its intended role. It is not the exception to our
Bill of Rights. The Drug War is the solution to our Bill of Rights.
What is the function of the prison industry in the Drug War? Jails are
storage facilities for surplus population. What is the long term impact
of the Drug War Economy on America? When we bankrupt this
country building a police state, we will need that police state to
enforce our emerging third world economy.
Additional note
When addressing the behavior of the CIA, it is logical to assume that
CIA guidelines against domestic operations are BS to dismiss fears
from the public. CIA involvement in the Drug War and smuggling
operations proves those guidelines were violated and ignored. Here is
why. When the CIA
(1) provides access to American markets for illegal drugs,
(2) benefits from these operations and
(3) promotes these policies with propaganda in our press,
the guidelines against domestic operations are violated. With stated
budgets close to thirty billion dollars (probably much more) the CIA
is the largest and best funded terrorist organization on the planet. This
organization serves one function. To promote the interests of the
ruling class. This is important. The CIA is part of the ruling class.
The CIA does not smuggle drugs unless the ruling class wants them
to do it.

We have found many of the fronts for Drug War rhetoric are shells to
create the illusion of popular support. We know bad data when we see
it. We have even tracked funding and corporate headquarters to
places like the Cayman Islands where money laundering is an art
form. We know the threat of hemp as an industrial raw material and
food source. We know this product is enough of a threat to control of
wealth and commerce that the power structure is willing to declare
war to enforce this illegal manipulation of commerce. The next
questions. Are they prepared to fight a real war. Will American troops
fire on American citizens to enforce a lie. Or will they turn their guns
on our oppressor.
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Addendum: The Drug War / Covert Operations & Class Warfare
(Drgwarwhr) 6/24/98

Congressional Hearings in the spring of 1998 also revealed a
Memorandum Of Understanding (MOU) existed between the
Department of Justice and the CIA from 1982 through 1995.
This MOU permitted the CIA to withhold information of drug
smuggling by their agents, assets and operatives.

WARNING: Much of the information in this research has been
declared a National Security issue. Because of this, many
government officials have chosen to abdicate their responsibility
as citizens and run. This approach has been widespread,
especially but not exclusively throughout the DOJ at the city,
county, state and federal levels. The author of this material has
confronted government agents with this information to verify
this FLIGHT FROM THE TRUTH. This “Flight from the
Truth” hides a deliberate misrepresentation of government
research promoting maximum budgets.

For practical reasons, such as the Statute of Limitations, or
whether or not the MOU violates the law, the CIA failed to
verify if the memorandum is still in force or simply replaced by
a new MOU.
In the sordid history of the CIA, no agent has or ever will be
convicted of drug smuggling in the United States. The function
of the Memorandum of Understanding, MOU, is to eliminate the
need for publicly evoking National Security as it relates to the
Drug War. This MOU continues to hide established conduct by
CIA operatives, assets and agents in the Drug War. This is the
framework for the MOU and business as usual.

Fraud, extortion, racketeering and state sponsored terrorism
address this conduct within the parameters of our criminal code.
To protect this criminal conduct, the government decided to hide
behind the cloak of National Security. This is the foundation of
the Drug War Economy. If the rich control the levers of power
in America, it is only logical to assume they control the Drug
War as well.

The CIA has a publicly stated, $30 billion annual budget. This
budget exceeds domestic law enforcement budgets, without law
enforcement constraints, under cold war rules of engagement.
This intelligence organization controls much of the investigation
work outside the jurisdiction of the FBI, DEA or other DOJ and
Treasury investigations. This gives the CIA access, input,
control and final approval over most narcotics and money
laundering investigations, domestic and abroad. The CIA can
and does invoke national security to suppress evidence and
control seized assets.

All wars are based on economics and the first casualty of war is
the truth. The Drug War is no exception. Media revelations,
during the 1996 presidential campaign, revealed CIA dumping
of cocaine in minority neighborhoods to finance Contra
operations.
These revelations are at least ten years old but suppressed in the
main stream media until then. Those revelations limited damage
to the Clinton campaign for continuing an ineffective Drug War
by pointing the finger in a different direction. Reality is far more
corrupt than the media lead the public to believe.
This research addresses the CIA and the Drug War Economy as
an enforcement mechanism for the global economy. The
evidence to support this conclusion is overwhelming, armed and
dangerous.
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Drug War Budgets: DEA and Drug War Research

cocaine in the inner cities. Crack replaced powdered cocaine in the
inner cities. The rest is history. They created the destruction, that
validated their predictions.

Government research from the 1980s shows: Cocaine consumption in
the suburbs, per individual, exceeded cocaine consumption in inner
city, minority communities. This made sense because whites had
more money for cocaine. Media hype suggesting, the deliberate
dumping of cocaine in minority neighborhoods, fail to address
government dumping of cocaine in white neighborhoods as well.
Media hype hides this fact as well. The DEA promoted policies in
minority neighborhoods that encouraged crack cocaine
consumption. These policies were not promoted in the suburbs.

The Drug War Economy is the foundation for our emerging police
state. The costs associated with the Drug War also eliminated
investments in legitimate industry that produces goods and services
for domestic and foreign markets. This first appears to be an
unintended side effect of the Drug War. It’s not. It’s tied to the
economic interests of the power structure of this country and the
global economy. The Drug War is regulated repression.

Henry Kissinger and his role in the Drug War

The intelligence division of the DEA in Atlanta, researched the
impact of cracking down on powdered cocaine in the inner cities.
Their conclusions were as follows: Powdered cocaine would be
replaced with crack cocaine which is cheaper, more addictive /
destructive and would destroy the inner cities in this country.

To understand Kissinger’s role in the Drug War we must first
understand his CIA background, mindset, and family history.
Although Henry Kissinger is Jewish, and lived in Germany until
1938, (Age 15) he adapted extremely well to the political practices
of NAZI Germany. Evidence suggests that his family had strong ties
(assets and agents) to intelligence networks of Germany, America and
the international banking cartels. which includes involvement in
Vietnam as an operative/ National Security Advisor/ Secretary of
State from the late 1950s to the end of the Vietnam War. and the
role of smuggling and organized in the power base of our intelligence
community.

Their own research concluded, the harm reduction models in Europe
were far more effective in treating cocaine addiction and far less
destructive to the communities. They also recognized that these
drugs were far less addictive and destructive than the effects of the
“Black markets” on society and legitimate governments. A lesson
from prohibition. If you think drugs are hard to kick, try corruption.
The original goals of the DEA was not to create an expanding prison
industry for addicts and dealers. They were actually more concerned
with the corruption of government from black market revenues than
the effects of the drugs themselves. Their goal, was simply, to force
those profiting from the “Black Markets” back into the legitimate
economy. Unfortunately, they underestimated the power of
prohibition and the regulated distribution networks on the political
process and the global economy. They had no way of knowing, the
true agendas of the Drug War Economy.

In 1968, the Johnson Administration entered into negotiations to end
the Vietnam War. Henry Kissinger was a major player and a
representative of the Johnson Administration for those negotiations.
His role in sabotaging those negotiations was critical in the Election
of Nixon in 1968. He privately informed the leaders of the South
Vietnamese government that a Republican Administration would
offer them a much better deal if no peace agreement was reached
before the November 1968 Presidential elections.

The political arm of the DEA and other powerful political forces,
consistently manipulated the conclusions of their own researchers to
promote maximum budgets and maximum destruction. One example
is the Crack Cocaine Epidemic. The Crack Epidemic and the media
hype that went with it, provided the funds that eliminated powdered

THE COMPLETE ARTICLE on page 155.
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THE GLOBAL DRUG WAR ECONOMY

Roberto Suarez, tried to break up the cocaine cartel in Bolivia in
1980. Roberto Suarez was attempting to unite the major coca
producers in Bolivia for mutual protection, to eliminate competition
and economy of production. At that time the DEA was dealing
directly, with a cooperative democratically elected government that
wanted Roberto Suarez stopped. During the DEA investigation, their
field agents were told that they were protected by the CIA. The
agents refused to believe, the US government, with the assistance of
the CIA, would be involved with the overthrow of the democratically
elected government by Nacro Traffickers.

An economic model for the Drug War Economy is the Opium Wars
between England and China a century ago. The results are as follows:
British dumping of opium created a thriving black market that
destabilized the legitimate economy, destroyed the integrity of its
borders, created a police state in an attempt to enforce prohibition,
bankrupted the government, corrupted its citizens and increased
opium consumption forty fold. The British destroyed their industrial
competitor and consumed much of China’s wealth in the process.
The Drug War is fulfilling its intended roles. The Drug War is about
business, power and control. During the 1980s this country financed a
covert war in Nicaragua to destabilize that government. That war was
financed without the authorization of Congress, support of the global
community, or the approval of the public.

When the DEA, turned over their investigation to the DOJ for
prosecution, they were shut down. CIA, State Department and the
Department of Justice shut down their investigation and refused to
prosecute. Cocaine revenues financed the overthrow of a legitimate
democracy of Bolivia in a bloody revolution several months later.
This cartel provided the paste to the then fledgling Medellin Cartel.

Less than 150 tons of cocaine could finance the entire contra
operation for more than a year at its peak. This represented 15% of
domestic cocaine consumption in America. The Drug War has
become an effective financing tool to enforce economic controls in
South and Central America. This operation model is far more
important than any individual incident and illustrates regional policy.

At the time, cocaine production was a major employer of the Bolivian
population and a chief source of foreign currency. Bolivia exports
three billion dollars worth of cocaine paste annually to Columbia
where it is processed for American markets. (these are 1995 figures).
The CIA then provides access to American and world markets for that
cocaine. The governments of Panama, Mexico, and the former
government of Haiti are well known beneficiaries and profit as
middlemen for these projects. Cocaine dollars pay off debts to the
World bank and IMF.

The Contra operation in Nicaragua approached two billion dollars a
year. The function of the operation in Nicaragua was to destroy the
domestic economy, reestablish corporate control of that economy and
provide an example to other countries in the region. Congressional
funding for the Contra operation did not exceed a quarter of a billion
dollars annually. Cocaine financed the difference.

Government control of these markets, through prohibition, stabilize
corrupt governments throughout South and Central America. The
Drug War provides the ruse for military operations that enforce third
world economies in the region. Panama and Noreiga are examples of
existing economic policy in the region. Less that six months after to
kidnapping of Noreiga in Panama, Cocaine flows through Panama had
doubled. In reality, Noreiga’s crime had not been drug smuggling.
Noreiga was punished because he was free lancing. The Drug War
Economy has always been about illegitimate power and control.

Cocaine revenue bypass Congressional oversight of covert activities.
This means Congress had no funding involvement in the operation.
Congress uses funding to keep tabs on government projects and the
luxury of claiming ignorance in Nicaragua.
The government of Bolivia is another example of existing policies.
Bolivia is under the sphere of influence of the power structure that
controls this country as well. The World Bank and the IMF have
given their approval to produce the Cocaine. The DEA, investigating
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HEALTH AND SAFETY REALITIES (1996)

DOMESTIC ECONOMIC POLICY (1996)
At home, the Drug War Economy eliminates investment in legitimate
industry and promotes the black market as alternative employment.
The police state is created to fight the emerging black market and
destroy our civil and economic rights. At the same time the police
state is used as a temporary alternative employment program to
replace employment in our declining industrial base. The police state
has certain advantages to legitimate industry. The police state
enforces the declining industrial base, eliminates investment in the
domestic economy and creates no products that compete with the
global economy.

Unfortunately, this isn’t even the tip of the iceberg. For every minor
dying from illegal drugs, 14 are killed by their parents, 20 commit
suicide, 80 die in alcohol related incidents and 500 contract AIDS.
We will be burying many of our children in a very short time because
we did not separate rhetoric from reality. We were too timid to
demand health care officials in our schools to address health care
issues. We allowed police in our schools because someone else paid
for it and let them promote their own agenda over the health and
safety of our community, the truth and our children. Before this war
is over we will all have blood on our own hands.
Almost 30 % of our cancer fatalities are death by starvation. In 1989
the state of California completed a twenty year study called the
“Cannabis Therapeutic Research Program”. Copies are available
through the California State Library Government Publications.

The Drug War also eliminates hemp as an industrial raw material.
This gives monopoly control over the industrial raw materials and
finished products for the American consumer. Hemp prohibition and
the Drug War eliminated over ten million jobs in America. It is the
lynch pin to our emerging third world reality. Here is how it is done.
There are four key components to successful domestic economy.

These conclusions are quotes from the report.
1) “The California Legislature found that the potential medicinal
value of Cannabis Sativa (marijuana) had received insufficient study
due to the lack of financial incentives of private drug manufacturing
concerns.” 2) “Nausea and vomiting were better controlled by THC
than by other previous antimetrics in 75% and 73% of the patients
respectively.” 3) PHYSICIANS RATED THC AS MODERATELY
TO VERY EFFECTIVE IN 82% OF THE TREATMENT
EPISODES.”

1) Access to industrial raw materials. 2) A skilled work force.
3) Existing manufacturing sector. 4) Existing profitable markets.
The Drug War eliminated access to the strategic industrial raw
material, hemp. The Drug War provides temporary employment of
displaced workers. Those costs eliminate investments in education,
job training and infrastructure. The existing profitable markets are
paid for by our credit card economy.

CONCLUSIONS: Drugs are dangerous but the Drug War is a killer.
Irresponsible use of illegal drugs resulted in less that 7,000 fatalities
last year. The use of the legal alternatives (alcohol, tobacco, caffeine
pharmaceuticals, etc.) are responsible for more than 600,000 fatalities
last year. We are participating in a war against American citizens for
profit. The Drug War Economy must be held accountable for this
conduct. When that day comes we will not be as forgiving as the God
or the flag this Corporate Government is hiding behind. We will treat
the beneficiaries of these policies the way they treated America’s
cancer patients. Death by starvation.

Economic decisions like these created the 175 billion dollar trade
deficits and over five trillion dollars of public debt through the
federal government alone. This type of policy is economic suicide for
the citizens but consolidates power in the hands of the rich. This is
our New World Order. An economic order where the police state we
create will enforce our third world economy. It also created the
highest drug abuse rates in the industrial world. Research in this
chapter compares our economic brilliance to our competitor, Japan.
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Chapter III:

The end results are increased revenue to the media for continued
support of the status quo. Corporate America eliminates competition
or develops new markets, like the drug testing industry, DEA, Drug
Rehabs, etc.) The DWIP (Drug War Industrial Policy) continues to
grow at the expense of citizen’s rights. American citizens are forced
to finance and participate in a war against them for profit. Our citizens
end up POWs in our own prison system for $30,000 a year. A
misinformed and frightened public pays for these costs. From the

The Drug War Industrial Policy
Analysis of 1994 NIDA Study, University of Michigan Research
Data (Monitoring the Future Survey) and the Drug War
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above information complete the flow chart.
THE DRUG WAR INDUSTRIAL POLICY PROCESS
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BUREAUCRACY

1) Corporate America cannot compete in a certain situation or wishes
to create an industry by manipulating legislation (drug laws).
2) Corporate America uses advertising dollars to provide media
access for misinformation (drug war rhetoric).
3) The misinformation campaign from Corporate America feeds the
need for tax dollars spent on the Drug War.
4) The government builds a bureaucracy to support the Drug War.
5) Eventually the bureaucracy takes on a life of its own and uses its
own rhetoric to feed the Drug War budget.

RHETORIC
END
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EVALUATION OF NIDA STUDY: RELEASE 1 /31 /94
RESEARCH AND DATA TABLES BY: UNIVERSITY OF
MICHIGAN (Monitoring The Future Survey)
Rhetoric from NIDA (National Institute of Drug Abuse) deliberately
misrepresent the data from this University of Michigan Survey.
NIDA implies Alcohol and Tobacco are not illicit drugs. This
statement is incorrect because no one can deny alcohol and tobacco
are dangerous drugs, addictive drugs or illegal drugs for minors to
use. They are illicit by definition and cannot be separated from other
illicit drug use.

THE DRUG WAR INDUSTRIAL POLICY
“THE TRUTH IS SO PRECIOUS IN TIMES OF WAR SHE MUST
BE SURROUNDED BY A BODYGUARD OF LIES. ”This quote from

Winston Churchill applies to the Drug War as well. Drug War
rhetoric is a deliberate fraud. Because of this, the truth is the logical
place to begin a realistic Drug War debate. Conclusions are based on
a wide variety of data sources. These sources include the NIDA
studies, GAO reports, newspaper articles, magazines, the Justice
Department and reality. When conflicting data appears, economic
motives are included in the analysis.

This University of Michigan Survey is divided into three sections.
They are use, perceived danger, and availability. Accepting alcohol
and tobacco as illicit drugs changes the results dramatically.

THE WAR ON DRUGS: CONCLUSIONS
1) The Drug War is being promoted by economic interests and based
on a deliberate misrepresentation of evidence. A major function of the
War on Drugs is to mask Commerce code violations tide to restraint
of trade with Drug War rhetoric. The term marijuana misrepresents a
strategic industrial raw material and strategic food source, hemp. That
misrepresentation is worth over one trillion dollars of economic
manipulation annually in America alone.

1) USE: 70% of all 8th graders have used alcohol, 45% have used
tobacco and 10% have used marijuana. The ratio of one time use to
daily use of tobacco is 32% and 6% for marijuana. Survey
conclusions are alcohol is the gateway drug, tobacco is by far the
most addictive drug in the survey and the two drugs NIDA tried to
eliminate as illicit drugs make up over 90% of all illicit drug use.
They are alcohol and tobacco.

2) Current drug policy is an arbitrary prohibition and is incompatible
with our Bill of Rights. Enforcement requires a police state mentality
and the public to conform, in fear, much like McCarthyism and
fascism.

2) PERCEIVED DANGER: The arguments of perceived danger is
defined as “great risk”. This argument is invalid when it does not
accurately represent risks associated with a specific drug and assesses
the effectiveness of propaganda training instead. Here is an example.
The CDC (Center for Disease Control) found no confirmed deaths
from hemp /marijuana and approximately 6,000 fatalities annually
from all illegal drugs. Alcohol and tobacco kill over 500,000 in
America annually.

3) Damage done to society by illegal drug use is minute compared to
the damage to society from alcohol, tobacco or the Drug War itself.
Liberty and personal responsibility must replace our Drug policy.
4) The Drug War is an industrial policy. That industrial policy is a
major factor in the decline in our domestic industrial base. It is a
deliberate act that subverts our legitimate economy by creating an
artificial economy. It is designed to reduce our tax base while
increasing the cost of government. This eliminates investments that
promote future prosperity for America. It is a major factor in
America’s one-percent solution. In a Capitalist Democracy wealth
and power are absolute.

The perceived danger of Hemp /Marijuana is misdirected. The real
threat is the economic and caused by the versatility of hemp as an
industrial raw material. The Global economy used illegitimate
government power to eliminate their competitor.
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One acre of hemp replaces 8 acres of timber and agricultural
products. The finished products are not only cost competitive but
generally of superior quality. Hemp is an alternative source of food,
shelter, clothing, fuel, medicine and income. Corporate control of
hemp and the methods used to enforce that control are responsible for
many of this country’s social and economic problems. Failure to
include this information in the Drug War debate is deliberate.

5) ECONOMIC INTERESTS: The perceived dangers of hemp are
being deliberately misdirected. The real threat is the economic threat
caused by the versatility of hemp to the global economy and corporate
power. This product will replace most of the global economy and big
business with a domestic economy from locally produced and
controlled products.
Hemp prohibition (marijuana), illustrates an economic policy. That
policy is a deliberate misrepresentation of our history and research to
eliminate an industrial competitor the global economy, big business or
the government cannot control. The industrial raw materials and food
produced from one acre of hemp replaces 8 acres of existing timber
and agricultural land. This is done without pesticides or fertilizers and
leaves the soil in better condition than before planting. The finished
products are of superior quality and competitive alternatives to
existing corporate products. The Drug War is an economic model
where control of markets and information create greater concentrated
wealth than competition.

The perceived risk of Marijuana in the 1993 study is higher than
alcohol or barbiturates. Mixing alcohol and barbiturates is the leading
cause of overdose death in America. It’s greater than all illegal drug
deaths combined. This misinformation illustrates the dangers of
current drug policy and the true lack of legitimate concern the Drug
War has for America’s children.
3) AVAILABILITY: The availability of marijuana for 12th grade
students has been between 82.7% and 90.1% for the last 20 years,
amphetamines availability between 57% and 70%, alcohol and
tobacco at 100%. In spite of over 1.2 million drug arrests a year and
billions in taxes, the availability of illegal drugs has barely been
effected. The Drug War has had little effect on availability in twenty
years. It is a failure by anyone’s standards except ONDCP budget
priorities.

6) CONCLUSIONS: The government’s own data supports Drug War
rhetoric as fraudulent. This rhetoric is tied directly to the economic
interests of elements of corporate America and the government. The
attacks on our Bill of Rights are economically motivated. By exposing
this we expose the fact that the Drug War is a war against American
citizens for profit. The study does not state the motive behind banning
marijuana and continued prohibition is tied to the industrial
competition in fiber, fuel, food, medicine, building materials and the
Drug War budget. This policy is called indirection.

4) ADDITIONAL EVIDENCE: Evidence supports heavy alcohol
use leads to the use and abuse of stimulants in one form or another.
The use of stimulants becomes a survival tool for the heavy drinker. It
is what keeps him from killing himself on the road, being jailed for
drunk driving, or fired from his job. In effect, heavy drinkers becomes
addicted to stimulants out of necessity. This is referred to as
codependency. These stimulants include caffeine, amphetamine and
cocaine. Recent research demonstrates caffeine is the most abused
drug in America. The average American caffeine addict consumes
over 2.5 grams of caffeine a week. Caffeine use of 30 grams a week is
not uncommon in America. Caffeine is responsible for more Drug
related deaths than all of the illegal drugs combined. They are called
Heart attacks.

It deliberately hides Commerce code violations to promote a Corrupt
Industrial Agenda (CIA) benefiting Capitals Invisible Army (CIA).
This industrial agenda eliminates over $250 billion of domestic
industrial raw materials, over one trillion dollars of finished products,
and 10 million jobs in America. The methods used to enforce and
control hemp prohibition are responsible for many of this country’s
social and economic problems. Failure to include this information in
the Drug War debate is deliberate and verifies fraudulent intent .
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UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN DATA TABLES
MONITORING THE FUTURE SURVEY
1991-1993
Prevalence (%) of use of Various Drugs for 8th, 10th and 12th Grade
DAILY
MONTHLY
ANNUAL
LIFETIME
1991/92/93 1991/92/93
1991/92/93
1991/92/93

UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN DATA TABLES
MONITORING THE FUTURE SURVEY

TRENDS OF PERCEIVED AVAILABILITY
(12TH GRADE)
1975
Alcohol
100%
Tobacco
100%
Marijuana
87.8%
Amphetamines 67.8%
Barbiturates
60.0%
LSD
46.2%
Cocaine
37.0%
Heroin
24.2%

1993
100%
100%
83.0%
61.5%
44.5%
49.2%
48.5%
33.7%

HIGH
100%
100%
90.1%(89)
70.8%(82)
60.0%(75)
49.2%(93)
58.7%(89)
34.9%(92)

LOW
100%
100%
82.7%(91)
53.7%(81)
42.4%(91)
8.5%(86)
33.0%(77)
16.4%(78)

Alcohol (%)
8th
.5 .6 .8
25 26 26
10th
1.3,1.2, 1.6 43 40 42
12th
3.6 3.4 2.5 54 51 50

1993

50.8%
Heroin
50.7%
LSD (once) 39.5%
Marijuana
5.6%
Alcohol
28.2%
Barbiturates 29.2%
(once)
PCP

1975
51.3%
N/A
42.6%
69.0%
N/A
60.1%
49.4%
18.1%
21.7%
34.8%

HIGH
69.5%(1993)
70.7%(1990)
59.4%(1990)
74.1%(1991)
58.8%(1988)
60.1%(1975)
49.4%(1975)
40.6%(1991)
32.7%(1991)
35.1%(1991)

70 69 67
84 82 81
88 88 87

Cigarettes (tobacco) (%)
8th
7.2 7.0 7.3 14 16 17
44 45 45
10th
12.6 12.2 14.2 21 22 25 55 54 56
12th 18.5 17.2 19.0 28 28 30
63 63 62
Smokeless Tobacco (%)
8th 1.6 1.8 11.5
6.7 7.0 6.6
22 21 19
10th 3.3 3.0 3.3
10 9.6 10.4
28 28 28
12th 4.3 3.3
- 11.4 10.7
- 32.4 31.0

UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN DATA TABLES
MONITORING THE FUTURE SURVEY
TRENDS IN PERCEIVED HARM (12TH GRADE)

Tobacco
69.5%
Steroids
69.1%
Cocaine
57.6%
Amphetamines 59.9%

64 54 52
72 70 68
78 77 76

LOW
51.3%(1975)
63.8%(1989)
31.3%(1980)
64.7%(1982)
50.8%(1993)
45.8%(1986)
39.5%(1993)
12.4%(1978)
18.5%(1977)
25.4%(1986)

Marijuana (%)
8th .2 .2 .2 3.2 3.7
5.1
6.2 7.2 9.2
10.2 11.2 12.6
10th .8 .8 1.0
8.7 8.1 10.1
16.5 15.2`16.5
23.4 21.4 24.4
12th 2.0 1.9 2.4 13.8 11.9 15.5
23.9 21.1 26.0
36.7 32.6 35.3
Hallucinogens (LSD included) (%)
8th .1 .1 .1
.8 1.1 1.2
1.9 2.4 2.6
10th .1 .1 .1
1.6 1.8 1.9
4.0 4.3 4.9
12th .1 .1 .1
2.2 2.1 2.2
5.8 5.9 7.4
Inhalants (%)
8th .2 .3 .3
4.4 4.6 5.4
10th .1 .1 .2
2.4 2.3 2.5
12th .2 .1 .1
2.4 2.3 2.5
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9.0 9.5 11.0
7.1 7.5 8.4
6.6 6.2 7.0

3.2 3.8 3.9
6.1 6.4 6.9
9.6 9.2 10.9

17.4 17.6 19.4
15.7 16.6 17.5
17.6 16.6 17.

UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN DATA TABLES
MONITORING THE FUTURE SURVEY
(1991-1993) continued
DAILY
1991/92/93

MONTHLY
1991/92/93

PCP (%)
12th .1 .1 .1

.5 .6 1.0

ANNUALLY
1991/92/93

Stimulants (coffee excluded) (%)
8th
.1 .1 .1 2.6 3.3 3.6 6.2 6.5 7.2
10th .1 .1 .1 3.3 3.6 4.3 8.2 8.2 9.6
12th .2 .2 .2 3.2 2.8 3.7 8.2 7.1 8.4
Barbiturates (%)
12th .1 * .1 1.4 1.1 1.3
Heroin (%)
8th
* * *
10th * * *
12th * * *

.5 .5 .6
.2 .2 .3
.2 .3 .2

3.4 2.8 3.4

.7 .7 .7
.5 .6 .7
.4 .6 .5

In 1917, a major breakthrough in technology made the processing of
Hemp for paper much cheaper than the old hemp paper or wood pulp
paper process. The new process used a decordicator, which separated
the fiber and cellulose without the labor intensive retting process that
had changed little in over 5,000 years. This new equipment cut the
field harvesting labor from approximately 200 man-hours per acre by
90%. This combined with the Department of Agriculture Bulletin
#404 released in 1916 promised a future where timber based paper
could be eliminated.

LIFETIME
1991/92/93

1.4 1.4 1.4

Cocaine (including crack) (%)
8th
.1 * .1 .5 .7 .7
1.1 1.5 1.7
10th .1 * .1 .7 .7 .9
2.2 1.9 2.1
12th .1.1 .1 1.4 1.3 1.3
3.5 3.1 3.3

WHY IS HEMP/MARIJUANA ILLEGAL (1994)

2.9 2.4 2.9

2.3 2.8 2.9
4.1 3.3 3.6
7.8 6.1 6.1

The Department of Agriculture Bulletin #404 conclusions are, hemp
yields four times the paper as trees per acre. The process is
environment friendly, produces better quality paper and can be sold at
less than half the price of timber based paper.

10.5 10.8 10.8
13.2 13.1 14.9
15.4 13.9 15.1

6.2

5.5

This information would be a blessing to the farmers and a boom to the
middle class. It would also be a threat to the existing paper and timber
industry that controlled the market. Eliminating timber as a source of
paper could bankrupt much of the existing paper industry. This would
make existing paper mills obsolete and drive down the value of timber
over 60% at the same time. William Randolph Hearst was the richest
man in America. He controlled most of the media, millions of acres of
timberland and most of the paper processing in America.

6.3

1.2 1.4 1.4
1.2 1.2 1.3
.9 1.2 1.1

He used his wealth, power and control of the media to promote a
smear campaign that eliminated hemp as an industrial raw material for
America. He coined the name Marijuana and described it as the
plague. His great one liner was “Marijuana makes white women
unnaturally attracted to black Men.”

All data tables are provided from the University of Michigan Survey.
Lifetime use refers to use at least once in their lifetime.
Annual use refers to use in the last 12 months. 30 day refers to use
within the last thirty days. Daily use refers to using a drug at least 20
times in the last month.
(*) This symbol implies use is less than .05% or 5 in 10,000

To eliminate open debate in Congress, Marijuana prohibition was
pushed through the Ways and Means Committee. This is the most
powerful and influential committee in the House of Representatives.
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Questioning or opposing their legislation is political suicide. Hemp
prohibition was signed into law with almost no debate. The AMA
also opposed hemp prohibition because of its medicinal value. This
was irrelevant because members of Ways and Means lied to Congress
and stated the AMA supported the bill.

Illegal drug use represents less than 2% of all drug related deaths in
America. We are willing to turn America into a prison camp and deny
medicinal marijuana to promote current policy. Declaring marijuana a
schedule 1 narcotic is inhumane, fraudulent (A Deliberate
misrepresentation for economic gain) and an example of criminal
intent by the existing government of this country. It is an obvious lie
that destroys the credibility of the government by deliberately
ignoring the results and statements from their own research and
history.

Hearst’s financier was Andrew Mellon of Mellon Bank of Pittsburgh
and Secretary of the Treasury. Andrew Mellon used the power of the
government to protect his economic interest by installing his nephew,
Harry J. Anslinger (Dirty Harry) to head the FBNDD (Federal Bureau
of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs).

The government is aware, we can never win this Drug War when the
illegal alternatives to alcohol, tobacco or legal drugs have a lower
death rate. This makes the war against marijuana an arbitrary
prohibition and a declared war on its citizens. To fight a Drug War
under these circumstances is like complaining about the heat while
your house is burning to the ground.

Dirty Harry promoted the smear campaign in the government called
Marijuana. He used articles from Hearst media sources to promote
hysteria in the media and Congress to support Prohibition. Hearst
continued to smear his tabloids with scare stories that literally did not
exist. Those scare stories are still being promoted in our churches,
newspapers, schools, books, government, television, libraries,
billboards, park benches, flagpoles, T-shirts, police stations and
bumper stickers. IT’S NOTHING PERSONAL JUST BUSINESS.

2) How many millions of people must go to prison to win the war on
drugs? This government arrests over 1.2 million Americans every
year in this War on Drugs. Over 800,000 are in the government’s
prison system for drugs and over three times that are under court
supervision.

ARGUMENTS FOR LEGALIZATION
1) To support a Drug War while allowing the use, subsidization and
export of tobacco and alcohol is to be a hypocrite. America exports
enough tobacco to kill almost a million people a year. At the same
time NIDA (National Institute of Drug Abuse) lists the total number
of deaths related to illegal drugs at less than 7,000 in America each
year. This means that for every American that dies from illegal drugs
we are exporting enough tobacco to kill over 100. Tobacco also kills
60 for every illegal drug fatality in America.

A drug conviction usually eliminates access to the middle class and
creates a permanent underclass where crime is alternative
employment and poverty becomes a way of life. Worse still, the costs
of the Drug War eliminate investment in legitimate industry that
provides a stable tax base, a strong middle class or goods and services
for domestic and foreign markets. This strategy is a bad economic
policy and more accurately a poverty program.
The country with the highest incarceration rate is by definition a
police state. Presently, over 800,000 inmates represent one percent of
the illegal drug users in America. Total prison population exceeds 1.5
million and gives America the highest incarceration rate in the world.
America has become a police state by definition.

The death rate from tobacco use is 800 per 100,000 compared to 15
per 100,000 for all illegal drugs combined. The death rate for alcohol
users in AMERICA IS OVER 150 PER 100,000. At the same time
drugs like marijuana compete directly with alcohol and tobacco.
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We will need to incarcerate at least 10% of America’s drug users or
8,000,000 Americans to finally win the War on Drugs? With illegal
drugs safer than the legal alternatives this figure is probably realistic.

This excerpt from our Declaration of Independence describes our
obligations as citizens of this country. It is essential if this country is
to have anything close to Democracy. “When a long train of abuses
and usurptations pursuing invariably the same object, evinces a design
to reduce us under absolute despotism, it is our right, it is our duty, to
throw off such government. ”This Democracy (described by
America’s founders) requires informed, activist citizens with enough
balls to hold this government responsible for its conduct.
This is the conduct the government must be held accountable for in
the Drug War. The Drug War is a declared war on American citizens,
through misrepresentation, to promote hidden political and economic
agendas. The economic agenda is not honorable or it would be stated
publicly. That agenda has a name. THE DRUG WAR INDUSTRIAL
POLICY. Here is how it works.
The return on investment to lobby Congress (“Buying the Budget”) is
1,000 to 1. Congress the best advertising money can buy. Minimal
investment in Congress has made the Drug War extremely lucrative to
the right businesses. The key is to remember, the only thing
government does is redistribute wealth and power. This not only
means who will benefit or pay taxes but who benefits economically
from legislation related to commerce and public policy.
This is the real meaning of campaign contributions. Here is a list of
some of the beneficiaries that participate in the Drug War Industrial
Policy. These are 1995 numbers and have increased dramatically.
1) Drug Testing generates over two billion dollars in sales annually.
2) Attorneys fees exceed five billion dollars annually.
3) Prison construction exceeds fifteen billion dollars annually.
4) Prison and police payrolls exceed fifteen billion dollars annually.
5) DEA and CIA cost over fifteen billion dollars annually.
6) Legalization will cost alcohol and tobacco industries twenty billion
dollars annually.
7) The pharmaceutical industry over $20 billion in annual sales.
8) marketing to promote the Drug War-- one billion dollars annually.
9) Covert lobbying- CIA and big business (graft) $1 billion annually.
10) Drug Dealing is a $110 billion businesses.

A new prison budget of 250 billion dollars a year will make the Drug
War the largest employer in America. Unfortunately, the Drug War
produces no goods or services for domestic or foreign markets and
depends on the government, the tax base and seized assets as
revenues. This economic policy is such a disaster there is no way it
could have been created by accident. The question is not, are we
willing to turn America into a police state? That question has already
been answered. These are the new questions for America.
Are we willing to turn our prison system into industrial parks to cover
costs? Will “Three Strikes” create a new labor pool called slave
labor? Will the debt burdens of the government force America to sell
its assets to avoid bankruptcy? Is the Drug War and its fraudulent
legislation an attempt to reduce Americans citizens to servants and
slaves?
3) Why are we fighting a war on drugs? Answer: We’re fighting this
War on Drugs based on deliberate misrepresentations of the
governments’ research and our own history. The Drug War is an
arbitrary prohibition hiding economic agendas.
This is the reason the Drug War is unwinnable and a police state is
required to enforce it. These actions represent current Drug policy.
1) Fraud is a deliberate misrepresentation of evidence for economic
gain.
2) Defrauding the public under the color of authority is extortion.
3) An ongoing fraudulent enterprise is racketeering.
4) The government is breaking its own laws to promote the Drug War.
5) That conduct destroys the credibility of the government.
6) It leads us into unjust wars, with few friends and many enemies.
(Those friends are not to be trusted.) There is only one way to win a
war based on fraud. Expose the fraud, hunt the offenders and shut it
down.
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11) Kickbacks to DAs, Judges, and other justice officials from private
attorneys, the government, multinationals and other economic
interests are rampant. This is justice in America. Federal justice is
political, economic and for sale.
12) Tax revenues from 7,000 ton of marijuana a year could bring in
billions in savings from reduced consumption of legal drugs.
13) Bribing foreign leaders (CIA payrolls) and informants $1 billion
dollars annually.
14) A 5% laundry fee for bankers make at least a billion dollars
annually.
15) Mandatory sentencing keeps white-collar criminals out of jail and
the courts. The Drug War is Card Blanch for White Collar crime in
America. It costs America billions and denies access to the courts for
civil justice.
16) Smoking saves SSI $30 billion annually from early death rates.
17) Hemp is the most versatile plant on the planet. As an industrial
raw material it is worth over 250 billion dollars and the finished
products worth over one trillion dollars annually for America. The
finished products are domestic alternatives to the global economy run
by multinational corporations. The Global Economy cannot compete
with domestic hemp so they made it illegal

Most people in America assume that the Death tool in America
from illegal drugs exceeds the fatalities associated with alcohol.
This data, (from NIDA) was never suppose to make it in the
newspapers but someone screwed up. It states that less than
7,000 Americans died from the use of illegal drugs in 1991.
Alcohol killed almost 20 times this number in 1991 and Drug
War rhetoric conned you into believing otherwise. NIDA no
longer releases this information.

THE MISINFORMATION CAMPAIGN:

HOW TO BENEFIT IN THE DRUG WAR ECONOMY

THE MISINFORMATION CAMPAIGN
The misinformation campaign has three elements. They are (1) the
number of users, (2) the effects of the drugs and (3) the value of the
drugs seized and on the streets. These elements are critical factors in
defining the effectiveness of the Drug War.
Beneficiaries of the DWIP (Drug War Industrial Policy) receive
massive benefits or owe their own existence to the Drug War itself.
These benefits exceed 400 billion dollars a year and the government
is feeding the problem.
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1) Number of Users

Finally, underestimating the number of illegal drug users by a factor
of ten magnifies the risks of illegal drugs by a factor of ten. To
illustrate the point, examine this strategy applied to the legal drug
tobacco. The death rate from tobacco use is 800 per 100,000 in
America. Applying this strategy to hide the true number of tobacco
users would increase to death rate for tobacco users to 8,000 per
100,000 or 8% of the tobacco users would die every year from
smoking.

America must realize between 70 and 80 million of its citizens do
illegal drugs as an alternative to alcohol, tobacco and prescription
drugs. The government estimates there are between 6.2 million and
12.8 million illegal drug users in America. One estimate is obviously
incorrect.
The estimate of 70 to 80 million users is from government
calculations of the amount of illegal drugs used and reasonable
consumption rates of those drugs. Those consumption rates are
calculated from ratios of occasional, regular, and daily users provided
from the government.

Example: Given: 50,000,000 smokers and 425,000 fatalities per year.
Death rate per 100,000 is greater than 800 per 100,000. If you
deliberately underestimate the number of smokers by a factor of ten
you will still have the same number of dead smokers per year. The
death rate, however, will be calculated from 5,000,000 users and
425,000 fatalities per year. The death rate per 100,000 is increased to
over 8,000 per 100,000 users.

I have also observed over twenty years of legal and illegal drug use in
America. From these observations I have calculated realistic
consumption rates for different drugs. The 6.2 to 12.8 million-user
estimate from the government and comes from household surveys.
These surveys are seldom reported in the press and conflict with the
conclusions of drug war rhetoric.

2) Effects of the Drugs
In 1988, DEA Administrative Judge, Francis Young, stated
“marijuana is the safest therapeutically active substance known to
man.” DEA Administrative Judge, Francis Young, heard the case on
the rescheduling of Marijuana from a Schedule 1 narcotic. An
important decision like this one should have gotten major media
attention. The media response was a blackout of this information.
What would motivate the DEA Administrative judge to make this
conclusion? He stuck his neck out to make this call and got slammed
when he made it.

One interesting note is occasionally a survey will ask about the drug
use of friends. These numbers are rarely mentioned because they
attack several fundamental arguments promoting the Drug War itself.
Here is an example. The low numbers from the government magnify
the fears of legalization and support the belief that the Drug War can
be won. Tying illegal drug use to a small part of the population
provides the illusion prohibition is reducing illegal drug use. It
implies less than 3% of the population is doing illegal drugs on
regular bases and less than 1% are daily users. Under these
circumstances the Drug War appears winnable.

The only logical explanation I can find, is the evidence presented,
proved Marijuana was therapeutically active and safe to use as
medicine. He defined safe as in strict medical terms. “Marijuana is far
safer than many foods we commonly consume.” DEA administrative
judge Young stated, “it would be capricious and arbitrary for the DEA
to stand between suffers and the benefits of this substance in the light
of evidence in this record.”

The graph on the previous page states that this government
documented 6,601 drug related deaths in America in 1991. This data
comes from NIDA. One element of this research was to ask this
question of the general public. How many people die from the use of
Black market drugs in America every year? The most common
response is that there are at least 100,000 deaths per year in America
from illegal drugs. Drug war propaganda created this perception.
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True to form, that is just what the DEA did. Four months after this
judgment, George Bush was inaugurated and signed an executive
order stopping all medical marijuana research in America. The new
research you hear about either does not exist or is coming from
Europe and distorted in the main stream media. We end up with
pamphlets full of bad data. When looking at this information we need
to be sure it is not promoting another agenda. Here are some
important questions you will need answered. Why does none of the
pamphlet information provide references? Who is Drug Watch and
who do they really work for? Why is most Drug War Propaganda 5 to
eight years old? Why is their information inaccurate? What is their
motive? Are they working for someone else?

to continue denying patients medicine and continue current policy.
The criminal penalties represent a despotic attitude based on
arrogance and motivated by greed. This is the result. People are
denied marijuana for nausea and dying from Chemotherapy because
of this Drug War. Why? The government saves 30 billion dollars a
year from the early death rates of
smokers. (425,000 dead X
$10,000 a year X 7 years).
(3) Inflated values
The inflated value of illegal
drugs are one of the key factors
supporting
inflated
DWIP
budgets. An excellent example is
the seizure of ten marijuana
plants
growing
outdoors
amounting to 80 pounds of
marijuana. This seizure will
represent
80
pounds
of
marijuana at $4,000 a pound, a
book value of $320,000. Reality
is this seizure represents 1.5
pounds of leaf worth maybe
$500. The myth supports
funding for the DWIP. Reality
does not. This DEA joke says it
all. What is a one-foot high
marijuana plant in a ten pound
pot? Ten pounds of pot. Here is
an example of the same type
misrepresentation on a much
larger scale.

Here is a response from the Justice Department when a study they
originally funded does not promote the agenda of the department. The
$300,000 study originally was supported by DARE and financed by
the National Institute of Justice, an arm of the DOJ. Once the findings
came out the Justice Department decided not to publish the report,
although the department has now made it available. “We don’t
publish things when we don’t like the results or don’t think the
research is good,” said the Justice Department spokeswoman Anne
Voigt.
The Justice Department approved the research methods when they
approved the funding. That is how it is done. This quote was provided
with the CRS Report for Congress. (Congressional Research Service,
The Library of Congress) by Congressman, David Drier.
This report also has the statements from Glenn Levant, the executive
director of DARE America, referring to 400,000 CRACK BABIES
and the costs of the DARE program. David Drier also sent a note
saying, “I thought you would like to see this.” Your Congressman
appreciates this type of activism and encourages it. You can call your
representative to request information without being blacklisted. You
are encouraged to.
Contrary to popular opinion, questioning authority keeps them honest
and puts you in the decision making loop. The Drug War response is
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MARIJUANA GARDENS DISCOVERED 9/11/94
San Gabriel Tribune
Diamond Bar Hill Yields 4,000 plants

There are plenty of good jobs and a stable local economy.
This $50 million bust promotes the Drug War budget and appears to
protect prosperity in the community. The community will actively
support increases in the Drug War budget. This type of projected
future prosperity will increase Drug War budgets by several million
dollars because of the artificial rate of return. Unfortunately for the
community this sound fiscal policy is built on flawed data.

Nobody knew it but the neighborhood was going to pot. Authorities
have seized more than 4,000 marijuana plants worth an estimated $50
million in what they called the largest pot discovery in the area. Three
gardens were found on the hillside next to a residential area and
visible from the Orange (57) Freeway near the Brea Canyon Road
exit, said special agent Dale Ferranto of the state Bureau of Narcotics
Enforcement. Five people were arrested on suspicion of cultivating
Marijuana, Ferranto said yesterday during a press conference
disclosing the discovery.
The second example promotes an economic agenda on a grander
scale. Here is what you don’t read about in the news. The true value
of this bust was slightly over valued by the Bureau of Narcotics
Enforcement and Agent Dale Ferranto. Here is reality.

If the local Drug War budget of $2 million removes $50 million of
illegal drugs from the streets, the return on investment is 25 to 1. This
means every dollar invested in the Drug War yields $25 of benefits to
the community. This is an excellent investment and promotes the
Drug War. Unfortunately, the $50 million bust was a fraudulent
representation under the color of authority. That $2 million increase in
the Drug War budget unfortunately yielded only $50,000 of illegal
drugs and for every dollar invested in the drug war the return on
investment was 2.5 cents.

The 4,000 marijuana plants described in this bust would realistically
yield 3 tons of stocks and 500 pounds of leaf. Marijuana plants grown
outdoors begin flowering in October so there were no flowers or buds
available. The stocks are legal and can be imported at $250 a ton. The
leaf is valued at less than $100 a pound. It is safe to conclude the total
value of this bust is worth approximately $50,000 and no more than
$100,000. This is one more example of where the myth supports the
War on Drugs but reality does not. This $50,000 bust was deliberately
misrepresented by the government, Bureau of Narcotics Enforcement,
its agent and the San Gabriel Tribune.

The $50 million bust is a misrepresentation promoting the Drug War
budget as a critical economic decision for the community. Reality
promotes the Drug War budget as an economic disaster and a poverty
program for that community. That $2 million investment will
eliminate college or job training for 400 in the community at $5,000 a
year, $10,000 in rehabilitation on 200 homes in the community, 40
additional professors at $50,000 a year or 1,000 computers at $2,000
each. This is just one more example of the Drug War as a flawed
industrial policy that denies investment in a legitimate industry
education and infrastructure.

The $50 million bust supports the Drug War where the $50,000 bust
does not, and this is why. This $50 million bust implies law
enforcement stopped a transfer of $50 million for local businesses to
the black market economy. That $50 million represents over 1,000
jobs at $50,000 each and several thousand more jobs as the money is
recycled through that economy. Local, State and Federal government
receive millions in taxes from sales and income taxes as well.
Property values are protected.

It creates an artificial economy that produces no goods or services for
domestic or foreign markets, promotes restraint of trade by
deliberately misrepresenting hemp as the Mexican killer weed,
marijuana and must feed on the tax base that eliminates future
investment in America and prosperity for the middle class. It is a
poverty program for the middle class and a prison program the
government and the rich will need to enforce the new third world
economy for America.
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THE ECONOMIC MODEL (1996)

through a get tough on crime program with emphasis on a
despotic Drug War.

The richest 1-% of our population controls over 60% of this
country’s wealth, the media, the levers of power to our
government and the influence government has over industry
both domestically and abroad. At no time in our history has so
much wealth and power been concentrated in so few hands.
Current economic policy subsidizes the manipulation of the
markets as a mechanism to accumulate wealth at the expense of
the middle class and a domestic industrial base. Current social
policy also promotes the economic interest of the wealthy.

The Drug War provides the ruse to build a police state and a
gold mine to its participants. The real war, however, is over the
economic control of this planets resources and financed through
the Federal Government with borrowed money or Americans
through fear and intimidation. Here is another taste of reality.
This was America in 1994 and things have not gotten any better.
The Federal deficit is now 70 times larger than the Soviet debt
before it went bankrupt. The last balanced budget was over 20
years ago. Most of this country’s debt is short term. We are
running a trade deficit of almost 10 billion dollars a month (that
was last year, this year it will be closer to 12 billion dollars a
month) while the Federal government runs a $20 billion dollar
monthly deficit. To make matters worse Government debt ratios
give government bonds junk bond status without the yield.

Investments in education, infrastructure and domestic industries
are denied in the name of Free Trade and the Drug War. These
Free Traders move factories to the third world at five dollars a
day and expect American workers to compete with that wage
scale. America ends up investing in prisons that produce nothing
for domestic or foreign markets and weapon systems that
quickly become obsolete. The long term economic impact of
these bold economic decisions is bankruptcy. The threat to our
sovereignty from these policies amounts to treason.

With current financial troubles, we can ill afford to maintain this
current policy. If the Drug War is an example of present
financial priorities there is no way to avoid a run on our
currency, or eventual bankruptcy without a war. With our
industrial base in he third world and no credit to speak of, it will
be a short war.

The economic effects on enforcement of today’s drug laws
directly consume resources that create wealth like education and
domestic industry. The lifetime costs of keeping 1.4 million in
custody at $30,000 a year represent a college education for
70,000,000 Americans at $5,000 a year. Our “Three Strikes”
legislation like life without the possibility of parole is slavery.
Denying property rights to inmates’ escheats it to the State.
Conviction effectively leads to forfeiture of assets to the states.

The Drug War Industrial policy effectively describes current
industrial policy in America. This policy creates nothing but
poverty for its citizens and debt for the country. It is destroying
our ability to compete in world markets by allocating scarce
resources for government waste and greed. The results drive our
middle class closer to a third world standard of living. This
economic manipulation by the power structure is one of the
most destructive domestic policies this government is
supporting today. It will die a violent death or consume us in
the process. It must be stopped.

For middle class America, these economic decisions represent
economic decline, poverty and prison. The current economic
model requires a declining middle class, more power in the
hands of the rich and a police state to protect the assets of the
rich and enforce the status quo. This police state is created
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Chapter IV: The Drug War at the
Community Level By: Jay Lindberg (12/95)

Silver, Abbie Hoffman, Hayden and Jack Herrer just to name a few. I
am working on a book called “THE DRUG WAR: AN INDUSTRIAL
POLICY FOR AMERICA”
I looked over the material at the booth. It is inaccurate at best and
much of it is a deliberate misrepresentation of the government’s
research. This is important for several reasons listed below.

Believe it or not, in 1995, most people in government had concluded,
the Drug War was a lost cause and its days were numbered. This
failed policy simply did not work. Unfortunately, this conclusion did
not dictate future drug policy decisions. The Drug War Economy does
dictate future Drug Policy. The response from my community leaders
to this research in Glendora was a sober lesson from Big Government.
“I guess it will have to go Bankrupt before it gets fixed.”

1) FACT- These brochures and the information in them are distributed
nationwide and accepted as fact by the citizens. This information is
subsidized and distributed by our own government with the support of
the business sector of this country.

This was when I knew this country was in trouble, big trouble. It was
time to act. I realized this government was too departmentalized to be
accountable to anything except perpetuating their own budgets. I also
realized their analysis of the situation, “Future Bankruptcy” would be
accompanied by a police state because our heritage would be
collateral for that debt. We were beginning the final phase of a police
state economy and a Drug War Democracy.

Conclusion- Neither the business sector or the government is
concerned with the accuracy of this information (which is hard to
believe) or both are deliberately misleading the citizens in an attempt
to promote another agenda. (Not so hard to believe) Here are
problems this agenda creates and will need to be addressed.
1) Budget priorities based on bad data promote bad policies.
2) Misrepresenting government research to promote an economic
agenda is fraud. A fraudulent act under the color of authority is
extortion. An ongoing fraudulent enterprise is racketeering. Ignoring
this behavior is like complaining about the heat while your house
burns to the ground.

Citizenship is about accepting responsibility for the conduct of the
government with both eyes open. Democracy is about making sure
this government does the same thing and holding it accountable when
it does not. This information was my first attempt at dealing with the
Drug War on the community level. The response from the Drug War
Economy was swift and brutal. Low Intensity Warfare.

3) “Democracy can only work when its citizens are informed.
”Thomas Jefferson. Policies based on bad data destroy the legitimacy
of government by attacking its fundamental function, Establish
justice, insure domestic tranquillity, provide for the common defense
and insure the blessings of liberty to ourselves and our prosperity.
”Laws based on bad data are arbitrary by design, promote a hidden
agenda and enforced at the expense of liberty. Wars based on bad data
not only deny citizens their liberty but often their lives. Denying
marijuana to cancer patients proves my point.

TO GLENDORA,
On 10/8/95 I attended the Great Glendora Festival and examined the
information at the booth Keith Hillard was in charge of. I have been
researching the Drug War for several years and my references are the
major studies of N.I.D.A. from Health and Human Services (15
studies), G.A.O. Reports (Federal), Department of Justice (state and
Federal), interviews from many departments of state, federal and local
agencies, both sides of the Drug War debate, elected officials,
candidates too many to count, economic models, Books from Nadar,
Chomsky, Bork, Kuttner, Halberstam, James B. Stewart, .A. David

When Pete Wilson (Governor of California (1995)) and Dollar Bill
(Clinton) deny cancer patients medicine it is cold-blooded,
premeditated murder for hire. This is the only conclusion you can
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draw with accurate data. Here is a taste of that data. Marijuana is a
thirty billion-dollar threat to the pharmaceutical industry as economic
alternative to existing medicine. Their decision was based on
economics. It was not political. It was criminal. Dollar Bill and Pistol
Pete puts their mouths where the money is.

The owners of HEMPSHAK are up on copyright violations and
counterfeiting charges. Conviction means 20 years in Federal prison,
loss of assets and as far as they are concerned comparing DARE to
the Nazis nails it right on the head. Beware of DARE

DARE I TURNED IN MY PARENTS AND ALL
I GOT WAS THIS LOUSY T-SHIRT

Here are some examples of deliberate misstatements in the literature.
The DARE examples were chosen because a key statement or
platform is to provide accurate information to the community and
schools about illegal and legal drug use. This is not happening and
hasn’t happened since we allowed this FBI project in the schools. The
FBI has never stood for Federal Bureau of Information and doesn’t
now. To eliminate opposition they trademarked the name and symbol
DARE.

I feel differently about DARE and the Drug War agenda. I do not
condone the behavior of the Nazis either.
Hitler, however, came to power with the covert assistance of this
government as an alternative to Germany going Communist in the
1930s. When Hitler came to power, Germany was staring at
Bankruptcy. The economic powers that held Germany’s debt from
WW1 were demanding repayment or liquidation of assets. Many of
Hitler’s original decisions were based on life or death for Germany as
a nation. They were also decisions dictated to him by economic
interests in America. Forgiving the German debt from WW1 made
Germany solvent. We promoted his attacks on the Communists as an
economic threat and the Jews as a source of seed money to mobilize
their economy. We provided technical and financial assistance to
rebuild their economy and war machine. Hitler’s conduct was
inexcusable but the necessity of survival dictated many of his
policies.

This eliminated grass roots debate through commerce code violations.
I HAVE WITNESSED THE ENFORCEMENT OF THIS AGENDA
ON TWO SEPARATE OCCASIONS. I have never seen such swift
enforcement and misappropriation of the law in my life. I got some
valuable information on both occasions about DARE and their
agenda.
The first offense is bumper stickers Reading DARE to think for
yourself. The violation was copyright infringement. We asked what
part of DARE to think for yourself was a threat? It appears to be all of
it. The DARE strategy of attacking opposition to their program is
similar to “SLAP LAWSUITS” used so effectively to hide corporate
misconduct. This time, however, the offended corporation turned out
to be the government. DARE is the FEDS.

History will expose the Drug War as fascist legislation promoting a
predatory economic policy. A corrupt agenda that destroyed a nation
and impoverished its people. An agenda created with propaganda to
control its citizens by denying them access to information, power and
prosperity. An agenda to pillage a nations resources and suffocate it
with debt. An agenda that used the powers of the government and the
influence of capital to enforce acceptance of social and industrial
reorganization. This is an agenda DuPont described almost word for
word in its annual report to stockholders in 1937. DuPont was an
original supporter of Hemp prohibition in America.

On the second occasion, Hempshak was attacked in Clairmont. The
owners were offended by the conduct and hidden agenda of the
organization. They were upset when they found out the DARE
program was run by the FBI and this fact reminded them too much of
the Nazis tactics in Germany. They felt they had an obligation to the
public. The threat DARE can have on families unaware of their
agenda is great. This T-shirt brought a swift and brutal response from
the government.
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2) The DARE program is a $155 million dollar program. (Library
of Congress) There are 12,000 full time DARE officers and the city
manager of Glendora says they are $90,000 each. This program costs
over one billion dollars nation wide. There is an 850 million dollar
difference in the estimated cost of DARE and reality.

DuPont is a major beneficiary of hemp prohibition as an alternative
industrial raw material and process to oil based synthetics technology.
DuPont sales in America alone are over $40 billion annually. An
agenda that striped the country of its industrial base, sold off its
industrial raw materials, turned the citizens into servants or slaves and
built a police state to enforce that agenda.

To make matters worse, government studies cannot verify, placing
police in classrooms has superior results to health officials or properly
trained teachers. Government research cannot prove the program
reduces drug use. Government research is showing drug use is
increasing in the schools in spite of the fact that over half of the
schools have the DARE program. DARE officers have recently
claimed they discard information of children discussing their
parents conduct. Police cannot legally discard information from
children turning in their parents. Police Department Liability, seized
assets, new informants and better connections, make turning in
parents an opportunity. The DARE program has also misrepresented
its motive, origin, information and financial supporters.

The DARE organization is part of that agenda and so are the lies in its
brochures, motives and the statements from the Executive Director of
DARE, Glenn Levant. Here is a taste of Drug War rhetoric big
enough to choke on.
1) Glen Levant, Executive Director of DARE, talks about 400,000
crack babies born in America every year. The 400,000 crack babies
(he is referring to) are 400,000 babies born in America, every year
that suffering mental and physical damage related to malnutrition.
Government definitions for the crack babies conveniently describe
malnutrition as well. At the same time, Government estimates there
are only 275,000 regular cocaine users in America. Their math is
flawed.

The cost of the DARE program denies four years of college to fifty
thousand of our children every year. ($5,000 per year) Government
research states the long-term economic benefit of four years of college
at $600,000 of increased earning potential over a lifetime. This is a
30:1 long-term return on investment. This put the long-term impact of
the billion dollar DARE program at thirty billion dollars of future
income losses. Investment decisions like these decide whether or not
our community and country will prosper.

If we assume that half of the 275,000 cocaine users are women, then
each one of those women are giving birth to approximately three
babies per year. That is physically impossible. With a nine month
gestation period we would be forced to conclude; cocaine is a fertility
pill or Glen Levant is lying his ass off. The governments’ research
shows, if a mother is a regular user of cocaine she also has a variety of
other bad habits such as drinking, smoking, improper diet, other drug
use, poor hygiene, malnutrition and other “at risk” behavior. The
chances of carrying a baby full term aren’t good and the other
behavior is proven to produce symptoms identified with crack babies.

3) We are giving cancer patients medical marijuana for nausea.
Medical marijuana is still classified as a Schedule 1 Narcotic in
America. This means it has no legal reason to be prescribed in
America. There are only eight patients receiving Medical marijuana
and they had to sue the government to get it.

The rhetoric promotes the Drug War as a legitimate response to
poverty and malnutrition in the inner cities. Reality should promote
nutrition programs for the poor, sick and prenatal care in America. We
end up with is a program where an ounce of prevention is worth a
pound of cure. The pound won out.

150,000 cancer patients died of starvation last year in America
because they could not hold down food. Marijuana was proven the
most effective anti-nausea medicine in the 20-year Cannabis
Therapeutic Research Project completed in 1989 by the state of
California. A Cancer patient dies of starvation every five minutes.
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4) Almost half of all traffic accidents with drivers under 30 were
using marijuana at the time of the accident. False. These are the
results of the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration. The
project is called:

Conclusions:
a) Moderate use of Marijuana produces a moderate degree of driving
impairment manifests itself mainly in the ability to maintain a steady
lateral position on the road.
b) Magnitude of impairment not exceptional relative to alcohol and
many other medicinal drugs.
c) Impairment related to increased THC concentrations draw no
conclusions.
d) Maximum doses of THC do not create impairment greater than
.08% BAC. Impairment is recognized and compensated for by
increased effort and /or reducing speed.
e) Alcohol related impairment is generally underestimated by the
driver. The driver compensates with higher speeds and greater risks.

“The Incidence and role of Drugs in Fatally injured Drivers.”
Sample: 1,882 drivers
Alcohol found in just over half of cases.
17.8% traces of other Drugs. The majority have alcohol levels greater
than .1%.
6.7% tested positive for cannabis
5.3% tested positive for cocaine

I have provided several examples of deliberate misrepresentations of
information concerning the Drug War. These examples are easy to
verify by calling government departments, hospitals or me. I have
also given you an ugly taste of where I honestly believe this country
is headed. One reason my projections are so gloomy, is citizens must
take responsibility for the conduct of its government. I don’t see that
happening any time soon. One day, we will be held accountable for
the conduct of this government and corporate power. You can bet on
it. The next section is an analysis of conflicting data and rhetoric in
the Drug War.

2.9% benzodiazepines
1.9% amphetamines
1.5% barbiturates
Results: Responsibility Rates for Different Drugs by Drivers in Fatal
Accidents
alcohol BAC greater than .1%

93.9%

alcohol BAC under .1%

75.8%

amphetamines

83.3%

Drug Free

67.7%

Benzodiazepines
THC (active ingredient in marijuana)
cocaine

When doing this research, I acquired as much documentation and
rhetoric as possible or necessary from the Government,
representatives and the press. With my engineering and business
background I knew fabricating data to support Drug War rhetoric
would be difficult at best, expensive and very risky. If the data was
compromised I would be able to pinpoint the source.

67.7%
57.9%
57.1%

I knew the mass media was not reliable as an accurate source ( a
vested interest in the status quo) and government research would be
released through a spokesperson. I also knew tampering with the data
could put researchers in Federal Prison and would need the approval
of a covert agenda in the government. This covert agenda would
provide far too many researchers, far too much information or access
to power for the government to be comfortable with.

Second study NHTSA funded Study conducted in the Netherlands
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I was betting the research might be accurate and I was right. The
researchers were far more available than I had hoped, candid and
knowledgeable. This made sense because hiding researchers would
draw attention to their work and expose bad rhetoric. Misdirection
was far more effective than secrecy.

license) did not address the problem. Bush and Bennett shoved this
bill down our throats. “(Department of Transportation, DC)
4) I asked NIDA why it allows the misrepresentation of their
information in the press: “We don’t proof articles and ads with our
name on them. “
5) I went to the FBI office in West Covina to show my research to
their agents. “We cannot examine your information.”
6) I caught the police bloating the values of seized assets. “I didn’t do
it. The agent in the field did it.”
7) I notified the L. A. Times, an article concerning the value of
contraband had been misrepresented by the Arcadia Police
Department. I then verified the misrepresentation with the writer of
the article. There was no correction in the Times or statement from the
Arcadia PD. My only satisfaction was a good joke. What’s a one foot
high marijuana plant in a ten-pound pot? Ten pounds of pot.

The researcher’s concerns also verified many of my own beliefs of the
Drug War supporting Hidden Agenda’s outside of funding concerns.
The chief concerns of researchers were based on inaccurate
conclusions in the press, and refusals to correct those conclusions.
The inaccurate conclusions were consistent throughout the
government and the media and showed collusion. Misrepresentations
supported hidden agendas in departments throughout the government.
This statement describes the Drug War Bureaucracy. The only time
research is accurately represented in the rhetoric is when the policies
generated maximum budgets.
They were also distressed by the gullibility of the masses. Like most
people I have known in research, they were more afraid of the
unknown than the truth. Their reasoning is sound. Knowledge is
power. They had a strong desire to find out what was really going on
because the Drug War was far too destructive in its present form.
They’re the only group I’ve meet that didn’t need Drug War
deprogramming to talk to.

RE:

KING RAT

From: Mike Levine 7/26/98

Jay:
I was actually on a raid, early in my career, where we entered this
guy’s apartment. He had about a gram of heroin, which he dumped
into about 10 lb. of mix. He was charged and convicted of possession
of 10 lb. of heroin.… no joke. Mike

One conclusion I have drawn from this mess is lack of accountability
breeds corruption. The Drug War is proof in spades. Here is a bad
taste of why the Drug War does not work.
1) The most common response to bad policies. If it don’t work throw
money at it.
2) I asked NIDA why alcohol and tobacco were not considered illicit
drugs for minors. “We get more money if we set up a department to
address illicit drugs and another department for alcohol and tobacco.”
3) I asked the Department of Transportation for research and motives
behind the smoke a joint, lose your license bill. “We do not support
the bill. Our research showed alcohol was such a major factor in
highway accidents, we knew the bill (Smoke a joint- Lose your
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Recent Developments 8/2001

This last section deals with the Drug War in very sober, realistic
terms and collaborates this statement made over twenty years ago in
DC. You just might remember it. “If we ever try to enforce the Drug
laws we are writing, we will bankrupt this country building the police
state to do it.” This statement means, Congress knew the laws were
irresponsible and the results if they were enforced. We also know the
research was accurate.

This was written in 1995 and most of the changes are from bad to
worse. In the last six years, we have added over 500,000 additional
beds to our prison system and increased the number of former
American citizens on parol by over 1,000,000. (paroles cannot vote)
Several states, like Florida, deny all felony drug offenders the right to
vote for the rest of their lives.

1) If the War on Drugs is misrepresented to the public then the
Government is fighting the Drug War to promote a hidden agenda.

3) This war actually began in 1910 and is 85 years old.

This institution, our Drug War Democracy, is out of control and
devouring every bit of liberty and justice that gets in its way. The
longer this war continues the more bitterness, then anger and hate it
will create.

4) If the Drug War is being fought for a hidden agenda and that war
has been fought for so many years, then we can conclude, the Drug
War is fulfilling its intended roll.

We are rapidly approaching the day where we will not be able to go
back to a civilized society without a revolution. For many, me
included, that day has probably already past.

5) The rich are promoting the Drug War and they are getting richer.
The middle class and the poor are not so fortunate.

In the end there will be no one left to defend this country or the
tyrants from this unjust war we created. There will be hell to pay
when these corrupt policies come home to roost. It will be hell. If the
fascists don’t kill us, our radioactive wasteland will.

2) The hidden agendas are not honorable or it would be stated
publicly.

6) The Drug War produces no goods or services for domestic or
foreign markets. It deliberately misrepresents a strategic raw material
and food source, hemp. It creates an artificial economy that
destabilizes the legitimate economy. It feeds off the government and
gives nothing in return but increased debt burdens, inferior schools,
prisons and poverty. It eliminates investment in our future while
selling off our factories and industrial raw materials. It is creating the
police state that will enforce our new third world economy. It is a
poverty program for America.

I made this statement a long time ago. If Democracy becomes a
threat to ruling class power, we will find out that we have none. It
appears that day is rapidly approaching. The Bush regime is totally
out of control and an honest assessment of the last election is a coup
by the Bush team.
Now for the good news. Life is going to become very dangerous for
the sheeple in America, very soon. They are finally going to get what
they deserve with both barrels. I will probably miss this movie
because I will be one of the first they will take, but that is OK. I
know they will be next and that makes me feel a whole lot better.

7) If these six statements accurately represent the Drug War we have
an economic model. The opium wars between England and China one
hundred years ago.
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Chapter V: What is Hemp / Marijuana
and why is it illegal
.Why

Hemp seed is accepted as the most nutritional plant food source on the
planet. It has been used as an important staple for man and a major
animal feed for livestock for thousands of years. Hemp seed is 23%
protein and 35% essential oils. Hemp seeds contain all eight essential
amino acids and the protein concentration exceeds most cuts of beef.
The proteins in Hemp seed are digested easily without most of the
problems associated with beef. The essential fatty acids strengthen our
immune system, reduce cholesterol and plack buildup in our arteries.

is Marijuana Dangerous

The most dangerous thing about Marijuana 6/25/99
The most dangerous thing about marijuana is the truth and the police
state being created to enforce a lie. Sure drugs are dangerous but so is
the truth. When the public learns the truth about this dirty little war,
this government will have nowhere to hide. A war against American
citizens for profit is too much like treason to support or ignore. We
will have justice and it will not be pretty. Jay Lindberg

Hemp seed oil and hemp flowers have been used as medicine for over
three thousand years. Hemp is presently being used in Europe for
cancer, HIV and other immune and nutrient blocking diseases. Hemp
seed can be legally imported into America, however, the government
requires all the Hemp seed to be heated which kills the seed and
destroys much of the nutritional value. The process increases the price
fourfold and increases the chances of the food source spoiling.

Thought for the Day
Being Careful

As a feed for livestock, Hemp seed is a healthy alternative to
hormones and remnants. The hormones and remnants fed to beef in
America have caused Europe to ban all imports of American beef. It is
also likely for the spread of BSE in our population and food chain.
Europe banned the feeding of remnants to livestock in the late 1980s
because of BSE. BSE in humans leaves calcium deposits in the brain
and mental deterioration similar to Alzheimer disease. BSE is verified
through autopsies of Alzheimer victims. As of two years ago, random
autopsies yielded 6% BSE for Alzheimer diagnosed victims.
Remnants are also a major components of pet food.

I will be careful when I slip that hemp rope around their necks.

Hemp and Marijuana Fact Sheet
Written: 12/8/95

Jay Lindberg

The Federal Government gave farmers $30 billion of subsidies and
tax incentives to control crop production last year. At $200 an acre,
this represents 150 million acres of farmland taken out of production.
Legalization and cultivation of Hemp as an industrial raw material
and food source will generate $250 billion dollars annually. This can
create three million farms of fifty acres each with an annual income of
over $80,000. One hundred fifty million acres of hemp will yield
between 200 and 600 million tons of seed and between 600 million
and one billion tons of stalks.

Tumors are now a major cause of death in our pets. The FDA is used
to hide this information from the public. It is just business. The FDA
turns out to be an illusion that protects the public from corporate
misconduct. This statement illustrates the function of the FDA. “The
laws are there for show and enforced when it suits our agenda.”
The FDA has done nothing but promote the problem by approving
BGH (BOVINE GROWTH HORMONE) from Monsanto which
encourages the feeding of remnants to livestock as a discount source
of nutrients. Remnants are a multi-billion dollar industry in America.

Hemp seed is classified as a strategic food source in America. As a
Strategic Food source Hemp seed is stockpiled by the government but
denied to its citizens.
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Attempts by dairies to label milk (hormone free) resulted in slap
lawsuits from Monsanto. Our government is suppressing this
information under the commerce code. It is just business as usual.
This is a vivid example of government promoting economic interests
over the health of its citizens. This is an important lesson to American
citizens to demonstrate the value of an informed citizenry in a
democracy over stupidity. It is also a slap in the face to anyone that
believes the government cares if you get high or not. Hemp
prohibition is an economic and political agenda.

Hemp converted to methanol is a domestic alternative to imported oil
that eliminates demand for fossil fuels. This policy squanders almost
$100 billion annually of domestic revenues and resources.
Hemp hurds (cellulose) can also be converted to wood flour.
Unknown to most Americans our oil based synthetics originated from
cellulose based technology. Banning hemp gave selected global
corporations, like DuPont, control over the value added products
produced from oil. This economic policy is promoted by the
government through Hemp Prohibition and the Drug War. Annual
sales of DuPont products are over forty billion dollars in America
alone. This is reality.

Hemp stalks are 25% fiber and 75% cellulose or hurds. The fiber per
acre exceeds cotton in strength, yield, durability, versatility and
quality. Hemp is pesticide free where cotton consumes half of all
agricultural pesticides in America. Hemp stalks yield three times the
fiber per acre as cotton. That fiber is four times stronger by weight
than cotton. Hemp clothing is warmer, more durable and cheaper to
make than cotton clothing. Historically, hemp sails and canvas were
preferred to cotton because hemp is four times stronger by weight. In
fact, the word canvas is derived from the word cannabis.

THE RICH HAVE PROHIBITION TO ELIMINATE THEIR
COMPETITION, HEMP.
Hemp is the most versatile plant on earth. There are thousands of
applications for hemp products such as light weight concrete,
press-board, PVC, biomass and wood flour products. Hemp is a safer,
cleaner and generally a less expensive alternative to oil, cotton and
timber products.

Hemp hurds produce four times the paper per acre as timber. Hemp
paper is better quality, cheaper to manufacture, a renewable industrial
raw material, and environment friendly. Hemp pulp is processed with
hydrogen peroxide where timber based paper is processed with
sulfuric acid. The timber-pulp process is a major industrial pollutant
while hemp-pulp is almost pollution free. Hemp paper is stronger,
acid free, has a longer shelf life and costs less than half as much to
process as timber based paper. Hemp paper has been produced in
China for almost two thousand years. Many of their original
manuscripts from hemp paper are still with us today.

Throughout history, hemp has been referred to as anything from “The
most versatile and valuable plant on earth” to “Marijuana, the
Mexican killer weed” .In reality, hemp is a strategic industrial raw
material and food source. Hemp should be a major source of food,
shelter, clothing, fuel &, medicine. In the 1930s, industry estimated
hemp will be used as an industrial raw material in over 30,000
products made in America.
This versatility will provide American citizens with independence,
self reliance, prosperity and real access to the levers of power in
America. It is this threat to the government, and the rich that made
Hemp Prohibition a reality. Banning hemp is actually an arbitrary
control or power motivated by this hidden economic agenda. Hemp
prohibition, in 1938, was the product of the Hearst Media Empire to
protect the value of millions of acres of timberland and paper mills
owned by the subsidiary, Kimberly Clark. Andrew Mellon, of Mellon
Bank of Pittsburgh and Secretary of the Treasury was chief financier
of DuPont plastics technology and Hearst timberland.

Hemp paper is acid free and can be recycled 10 times where timber
based paper can only be recycled twice. The acids in timber based
paper leach into the soil and decompose the paper rapidly. Acid free
hemp paper is biodegradable, environment friendly and benefits the
soil. Hemp hurds can also be converted to methanol efficiently.
Methanol yield from hurds is 1,000 gallons per acre. Methanol is a
clean burning, lead and sulfur-free fuel. Existing policies promote
$60 billion of imported oil and $40 billion protecting the source.
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All three would suffer major losses or bankruptcy from hemp
competition. Kimberly Clark is the largest corporate contributor to the
DARE program. Prohibition eliminates Kimberly Clark’s industrial
competitor, hemp. Kimberly Clark makes paper products.

Harry used articles from Hearst media sources to promote hysteria in
Congress and the public to support Prohibition. Hearst continued to
smear his tabloids with scare stories that did not exist. The campaign
was so effective most people still don’t realize, hemp is marijuana.

In 1917, a major breakthrough in technology made the processing of
hemp, for paper, much cheaper than the wood pulp process. The new
process used a Decordicator which separated the fiber and cellulose
without the labor intensive retting process that had changed little in
5,000 years. This new equipment cut the field processing time from
approximately 200 man hours per acre by 90%. This combined with
the Department of Agriculture Bulletin #404 released in 1916
promised a world where timber based paper could be eliminated.

Hemp prohibition passed in 1938 and has put millions of farmers out
of business. In 1938, Popular Mechanics and Mechanical Engineering
(two respected periodicals) referred to hemp as “The Most Profitable
And Desirable Crop That Can Be Grown” and “The First Billion
Dollar Crop” in America. In 1932, the California Blue Book valued
the entire agricultural output of the state at $532 million. This billion
dollar crop represented twice the agricultural output of California.
Both articles described the versatility of this ancient crop, new
technology to process it, and a bright and rewarding future for its use.
Popular Mechanics states hemp fiber is use in over 5,000 products and
the hurds or cellulose is processed into wood flour for use in 25,000
additional products made in America. They described a world where
Free Trade was Fair Trade and America would be able to dig itself out
of the Depression. Hearst bought Popular Mechanics to eliminate one
more source of accurate information.

Bulletin #404 was a ten year study by the Department of Agriculture
started in 1906. By 1906, existing timber harvests were exceeding
sustainable new growth estimates and over 50% of America’s timber
harvest went to paper production. To deal with concerns of dwindling
timber supplies and problems caused by deforestation the US
Government began examining alternatives to timber based paper. The
government study chose hemp as the best alternative paper source and
superior to timber based paper. The 25 page report does not mention
the word marijuana anywhere. At this time, the only people that knew
Marijuana was hemp were key people involved in a propaganda
campaign to eliminate hemp based products.

Hemp Prohibition denied millions a reprieve from the Depression and
access to real prosperity for the middle class. Hemp had the ability to
turn the American Dream into reality and shift the concentration of
wealth to a new middle class created from real economic growth. It
would also give the middle class control over the industrial raw
materials and finished products produced for the marketplace.
Prohibition shifted wealth and power in America to what can only be
described as a Corporate elite.

By 1915, Marijuana was banned in California. Hearst hid the fact,
Marijuana was hemp, so well the law was unenforceable. Hearst could
not prove hemp was Marijuana. The Department of Agriculture
Bulletin #404 concluded hemp yields four times the paper per acre as
timber. The process is environment friendly, produces better quality
paper, and sold at less than half the price of timber based paper.

This Corporate elite controls the media because they own it. They
control commerce through manipulation of legislation, capital,
campaign contributions, stocks, artificial subsidies or whatever it
takes. They represent less than 1% of the population but control the
public, government, capital, labor and industry. They live the Golden
Rule.. “The one with the Gold Rules.” They are above the Law
because they enforce it when it suits their agenda.

Andrew Mellon’s cousin, Harry J. Anslinger (Dirty Harry) was put in
control of the FBNDD ( Federal Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous
Drugs) by Andrew Mellon himself. Hearst started a smear campaign
called Marijuana to hide the fact he was eliminating an industrial raw
material and his industrial competitor, hemp. Hearst, DuPont, Mellon
and other special interests lobbied Congress for Prohibition. Dirty
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Hemp prohibition is nothing more than an unjustified subsidy for the
effected industries and bureaucracies. This is the true meaning of
welfare as we know it in America. Unlike America, most of the world
no longer supports hemp prohibition or the Drug War. This
misinformation campaign has been exposed. Millions of acres of new
hemp crops will be harvested worldwide annually. The versatility of
this ancient crop will consume its competition in a few short years.
Current policies are doomed to failure and will bankrupt any country
and government that gets in its way.

The Drug War is a corporate manipulation of America. It forces
acceptance of a corrupt corporate agenda by banning hemp. It
misrepresents hemp by an illegal manipulation of commerce. The
government responds by promoting these lies with the Drug War, and
looking the other way at violations of their own laws. The drug war
is corrupt to the core.

The Foundation for Hemp Prohibition
A Lesson in Restraint of Trade

Legal hemp imports are increasing at rates of over 10% a month. Our
trade agreements no longer deny access of these products to
American markets or tariffs to keep those products out. The only
viable option is to legalize Hemp. NAFTA and Free Trade must not
apply only to American workers with respect to third world labor.
This is a doomed, bankrupt, and corrupt industrial policy that has
turned America into a Police State. If this policy continues, the police
state we create will enforce our new third world economy.

(DuPont and Prohibition)

THE DRUG WAR INDUSTRIAL POLICY
“ALL WARS ARE BASED ON ECONOMICS AND THE FIRST
CASUALTY OF WAR IS THE TRUTH. The Drug War is no
Exception. Here are two quotes from the 1930s. One is from Popular
Mechanics and the other is from DuPont. One talks of future
prosperity and the other tyranny. Here was a crossroads in the future
of America.

America cannot allow the corporate world an unfair competitive
advantage through a fraudulent manipulation of commerce. This is
accomplished through media manipulation, campaign contributions,
fraud, extortion, special interest legislation and the Drug War ( a
poverty program for America). It will destroy our country, future and
the future for our children. It denies American citizens control of their
own destiny by manipulating their access to prosperity.

POPULAR MECHANICS
BILLION DOLLAR CROP
FEBRUARY 1938
HEMP is a crop that will not compete with other American products.
It will displace imports of raw materials and products produced by
underpaid foreign labor. Hemp will provide thousands of jobs for
American workers throughout the land. New technology has
eliminated the cost prohibitive aspects of hemp cultivation by
radically reducing labor costs tied to harvesting and processing.

This quote from DuPont in its 1937 annual report to its shareholders
addresses corporate power at its worst, “The future is clouded with
uncertainties, not only as to the amount of future imposts but also to
the extent to which the revenue raising powers of the government can
be used as an instrument for forcing acceptance of sudden new ideas
of social and industrial reorganization.” DuPont is a major
beneficiary of prohibition. Prohibition eliminated cellulose based
alternatives to oil based synthetics they control.

The machine that makes it possible removes the fiber-bearing cortex
from the rest of the stalk. This machine makes hemp fiber available
for use without a cost prohibitive amount of human labor. Machine
operators make a good profit in competition with foreign fiber while
paying farmers $15 a ton as it comes from the field. Hemp is easy to
grow, has a short growing season and yields 3 to 6 tons per acre on
any land that will grow oats, wheat or corn.

The moral to this story is, it is easier to get rich controlling a market
and sleeping with the government than to compete on a level playing
field with American citizens.
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The long roots penetrate and break up the soil to leave it in perfect
condition while the dense shock of leaves choke out weeds. This
process can reclaim land overgrown with weeds after two consecutive
growing seasons of hemp. It can also be grown in any state in the
Union.

Progress bringing prosperity for all of America. William Randolf
Hearst bought Popular Mechanics and eliminated one more source of
accurate information.
DuPont describes a world where business uses the government to
project the economic interests of those in power. A world where
welfare for the rich is a burden for the less fortunate. A world where
Free Trade means free ride and institutionalized corruption dictates
public policy. DuPont was one of the original promoters of hemp
prohibition under the name: Marijuana. They changed the name to
hide the fact they were banning an industrial competitor. Banning this
competitor gave DuPont monopoly control of major shares of the
emerging from oil based synthetics markets. This type of corporate
control and manipulation systematically destroyed major sectors of
our industrial base.

It is believed that linen is produced from flax. The majority comes
from hemp. Authorities estimate more than half of our imported linen
fabrics are manufactured from hemp fiber.
Hemp is a standard fiber of the world . It has great tensile strength
and durability. It is used to produce over 5,000 textile products, from
rope to fine laces, and the woody herds remaining after the fiber has
been removed contain more than 77% cellulose. Cellulose is used to
produced more than 25,000 products ranging from dynamite to
cellophane. One large powder company uses thousands of tons of
hemp hurds for the manufacture of dynamite and TNT.

This example shows the economic impact of promoting Restraint of
Trade by using the Drug War as an industrial policy. The Drug War
deliberately produces no goods or services for domestic or foreign
markets, denies investment in infrastructure, raises the cost of capital
and saddles the country with debt. The Drug War legacy will be
poverty and prisons.

The paper industry offers greater possibilities. A new factory in
Illinois is producing fine bond paper from American hemp grown in
Minnesota. The natural materials of hemp make it an economical
source of pulp for any grade of paper. As an industry it amounts to
over one billion dollars a year and of that 80% is imported. But hemp
will produce every grade of paper and government estimates 10,000
acres of hemp will produce as much pulp for paper as 40,000 acres of
timber.

Bureaucrats and Institutions
All wars are based on economics and the first casualty of war is the
truth. The Drug War is no exception. This statement conflicts directly
with these statements by Thomas Jefferson. “Democracy can only
work with an informed citizenry.” and “Policies based on bad
information are worse than policies based on no information at all.”
Few wars are just.

Du Pont
Annual Report 1937
With respect to taxation, to which the direct burden upon our
company in 1937 was $18,900,000, the future is clouded with
uncertainties, not only to the amount and form of future imposts
(taxes), but also as to the extent the revenue raising power of the
government may be converted into an instrument for forcing
acceptance of sudden new ideas of social and industrial
reorganization.

Over the past several years, I have taken this information to my
representatives, candidates, Federal, state, local officials, ministers,
businessmen, organizations like the ACLU, Chambers of Commerce,
John Birch Society, Police Departments, Schools, the citizens of this
country and lets not forget the Liberal Press we hear so much about.

Popular mechanics describes a bright future where free trade was fair
trade and American effort can triumph over adversity for the
improvement of its citizens.
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It is humorous and sad to see citizens and elected officials abdicate
responsibility for their own conduct. Here is how it is done.
Politicians claim the Drug War a political issue and their hands are
tied without popular support. Government officials cry and beg me to
pick on someone else. The ACLU does not deal with economic
issues. Businesses and the Chamber of Commerce responses are “I
guess it will have to go Bankrupt before it gets fixed.” Police
departments hide in their closets and can’t talk to me. Schools are
following someone else’s policies. Ministers preach “the truth will set
you free” but demonstrate it does not apply to them. Citizens treat me
like the plague or worse. The Corporate Press says they cannot print
the material.

There is a lighter note to all of this. When dealing with a bureaucracy
you must remember, most bureaucrats make decisions based on
orders from above. I have found that going over a persons head and
dealing with their boss gives them the authority to act responsibly. At
least for a little while.
Most people, even in government want to do the right thing and
appreciate it when they have the opportunity. They are distressed at
destruction they are witnessing in this country, care about it a great
deal and would never harm it when they feel they can make a
difference. Unfortunately, the global economy, big business,
lobbyists, capital and the media live by a different set of rules. These
are the rules of Empire, where the truth is far too often an obstruction.
The Twelve Commandments of the Rich

To moralize their lack of action, initiative and responsibility I am
told, there is nothing they can do and one person cannot make a
difference. None want to admit they are infallible either. Especially
the church, their divine guidance and mindless respect for obedience
and authority. They all have several things in common. They are all
putting future generations at great peril. They are all trading initiative,
liberty and responsibility for a temporary and false sense of security.

.THE

TWELVE COMMANDMENTS OF THE RICH
1996

1) We live in a capitalist democracy. One dollar -one vote.
2) Dollar Bill (Clinton) puts his mouth where the money is.
3) The middle class is a threat to the power base of the rich
4) Knowledge is power. Control it
5) You can fool most of the people all of the time.
6) Jails are storage facilities for surplus population.
7) Public subsidy. Private profit.
8) The Golden Rule. The one with the gold rules.
9) Rich people don’t go to jail.
10) White collar crime is a civil matter and just business.
11) The Drug War keeps white collar criminals out of jail.
12) Civil liberties are worthless in the pursuit of wealth

They’ve replaced courage with fear and have reminded me of Jimmy
Hoffa on many occasions. Many claim we are living in the last days.
Don’t count on it. Here’s another quote from Thomas Jefferson, “Let
us hope that God isn’t fair. ”I am a betting man. If our God wanted
robots he would have made us that way. A “Free Will” makes us
accountable and allows us to grow. That’s why we have it.
In a Democracy, the citizens are held accountable for the conduct of
the government. This is important because our God will not fix
problems we are capable of fixing or problems we created. Its called
responsibility. That is how we grow. An activist, informed citizenry
does not accept the roles of servants or slaves. Our Republic will not
survive without citizens to protect and defend it.
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Hemp as an Alternative Industrial Raw Material.

When you drop that information into their laps they become
ineffective and a threat to their bosses. I have a background in the
sciences but nowhere near as extensive as yours. Several years ago I
began studying the features associated with hemp as a superior,
lightweight industrial raw material and food source. I have heard of a
story in France where the footing of a bridge (over 1500 years old)
was intact and functional. The footing weighed less than one sixth that
of cement and far stronger. The footing is hemp and lime. I am
attaching a hemp/marijuana fact sheet to show where my work is at.

Date: 2/2/98 To: Ian.Smith@imac.dgc.epfl.ch
I have been involved in the hemp movement and opponent of the
Drug War economy in America of several years. I was aware it was a
failure for a long time and began researching why we continued to
support such a long term economic disaster. I quickly realized the
foundation for arguments supporting the Drug War were flawed at
best but more realistically, corrupt economic policies.

HEMP FUTURES
Date: 2/3/98

This was the only conclusion I could draw when attempts to correct
inaccurate information resulted in reprisals. I responded to these
reprisals incorrectly. I refused to learn my place in society and
directly addressed my concerns to my new found oppressors. I asked
the wrong people the right questions. I now place those answers
where they create the most trouble.

What we need to set up is entry into the futures market for
tonnage of hemp stalk. If you do not know how the futures
market works give me a call. I figure that futures commodity
could easily be worth over $200 billion annually. The function
of the futures market is to set up contracts for delivery at a future
date.
This provides the farmers capital for planting and
cultivation costs. This source of real wealth is the dagger in the
heart of the Drug War.

DARE to terrorize the police with the truth. I have learned an
important lesson when dealing with the government. The key to
power is not money. It is your ability to regulate information and to
control policy through those regulations. The more complex a society
the greater the value of propaganda.
I took these insights and evaluated what information different parts of
society were permitted to know. More important still is to find the
information certain segments of society must be denied. EX. Law
enforcement could not have access to government research on the
Drug War. Judges must not address economic issues of the Drug War
economy. Lawyers cannot address the economics of antitrust
violations surrounding hemp prohibition. The ACLU cannot address
civil rights violations based on economic policies. The press cannot
address the truth. The public cannot address no random drug testing of
cops and so on.

With contracts in place the system will be forced to yield to
industrial production of hemp based products. When you destroy
the economic incentives behind banning industrial hemp the
Drug War will be over. Industrial hemp is the lynch pin to
killing the Drug War. It will liberate citizen based access and
control of the raw materials and finished products society needs
on a local level. This is why the FBI agents referred to hemp
prohibition as a national security issue and they could not
examine my research. I look forward to hearing from you soon.
Jay Lindberg

The reason I am writing this letter is I need a more realistic evaluation
of hemp as an industrial raw material. This information is critical
because I can use it to confront the sources of bad data that promote
the Drug War. I found out this dirty little secret in the Drug War. The
foot soldiers are denied the information that makes them a threat to
the generals.
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Canada: Hemp Blended into Auto Parts

There is great demand for the product, which has been imported from
Europe, said Gay Myers, who handles Kenex’s administration and
marketing. ‘We’re going to bypass that and offer it in Canada.’
Laprise hopes to have contracts signed by spring and inventory from
the experimental crops is a couple hundred tons, enough to run the
processing plant for a few months. Construction of the Pain Court
plant is finished and all the equipment should be in place within three
months.

Alisa Priddle, Star Automotive Reporter 26 Feb. 1998

Detroit, Tucked away in the Canadian row of exhibitors at the
world’s largest technology trade show is a company determined to get
some mileage out of acreage.
Kenex Ltd. Of Pain Court, a village west of Chatham, is about to
plant its first crop of commercial hemp for industrial use. A growers’
meeting is scheduled for March 4 and president Jean Laprise is
hoping 810 hectares will be seeded in May and harvested in August.
It makes Kenex one of the more unusual booths at the Society of
Automotive Engineers (SAE) International Congress and Exposition.
It wraps up today at Cobo Conference Center in Detroit.

Cannabis Beer 4/16/98

Author: Elaine Louie

NEW YORK — First things first: The hemp seeds used to make
Hempen Ale do not contain tetrahydrocannabinol, the psychoactive
ingredient in marijuana. “The hemp flowers and leaves contain as
much as 2 percent THC, but the seeds do not contain any,” said
Steven Nordahl, brew master for Frederick Brewing Co., in
Frederick, Md., which introduced the ale to the New York area last
month. What, then, does the hemp do?
\

The show, with more than 2,000 exhibitors, is a tribute to the hi-tech
future. It features, among other innovation, concept cars with
televisions and video games, electric steering and the latest in airbag
technology. And it has Kenex, which has spent the last three years
growing research crops and lobbying the federal government to make
industrial hemp legal so it can be blended with polyester to make
products like door panels.

The seeds add protein, and an earthy, slightly spicy flavor to the
beer,” said Kevin Brannon, the company’s chief executive. The seeds
are added to the mash, and purchased sterilized, so they cannot
reproduce the hemp plant, a controlled substance. “From the seeds,
we get a really frothy meringue-like head,” Brannon said, “and head
retention is incredible.”

Hemp is ecologically friendly, nontoxic, light weight for greater fuel
efficiency, and offers a high tensile strength. It is biodegradable,
impact resistant while meeting safety and quality standards, and is
low abrasion, making it worker and equipment friendly.

The beer is a nicely bitter brown ale, clean and crisp, with a gentle
aroma and a hoppy aftertaste. As for its head retention, at a tasting
last week, the creamy froth lasted 30 minutes.

Hemp is versatile, capable of blending with other fibers, resins and
plastics, it’s a good alternative material to wood, glass and synthetic
fibers. Among its potential automotive applications are: headliners,
sound and thermal insulators, composite moldings, fiber composites,
interior panels, matting, floor coverings, and truck liners. Kenex has
been experimenting with its use in door panels and headliners.
Laprise said the company has been working with about six mold
makers. The resultant products are half hemp, half polyester.

Although brewers in Switzerland and Germany, and others in the
United States, make hemp beer, Hempen Ale appears to be the first
sold in the New York market, said Jim Munson, the vice president of
the Brooklyn Brewery, its distributor. A 12-ounce bottle costs 99
cents at Pioneer Supermarket, 289 Columbus Avenue; $1.59 at
Strawberry Fields, 311 Bleecker Street; and $1.75 at Lexington
Avenue Market.
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Court Forces Kubby's into Bankruptcy
February 23, 1999

Hemp Contracts in the Mail Company Says
Apr. 23/98

(TAHOE CITY, CA.) The Kubbys attended their first preliminary
hearing on Monday at the Tahoe City Justice Court. Although it's
been over a month and no evidence of sales has been shown, Judge
James Garbolina ruled that the Kubbys should still be denied the use
of their office equipment or the tools they need to manage their
magazine, 'Alpine World.' As a result, the Kubbys have been forced
into bankruptcy and presented a letter to Judge Garbolina from their
bankruptcy attorney directly blaming the raid on the Kubbys for their
financial difficulties.

Manitoba Cooperator

On Friezes

About 40 Manitoba farmers last week received contracts in the mail to
grow the province’s first hemp crop in 70 years. Executive
vice-president Bruce Freebie said that Consolidated Growers and
Processors (CGL) Canada Limited plans to grow nearly 1,000 acres of
hemp in Manitoba this year for seed and fibber. He said the company
is contracting for roughly 500 acres in the Portage la Prairie-Winnipeg
region, and another 500 acres in the Dauphin district.
The announcement marks Manitoba’s return as the center of Canada’s
hemp industry. Back in the 1920s, Manitoba grew more than a
thousand acres of hemp for making rope and twine. This year, Health
Canada approved production of hemp The article reported farmers
must be licensed by Ottawa to grow the crop under strict conditions.

Judge Garbolina refused to release critical business items such as
printers, scanners, or digital camera and Hard Drive. According to
Steve Kubby, "Our magazine was rated in the top 25 electronic
magazines in the world and we had top advertisers. Now we have
been ruined and forced out of business."

Freebie went on to say that the company chose Manitoba because
provincial agriculture officials have been working with growers for
three years to test the crop. He noted that a handful of Saskatchewan
farmers are also getting contracts. The story said that CGL is a US
company based in Monterey, California. The publicly traded firm
officially opened its Canadian office in Winnipeg last weekend. It also
has offices in Switzerland, Germany and Hungary.

The next hearing for the Kubbys is scheduled for March 2nd.
Attorneys for the Kubbys continue to demand the return of their
medical marijuana and have submitted two letters from physicians
which argue that Steve may die if denied medical marijuana. Steve
and Michele have experience numerous hardship in trying to obtain
enough medicine for Steve to stay alive and their attorneys
emphasized to the court the seriousness of this situation.

Freebie said CGL is offering farmers $1.30 a kg for seed and $20a ton
for hemp stalks which produce fibber. He also said a good farmer can
expect one acre to average 300 kg of seed and 2.5 ton of stalk.
According to the story, CGL takes portable equipment to farmers’
fields to cut, rette and bale the stalks after the seed is harvested.
Freebie called 1998 a “research year” for the company. It expects to
contract for more acres when it knows how the crop performs here..
CGL’s plans also included a hemp processing facility in Manitoba,
possibly for next year, at a site yet to be determined. Another
company, Hempen Inc. of Port Seven, Ontario, also hoped to contract
with growers. It processes hemp seed into oil for health food and
cosmetic products. NEW HEMP CO-OP SPARKS FARMERS’
INTEREST BISMARCK, ND 8-25-99

Deputy District Attorney, Christopher Cattran dismissed the physician
letters and insisted that Mr. Kubby's medical marijuana should not be
returned. Although Mr. Cattran is unable to provide even one
instance of sales occurring, Cattran continues to insist that criminal
activity has taken place, purely on the basis that number of plants was
too great for personal use.
After some discussion of why Marinol would not be acceptable
alternative for Mr. Kubby, Judge Garbolina agreed to consider a
written motion to return some of the confiscated medical marijuana.
That motion will be considered on March 2, at their next hearing.
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Hempocrites: Million Marijuana March NYC

Is this America or not?

Date: 5/4/98 From: Drgwarwhr

by: Kay Lee

The behavior of legislators in the matter of marijuana
initiatives should tap you on the shoulder and make you
wonder, “What else are they lying about?”

So the march went well except for the harassment. Good. The last
time I heard, Guiliani had pulled the permits. Did they change their
minds or did the rally respond appropriately by marching anyway?

Washington spent a million dollars last year to get the
Institute of Medicine’s opinion, then ignored it. Same with
National toxicology, same with their own Federal Law
Judge years ago. etc. They ignored it all. The people vote
and the legislators fight them. The truth is told over and
over, and they ignore it. Their policies are not based on
reality and therefore destined to fail: Marijuana does not
belong in Schedule I!

This movement has got to get its act together. There is far too much
back biting and bullshit. Too many rumors, innuendoes, sniping and
fucking egos to deal with. Too many people have compromised their
integrity for access to the media that never happened. It’s called
regulated free speech. I have also seen too much quality talent get shit
on in this movement and not by the government. People with skills
and education are looked on as government spies or threats to turf
wars. I am sure my wife and I fall into that category. What really
pisses me off is my wife is one of two running for a state assembly
seat (63rd Assembly District, California) and I have not gotten shit
for support from anyone in the movement. Her opponent for the 63rd
assembly district is a DARE loving Drug War whore. His name is
Bill Leonard. A Republican that Hitler would be proud of. This race
could have a real impact on the status quo.

The Drug War is causing more destruction to us and our
children than could can ever be caused by any legal drug.
But, instead of reevaluating their options of regulation, tax,
and control, they accelerate everything, more money,
resources, arrests, prisons, and corruption. The only result
for society is loss of rights and privacy and enormous
amounts of human resources wasting away behind concrete
walls.

Here is a phrase for many of the hemp clan, Hempacrites. One
problem with the movement is the way the organization addresses
other peoples “vices”. You don’t badmouth the man with a beer in his
hand when you need his support. Especially when you have a joint in
your pocket and he tells you, “You only want to legalize pot so you
can smoke it. ”It appears he is right under the circumstances.
“Nothing needs reforming like other people’s habits", Mark Twain

They got us into the Drug War mess and now they sit back
while the people hide and the children cry and anyone who
wants gets high! And they reward themselves with the
money from the backs of the people… The people’s
president has just doubled all their salaries. I believe their
behavior is treason. Are we still America or not? Kay Lee

Here is a response to the statement “the only reason you want to
legalize marijuana is so you can smoke it.” Response: On the
contrary. It is obvious, anyone that wants to smoke marijuana is
already doing so. Legalizing marijuana means we quit spending
money on a corrupt policy. A policy created with bad data to promote
economic interests over the health and safety of the public. Marijuana
prohibition is about money, power and control. Not health and safety.
To end this war we must criminalize prohibition.

END THIS PROHIBITION NOW
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Hemp: A Remarkable Renewable Resource
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A Letter From Congressman Drier

Finnish Medical Association supports Medical
Cannabis Hufvudstadsbladet (Finland) 24 October 1998
Note: The newspaper is published in Finland in the Swedish
language. Our translator writes: “It is a section of a longer
article about a press conference called by the Finnish Medical
Association. They have taken a liberal drug policy position in
the latest issue of their journal. The Finnish Medical Association
can be added to the list of those who support medical cannabis
and who say it is relatively safe.”
Duodecimos issue presents a purely medical view of the
narcotics situation. This has never been done before, said Pekoe
Heinala, one of those responsible for the special issue. He is a
psychiatrist and psychotherapist working for the Alcohol
Research Authority. He asserts it is high time for self criticism
in the area of abuse treatment.
Matti Huttunen points out the double morality surrounding
cannabis in his article. A critical examination of the available
research shows that the negative effects of cannabis use have
been greatly exaggerated. If policy was determined purely
according to health risks, it would be tobacco and alcohol that
are illegal, it was said at the press conference yesterday.
The doctors are not encouraging cannabis use, but are
presenting a more honest picture. It was also said yesterday that
cannabis has possible therapeutic effects in the treatment of
cancer and HIV - it can possibly reduce pain and nausea.
Heinala said further that there is probably no connection
between cannabis use and schizophrenia, which has been the
subject of research by Sweden and other country’s .On the other
hand cannabis can lead to psychotic reactions in sensitive
persons and seems to give symptoms earlier to those who would
develop schizophrenia anyway
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understand. When this war is over, Drug War Rehabilitation will
be ugly. Pete, if you were addicted to the Drug War Needle
would you shoot the messenger for another fix? Jay Lindberg
(Letter to Peter McWilliams)

Assessment of Proposition 36
Jay,

Thanks for coming by my Horror Story day and for your recent
e-mail with thoughts about Prop. 36 According to all I read,
Prop. 36 requires some changes in other laws to make it work,
requires even more money to achieve what it mandates, and does
require a rethinking of anti-drug efforts. I would welcome your
specific suggestions for changes in the law and which programs
should be funded under the Prop 36 implementation bills.

To the Board of Supervisors:
Espousing the Rule of Law is far easier than living by it. Very
soon, the FEDs and the Drug War Economy will be at your door
with gifts, a press agent and a baseball bat. You are going to be
forced to make a decision. You will have to tell them, in no
uncertain terms, that the RULE OF LAW takes a front seat to
Bribes and death threats from the government and Corporate
America. If you refuse to stand up to repression sooner or later
you will be dealing with this. We voted for change and all we
got was government repression, now we vote with our guns.
This is an escalation of violence.

> Sincerely,
> Bill Leonard
From: "Assembly member Leonard Constituent Mailbox"
Sent: Wednesday, November 22, 2000 10:10 AM
Subject: 10/31 meeting and Drug War Economics: The Machine
Behind the Madness

Proposition 36, on the other hand, is a de-escalation of Drug
War violence that is needed and long overdue. It may be the
beginning of a nonviolent solution to a corrupt war that is
destroying this country. But it is probably only a lull in the
fighting before the Jackboots invade our communities in mass
and crush the life out of any liberty and democracy we have left.

To Assemblyman Bill Leonard,
Thanks for your reply.
I spoke to the Board of Supervisors on Proposition 36 on
Tuesday during public comments. I started off by reading a short
article from my book, the article is called: Drug War Addiction.
It was an e-mail to Peter McWilliams. An Internet search will
give you more information on him.

Here are a few observations on Proposition 36.
The strongest and most beneficial part of the bill isn't even
written. It's the de-escalation of drug war violence and
decriminalization of much of our society. Another key
component to this bill is it attempts to make access to drug
rehabilitation available for all nonviolent drug offenders, that are
not involved in sales or manufacturing. Drug courts in California
are available to only 5% of the nonviolent drug offenders.
Proposition 36 will significantly reduce the demand for new
prison construction and overcrowding significantly.

Drug War Addiction
The most addictive drug I've ever seen is the Drug War Needle,
itself. For the addicts, the pay is great, it's based on irresponsible
behavior, you can make a career out of it, business is booming,
plenty of lobbyists, corporate support, propaganda driven, and
nobody holds you accountable. What part of addiction don't we
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Section 1210.1

Don't be surprised if you see claims in the media of increased
illicit drug consumption throughout the state. The foundation for
this claim is that people are more willing to tell the truth about
their personal drug consumption when drug laws are reasonable
and less threatening. Here are comments on specific sections.

Subsection to part a) The court may also impose as a condition
of probation participation in vocational training, family
counseling, literacy training and/or community service. A court
may not impose incarceration as an additional condition of
probation.

Section 4. Addition of section 1210 in the Penal Code
(b) The terms "drug treatment program" or "drug treatment"
mean a licensed and/or certified community drug treatment
program which may include one or more of the following:
outpatient treatment, halfway house treatment, narcotic
replacement therapy, drug education or prevention courses
and/or limited inpatient or residential drug treatment as needed
to address special detoxification or relapse situations or severe
dependence. The terms "drug treatment program" or "drug
treatment" shall not include drug treatment programs offered in
a prison or jail facility.

This section addresses the need for upgrading the skills of our
work force. Present drug policy makes Druggies a cash cow,
especially for the prison industry. The drug war economy has a
vested interest in the status quo. A good job, that demands a
clear head and a prosperous future is the best deterrent to the
druggies lifestyle that I've seen. Training a skilled work force is
far more cost effective than $100,000 prison beds, for 30,000 a
year cash cows called drug offenders.
(5) Any defendant who (a) has two separate convictions for
nonviolent drug possession offenses (b) has participated in two
separate courses of drug treatment pursuant to subdivision (a)
and (c) is found by the court, by clear and convincing evidence,
to be unamenable to any and all forms of available drug
treatment. Notwithstanding any other provision of law, the trial
court shall sentence such defendants to 30 days in jail.

This section keeps the prison industry out of the loop, and
recognizes narcotic replacement therapy as a legitimate solution
to certain medical conditions. Most illegal drugs have a legal
alternative that provides similar effects. It doesn't make sense to
incarcerate someone using a black market drug because the
individual has no access to health care. It isn't justice either. The
banning of most ephedrine will eventually turn a lot of allergy
sufferers into criminals. Meth as their alternative. The most
effective legal allergy medicine I have tried is Clariton. That
prescription was over $100 and does not include the doctor's
visit. This part of Proposition 36 is also a back door to
legitimate medical marijuana research. Narcotic replacement
therapy cannot avoid the issue of medical benefits to black
market drugs, especially marijuana. The Pharmaceutical
industry will be pissed.

This section has two critical provisions. 1) Presently, any arrest
is considered a probation violation. This section demands that
being arrested does not automatically make you a criminal. This
provision demands that an arrest must include a conviction in
the courts for a crime under the clear and convincing evidence
guidelines. 2) A maximum sentence of 30 days in custody for a
nonviolent possession charges. This provision should have an
immediate impact on the prison construction industry in
California.
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(d) Dismissal of charges upon successful completion of drug
treatment.

One partial solution, previously mentioned, is narcotic
replacement therapy. Narcotic Replacement therapy has one
major drawback. The addict will be an addict but his drugs will
be legal.

This is a good thing. We have close to thirty million drug war
felons in this country. That is an incredibly large pool of
disenfranchised former citizens. Excessive punishment benefits
nobody but the police state itself. Once you have a drug war
felony on your record, the system has almost total control over
your prosperity and future. Drug War felons are under constant
pressure from law enforcement to become snitches.

With the Narcotic Replacement therapy, the addict no longer
needs to participate in the local black markets or scandalous
activities to finance his/her habit. On a major scale, narcotic
replacement therapy will reduce drug war related violence on the
streets and the volume of narcotics sold in our communities. The
long term incarceration investment of a parolee/addict exceeds
the structural investment costs of a Harvard Graduate. Under
these parameters, it doesn't take a rocket scientist to figure out,
somebody is getting swindled.

It doesn't matter if you clean up your act because to real issue is
the power of the state. Removing the Drug War Felony jacket
gives law enforcement far less arbitrary power over individual
lives. Rogue officers can still threaten former Drug War felons.
But when those felonies have been dismissed the officer can lose
his job for disclosing this information outside his line of duty
because the felony is no longer part of the Public Record.

As far as other major issues in Proposition 36, this bill
specifically stated none of this money is to cover costs
associated with drug testing inmates, parolees or those on
probation. The reasoning behind those statements is to give law
enforcement, the courts and local DAs as little control as
possible or interference over the project. This project is designed
to provide a realistic and functional alternative to the Drug War.
There is also enough separation between the harm reduction
model created by Proposition 36 and the Drug War model that is
already in place, that an honest evaluation and cost analysis can
be obtained. Sincerely, Jay Lindberg

3063.1. Possession Of Controlled Substances; Parole;
Exceptions.
This is part of section six. The most important issue that is
addressed in this section is the emphasis placed on rehabilitation
as a legitimate solution to the parole/addict. There is one major
difference between a parole that is addicted to illegal drugs and
the typical functional drug addict in society. When the parole is
incarcerated, the system is spending $100,000 in construction
costs for each prison bed and $30,000 each year to put the addict
in a cage so we can regulate his/her life
.We need to quit looking at addict/parolees as cash cows for the
prison industry and the Drug War Economy in California. We
have a vested interest in turning these addict/parolees into
productive members of society and this is the mind set we need
to be in when we address the addict/parolee issue.
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JUDGE PROPOSES DOJ ESTABLISH PROGRAM
TO DISTRIBUTE MARIJUANA TO SICK FOLKS

The settlement would also require the government to provide any
useful, scientific research results “that would help decide whether
marijuana is medically beneficial.”

A federal judge is urging the Justice Department to establish a

According to court papers, Katz asked the Justice Department how
much time it needed to consider his proposal. The answer came
yesterday in a two-page court filing by Goldberg and Levine that said
DOJ would need “at least 60 days.” That much time is needed, they
said, “to consult the appropriate management officials within the
agencies and divisions of agencies implicated by the proposal.”
Attorney Hirsch could not be reached for comment.

program to make marijuana available to anyone whose medical
condition could be improved by it.
Yesterday, the Justice Department asked for 60 days to think it over.
According to court papers, US District Judge Marvin Katz suggested
a proposed settlement in Kuromiya et al. v. United States, a
class-action suit brought on behalf of citizens who claim that the
prohibition of marijuana is unconstitutional since it is the best cure
for their ailments — everything from AIDS to Lou Gehrig’s disease.

IN REMEMBRANCE ABBIE HOFFMAN THE
GREAT

The 128-page lawsuit, filed by Lawrence Elliott Hirsch of the Hirsch
& Caplan Public Interest Law Firm, tells the stories of about 160
plaintiffs from 49 states. Many are breaking the law and paying black
market prices for the drug. Others simply suffer because they fear jail.
Hirsch argues that enactment of laws prohibiting the use of cannabis
without amending the constitution is unconstitutional.

IN THE SPIRIT OF ABBIE THE GREAT,
FUCK THIS FASCIST STATE
A few statements from Abbie Hoffman.

“The right to consume, ingest or smoke a plant that grows wild in
nature, such as cannabis, is antecedent to, and more fundamental than
the right to vote,” Hirsch wrote. The Justice Department moved to
dismiss the case, saying Hirsch has no chance of winning any relief.
“It is well-settled that the Controlled Substances Act provisions are a
valid exercise of Congress’ Commerce Clause powers,” attorneys
Arthur R. Goldberg and Gail F. Levine of the Justice Department’s
civil division argued.

When Timothy Leary was preaching “turn on, tune in and drop out”
the rulers were concerned. When I preached, “Turn on, tune in, and
take over” that scared the hell out of them.
Nixon had his problems with the peace marches and the nonviolent
factions of the antiwar movement, but when Tyisha Dorn and the
Weathermen threatened to blow up corporate America he shit his
pants..

But just two weeks after that brief was filed, Judge Katz is urging
DOJ to think about settling the case instead of fighting. In a recent
conference, Katz proposed a settlement under which the government
would agree to establish a “carefully monitored” and “scientifically
controlled” program to distribute marijuana to “individuals whose
medical conditions could be improved by it,” according to court
papers filed yesterday.
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It is more profitable to control a market than to compete in one.
Especially when the tax base picks up the tab.

Defending Medical Marijuana
Opposition to SR 56 The Evidence

This is business. Marijuana prohibition is an economic policy based
on misinformation to promote restraint of trade and this dirty little
war. Much of this information is disseminated through nonprofit
public benefit corporations (a violation of the law). That function is to
ban a competitor, criminalize citizens and patients and enforce the use
of inferior medicines to the sick and dying. The noble motives are
market share / profits.

Jay Lindberg Date: 1998/09/30

Dear Senator,
I understand that H.J. Res 117 is going to be voted on very soon in the
Senate. I suggest that you make you decision on the evidence and not
the platform of the Drug War Lobby.
Several years ago I approached Republican State Senator Montjoy’s
office in Arcadia and requested the Therapeutic Cannabis Research
Project that was completed in 1988/89 in California. As far as I can
tell it is the most complete report on the Medical Marijuana issue by
the medical profession in this country. It was a 20 year study that was
originally proposed by Ronald Reagan in 1969. The information is
easy to read, straight forward and accurate. It should have put a knife
in the heart of this Drug War ten years ago. The media, however,
almost totally suppressed the information and I found out about the
study through a reference text in a local library. Libraries are a
dangerous place for a suspicious mind. Here are a few important
issues concerning Marijuana.

2) Marijuana is addictive. The Therapeutic Cannabis Research
Project will confirm the use of marijuana as a legitimate medicine, of
minimum risk and cost effective. If marijuana is accepted as a
legitimate medicine then denying that medicine to a patient will have
negative effects. That is the foundation for marijuana withdrawals.
The University of Michigan “Monitoring the Future Survey” shows
the one time use to daily use of Marijuana is 6%. This same figure is
available from several other government studies. The same study
shows the one time use to daily us of tobacco is 30%. This study
reveals that alcohol and tobacco use represent over 96% of all illegal
drug use for minors and over 98% of their drug related deaths.

1) Legalizing Medical marijuana is the back door to total
marijuana legalization. This is true but the reason it is true is not
stated publicly or honestly by Drug War whores . Medical marijuana
is a competitor to the legal pharmaceutical industry in America. That
economic threat exceeds $30 billion annually. A major decline in
Pharmaceutical stock values will expose opposition to medical
marijuana as an illegal manipulation of commerce. That exposure will
end any illusion of legitimacy marijuana prohibition has left.

3) Marijuana use is up. This is true but the foundation for this
increase is based on raising the drinking age from 18 to 21. This is
one reason for using the years 1992 and 1997 for Drug War
propaganda. Government research attributes the increase in marijuana
use to the principle of substitution. This research came from a
University in San Diego ( I am not sure which one but I can verify it)
While marijuana use is up, drug related fatalities for minors has
dropped over 3,000 per year with alcohol responsible for almost 98%
of the deaths.

The Drug War has protected the industrial competitors to hemp based
products as well. The stock market adjustment to legal industrial
hemp will also be dramatic and negative. What you do not understand
is the Drug War is a rational (yet criminal) response to the economic
threat of industrial hemp and marijuana.

4) Marijuana use impairs driving. This is true, however, marijuana
users address their impairment with greater concentration and reduced
speeds. The intoxication level related to alcohol impairment is less
than .08%. Alcohol consumption is addressed by greater speeds and
reduced concentration.
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Drivers with a blood alcohol rate greater than .1% are responsible for
accidents they are involved in 94% of the time.

(Heroin- treat opium addiction around 1900), (speed-after W.W.II)
long before marijuana became popular in the 1960s and 70s. The use
of these other drugs would realistically increase dramatically if
marijuana just disappeared.

This figure would be higher except occasionally two drunk drivers hit
each other. For drug free drivers the at fault rate is 66% and for
marijuana users the at fault rate is 57%. Greater concentration and
reduced speeds make marijuana users some of the safest and most
paranoid drivers on the road.

d) Border crackdowns of the 60s and 70s on marijuana smuggling
resulted in significant increases in hard drug experimentation, use and
addiction. This was predicted by researchers and a misrepresented
foundation of the gateway drug rhetoric.

5) Marijuana smoke is more carcinogenic than tobacco. This is
another misrepresentation of government research. If this was the
case, there would be documented evidence of marijuana related
cancer deaths by now. NIDA and HHS has not been able to produce
any research to verify this statement after repeated requests (going on
five years now). There is substantial research dating back to 1972
showing a joint has approximately 40% of the carcinogens as
tobacco.

e) THE GATEWAY DRUG RHETORIC also creates the impression
that the health and safety dangers of all illegal drugs can be blamed
on one drug, marijuana. In today’s society, most illegal drug use for
minors may start with marijuana, but it is rarely not before trying
alcohol, tobacco or often pharmaceuticals such as ritalin. This is
called guilt by association where the association of being illegal is
arbitrary and economically motivated.

6) Marijuana leads to other drugs. (Gateway Drug rhetoric)

All of the information I have provided has come from government
research, interviews with researchers, personal observation and
personal experience. My first pot experience was at 16 years old and
what Darryl Gates said about, once a child has smoked his first joint
it is to late, he is right. That is when you find out your government is
full of shit and not to be trusted. Hi Balls and Joe Camel are killers
and sooner or later they will kill Darryl Gates. The sooner, the better.

a) No drug gives you an unnatural craving to try a drug you have
never done before. That is what the gateway drug rhetoric is
implying. This concept defies logic or rational analysis.
b) The contrary appears to be true. After almost 25 years of
observation and some use myself (I’m no angel), alcohol and tobacco
use usually precede marijuana use by several years. Marijuana is a
substitute and competitor to alcohol in the marketplace. Youth
involvement with marijuana begins generally under one of four
circumstances.
1) A rebellious reaction to being lied to by parents, teachers, THE
MEDIA, government or law enforcement about the dangers of
marijuana.
2) To address the nausea and violence brought on by alcohol abuse.
3) Alternative to alcohol use.
4) Cramps for the females.

Here is some poetic justice about marijuana. Medical Marijuana is
relieving the pain and suffering of cancer patients. These diseases are
associated with the addiction to legal drugs such as, alcohol, tobacco
and pharmaceuticals. Another factor that is humorous and sad is
many of these sick patients supported the Drug War all these years.
Now they realize their drugs were the real killers, their children
were right, their government is full of shit, they were played for
fools all their lives and now they are leaving this destructive war
as their legacy to their children. .

c) The gateway drug theory implies that if there was no marijuana
then nobody would be doing speed, heroin, cocaine etc. The evidence
shows these drugs became very popular (cocaine- 1880s- 1920s),
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Simple Responses to the Drug War 10/15/99

Chapter VI: Taking on our Drug War
Democracy in the Public

1) If we legalized drugs tomorrow, the increase in new addicts would
destroy this nation.

Simple Responses to the Drug War 10/15/99

Response: I have spent years asking people if their drug habits would
change with legalization and I have a hard time finding anyone that
would be interested in trying illegal drugs if they became legal. The
public has long since recognized, that as far as their own personal
drug habits go, prohibition takes a back seat to health and safety
concerns. There is one drug habit or addiction that would significantly
decline with an end of the Drug War. The government’s addiction to
the corruption the Drug War has created. If you think drugs are hard
to kick, try corruption.

Letter to Matt Probert. Position paper on Legalization
Rebuttal to Statement to National Anti Drug Policy
Mandatory Minimums for the Oppressors
Internet Interview with Mellstar
Exposing Drug War Propaganda

2) Household surveys of drug use demonstrate half as many people
are using illegal drugs today than were using drugs in the late 1970s.

MY PLEDGE

Response: If you received one of those household surveys in 1978
and in 1998 would you admit to the illicit drug use or would you lie
on the questionnaire? This survey does not accurately document
anything but the fear factor of the general population from the Drug
War. With increased brutality from the Drug War, you can expect,
increased suppression of the truth concerning household drug use.

A war against American citizens for profit is what we are
experiencing in this War on Drugs, i.e., Drug War. That conduct looks
far too much like treason for me to support or ignore. It is our right
and duty as citizens to put an end to this dirty little war, one way or
another. If we fail to accept our responsibilities as citizens this war
will destroy this nation and enslave its people for generations. I
cannot tolerate or imagine leaving this war and its destruction as our
legacy to our children and future generations.

3) Illicit drug use for minors is on the rise.
Response: Alcohol and tobacco are illicit drugs by definition for
minors to use. Ignoring this fact ignores over 95% of drug related
deaths for minors are alcohol related and 90% of all illicit drug use for
minors is alcohol and tobacco. When the legal drinking age
nationwide increased from 18 to 21 the number of drug related death’s
for minors dropped from over 10,000 a year to less than 7,000 a year.
Over 95% of those drug related deaths were still alcohol related.

I pledge to expose and end this corrupt war. Then purge this country
of the corruption we created as it poisoned our institutions. We have
all sold our souls to this dirty little war at one time or another (me
included) and placed this country at great peril in the process. Thomas
Jefferson stated, over two hundred years ago, when examining the
conduct of this young nation, “Let us hope GOD isn’t fair.” If we fail
to end this war, not even GOD will have mercy for our souls because
we have all been compromised along the way.
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Position on the Legalization of Illegal Drugs

One of the unintended side effects of increasing the drinking age from
18 to 21 was increased marijuana use. Government researchers
attributed this to the principle of substitution. One of the intended
side effects of investing in the Drug War is decreased investments in
the legitimate economy. This investment decision created a thriving
black market and perpetuated the Drug War as an economic policy.

From: Drgwarwhr@aol.com Save Address Block Sender
Date: Wed, 16 Dec. 1998 12:25:42 EST

I got this letter from Matt for more information on where I stand
on this dirty little war and the issue of legalization. This answer
may clear up a few points for you as well. A little strategy is
also included for effective Drug War debate. Feel free to post it
but run through it first for typos and if any parts are hard to
understand do what you can.
Dear Mr. Lindberg;

The police state we are creating is destroying our legitimate economy
and forcing the citizens into the black market to survive.
4) Marijuana is not a legitimate medicine.
Response: Government research exposes marijuana is self titrating
which means that higher concentrations of THC in marijuana do not
intoxicate the user at a linear level. It is also recognized that most
pharmaceutical companies have been around since before marijuana
prohibition in the late 1930s. These Pharmaceutical companies all
prescribed hemp extract as legitimate medicine. The pharmaceutical
industry has a vested interest in the status quo and actively promote
prohibition of marijuana to benefit from restraint of trade.

I have read you post in alt.activism.drug-war, but am a little
unclear as to what your position is (okay, so I’m pretty dumb).
1) Are you in favor of legalizing drugs (heroin, cocaine, LSD
and similar substances)?
2) Are you in favor of legalizing cannabis and the like?
3) Are you opposed to the governmental organized distribution
and production of illegal drugs (heroin, etc. ) for political ends?

5) The Drug War is good for the economy.

Please do not feel I am being judgmental, I am simply wishing
to understand your position. Yours sincerely Matthew Probert

Response: Not if you are the one in the cell, in the closet, fighting
AIDS or cancer, opposing this corrupt war in public forums or hiding
from its destruction. It is not citizen friendly and the beneficiaries are
profiting from repression. Repression is never good for the economy.

Response:
Hello Matt,
1) Are you in favor of legalizing drugs?
That is not a simple question because we have this stupid little
war to deal with. A yes on no answer without an explanation is a
setup. I will answer that question from a different prospective.
Here goes.

6) Conclusion: If we cannot defend this Drug War with accurate
information, then how will we stop it?
Response: Wars based on lies breed corruption and destroy the
integrity of our institutions. Our only option is to purge the
institutions of the corruption. This will not be easy because a war
against American citizens for profit is far too much like treason to
support or ignore. Justice will not be pretty and the Drug War will
leave the levers of power in cuffs or in a box. Before the Drug War is
over, the citizenry must address it as a real war with an ever rising
body count. Then we must act responsibly, and put it down.

Strategy: My objective is not to legalize drugs. That is not going
to happen. My objective is to criminalize the Drug War by
exposing it as a corrupt economic policy and removing the
corruption from the levers of power. That is how the Drug War
will end because there is too much money and power in the
existing policy.
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When the Drug War is dead and buried, legalization will be a
reality because the Drug War whores will be in jail or strung up
somewhere as a lesson promoting honest government. Fight to
win. Here is how I address this issue of criminalizing the Drug
War.

When the legal drinking age was increased from 18 to 21
nationally, the drug related fatalities for minors dropped from
over 10,000 per year to less than 7,000 per year nationwide.
Alcohol was still responsible for almost 98% of the drug related
deaths for minors. Marijuana use increased at a far lesser degree
than the decrease in alcohol use. This is one key factor in the
increase in marijuana use statistics over the last 7 years. By
ignoring the fact that Alcohol and Marijuana are both illegal
drugs for minors to use, Drug War propaganda distorts the
parameters of their research to misrepresent the foundation for
the increase in marijuana use. This was no accident. As far as
LSD. I have concerns over microgram doses but feel that
mushrooms dosages are easier to regulate, solving the most
dangerous aspect of LSD use, the risk of overdose.

Step One— Fight to win. Force your opponent to defend an
indefensible position. The indefensible position- If we cannot
defend the Drug War with accurate information then we have no
legitimate reasons to fight it.
Step Two - Develop a target and hunt to kill. The target and the
hunt strategy- Policy decisions based on bad data promote bad
policies and destroy the legitimacy of the government. The bad
data serves the function of promoting policies accurate
information could not support. This is the foundation of
corruption in government. Corruption is a crime. We now have a
target. Drug use or abuse is not the problem here. The Drug War
model is a corrupt economic policy that by design promotes
maximum destruction and maximum drug abuse at maximum
cost. We hunt the war.

Methamphetamine use must be understood not only as a
stimulant and diet drug but also as self medication to address
hunger. This phenomenon was recognized in South and Central
America during the Reagan years and addressed in several books
by Noam Chomsky.
Several of the Capitalist successes in the region (South and
Central America) were based on third world wages that meet
only half the workers basic nutritional needs. The workers began
sniffing glue to deal with the hunger. The American
manufacturer that provided the glue for the workers praised this
as a success for capitalism. Meth takes away the hunger when
you have no food. In many ways, Methamphetamine use and
especially abuse is a warning of an emerging third world
economy in sectors of our inner cities.

Step Three -Know your subject well enough to educate and
intimidate your opponent. This is war, keep going for the throat.
ANSWER to question 1 and 2) Are you in favor of legalizing
Heroin, cocaine, LSD and similar substances? marijuana?
If you legalized cocaine we would see it replaced with the leaf in
the marketplace which is less destructive on the body than
coffee. The principle of substitution applies to the use of coffee
and cocaine.

The system (the ruling class) has chosen to address this
emerging domestic, third world economy with an astronomically
expensive Drug War economy as a temporary employment
policy. We are not investing in education, job training and a
legitimate industrial base. We are investing in a prison industry
and a police state to deal with poverty. This poverty program is
the Drug War Economy.

Alcohol and Marijuana use is described under the principle of
substitution as well. Societies where marijuana use is not
addressed with police state style repression heroin addiction
does not become a major health problem either.
EDUCATING YOUR OPPONENT - Attack strategy on the
issue of marijuana use increasing among minors.
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This macro-economic policy is designed to enforce an emerging
domestic third world economy. An educated underclass is the
foundation for revolution. The costs of the Drug War Economy
eliminated that threat.

Here is a list of Drug War related issues. When you list these
issues as to the degree of threat you will see the use of illegal
drugs is at the bottom of that list. These issues are
1) The health and safety dangers of legal drugs.
2) The health and safety dangers of illegal drugs.
3) The impact the Drug War is having on our Bill of Rights.
4) The corruption the Drug War is creating and perpetuating in
Government and Law Enforcement
5) Lost economic opportunity from investments in the Drug War
Economy.
6) Drug War Legislation Increasing Government & Corporate
power
7) The Deliberate misrepresentation of government research to
promote this War.
8) Is the Drug War fulfilling its intended role.
9) The largest prison system in the industrial world.
10) The AIDS epidemic.
11) Executing cancer patients by denying them medicine (MMJ)
so they starve to death.
12) Financing covert operations without legitimate oversight.
13) A whole lot more.

On the Multinational Front:
Ending the Drug War would demilitarize most of North and
South America by toppling military regimes the US supports in
the area. These governments would be replaced with popular
governments opposed to third world economic conditions. Their
first priority would be the repatriation of swindled resources
under the colonial rule of Big Brother to the north. The global
economy, IMF, World Bank, and Wall Street would be the big
losers. Industrial hemp would replace much of the Nuclear
industry, pesticides, agribusiness, pharmaceutical, and
petrochemical industry on a global scale.
Question 3) Am I opposed to government organized
distribution and production of illegal drugs for political ends?
Answer: As far as I am concerned, that is what we have now.
CIA dumping of Cocaine in the inner-cities is government
distribution as much as Eli Lilly providing the ephedrine for the
Methamphetamine industry or the local law enforcement selling
drugs out of evidence lockers.

My point is this. Under these circumstances, I cannot find one
legitimate reason to ban any of these drugs and incarcerate the
users. The bottom line is this. Of Course, drugs are dangerous.
But so is the truth. The abuse of illegal drugs is far less addictive
and destructive than 1) the abuse of power by this government
in this Drug War and 2) this government’s addiction to the
power the Drug War has created. If you think drugs are hard to
kick, try corruption. Citizens are far more capable of using
illegal drugs responsibly that the government is capable of using
power responsibly. Oh fu**, the government run amok. That’s
how we ended up in this Drug War. Jay Lindberg
{That was outta-sight Jay. Ralph)

Bringing marijuana/Cannabis on line as an industrial raw
material, medicine, intoxicant, food source and more will
provide the industrial base for alternative employment to Drug
War Economics.
The government has regulated our lives way past the point of
corruption. (Institutionalized Corruption). The last thing
America needs is another government regulation on our lives.
We need to seriously evaluate these issues below to put this
Drug War into prospective.
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Statement of National Anti Drug Policy 11/29/98

Here is a simple question that needs to be addressed in a public
forum. This question exposes our Drug War propaganda as
flawed at best. Why are some drugs legal and other drugs
illegal? Only one answer is wrong. The bold answer is the wrong
one.

5:27:53 PM Pacific Standard Time

Illegal drug use can destroy the lives of the Nation’s youth by
diminishing their sense of morality and with it everything in life
that is important and worthwhile.

a) Because illegal drugs are more dangerous that legal drugs.
b) Because the enforcement of these drug laws is big business
c) Our drug laws regulate commerce by criminalizing
competitors to many legal drugs. Ex. Alcohol, tobacco and
Pharmaceutical interests benefit from marijuana prohibition.
d) Campaign contributions from the Drug War Industry dictate
public policy.
e) Advertising dollars from alcohol, tobacco, and pharmaceutical
industries dictate the support of the mass media for the Drug
War.
f) Revenues from the export of illegal drugs meet debt
obligations to the World Bank and International Monetary Fund.
g) An alternative jobs program for displaced workers in our
declining industrial base.
h) Finance covert operations without congressional oversight.
I) Enforce third world economic conditions, in South and
Central America under Drug War mandates & American troops.
j) Provide the foundation for seized asset legislation.
k) To protect National Security issues.
L) Because arbitrary prohibitions, based on misrepresented data
are enforced at the expense of liberty. The Drug War is the
solution to our Bill of Rights.
M) Promote global economic interests over the health and safety
of the public.
N) Marijuana prohibition enforces Hemp prohibition. Hemp is
an economic threat to the global economy as an alternative
industrial raw material. Marijuana prohibition eliminates that
threat.
O) The Drug War has created a thriving black market.

Illegal drug use is harmful and wrong. Illegal drug use can kill
the individuals involved or cause the individuals to hurt or kill
others, and such use strips the individuals of their moral sense.
The people of the United States are more concerned about illegal
drug use and crimes associated with such use than with any
other current social problem.
It is the sense of Congress that the several States, and the
citizens of such States, should reject the legalization of drugs
through legislation, ballot proposition, constitutional
amendment, or any other means.
Rebuttal To Statement of National Drug Policy
If you cannot defend the Drug War with accurate information,
then you have no legitimate reason to fight it. This is the reason
this Drug War has not been able to fulfill its publicly stated
function. To reduce the use, availability and harm to society
from illegal drugs. Government researchers recognized the
criminal justice approach to drug abuse as the most expensive,
destructive and least effective approach before this Drug War
ever began. The law enforcement approach to drug use and
abuse was designed to create this war and not a Drug Free
America. If that was not the case the Drug War would be far
easier to change.
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P) The Drug War is an arbitrary prohibition. This prohibition
artificially turns drug users into second class citizens and
eliminates their input in drug policy debate and much of the
political process.
Q) Arbitrary drug laws promote corruption of public officials,
law enforcement and the criminal justice system. Corrupt
government officials become second class citizens as well.
Questioning drug policy is no longer an option a corrupt official
can afford.
R) Divert infrastructure investments to a thriving Drug War
economy and away from education, job training and rebuilding
a legitimate domestic industrial base.
Conclusion: Before this “Drug War” began, government
researchers concluded that the Drug War is the most expensive,
destructive and least effective approach to addressing drug
abuse. The Drug War approach to illegal drugs was chosen to
promote economic interests over the health and safety of the
public. To hide this fact, the Drug War depends on the
deliberate misrepresentation of government research. Drug War
rhetoric promotes Drug War budgets with tax dollars, and other
corrupt agendas for its beneficiaries.

With few exceptions, illegal drug use is less harmful or wrong
than their legal alternatives and government research has
concluded the principle of substitution applies to their use. What
is wrong and immoral is to base the distinctions between legal
and illegal drug use on economic interests or fear. These
interests include campaign contributions, available block grants,
media hype, lobbying, and corrupt economic policies such as
corporate blackmail.
As far as the threats of violence related to illegal drugs, the pot
is calling the kettle black on this one. Alcohol is the drug of
choice for violence and the Drug War itself is responsible for far
more violence and death than illegal drugs. To hide these facts,
this government has chosen to enforce a no public debate policy
on the Drug War.
Their enforcement mechanisms are (1) access to Federal Funds
and (2) government sponsored terrorism.
This government has banned public debate on the legitimacy of
this dirty little war through a process called extortion. Congress
and the media claim that the American people are more
concerned with illegal drug use and crime associated with it than
any other current social problem. That claim is hard to verify.
This is hard to believe based on current Drug War policy.

The National Drug Policy Statement raises the issue of morality.
So do I. We all recognize that lying is an immoral act. When
you build this Drug War with lies, it is built on an immoral
foundation of lies. When you profit from those lies, (an immoral
act) it is called corruption. Corruption is both an immoral act
and a crime. The greatest impact illegal drug use has on
America’s youth is to expose a lack of morally by this
government. This is when you learn, the government is full of
shit and lies to the people.

We have a climate where government research is declared a
National Security issue. To enforce this National Security issue
public debate is discouraged through covert operations and
economic sanctions on a global scale. Under these
circumstances, citizens have no alternative but to remove unjust
laws, by whatever means necessary. Our elected officials have
no right to interfere with a process that is obviously not
fulfilling its publicly stated objectives. PS. This isn’t conspiracy
theory. This is business.
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Defending Proposition 215 (Medical Marijuana)
Mandatory Minimums for the Oppressors (4/99)

We have all heard of the guilt by association bullshit as it relates to
marijuana (The devils weed) and other uses of this plant. What the
Kubby’s are experiencing is definitely a case where guilt by
association applies. Law enforcement has demonstrated that
legitimate need and justice has no place in society when their
economic interests are threatened. It is time for law enforcement and
the rest of the Drug War Economy to prove the Drug War is not a
corrupt economic policy as well.

Here is an approach to Proposition 215, I was developing several
weeks ago. It has to do with defending medical marijuana (the law of
the land) through the initiative process and mandatory minimum
penalties for our oppressors. We should use the initiative process to
establish criminal penalties for government officials that interfere
with the implementation of proposition 215.

THE PLAN:

THE PROBLEM:

To successfully put an end to this type of injustice we must first study
the machine that perpetuates these polices. We then must take that
knowledge and turn the machine against our oppressors. One
excellent example of this concept at work is, when the jails they built
to enslave us become their new homes, the world will be a better
place for us all. By exposing the misrepresented data that perpetuates
the war as a component of fraud, extortion and racketeering we can
contaminate the money, put law enforcement at risk and threaten the
freedom of the profiteers.

1) The Drug War Economy has a vested economic and political
interest in dismantling H&S 11362.5 (Proposition 215, Medical
marijuana) in the courts.
2) At the present time there is also no risk to law enforcement,
prosecutors or judges that ignore the law. So as long as these
government officials are allowed to feed at the Drug War trough,
without risk, nothing will change. 3) The Drug War is a powerful
institution where corruption thrives and repression conquers.

The first question: Who controls the money? The funding and
planning mechanism for attacking and neutralizing H&S 11362.5 is
the ONDCP. ONDCP block grants to county governments and police
departments are based on ONDCP guidelines that must be strictly
adhered to. Public debate on the legitimacy of this war or any
components of it are strictly forbidden and cooperation is mandatory.
Economic sanctions, criminal prosecution and covert action are the
tools of repression for the heretics.

4) Using government coercion, the state of California and the Feds are
demonstrating that its drug policy is not accountable to the initiative
process and in fact above the law.
THE OLD STRATEGY: failed, flawed or corrupt
In the last election the issue of, how to address the Drug War was a
major Libertarian party decision. Political realities took a back seat to
an accurate assessment of this war in that public forum. The options
were whether to address the Drug War as a failed, flawed or corrupt
policy. My personal convictions were that policies based on bad data
promote policies accurate information would not support.

We have no right to promote the Drug War as a temporary jobs
program for the middle class, a power grab for the ruling class and
repression for everyone else. I propose a petition at the county or state
level that enforce H&S 11362.5 through asset forfeiture legislation
(with a twist) and community service. That petition should include
these elements.

The Libertarian Party and I disagreed on the strategy of attacking this
war. I am sure that Steve Kubby and his wife now understand the
need to attack this war honestly, as a corrupt economic policy.
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1) In all marijuana cases in the county, no judge or representative of
the DAs office shall be allowed to deny H&S 11362.5 as evidence to
the jury. If any judge commits this offense, he is immediately placed
on a 30 day suspension without pay. On the second offense, the Judge
will be regarded as a repeat offender, placed on 30 days suspension
without pay, ordered to perform 100 hours community service and
ordered to pay $5,000 to the public defenders office.
2) The DA’s office will be charged with Obstruction of Justice for
challenging H&S 11362.5 as the law of the land or as defense
evidence in any marijuana offense in the county. The offending
attorney shall be fined $1,000, placed on suspension for 10 days, drug
tested, and submit to a physical before the suspension is over. If it is
determined that the medical examination of the offending attorney
reveals the need for medical marijuana the DAs office will not be
permitted to challenge the prescription, reprimand or furlow the
attorney as reprisal. All fines will be paid to the public defenders
office within 2 court days.
3) The DAs office will pay to the public defenders office, and the
defendant, a fine of $5,000 for every time an attorney from his office
attempts to suppress H&S 11362.5 as evidence in a marijuana case in
the said county. The DA has 48 hours to comply and post the fine.
Stonewalling by the District Attorney’s office constitutes contempt of
court and a warrant will be issued for his arrest.
4) IF the DAs office confiscates immature marijuana plants from a
defendant and does not properly care for those plants, the DAs office
is liable for the distorted values their office places on full grown
plants in the mass media. (minimum value shall be $1,000 per plant.)
5) The DAs office shall not be permitted to seize anything of value
from a defendant in possession of less than one ounce of marijuana.
Including the marijuana.
6) In the furtherance of Justice we declare, that any judge, defendant,
attorney or witness shall be able to file against the DAs office for
attempting to suppress H&S 11362.5 through the courts

7) Any claims of drugs disappearing in a criminal prosecution for
illegal drugs by a defendant will result in drug testing of all officers
involved in the case.
Within 24 hours testing results will be provided to defense council
when the defendant is arraigned. Failure to comply results in the
immediate dismissal of all drug charges against said defendants in the
case. A hot line is to be established where said defendants call in to
demand a random drug test from all officers that refused to test or
tested positive at the request of the defendant.
The defendant is allowed three phone calls per month for random
drug tests of the officers. All officers testing positive will have their
name posted in the local newspapers with the police blotters and do
forty hours community service for local Caltrans. These are
mandatory minimum sentences for the oppressors.
Anyway, this was just an idea to kick around. One thing is for sure.
Law enforcement, prosecutors and judges need to be on the receiving
end of the penalty phase before they act responsibly on the Medical
Marijuana issue.

THE DRUG WAR ISN’T ALL BAD (2003)
Today the CIA are power brokers for the drug trade, the Drug War,
foreign intelligence services and politicians. They handle investment
banking needs for the drug cartels doing business in America. By
defining turf boundaries, friends of the CIA, such as the Russian,
Chinese, Korean and Mexican Mafia can work in peace and harmony.
This special relationship encourages cooperation among these former
intelligence agencies because the economic and lifestyle benefits of
drug prohibition far outweigh ideological differences. This game
requires due vigilance and the proper application of force to insure
the peace. This mutually beneficial relationship has played a major
role in reducing the risks of terrorism on American shores since
9-11-2000. One big corrupt family at the top of the food chain.
Gobble gobble. Don’t you feel safe now.
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“Weed and Seed”

This is one reason the Drug War got so big and powerful in the
first place. It is designed to create an artificial economy and
consume scarce investment resources. The Drug War is
temporary alternative employment program in a declining
industrial base.

The “Weed and Seed” program is based on this concept. You
must purge a community of the crime before rebuilding the
community. Believing you must clean up your community first
is your first mistake. The “Weed and Seed” Program is designed
to fail. Here is why.

“Weed and Seed” also ignores this reality and promotes
incarceration for the heretics. Illegal drugs are responsible for
one percent of the drug related deaths in America and legal
drugs, generally, have a higher death rate than their illegal
alternatives. The legal drugs and the Drug War are responsible
for approximately 99% of the Drug related deaths in America.

(1) The “Weed and Seed” solution demands maximum,
infrastructure investments up front for law enforcement, courts
and prisons.
(2) Once those investments are in place, the bureaucracy you
created has a vested interest in the status quo.
(3) Many of these investments come with long term bond
commitments and contract obligations from grants with Federal
and State governments. Most of those grant terms are also
dictated by vested interests such as the Drug War Economy,
hemp prohibition (global industrial policy) and future National
Security concerns.
(4) Any long term benefits to local communities are
coincidental.

Policies based on a corrupt foundation are enforced at the
expense of liberty and legitimacy. The worst aspects of “Weed
and Seed” are associated with the corruption within the Drug
War itself.
Creating a black market to maximize profits and enforce
social and industrial reorganization is not an honorable
function of government or Corporate America. This is the
foundation of the Drug War Economy. “Weed and Seed” does
not address the corruption the Drug War has perpetuated in
society and government. It never will.

This is no solution to the problems associated with violence,
corruption, property related crime or the Drug War Economy. In
the long run “Weed and Seed” is like feeding a crocodile and
hoping it eats you last. Here are a few realities of the “Weed and
Seed” program and the Drug War Economy itself.
(1) Selling drugs is alternative employment in areas with a
limited economic opportunities.
(2) The costs associated with removing (weeding) the drug
dealers off the streets, for law enforcement, adjudication, and
incarceration eventually bankrupt the local system.
(3) The infrastructure investments that kept other citizens off the
streets selling drugs are gone. The Drug War is a self
perpetuating policy. It feeds and grows on the destruction it
creates.

If “Weed and Seed” were an honorable concept then weeding
out corrupt government officials and replacing them with honest
ones would be a top priority for government. That is not
happening. In the Drug War, corrupt bosses do not fire or report
corrupt employees. They promote them.
This law enforcement approach to use, abuse and regulated
distribution of illegal drugs is corrupt. It has created a network
where both domestic and foreign covert operations are financed
with black market profits. Police department evidence lockers
have also become the biggest drug warehouses and suppliers of
illegal drugs in most communities.
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I have no doubt this policy will continue until our society is
reduced to rubble. All “Weed and Seed” will accomplish in the
long run is continue to finance a bankrupt economic policy that
among other things eliminates competition in a black market the
government already controls. There name for this type of policy
in government, LOW INTENSITY WARFARE. Its goal is the
enforcement and subjugation of the masses through
manufactured turmoil. The police state we create will enforce
our third world economy and subjugate its citizens for
generations to come.

Here are a few examples.
1) Defining racism as white vs. black works for white folks because
they can hide among white folks and do nothing. The honest response
to racism is an economic policy and arbitrary brutality. The honest
assessment requires the public to act like citizens and end these
policies because they are directed at all of us and originates from a
government we are responsible for.
2) Much of the Drug War opposition defines this war as failed and
flawed policies that ran amuck. Nonviolent opposition to the Drug
War economy must ignore corruption and abuses of power to
maintain any credibility. On the other hand, addressing the Drug War
as a war against American Citizens for profit is far too muck like
treason to support or ignore. Treason being a capital offense as per
government code validates a need for a violent response to existing
drug policy. The 25 year solution. Prisons built with 25 year bonds.

I am writing this for the FBI. My opposition to the Drug War
locally made my parents a target of the Drug War Economy in
1997. I started a petition to drug test all law enforcement in the
county in January of 1997.
In April of 1997 local law
enforcement addressed their own drug abuse with an informant
and I ended up fighting two drug felonies in the courts. I beat
those charges in July of 1997.
In Aug. of 1997 my moms
husband of 20 years was pillaged and killed in a hospice scam.
There is an informant in the loop in the Hospice Scam as well.
Sincerely, Jay Lindberg

West Valley Detention Center was created with $100,000,000 in
prison bonds on 7 do in 25 year notes. There is an important lesson to
be learned here. When drug offenders are the major source of inmates
from the population, 25 year bonds institutionalize the Drug War for
the life of those bonds. This should be a reminder to all of us. Closing
Prisons is an unacceptable option for bond holders and increased
interest rates are bad for borrowers. The logical first step is to quit
building any more prisons. The power structure of this country has no
intention of ending the Drug War any time soon.

Racism, The Drug War and Class Warfare
How soon we forget, jails are capital intensive storage facilities for
surplus population. Jails produce no goods or services to compete
with domestic and foreign markets. Yesterday’s job training for
industry is today’s inmate housing for the unemployed.

We call this institutionalized corruption because if the Drug War
cannot be defended with accurate information we are promoting this
war with bad data. The bad data serves the function of creating a war
accurate information would not support. I guess people will never
understand the real problem with racism is people recognize racism
as arbitrary brutality. Racism not only keeps the minorities under
control. Racism is a reminder for the majority as well. STEP OUT OF
LINE THE MAN COME AND TAKE YOU AWAY. White folks
understand all too clearly, They could be next so they hide.

Racism starts at the top and has nothing to do with the color of the
skin. The issue of color is just a convenience that is easy to identify.
Racism masks class struggle. The difference between a black man
and a white man is the color of their skin. The difference between a
rich man and a poor man is everything else. My point is this. The
poor fight for scraps at the bottom of the food chain. When we go
after the rich, we fight over the steaks. We must assess and define
societies problems is terms of acceptable solutions. Here are a few
examples.
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Mellarstar: We know that. If people ever really stopped using these
drugs, then there would be no more funding for their war. If it was
legal to use, then there would be no money for covert operations.
Drgwarwhr The Drug War does more than just finance covert wars
unless you include the war in America as well..
Mellarstar: So they do the importing, keep it illegal, and then spend
our tax dollars acting like they are trying to stop it. It’s all bogus.
Drgwarwhr: This war is a necessity for the ruling class.
Mellarstar: Understanding the Drug War is a little like understanding
why JFK was shot, the bottom line is that it is in everyone’s interest to
have the Drug War going on, even if the government is on both sides
of the battle. Everyone profits, the Government, the CIA, the Mafia,
and all of the chain of drug dealers.
Drgwarwhr: The one that gets lied to is the ones that get screwed.
The Drug War is a tool. It enforces third world economic realities on
the working class on a global scale. Poor people have no power or
money and government is about power and control.. By the way, most
drug dealers are poor.
Mellarstar: That’s because they consume their profits in their use.
But they’re still making money to support their habits.
Drgwarwhr: No. Most drug users are employed. They buy in
quantity to reduce the time involved in hunting for their drugs of
choice and increase their buying power. Many are also poor because
the black market is a necessity in a declining economic base. People
fail to understand speed is a drug that addresses hunger. In times of
prosperity people smoke more pot because they can afford food.
Mellarstar: You know I never thought of that before.
Drgwarwhr: When I moved back to San Bernardino I personally saw
the impact of the Drug War and Poverty on this community.
Mellarstar: You could say that it also addresses emotional issues.
How were you confronted by it?
Drgwarwhr: The poverty and the police state that enforces it. The
public does not understand that the Drug War promotes maximum
budgets over the health and safety of the public. Cities like Redlands
profit from this war because the police congregate in those
communities. They promote policies that protect their livelihood.

Interview With Larry (Mellstar)
Date: 10/27/98 5:11:17 PM Pacific Standard Time
Mellarstar: I didn’t offend you tonight, did I?
Drgwarwhr: No. Not in the least. I was forced to do an analysis of
how I developed the violence option in the first place and why.
Mellarstar: Have you ever inserted the subject of what you are
looking for (your goal) as if it was the name of the web site? I
understand the frustration, I really do, but you never win with
violence, in fact you always loose, cause that’s the trap they suck you
into. So did you reach any conclusions with your analysis?
Drgwarwhr: I reassessed the need for violent opposition to the drug
war. I concluded that, an assessment of any situation is usually
dictated by the acceptable parameters of a solution. If violence is not
an acceptable solution to the Drug War then you are forced to address
drug policy as failed or flawed policy instead of a corrupt one.
Example: Q: Is denying medical marijuana to cancer patients cold
blooded premeditated murder? Yes it is. If this government can kill
our sick to promote the Drug War, this government can kill any of us
if we oppose it. Conclusion: Violence must be a legitimate option.
Mellarstar: The best way to fight the Drug War, is to point out all of
it’s many failures
Drgwarwhr: Educating the enemy is not the best way, but it is the
first step. You are addressing the war as failed and flawed here.
Corruption is a crime and the law must be enforced.
Mellarstar: The DARE program is a great example, they have spent
millions trying to program these kids by lying to them about pot. So
when the kids get older they don’t trust any of it. The statistics point
out that Dare is a total failure. But I don’t need to tell you that most of
the heroin and cocaine is smuggled into the country by the CIA.
Drgwarwhr: The DARE program was never a health and safety
program. It is an FBI project. It’s function is to promote the Drug
War. If that’s not the case, then there would be no need to lie. We
need to ask why is this government smuggling cocaine and heroin and
a war against these drugs in America at the same time?
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Drgwarwhr: I fight to win. If that is not the plan I will fail.
Mellarstar: Do you feel like this is a life commitment for you?
Drgwarwhr: I don’t plan on fighting this Drug War all my life. I plan
on killing it as soon as I can. I “go for the throat.”
As far as the public goes, they have earned their chains. They will
have to earn their freedom before they will have it.
Mellarstar: May I say that I love your tenacity and enthusiasm for
the battle field, it’s hard to find a standup guy like you, most people
are afraid or apathetic.
Drgwarwhr: I know. Fear is the greatest threat to liberty and
prosperity that we have. Ignorance is a close second.
Drgwarwhr: I just read a book on Trotsky last week. Trotsky for
beginners. It’s interesting to study all of the revolutionaries. I
remember hearing, Castro took over Cuba with twelve. The loyalty
and support of the people gave him the power to keep the US at bay.
Mellarstar: Ain’t that the truth. Remember, when Castro first
launched his revolution, it failed. He lost many close friends and
escaped into the jungles to regroup. There he learned the ways of the
poorer class and the farmers. Castro was an upper class lawyer
working in a plush job for Batista before he became a revolutionary.
Drgwarwhr: The problem with lawyers in San Bernardino is they are
more interested in profiting from an abuse of power than defending
the law or their clients. An educated underclass is the foundation for
revolution. That’s why the government went after the social policies
of the Black Panthers like they did. The power structure understood
the threat. One of my quotes. We outnumber the rich one hundred to
one. If you bankrupt this country, you’ll be judged with a gun.
Mellarstar: I may be against violence, but I’m in the fight for the
long haul. Keep it up brother, just don’t give them an excuse to
exterminate you! OK?
Drgwarwhr: It is good to remind the scum at the top how precarious
and how shaky their hold on power really is when violence is the only
legitimate option left. They are preparing for it. Good night.

It is hard to be objective with your face in the trough. They are not
interested in stopping crime. They are interested in perpetuating it at
threatening levels. When informants are let lose in San Bernardino
and the police live in Redlands, everyone benefits except San
Bernardino residents. The Drug War is a parasitic relationship.
Mellarstar: We can look at it like system and see that it is set up to
benefit them.
Drgwarwhr: We need to look at the building of our prison industry
to see how we got here. My research into the Drug War began with a
long term, economic impact of the “Three Strikes Initiative” in 1994.
My analysis of “Three Strikes” on California was a Macroeconomics
disaster, a criminal mismanagement of state resources.
(1) The public was voting down prison bonds in the general elections
and the declining economic base required an expanding prison
population. (2) “Three Strikes” was played as a crime reduction
initiative to put hardened violent criminals away for good. (3) The
legislature had no clues of the projected initiative costs
(I asked)
and the Prison Industry refused to disclose their analysis.
The projected costs of this initiative was 20 new prisons for 84, 000
new prisoners by the year 2000. Ten billion dollars in construction
costs and an additional two billion dollars annually to the prison
industry. 200,000 inmates by the year 2,000. That was their goal.
They are on schedule. The legislature and Pete Wilson refused to act
responsibly and our police state was legislated into law.
The county governments used “Three Strikes” to legitimize bonds for
prisons the public refused to support at the polls. Jails are storage
facilities for surplus population. West Valley Detention center was
built on those bonds? The county can not afford the loss in revenues.
Mellarstar: Yeah, I got to take advantage of the facility
Drgwarwhr: The system got to take advantage of it by providing a
place for you. If West Valley Detention Center was not there, you
would have been treated differently.
Mellarstar: Have you ever wondered where this fight against the
Drug War will lead to for you in your life?
Drgwarwhr: You’ve got to be kidding, right. Of course.
Mellarstar: Sounds like your playing for keeps.
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Exposing Drug War Propaganda

Some Rules of the Game

“People shouldn't expect the mass media to do investigative
stories. That job belongs to the 'fringe' media.'' -Ted Koppel

(1) Media sources will not attack conduct that threatens their
economic interests.

This is a reply to a letter from Hansi concerning some Drug War
propaganda found in Reader’s Digest. When you see bad data
concerning the Drug War you will find someone in the
background profiting from that data. It is important to find out
who your true enemies are. The sooner the better.

(2) The specific lies in an article will reveal the origin of the bad
data and the motive behind it.

Hansi,

Here is how it relates to the media.

Do you have a copy of the Readers Digest article? If you do,
could you post it. That way this group can pull specific lies from
the article and feed it back to them.

(1) The media is in the business of marketing information and
this very concept encourages promoting an abuse of the truth.

(3) A rule of thumb for misrepresentation in the media is; “The
one that gets lied to, is the one that gets screwed.” The reader is
the target.

(2) Advertising, by nature, is a give and take relationship.
(3) Maximum advertising profit comes from information that
compromises the integrity of the media source. (greater risk,
greater reward)

Here is the way I research or investigate articles like this and the
foundation for my investigation technique.
Rule #1 A Working definition of the media.
The media is a storage facility of forbidden knowledge. That
knowledge gives it access to capital and power. When a media
source lies to you there is a motive. Find it and expose it. It is
important to make sure your research is accurate. You risk a
“Slap Lawsuit” whether your information is accurate or not.

This fact is best illustrated by the advertising costs associated
with tobacco, alcohol, pharmaceuticals, the government and the
Drug War.

First, I look at the source, examine the article, (readers digest)
and find out why the information is misrepresented. $$$$$$ is
usually the motive. The question is, who is profiting from the
article. Here are the questions you need to know.

The agent is your employee.

CIA very basic definitions for assets, operatives and agents in
promoting corrupt economic policies.
The operative is a hired gun (freelancer)
The asset is someone manipulated into promoting corrupt
policies by agents and operatives. Assets give corrupt policies
credibility by eliminating direct links to the organization. A
drawback is, they are also the most vulnerable to the truth. This
is the foundation to Machievalian Economics. Corporate
beneficiaries are also assets.

Q 1) Who is advertising in the magazine?
Q 2) Who owns the media source?
Q 3) Who reads the media source?
Q 4) Is the information advertising or marketing under the
disguise of information?
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A Letter To Mike (2000)

Chapter VII: In The
Trenches (2000)

Hi Mike,
We have summed up this ruling class war very well. The media and
the government lied through their teeth to create and promote this
war. That fact destroyed any legitimate foundation the Drug War
could have had. The Drug War was a covert operation from day one
and never designed to do anything but pillage and kill. It killed your
brother and son. It killed my stepfather as well.

Thought For the Day
If you are old enough to be lied to, you are old
enough to know the truth. (2000)

They destroyed local economies, brought in the drugs and created a
destructive black market economy as an alternative employment
program in our cities. They deliberately created the destruction that
validated their predictions. Then they maximized the destruction of
drug addiction by criminalizing addicts they helped create and turned
a blind eye to the conduct of their informants.

In the trenches is just what it says. These are the battles being
fought in the streets to make this country a safer place for us all.
When you go after corruption in society and government, you
are hunting illegitimate power. Citizenship doesn’t get much
more dangerous than this. Dr. Rosema, Geoffrey Hill and Judge
Mclaughlin were terminated with prejudice in San Bernardino
County last year.

I see complaints about my vigilante justice approach from the Drug
War and the “Obstruction of Justice Show” often in News groups
postings. I tell the complainers “vigilante justice would have exposed
government involvement in drug smuggling 25 years ago.” The Al
Capone model for the acquisition and maintenance of power created
our Drug War Democracy in all its glory.

Obituary

Al Capone reminded the power structure of an important lesson in
America. Arbitrary prohibitions breed corruption. The DOJ, CIA,
NSA, FBI etc. made sure the next Capone would be under Corporate
ownership and control. The Drug War Economy is the logical
conclusion of a Corrupt Corporate Government, media included,
using propaganda, fear, graft, drug money, legislation and the tax
base itself to consolidate power and wealth on a global scale.

A year ago, Dr. Rosema was killed in front of his house, Tyisha
Miller style, with law enforcement guns blazing. The local
media kept the fact he worked in the Coroner’s Office (Motive)
and investigating corruption (motive) in that office out of the
press. The San Bernardino Sun and the Press Enterprise did not
pull the trigger of the officers that assassinated him but the
killing could not have happened without their cooperation.
Some of the bullets that ripped through his body, belonged to
them.

Several years ago, after the NAFTA debate, a Congressional Aide for
David Dryer told me, “the middle class has had it in America.”
When I told him, “you will need the Drug War to enforce our
emerging Third World Economy” he practically went into shock. At
that point, he knew I was right. Shortly after that, all access I had to
Congressman Drier was severed. Jay Lindberg

The logistics of this killing tells me this. Someone in the press
had to be notified before the killing and agreed to keep the
motive for the shooting out of the local newspapers. I seriously
doubt this one is covered under the First Amendment.
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Excerpt from King Rat and Neutralizing a Cop

This war is ugly, dangerous and corrupt. In a situation like this,
everything goes from bad to worse. I hate to tell you this but most
druggies ain’t as fucked up as this. The Drug War preaches the rule of
law and responsibility. They don’t have a clue of either. They cannot
practice what they preach because everyone has their heads buried in
the sand and both hands out, crying for more money for policies that
promote maximum destruction.

Date: 6/29/98 2:08:21 PM Pacific Daylight Time

Excerpts from “King Rat” by Mike Levine. A true story about a
corrupt system trying to railroad a parking lot attendant as a Class
One cocaine dealer in Federal Court.
People called me, Mike” he said. “And I said, ‘No way, not Mike
Levine.’ You ain’t gonna testify for some fucking 0dirt bag.” “I’m not
doing anything yet” I said, (marveling at the speed of the Federal
grapevine.) “I just agreed to look at the case file.” “The guy’s a scum
bag, piece-of-shit, dope lawyer. He’s like all these guys, every time
his mouth moves he’s lying. The case was righteous, Mike. Don’t fall
for it, not you.” He would not have called if the case was legit. (this
literally was a wake up call)

Mike, I was investigating the death of my stepfather and found out an
informant was in the loop. I was getting stonewalled everywhere.
Everyone from the local politicians to the FBI was trying to bury this
investigation. I had to find out why. I asked this question in a Law
Enforcement chat room a couple of weeks ago.
If one of your informants is involved in a homicide do you push the
case under the rug or do you haul him in and charge him? Nobody in
the chat room would answer the question. A jury of 22 police officers
in that chat room took the fifth. It looks like an informant can kill with
immunity in the Drug War because the Drug War cannot handle the
bad press. That’s ugly.

My testimony as a defense expert witness, lasted all day Monday and
into Tuesday morning. A couple of guys whom I used to work with
sat with the prosecution, watching me with looks of disbelief. During
a break one of them came up to me, stared at me for a long moment
and said: “It’s a shame you had to go that way.” I said nothing. There
was nothing I could say. I had known the guy for more than
twenty-five years. We had served together in two Federal agencies.

Mike, did the DEA ever pressure you to bury a homicide because they
did not want to expose one of their CIs (Confidential Informants) is a
killer? I know you cannot answer that question. If the DAs office
buries a homicide to protect their informant and the informant kills
again. When does the DA finally become an accomplice to murder? I
bet you can’t answer that one either. Mike, you might appreciate this
article I wrote. It is in Newsgroups.

He, I was sure, was not capable of bringing a mess like Miguel Car
Parker into Federal court, but he would not violate the blue wall of
silence. He felt the need to protect people whom I thought didn’t
deserve it. When you become a Fed you take two oaths. One to
protect the bureaucracy and the other to protect the Constitution and
the people, who pay your salaries. No Federal agent can live up to
both. We would never speak again.

Neutralizing a cop with the truth in the Drug War
Response to: FBI officers not giving a hoot.

To Mike: Thanks for the article.

You would be surprised. Some of the most important information I
acquired to oppose the Drug War are from X-FBI and X-DEA agents.
The government spent an awful lot of money training these agents/
investigators. Done right, you can use their own investigating skills to
destroy their credibility in the Drug War.

It all comes back to the same thing though. If you allow fear to control
your life, it will control your destiny as well. You lived this bullshit
for 25 years. Incredible. Here are some comments on the article.
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“The truth is so precious in times of war she must be surrounded by a
bodyguard of lies,” is a Drug War Reality. The drug warriors can’t
defend the Drug War with accurate information. To eliminate
conflicting data, these warriors are denied accurate information as
well. To protect their sanity they don’t ask the tough questions that
exposes the lies they profit from.

If you market the information correctly the Drug War is presented as
a war against American citizens for profit. No man enjoys selling his
country out for a buck. Bush being an exception.
Here is a tactic I learned from Uncle Sam with a twist. I watched this
government use the flag, to rally public support all my life. Our flag,
a patriotic symbol, is a strong emotional message. Questioning
policies wrapped in the flag is not to be tolerated. I was impressed by
the effectiveness of this marketing tool at stifling debate on flawed
policies.

So how and why did these agents become disillusioned with the Drug
War? What forced them to use their own investigation skills to
examine their own conduct? This is where we come in. We are the
instigator, the possessor of forbidden information, THE TRUTH.

If I could use the flag and patriotism to attack the Drug War, the
conditioned response of the masses would silence any opposition.
Attempts at defending the Drug War with the flag would be exposed
immediately for what it is. Desecrating the flag. Using accurate
information, passionately delivered and anointed by our Stars and
Stripes sends a clear message to the Drug War Economy in America.
A war against American citizens for profit is treason. You will be
held accountable for your conduct.. Sincerely, Jay

It is our responsibility to educate the agent and turn them into
informed citizens. An informed citizenry is a necessity in a
Democracy. An accurate assessment of the Drug War and an honest
self evaluation will destroy the legitimacy of the agents conduct.
The agent understands a citizens responsibility and the toll corruption
inflicts on a nation. The agent will have two options. A corrupt
employee of the Justice Department or a citizen. Don’t underestimate
the citizenship card. It will play a deciding role in the outcome of the
Drug War in America. My responsibilities as a citizen was the
deciding factor for me.

A Two Billion Dollar Swindle
Congress approves a five year program costing two billion dollars for
an advertising campaign against drugs in America. Money will be
managed through the Partnership for a Drug Free America. This letter
is from Mike Levine (25 year with the DOJ / DEA, author of several
books exposing CIA and government involvement in drug smuggling
and Host of the Expert Witness Show on WBAI 99.5 FM)

REALITY TEST. A dedicated FBI agent will kick in your door for
violating the law. I don’t like it and neither do you. It sucks. I once
believed these agents didn’t give a shit about their actions because
this government encouraged their behavior. I didn’t have the guts to
confront my fears to confirm my beliefs. I finally confronted their
agents on Wilshire BLVD. several years ago. They were clue less.

JAY,
THE BIGGEST QUESTION IS: WHERE DOES THE MONEY GO?
My sources inside have told me: “Follow the money trail of this $2
billion and it will astound you...” These are federal agents who are
frightened and frustrated themselves at all the criminality they are
forced to witness.

If the Drug War could stand on the truth they would be presenting it.
Imagine FBI agents being forced to tell you, “your information is a
National Security issue and we cannot look at it. This is both self
imposed and ordered censorship. They aren’t even allowed to
examine the evidence.
These agents hid from the truth to protect their jobs and the orders
from their superiors were illegal.
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I do not have the resources and have, in fact, issued a challenge on my
radio show for any credible investigative (private) agency to conduct
an investigation into where and how this $2 billion is being spent, and
I will do a show.. Pass it on if you think it will reach the right hands.
Mike L

I spent a big chunk of an afternoon in a cubicle with two IRS agents.
After laying out the evidence to support an investigation of the PDFA
for tax fraud the agents left the room to talk to their supervisor. When
they came back, this was their response. This is a quote. “The
corporations that are involved in this organization are too powerful for
us to investigate.” To bad they were the only ones taping the
interview. The Drug War is so damn corrupt, that the IRS can’t
investigate it. They call this institutionalized corruption. I call it fraud,
extortion and racketeering. In times of war it is treason.

Good morning Mike,
You’re talking to the right man. I want to bust this corrupt war, real
bad. Seeing these scum in Los Angeles County jail or dangling on the
end of a hemp rope would make my day. So all these funds ($2 billion
over five years) are being funneled through the PDFA, The
Partnership For a Drug Free America.. I’m not surprised. Some of
these Drug War propaganda organizations are based in the Cayman
Islands? CIA, NSA.

The agents sent me to the California DOJ where I laid out the same
evidence to Harold G. Statz, auditor of the Charitable Trust
Foundation. I talked to Auditor Statz on several other occasions to get
an update on the investigation. He stated he sent the material to
Sacramento, (Dan Lundgren’s office) I could tell he tried to do
something with the research. The last time I saw him in LA. The
system had beat him up and put him in his place.

We know the problems associated with laundering drug money in
America and the corruption it creates. What we are seeing here is the
institutionalization of Drug War money and the corruption it creates.
This money is to keep this war alive by paying off the media and a big
chunk of Congress. From my prospective, being addicted to illegal
drugs is a health care issue. Being addicted to this war is the real
crime. I call it selling out your country for a buck. The wrong people
are going to jail and that’s why we are losing this war. Wars based on
lies promote hidden agendas and the one that gets lied to is the one
that gets screwed. The Drug War is the enemy and it is winning.
We’re not just losing the Drug War, we’re paying for it.

I have done a good bit of research on this organization. It is several
years old. The propaganda source for the PDFA is an organization
Drug Watch. Drug Watch provides the propaganda, for law
enforcement, the courts and the Drug War bureaucracy as well. Drug
Watch is run by the beneficiaries of this war. The PDFA’s founders
are foundations created by the pharmaceutical industry and the media.
The Media donates advertising space to the PDFA and the PDFA
promotes the Drug War or sells the space to corporations at discount
rates. For the first ten years in existence, the PDFA ads targeted
marijuana exclusively.

The Partnership for a Drug Free America (PDFA)
I approached the IRS with information on the PDFA several years
ago. I wanted to shut down the organization by revealing it was
violating the guidelines of a nonprofit, public benefit corporation.

I knew those ads misrepresented marijuana and hemp in the media. I
was not surprised to find the industrial competitors of hemp based
products, the alcohol, tobacco, pharmaceutical industries and major
sectors of the Drug War economy as contributors to the PDFA.
Government funding of Drug War propaganda, to enforce antitrust
violations with a despotic war against its own citizens. Sounds like
legitimate government, don’t it.

The plan was to launch an IRS investigation of the corporation and its
contributors for tax fraud. I figured that exposing several hundred
million dollars of illegal corporate donations annually to the PDFA
might be big enough to blow up in the Drug War’s face. and the IRS
was not a direct beneficiary of the Drug War.
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There isn’t a hell of a lot of difference between

Policy Issues: The Compassionate Use Act of 1996

(1) marketing the Drug War with lies in the press,

Date: Sun, 13 Sept 1998 07:39:22 -0700
From: “Tod H. Mikuriya, M.D.” <mikuriya@igc.org>

(2) financing campaigns so politicians can lie to us in the press and
(3) using laundered drug money to buy politicians and the press.

The passage of proposition 215, the Compassionate Use Act of 1996
on November 6, 1996 enacted California Health and Safety Code
section 11362.5. This new law provides exemption from marijuana
laws for any seriously ill Californian and allows physicians to
recommend and approve use of cannabis for self medication.

The PDFA does it all. This is campaign finance reform, government
style. America has become a Drug War Democracy. Considering the
role of the media, in perpetuating the Drug War, it is logical to
assume the PDFA is financing covert operations. The PDFA must be
directly in the loop with the CIA.

Unfortunately, the law does not specify implementation and
compliance details. The Attorney General having been a major
opponent from its inception, has refused to enforce the law after it
passed. The law is the law and he is the “top cop” for the state. This is
of bipartisan concern.

All these organization have to work together or this war would
collapse under the shear weight of corruption it is creating. This is a
well greased machine and overlapping layers of corruption is the
grease. Many journalists on the CIA’s payroll are easy to locate. They
are the ones in the main stream media using disinformation
techniques to deny documented evidence of CIA involvement in Drug
Smuggling. They are also members of key think tanks that dictate
public policy. Some of those think tanks include Center for
International Policy, The Center for Strategic and International
Studies (CSIS), The Center for National Policy (CNP), and the
National Defense Council Foundation, to name a few. The Drug War
is corrupt to the core. It’s time to finish the book. Drug War
Economics. Jay Lindberg

The Attorney General distributed ten “Proposition 215 Updates” to
criminal justice elements. These documents were meant only for these
subcultures but were leaked to us drug law reform activists. The
updates ceased in December 1997.
These documents include commentary on and transcripts of Superior
Court cases and formulate templates of noncompliance or suborning
of the California Compassionate Use Act. Misfeasance or
malfeasance is clearly a policy issue and not advocacy. The League,
as I understand, neither supported nor opposed Proposition 215 but
would favor compliance with H&S section 11362.5.

Institutionalized Corruption (2001)
Hi. I have some insight I am sure you will find enlightening. It gives
an insiders view for covering up misconduct in local government.
This is from an attorney that belongs to the Riverside chapter of the
ACLU. He is very involved in local politics there.

Oakland has made substantial efforts to implement and comply with
the law as have Berkeley and San Francisco. Santa Cruz, West
Hollywood, Marin County, Arcata have supportive ordinances. Other
counties and areas of governance and policy do not. This is a state
law and these policy issues need to be placed before the state LWV.
As the East Bay takes the lead in efforts of implementation and
compliance with CCUA 96 it is appropriate that these policy issues be
initiated through our chapter. This connection between policy, law,
and practice is an essential part of governance

He told me that elected “Public Officials” have a fiduciary duty to the
local government to protect it from liability when employee
misconduct is involved. That includes covering up misconduct
whenever possible. You learn something every day. Covering up
corruption is one of the stated functions of public officials.
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Election Day 98
From: drgwarwhr@aol.com (Drgwarwhr) 1998/11/05
Newsgroups: soc.org.nonprofit
Meessage-ID: <19981105112500.19357.00004430@ng05.aol.com>
This article was written on the first Tuesday of November, Election
Day, 1998. In California, Dan Lundgren (fascist AG under Pete
Wilson) was running to replace Pete Wilson for Governor and his
sidekick, Sterling was attempting to replace Dan Lundgren as
Attorney General (AG). Gray Davis, Democrat was running against
Dan Lundgren for Governor and Bill Lockyer was matched up against
Sterling for AG. Steve Kubby, Libertarian for Governor kept Medical
Marijuana a major campaign issue. The Corporate media placed Dan
Lundgren and Davis neck and neck; Sterling a ten percentage point
favorite against Bill Lockyer for the AG spot.
I was at the County Board of Supervisors meeting challenging Drug
War funding items at the county level. Lundgren and Sterling both got
beat soundly. There was lots of rejoicing but I knew it was premature
at best. Two years earlier I witnessed rejoicing when Proposition 215
won. The movement threw a party and when the party was over, the
FEDS had the leaders of Proposition 215 in Federal Courts looking at
Mandatory Minimums. I expected the movement to again ignore a call
for a strategic assault on the Drug War after the election victories. I
was not disappointed. Pot may not necessarily make you stupid, but
one thing is for sure, pot heads rarely learn from their mistakes.
Hi Folks, Congratulations on the election victories but it’s not time to
rejoice yet. Not even close. We can rejoice when we have driven the
DEA into the history books. All this election did was give us a
playing field that is a whole lot more level for this window of
opportunity. This is the same thing that happened after the MMJ bill
passed in 1996. During the lull in the fighting, the FEDs mobilized
and hit the Cannabis Clubs with overwhelming force.

NOW is the time to take the initiative and go after the war. Don’t
forget, we haven’t heard shit in the media about Bill Lockyer and the
AG race for a reason. THERE IS METHOD TO THEIR MADNESS
AND MADNESS TO THEIR METHOD. I bet they are either
destroying files (which is what I would be doing) or planning an
offensive that bypassed the Attorney General’s office by tying Drug
War funding directly to the counties. I was not surprised to see that
happening on Tuesday at the Board of Supervisors meeting. Here are
the Agenda items and a little background.
CONSENT CALENDAR
The following consent items are expected to be routine and
non-controversial. They will be acted upon by the Board of
Supervisors at one time under Item 57 unless the Board directs that an
item be held for further discussion under DEFERRED ITEMS
#62. Persons wishing to address consent items or have them held for
further discussion, continued, or taken off calendar, should address
the board under item 57.
#28) Approve amendment with the Colton Unified School District to
provide Drug Abuse Resistance Education (D.A.R.E.) Officer.
#29) * Ratify agreement with US Department of Justice, Drug
Enforcement Administration for continued participation in the
Southern California Drug Task Force.
#30) Approve agreement with the department of the Army, Fort Irwin,
for
access
to
(CLETS)
California
Law
Enforcement
Telecommunications System and for maintenance of two breath and
alcohol screening devices.
#31) Approve agreement with State
Department of Youth Authority for access to California Law
Enforcement Telecommunications System (CLETS) and maintenance
of equipment.
I tried to pull those four items at the board meeting for discussion.
The request was turned down. I got three minutes to speak on all four
items combined. I am telling you Dollar Bill and the Drug War
Economy will squeeze Gray Davis into the cooperation mode. We
need to screaming for change now. Not later, and make people know
that the war is what took down Lundgren and Sterling.
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Activism Among the Bureaucrats

At the end of the meeting, I was talking to the instructor about
my research. I told her, that when I started researching the
Drug War, I interviewed the leading government researchers in
this state and a few at the national level. I was told, “I cannot
understand how they could screw up the conclusions of our
research so badly in the press. ”She made the comment,
“Everyone has their opinion. ”I stated,

“Nothing needs reforming like other people’s habits.” Mark
Twain. I first saw this quote in “Steal this Urine Test” by Abbie
Hoffman the Great. Ten years ago he realized that exposing the
fraud would end this War. They had to kill him. In a war
based on lies, the truth is the greatest enemy of all.
Just went to a grant writing class today at Cal State San
Bernardino. It is part of a certificate program I am working on. I
was the only non-bureaucrat there. The instructor tried to
practice some censorship of the heretic (me of course) because I
kept exposing the BS they believe in, as the BS that it is. I
didn’t bite.

“No, this was the type of response I got throughout the
government. We are not fighting this war with accurate
information. We are promoting it with lies. ”She had nothing to
say but she knew I was right. Sincerely, Jay Lindberg
Response: :WebMistress@Fornits.com (Ginger Warbis)
Now, wasn’t that a lot more satisfying than a lynching?

Part of her plan was to silence opposition to the status quo and
part of her plan was dealing with fear of the unknown. The
instructor had no idea, just how corrupt the system really is and
she didn’t want to know either. Especially about the Drug War
Economy in all its glory.

Corruption Breeds Revolution
Introduction:
When the powers that be (the ruling class) cannot step down without
losing their heads a revolution is the only remaining option. We have
passed the point of no return. The first step in winning the revolution
is to neutralize the enforcement mechanisms of the police state.
Democracy requires an informed citizenry and law enforcement
should be drawn from the ranks of informed patriots. This will be
done by exposing the enforcement machinery to the evidence of
criminal conduct by the ruling class they defend. One day, armed
patriots will show up at the White House. When the guards let them
pass and wish them luck the end will be near.
The concept is, nobody enjoys selling out their country for a buck and
they are not being paid enough to be mercenaries in America. Dollar
Bill, The RENO BITCH, McDick, Bush, North and cronies are
exceptions. The (Obstruction of Justice Show) is simply following
orders and exposing the corruption inside our own institutions in the
process. Corruption will destroy its credibility and will bring down
the state.

The class was full because the Tobacco tax was creating
immediate demand for grant writers. They were discussing
carving up the tobacco settlement, $28,000,000 annually to the
county. I reminded them the “Tobacco settlement” is not a
settlement, it’s a tax. There are no provisions in the bill to
address nicotine addiction because the bill was designed to
profit from nicotine instead and punish the addict. They didn’t
have a clue.
Another student was bragging about the “Weed and Seed”
project and the new “juvenile accountability” programs out of
the DOJ. I told them, “if these programs are such a good idea
they should be field tested to address corruption inside
government, first. We should start with the DOJ. ”I used my
definition of citizenship. “Citizenship is accepting the
responsibility for the conduct of this government with both eyes
open.”
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Fighting the Fascists (Americans) in Columbia

BUSH AND HIS BUDDIES ON A HEMP ROPE

Targeting Nuclear Waste Facilities in America
The revolution in Columbia cannot succeed until the American
Citizen deals with the harsh realities of the fascist state it supports.
The only way I know that will happen, is terrorist strikes against
radioactive ammo dumps in America. This will give the American
citizen a taste of radioactive battlefields, not even the media can
ignore.
The nuclear waste deposits in America are easy to find, exposed to
attack, easy to burn and impossible to extinguish. Once burning, the
site will act like a multi acre can of NUCLEAR RAID (Like the Bug
Spray). You must learn to fight the fascist to the north on a level
playing field. If you don’t, you can kiss your country and your asses
good-bye. If you don’t fight to win they will kill you. It’s that simple
and you should have figured that out a long time ago.

Send this Jackbooted government a message they will understand.
Where freedom does prevail and justice is a swift back hand
We will not waste the taxpayers money putting you in jail,
We will not accept your stolen loot and claim it is your bail.
We are tired of your bullshit you claim it is just dope
but we have learned the truth old friend, we have our hempen rope
So when we stretch your sleazy necks and lynch your friends as well
you will be in excellent company with all your friends in hell .

A war against American citizens is treason old dear friend.
So watch your back and cover your ass the hunt will soon begin.
Your money will not save you, it bloweth in the wind
DRUG WAR CRIME TRIBUNALS will judge you in the end

A Lesson from History

KENT STATE

One has to remember a lesson of Kent State. The national guard was
ordered to fire on students. Only a few actually did and I am still
surprised none shot the officer giving the orders. I would have
emptied a clip into the son-of-a-bitch that gave those orders. Give a
coward a gun and he will use it to avoid an ass kicking he probably
deserved.
Note: I found out later that the order to fire on the students was never
given by the officer in charge. Someone on the line got scared and
fired the first shot. Then most of the troops fired into the air or into
the ground. Unfortunately, some fired into the crowd

3/15/99 [IDWCT] Re: Bush and his buddies on a hemp rope
From: panthers@eos.net (Panthers Press)
Reply-to: idwct@egroups.com To: idwct@egroups.com
Mike Steindel wrote: To some degree I share your sentiments,
but I don’t want to see anymore violence or death due to the
WoD’s. That includes the misinformed enemy as well.
Don’t cry for your enemy, they will bury you. (Terry
Mitchell)
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Terry Mitchell ( Revolutionary Times magazine)

Differences Between Alcohol and Marijuana
Prohibition 6/3/99

RE: Medical Marijuana Mobsters
The foundation for violence: Mon, 19 Apr 1999
To the Nazis,

Alcohol Prohibition created Al Capone. He was armed, dangerous,
corrupt and mean as hell. You fuck with his booze, he came at you
with a machine gun. The government figured out he was too
dangerous so they quit breading more of them.

In my letter, Medical Marijuana Mobsters, I expressed the need to
hunt the Drug War whores that promote this war. Here is the method
behind the madness. The whores are more valuable alive because they
have information that must be documented. It will make great video
for the net.

Marijuana prohibition gave us Peter McWilliams. Government
brutality is addressed with nonviolence and a slow, painful death for
all to watch. A great example for the meddling masses. When Dr.
King was killed the cities burned. That’s when the ruling class fed
them a bone. When McWilliams dies, the movement will die with
him because they will run to their closets and play, Bunker Babies.
They know they will be next so they hide. The coward class has
earned their chains. Now it is time they feel the whip.

Killing traitors is good public policy and Drug War Crime Tribunals
will judge the crimes. When you promote this war with lies, you
qualify as traitors. How do you think the government will respond to
the threat of a Drug War whores exposing the Drug War economy on
the Internet? I’m going to enjoy this. Too many targets, not enough
videotape and a government willing to kill their own people to protect
their dirty ass. Drug War Crime Tribunals will judge you in the end if
covert operations don’t get you first. You should have asked the Reno
Bitch or General McDick if family members of opponents to this war
were legitimate targets for termination.

Drug Prohibition created Ollie North, The Contras, a Drug War,
Cocaine cartels, the Mexican Mafia, The PDFA, Noriega, Drug
sniffing dogs, drug sniffing cops, DARE, CAMP, CRACK HOUSES,
The CODE Enforcement Gestapo, AIR AMERICA, PABLO
ESCABAR, THE DEA, Seized Assets, Drug Testing, Youth to
Youth, General McDick, Dollar Bill, Mena Airport, Three Strikes,
Prison Labor, Crack Cocaine, Drug War Whores by the millions, Two
Million Inmates, almost 50,000,000 felonies, tanks in the streets,
Swat in every community, the 45 caliber round for law enforcement,
King Rat, Glenn Levant, Bill Bennett, the AIDS epidemic, the Crack
Baby myth, Drug free Schools (a Joke), the solution to our Bill of
Rights and more.

I started a petition drive to drug test all law enforcement in San
Bernardino County in Jan of 1997. The plan was to turn dirty pigs
into rats and work our way up the chains of command. I was after the
corruption. The war responded on April 8.1997 with an informant and
14 grams of meth. I was charged with two felonies but I beat those
two felonies in the courts. My parents reluctantly bailed me out of jail
on 5/27/97. They were concerned that they would become targets of
the Drug War and law enforcement as well. My mom’s husband, Paul
Andrew Wells was killed in a hospice scam on AUG. 9.1997. An
informant, Larry Conley, is in the local Harvesting with Hospice
program. They rob senior citizens of their assets and kill them with
Hospice.

If you can think like a crook, you can manipulate one and that’s how
you deal with the government. Alcohol prohibition created Al
Capone. In the Drug War, the Government is Al Capone. And what
happens to Peter McWilliams and Medical Marijuana movement?
(The Government) rubbed them out, of course.
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CHRISTIANS AND THE DRUG WAR
A PLAN OF ACTION
INTRODUCTION
We will need the Christians to end this corrupt war. We will
need to go out and convert them to our cause. We must remind
them that they are all citizens. Appeal to their citizenship, and
The Ten Commandments: specifically, thou shall not kill
(Denying medicine to our sick), steal (confiscate our rights and
property under the Drug War Ruse), bear false witness (no
comment needed), take the Lords name in vain, covet thy
neighbors possessions.
Accountability of the Churches
Step one: Approach the ministers of your local churches. Here is
why. Christians don’t make critical decisions without the council
of their ministers. This is the argument that will get you in the
ministers doors. State that this government is misrepresenting its
own research to promote this Drug War. State, I have a hard
time believing that policies based on a foundation of lies is not a
path to ruin and a contract with the devil. After all, if this
government could defend this war with accurate information, it
would be doing so. We should be living by the same rules.
Step two: Expose the lies to the ministers and confront those
ministers. A war based on lies, corrupts our Democratic
government and enslaves its people. Then ask the minister if this
church could survive the reprisals from the government by
taking a stand that opposes the Drug War? When he says no, he
will realize the Drug War has enslaved his church. He will need
courage to break those bonds. Rub salt in the open wound, that
you just created, by reminding him the Drug War has enslaved
his church. (This enforces the learning process and eliminates
plausible deniability later on.)

Step three: As a minister, he has an obligation to the church,
congregation and the community to demand accurate information
from a government we have sworn our allegiance (not obedience). If
the minister loves his country, he has an obligation to defend his
country and his church from corruption. Not become a slave to it.
Note: A minister asked me a few years back, if there really was proof
that the CIA was involved in Drug Smuggling. I told him the DEA
and local Narcotics officers under Glenn Levant, in 1986 busted a
major Cocaine trafficking operation in LA.
The bust netted hundreds of pounds of Cocaine, over $50,000,000 and
over a hundred Nicaraguan Nationals. The cocaine vanished from the
evidence lockers and the money was wired to the Contras. Glenn
Levant now runs the DARE program.
Step four: The minister may not support your position so this is where
you beat on him with the truth. Your goal here is to stripe away his
moral authority to promote this war in his community. Be brutal,
because fear is rather debilitating and your goal here is to convince
him that the fear of God is a greater threat than the fear of man. We
are attempting to make a real Christian, and citizen, out of the
minister. We must poison the puppets of this war with the truth. The
church is part of the machine that perpetuates the Drug War.
The ministers will be a critical key to the destruction of this war. We
get to the congregations though the ministers. If the minister refuses
to cooperate you can quote him a few additional commandments. Like
“It appears your almighty God is the almighty dollar, government
grants and your precious IRS tax status. ”Then hit him with something
like this. Let’s see how the church deals with the Drug War in the
context of the Ten Commandments.

The Drug War and the Ten Commandments
The First Commandment. Though shall have no other Gods before
me. “It appears your almighty God is the almighty dollar.”
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The Third Commandment. Thou shall not take the name of the
Lord in Vain. Promoting the Drug War under the color of authority
when you know better.

When you compromise your integrity, you compromise your soul.
The Church has an obligation to address corruption in their
communities and provide accurate information to the congregation.
Bearing false witness to your congregation breeds corruption in your
communities and the abuse of power in the government. Repression is
the logical conclusion to the abuse of power. The Truth will set you
free applies to the solution to bearing false witness, corruption, abuse
of power and repression. Without truth, there is no justice.

The Fourth Commandment: Keep the Sabbath Holy
Bearing false witness on the Sabbath.
The Fifth Commandment: Honor thy Father and Mother
Fear of reprisals from this government is not an honorable reason to
lie to your congregation, and support this corrupt war. The church and
the faith of its congregation is not just a place to hide. The church is
supposed to be a sources of strength that can “Move Mountains” and
conquer adversity. You dishonor your church, your family, your
country and our future with this conduct.

The Tenth Commandment: Thou shalt not covet, thy neighbors
possessions. If the rich control the levers of power in America, they
control the policies of our churches as well. The function of
government is the control of resources through the acquisition and
maintenance of power.

The Sixth Commandment. Thou shall not kill. Denying medicine to
the sick (Medical marijuana) is murder. Hiding your head in the sand
to avoid the issue makes the church an accomplice.

The church is a resource of power this government is determined to
control. When you cooperate by promoting this dirty little war with
lies you get rewarded with grants (Taxpayers money and seized
assets), a friendly tax structure, minimum hassle from the IRS,
economic opportunities and selective investigation / prosecution of
your church and your congregation. This is the invisible hand that
provides for the obedient.

The Seventh Commandment Thou shall not commit adultery.
Look who you are sleeping with when you promote this war with lies.
The Devil did not create this war. Money, power, deception, fear,
ignorance, blind obedience and cowardice did.

What I have just described is called kickbacks. When your church
puts its face in the government trough, it does not take long before
you are addicted to the money. Promoting the Drug War gets your fix
and cold turkey sucks. Now you know what it is like to be an addict.
The issue, are you coveting your neighbors possessions? As a church,
you are a nonprofit public benefit corporation. You don’t pay taxes.
So tell me, where do your government benefits come from if it is not
your neighbor? I rest my case.

The Eighth Commandment: Thou shall not steal. Repression is the
tool that robs us of our rights, our access to knowledge, our dreams,
hopes of prosperity and justice for future generations. Repression is
the tool of a thief with power. The Drug War is legislating that
repression and the church is refusing to address this abuse of power.
This dirty little war is robbing the church of its soul for a pocket full
of gold and a temporary and false sense of security.

When the foundation of a war is based on lies, the truth is the greatest
enemy of all. When the public finally realizes the Drug War was
based on lies and promoted for profit the Drug War Whores will
hang. So keep that Drug War Propaganda because someday we will
proudly state, Justice is a dish, best served cold. I’ll bring the rope.

The Ninth Commandment: Bearing false witness. Bearing false
witness is an expensive, lifelong commitment to promote injustice
and strife.
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The ACLU and the Media

William J. Bennett: The bloated poster boy for a Drug
Free America By Jay Lindberg (4/99)

Insanity is doing the same thing over and over again and
expecting different results. Planning on organizations like the
ACLU to defend our rights or institutions like the mass media to
print accurate information will not happen any time soon. If you
hold your breath waiting for this to happen you will suffocate.
Past performance dictates future policy decisions. The ACLU
compromised its integrity and the mass media compromised the
truth long ago. Neither will be credible without repenting for
past conduct and we all know that will never happen.

William Bennett was the drug Czar during the Reagan/ Bush
years. He was so fat that TV cameras were only allowed to show
him from the chest up. He is an obese, chain smoking alcoholic
for a drug free America. Here is a humorous look at our former
Drug Czar & spokesperson for the Drug War..

The next time you are confronted by badge use the opportunity
to rattle his cage and neutralize him. To end this war the street
cop must learn to hate it. Ask the first question. “Can an
informant, pillage and kill with immunity in the Drug War?” Or
Is denying cancer patients, Medical Marijuana, a war crime or
just cold blooded premeditated murder? How do you sleep at
night knowing the laws you are enforcing are used to kill
American citizens? Or “Is a War against American citizens for
profit, treason?”
I have spent much of the last five years confronting Law
Enforcement with this type of information concerning the Drug
War and I’m still here. This approach exposes government
policies not only as corrupt but far too often, a killer. Nobody
hates corruption as much as an honest cop. Even at the FBI
offices on Wiltshire and the California DOJ offices down the
street, the agents wished me luck and told me to watch my back.
They were all scared of the truth and aware of what this
government is capable of. They got the hell out of my way.
Neutralizing law enforcement with accurate information works.
Use it. Its the best weapon you have to get to the scum at the top.
Jay

I like seeing William Bennett as the bloated poster boy for a
Drug Free America (Drug War Economy). He espouses, by
example, the virtues of a Drug Free America and the moral
foundation of the Drug War in all its glory. William Bennett is
proof, there is no shame in putting your mouth where the money
is. Gobble, Gobble, Gobble.
William Bennett is proof that an honest drug policy has no place
for this corrupt, obese, chain smoking alcoholic and
spokesperson for a Drug Free America (the Drug War
Economy). I can think of no better or more accurate depiction of
the Drug War personified in the flesh than bloated, corrupt, face
in the trough, Bill Bennett. Gobble, Gobble
Bill Bennett’s message is clear. “You too can profit from
corruption and feed at the Drug War trough. Gobble. Gobble.
The Drug War is big business and Drug War Whores like Bill
Bennett are proof, we will feed you until you are “Too fat to
fuck”. So join the alcohol, tobacco and pharmaceutical industries
and the rest of Corporate America in this feeding frenzy.
Gobble, Gobble. You too can feed at the government Drug War
trough until you have become, TOO FAT TO fuck. Gobble.
Gobble. Eat till you pass out. There is plenty more where that
came from. We’re so corrupt and wealthy we will never have to
say we’re sorry. Gobble. Gobble.
(First comment- I laughed out loud at your depiction of William
Bennett gobbling out of the Drug War trough.)
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Drug War, Not Ballot Measure, Is Menace

Date: 8/30/98 2:29:21 network@goodnet.com (Messengers)

This adds a “MANDATORY 5 YEARS” to an existing sentence.
Congressman Burton will buy that freedom by looking the other way
at Drug War abuses of power.

Messengers wrote: Not that I don’t agree with his basic premise.
Despite being a police officer, I’m anti-prohibitionist. Even while
agreeing with his basic premise (legalization), I’m still a cop, damn it,
so I don’t suppose I can expect rational conduct from DWWhiner.

So if I get caught with an 1/8 ounce of cocaine and the judge knew
the cop slept with the DA’s daughter, who knew my plumber who
fucked my sister and sold me the cocaine, I’m gonna walk.
It’s all corrupt. We have no justice in this country anymore. A cop
says, “I smelled some illegal substance coming out of your car. The
COURT says, “violate my privacy and my car. ”Even if he didn’t
smell something, “you’re all guilty of something. I’ll just plant
something and further my career. Or rob a Drug Dealer, to finance a
law degree and become a prosecutor (Guliani, Spector, Reno, etc).

Scott: You say, despite being a police officer your anti-prohibitionist?
May I ask officer, what have you done to try and END prohibition?
The Drug War is doing horrible things to otherwise law abiding
citizens. It is damaging children’s lives, wasting taxes, built massive
money sucking prison industrial complexes that corporations are
getting rich of off. Our money and bond obligations built these
massive “Criminal” complexes.
The Drug War has taken away my right to privacy and my right to a
jury trial if charged in a drug crime because juries are screened for
politically correct minds and social conditions. This is stacking a
jury.
DARE cops teach kids Drug War Hysteria in Elementary Scholls with
little regard for the truth or legitimacy. DARE promotes emotional
marketing of Police State policies, dependence, fear and repression.
FACTS and SCIENCE are out. Jack Boots and silence are in.
Questioning minds are punished.

Everyone owns the citizens of this country but them. People who
know the truth like Jay, Expert 53 (A retired DEA agent who wrote
“The Big White Lie” among other books) are exposing the
corruption.
The criminal acts of our government/Corporate sector are common,
profitable and dangerous. Thousands now know the truth. Soon, the
drug warriors will have no place to hide. Mr. Copper, I don’t know
you and I prefer it that way. I never had a policeman do anything for
me. I’ve been harassed with tickets I didn’t deserve and friends
brutally beaten because the cops were looking for entertainment.

The Drug War will also teach this and more to our children. Our
government lies to the public, cops deal drugs, judges take bribes, the
rich rarely go to jail, attorneys go along to get along, Clinton inhaled
and played Drug Kingpin in MENA, Arkansas. Drug War Corruption
provided Clinton access to power and the presidency. He was not the
first and will not be the last Drug Kingpin President. Our children
will learn at an early age, our drug war is corrupt and above the law.

My next door neighbor got raped a number of years ago in North
Carolina. She called 911. The rapist finished screwing her, got up and
left. The policeman arrived on the scene more than 15 minutes later.
He asked why she didn’t shoot the guy? Her reply, “I was urged by
my family and taught by my government that guns are bad. My local
cops and government would save me from this.

Congressman Dan Burton’s son was arrested going through customs
last month with 13.25 grams of hashish. What happened? Georgia
refused to press charges and he’s free. Last year, Danny Boy Burton
was also busted at his residence growing marijuana with a Loaded
SHOTGUN not more than 10 feet away from the grow site.

Law enforcement is a rich man’s repression tool and the poor man’s
burden. Ever heard of anyone in Hollywood being illegally searched
and pillaged? You never will “cause their rich", have media access
and the power to expose this corrupt war. Corruption protects this war
and justice is a purchase option the rich buy when necessary.
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This Is War and Bunker Baby Libertarians
Appeasing this Drug War, is like complaining about the heat while
your country is burning to the ground.
I earned the nickname “The BADGER” in San Bernardino during my
petition campaign to drug test all law enforcement in the county in
1997. The plan behind the Drug testing petition was to test em, Bust
em, Squeeze em, Turn em into rats, and work our way up the chain of
command. I was hunting corruption. This is the story behind it.
One goal was to neutralize the enforcement mechanism of the Drug
War by exposing this truth. Law Enforcement could not live by these
drug laws either. Another goal was to expose the corruption the Drug
War was perpetuating in law enforcement, the courts and other
government / corporate bureaucracies.
The petition (The Law Enforcement Drug Abuse Reduction Initiative)
demanded that the beneficiaries of this war must live by the same
laws they are profiting from. This would be a wake up call for the
community and law enforcement. The Drug War had to change. The
enforcement mechanism behind the petition was to tie all local Drug
War funding directly to a legitimate drug testing program for law
enforcement at the county level. This plan would also expose
institutional corruption associated with drug war economics.
There plan had one major drawback. I was a registered Libertarian
and I had radically underestimated the size of the yellow stripe
running down the back of the Party. I had mistaken worthless
potheads, yuppies and cowards for citizens. The Libertarian Party and
the anti-Drug War movement played bunker babies while I went one
on one with the Drug War in San Bernardino County.
My plan: (1) I started an organization called SPUN (stands for Stop
Police Using Narcotics) in 1/97. (2) I found local talent to blow glass
pipes shaped like Bears (called them DARE BEARS), to finance the
petition drive. (3) a donation of exceeding $50.00 got a DARE BEAR
donated to local police at publicly (televised) meetings. I explained
that a $50 dollar donation to the SPUN campaign would earn local

law enforcement a glass pipe. They are not on Drug testing, They’ll
know what to do with it. (4) I distributed the petitions to anyone with
the courage to solicit signatures for it and posted the petitions on the
courthouse bulletin boards. (The Courthouse bulletin boards averaged
over 50 signatures a day.)
It should surprise no one that the police sent in an informant with a
half ounce of meth at a SPUN meeting 1997.( Stop Police Using
Narcotics) I was charged with two felonies in the process. The
response from the sheeple to the arrest and charges was enlightening.
When you have no courage, you gloat over the misfortunes of
those that do. The Libertoons and the Anti-Drug War Movement
offered no assistance in my defense, public support or media access.
Many, my wife included, were actually condescending about the
whole ordeal. They lacked the courage to stand up to this war and
resented anyone that did. As far as they were concerned, I needed to
be convicted and sent to state prison to justify their inaction.
In July of 1997, I beat those felonies in the courts with a public
defender, an honest judge & an attitude. The anti-drug war movement
and the Libertoons feel uncomfortable whenever I’m around. My
conduct in the line of fire remind them that they are cowards and
sheeple. One quote “Activist” told me after this ordeal, and the
killing of Paul Wells, “the harder you push the harder they will push
back.” I stated, “No shit, what part of war don’t you understand?”
Conclusion: We are entering very perilous times. We didn’t start the
Drug War or turn it into a killing machine. They did. But we will be
the ones held accountable for its conduct. This war is not going to
simply end. It will have to be shut down dead in its tracts. It will not
die without a fight and it hunts to kill. So arm well and go for the
throat.
TO THE SHEEPLE: It is time to shave the wool on your backs and
trade it in for a good pair of fangs. If you don’t, you will get what you
deserve, with both barrels. The road to tyranny are stained with the
blood of tyrants and patriots, it is paved with the bones of sheep.
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The History of Fear

Communication with Representative from The Center For
the Study of Social Structures From: Drgwarwhr

by Bill Gallagher:
LightBringer Magazine

To:center@rain.org 9/24/98

America has become a land where everybody does something
wrong. No one has escaped the mirror of media imposed
morality, and definitions of correctness. This is not because
media cares about correctness, or that the people who own the
media care about correctness, except that one man’s correctness
is another man’s financial windfall. When its all said and done,
a long cool look at the picture reveals one thing, Fear.

Hello Bill,

JAY: Is it logical to assume The Center For the Study of
Social Structures is somehow related to the Unitarian Church
(or the CIA). That at least makes some sense from the position
that you are taking on this issue. (The Drug War) Your true
agenda may be another story. This institute is also a marketing
firm for global capital. I stated in the previous article, “there is a
legitimate need for exposing government operatives inside our
domestic media.”

Fear is a well known tactic used for profit within the race of
mankind, forever and ever. The earliest hunters would start
grass fires to create panic among herds of animals they had
targeted, then they would ride or run in screaming and dancing
through the smoke with their spears, and unnerve the animals.
They would all just start running en masse, a stampede if you
will. The terror of the animals precluded any judgment other
than the immediate need to flee. Each saw the cliff as they went
over the edge, pedaling air and bleating in confusion.

Bill: Jay, your approach appears to me to be rabble-rousing.
You bitch, piss, moan and complain, rant and rave about the
CIA and whomever you see as an enemy.
JAY: The last place I heard the phrase, rabble-rousing was a
ruling class reference to the meddling masses. Exposing sources
of Drug War propaganda, tagging them as such and neutralizing
their credibility through the net can work if the operation is well
coordinated. I’m sure you are smart enough to realize that. With
the current volume of material available by authors/writers, and
the cross referencing with think tanks and institutes, pinning
down rogue writers will not be difficult. This is not only
doable, but will make good press as well.
As far as the CIA being a threat. The propaganda machine is a
far greater threat than agents. The agency has no real mind of its
own. Their agents are not taught to think, they’re limited by
their training, taught to follow orders and lack any prospective
for operations. This restricts their development for most of their
adult life. Clue less bureaucrats. Sound familiar? There is very
little difference between a nonprofit and the government. Often
they are the same.

That’s right, the hunters would run their prey right over the edge
of a cliff. This was the required result. There were of course
other weaker members of the tribe at the bottom of the cliff with
knives and spears made like razors from stone, to finish the job,
to do the real butchering. The fire had been just a mechanism to
trigger fear and it of course worked very well. It was also a
statement of dominance. A blatant illustration that by some
trick or another this species had gained tools not at the disposal
of the prey, and were not in the least bit inhibited in their use.
Flaunted it actually. There are stark parallels to be drawn
between this scenario, and certain happenstance in society
today. The entrenched ruling class here, and the people they
work for overseas, are the fire setters, the hunters, and law
enforcement are the butchers of the injured or killed prey. The
masses at large are the prey, the hunted. ARM WELL.
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Bill: Shucks, Mr. Lindberg, if you really want to End the War, if
I understand our system correctly, repealing the Harrison
Narcotics Act of 1914 would take 51 Senators plus 218
Representatives: You need to persuade 269 people of the
wisdom of Repealing Harrison just like the Repeal of
Prohibition back around 1933.
JAY: I would like you to explain to me, how repealing the
Harrison Narcotics act of 1914 would end this war. This war is
not about addicts, its about power, black market revenues and
control of resources on a global scale. The Drug War is the
mechanism to finance and enforce that control. The Harrison Act
was misrepresented in the beginning and this should allow the
Act to be overturned in the courts. That has not happened. I
don’t see the overturning of the Harrison act as realistic or the
solution to ending this war and you know better.
JAY: Access to representatives are strictly regulated with a
bureaucratic filter, Congressional Staff. The same is true for
Senators. There is very limited access beyond your own
congressman. Senators for all practical purposes are residence of
Washington. The bureaucracy has its loyalty to Washington and
so do you. We are taught it is the other way around and this
helps keep the meddling masses in their place.
Bill: Rather than be a hothead about the CIA and the “enemy",
why not be a patriot and join me in supporting our United States
of America, it’s CIA and our Great Nation’s Elected
Representatives?
JAY: Tell me, how can America benefit from me joining the
ranks of covert ops? This country would be better served if you
took a greater role in defending it and a lesser role in defense of
a corrupt war that is destroying it. If you seriously want to end
this war we can work together.

Bill: Imagine? I suggest you run for public office to understand,
but I will try to give you a vignette/picture. The 535 have jobs
many people wouldn’t want. Like the cup half full or half
empty?
JAY: I have worked with campaigns and know what you are
talking about. Is this what you’re saying? You take the good
with the bad, but the longer you’re in, the more you realize you
were never in a position to make meaningful change. Politics is
about compromise. Compromising your integrity, one day at a
time. A half full cup is never fulfilled.
Bill: But I personally feel they’re all-in-all, well-intentioned
humans trying to do their vision of The Right Thing. Follow
me? They’re just trying to hang on at the same time. They do
what they can, it’s never enough. “ .If I am correct, there are 535
minds atop the balancing legislators swaying in the winds of
public opinion while ducking occasional rotten eggs and cherry
bombs.
JAY: You are as optimistic and as sarcastic as I am. I’m
beginning to like you. Their like puppets on a string. They aren’t
given enough information to know what’s going on or enough
power to control a legitimate agenda.
Bill: The problem of ending the war advocacy is simple:
Convince the majority in the Senate and in the House to repeal
Harrison and You Win! The Drug War is ended! The most
expensive war is over and we have all the warriors available for
new work:
JAY: No. Not again. It is time to turn our guns into plowshares.
It is time to rehabilitate our warriors. We will always need our
patriots, but those patriots must be informed activist citizens
first. No more propaganda training to promote clue less,
destructive robots to terrorize the planet.
Jay: Not again. We have to end this war and we must address,
confront and remove the responsible parties from power that
created, promoted and ravaged this country with this war.
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BILL: Ending the war takes winning a majority of 535
opinions! And, if they are common, ordinary, well-intended
humans as I suggest we all are; and if they are trying to do good
work within the limitations of their offices.… 268 people can
end the war!

The DEA management took this research to Congress and told
the Congress that we are seeing an emerging Crack Cocaine
epidemic and described what a Crack Cocaine epidemic is
capable of doing.
Congress threw money at the problem. The DEA promoted their
own budgets over the health and safety of the public. The DEA
then went back to the inner cities and cracked down on
powdered cocaine. Crack replaced powdered cocaine in the
inner cities and the rest is history.
If you really want to stop this war we must start with the truth.
We first realize it is a covert war on our own soil and fulfilling
its intended role. Killing citizens to protect economic interests of
the ruling class is not a legitimate function of government.
It is time the responsible parties paid the piper. If you want me
to sell out my country for a buck I’m not interested. If you want
to end this war, we can probable work together. As the disparity
of wealth increases in any nation, so does the repression from
the state. We will not be able to end this war until we have the
power to replace our oppressors and create a new economic and
political order.
We must never forget, that every law that is written gives
government the implied right to enforce it. When your objective
is to enslave a nation, unenforceable laws can and will fulfill
that objective. Twenty five years ago Nixon declared this War
on Drugs. At that time, members of our irresponsible Congress
made this statement. “If we ever enforce the drug laws we are
writing, we will bankrupt this country building a police state to
it.”
It appears, “Pillaging” was the original intent of the Drug War
all along. If that was not the case, this war would have died a
long time ago. It is time to end this war and bury the beast. Jay
Lindberg

JAY: Executive Orders could kill this war. An Honest Press
could kill this war. An outraged public could kill this war, but
depending on 268 Congressmen to end this war is a pipe dream.
BILL: Edward M. Brecher and the Editors of Consumers Union
in 1972, wrote a beautiful, tightly-edited and conservative
appraisal of the drug scene, LICIT & ILLICIT DRUGS.
Consumers Reports (of all the reliable, impartial groups in
America, they could be #1 authority for the Average American)
recommended the Federal Government “End the War” .The
mills of the gods grind slowly.
JAY: Consumers Union recommended an end to this war, they
did not have the authority to demand it. The government
responded by promoting maximum budgets over the health and
safety of the public. As far as The mills of the Gods grind
slowly. They will grind our souls to dust if we let then. If these
are the rules to the game, a knife to their throat is probably the
only legitimate option we have.
Here is another taste of reality. I interviewed a former
intelligence officer for the DEA several years ago and wrote
extensively on those interviews. He described the Drug War as a
middle class jobs program. He stated the Drug War is the most
expensive, destructive and ineffective approach they know of to
address drug abuse.
As a member of the intelligence division of the DEA in Atlanta,
they researched the impact of cracking down on powdered
cocaine in the inner cities. They concluded, powdered cocaine
would be replaced with crack cocaine which is cheaper, more
addictive, more destructive and would destroy our inner cities.
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Confronting Drug War Corruption in America 2/99
I am an activist in the US and a very vocal opponent to the Drug War
Economy in America. My strategy is to expose the corrupt foundation
of this war and create the climate where the these corrupt policies are
accountable for their crimes. This article is a sober look at what this
Drug War is doing to America. It isn’t pretty but it’s honest. This
article deals with the role of informants in a society that’s corrupt.
This article is true and written 2/99.
Confronting Corruption from the Drug War
I have an appointment Tuesday afternoon at 2 PM to address an
informant related hospice kill, with the assistant Chief of Police of
San Bernardino named Wayne Harp. The victim, Paul Wells was my
mother’s husband for 19 years. He was killed in a Hospice Scam on
Aug. 9, 1997 that netted the killers $200,000 in cash and assets. In
spite of the publicity, these people are still working with hospice. I
refer to their conduct as “HARVESTING WITH HOSPICE” AND I
intend to stop it. The police, the DAs office and the VA Hospital of
Loma Linda have stonewalled the investigation, falsified evidence,
obstructed justice and sat on this case for over a year.
Out of frustration, I went in front of the Board of Supervisors several
months ago and stated “I will lay out the evidence in this case before
the Board at the next Board of Supervisors meeting.” Two days later,
Detective Rocha tried to return the evidence. What part of obstruction
of justice don’t I understand? One picture is worth a thousand words
and we got it. I refused to accept the evidence when Detective Rocha
refused to state in writing he was returning the evidence on that day.
His quote “I’m not putting my name on nothing.” The evidence we
provided to the San Bernardino Police Department in March of 1998
was booked into evidence two days later, 10-12-98.
At the next board meeting I laid it out in front of them, including the
picture of Detective Rocha, returning the evidence. The Board was
not happy and they knew their conduct was indefensible. Sometimes
you just have to beat on them with the truth. Bureaucrats are the
worst.

Their training eliminates the thought process or accountability for
anything they do. You must remind them that, when armed rebellion
becomes the only legitimate response to the conduct of the
government, the government is the terrorist.” So tomorrow, I will
once again be laying out an additional piece of the case “An informant
can pillage and kill with immunity in their dirty little war.” Any
support like an e-mail to the San Bernardino Police Department will
be appreciated. Confronting corruption head on in the belly of the
jackals is a act that is necessary. It’s time to bag some bacon.
If you really want to end this Dirty little War, you must confront the
corruption because that corruption can kill. They will go after you
personally as well as your family. I do not know if they had anything
to do with the killing of Paul Wells but this dirty little war has been
instrumental in the cover-up. When you attack this dirty little war as
corrupt, you expose its conduct as criminal and its promoters to the
back hand of real justice. That is what I am doing with the evidence
above. This case ran into several overlapping criminal enterprises at
the same time. One was a Hospice Scam that robbed senior citizens
(Veterans) via deathbed through the VA Hospital at Loma Linda and
their Hospice program. The other is a rat named Larry Conley that has
found his calling in life. (To Pillage and kill senior citizens with
immunity in this dirty little war.) Larry Conley has immunity from
prosecution because the police cannot afford to have him in court (he
knows too much) and the justice system cannot expose what they are
sleeping with to perpetuate this war. I intend to expose local Law
Enforcement as accessories after the fact in this homicide. I also
intend to expose Drug War related corruption as the mechanism that
allowed it to happen.
If the Drug War Whores cannot defend this dirty little war with
accurate information, they are promoting this war with bad data. That
bad data promotes policies accurate information would not support.
Policies based on bad data are covert operations by design. That’s the
bottom line. The Drug War is nothing less than a domestic covert
operation that is rapidly expanding to a global scale. It’s not a waste
of money. The Drug War is a pillaging of assets. Welcome to the
enforcement mechanism of the global economy in all it’s glory..
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Scared Straight

JUSTICE FOR OUR OPPRESSORS

By Jay Lindberg 4-15-99

Sent: Thursday, September 16, 1999 8:43 AM 000
Subject: 3 of 4 Deltas Just Killed in “Training Accidents” were at
Waco! Tyranny, like hell, is not easily conquered.” . Thomas Paine
Date: Wed, 15 Sep 1999 14:27:08 -0500

It seems to me that the cheapest way to clean up the problems
associated with hard drugs is to first cut all funding for tobacco
related diseases so lung cancer patients would die quicker. Tobacco is
a hard drug to quit so it qualifies. Addicts don’t deserve to live.

As threatened, CIA agent talks, subpoenas fly & Delta force
personnel present at Waco suddenly die. Mysterious Delta Force
deaths. - Falling out of Helicopters, Drowning, gunshots ....? 111-

Next, we cut the medical benefits for all fat people and alcoholics so
they will no longer be a burden on society. Alcohol is addictive and
fat people have no self control. This approach will make America
lean and mean. Of course, AIDS patients are all addicted to immoral
sex and we should let Gods punishment run its course.

ALEX JONES: “These are not being reported in the National Media
as training accidents normally would be and sources inside link these
men to the slaughter at Waco. FAYETTVILLE ONLINE
Radio talk show host Alex Jones asserted today that he has
confirmed that at least 3 of the 4 Delta Force members killed in
training accidents on 2 successive days last week were at Waco
during the siege that killed 86 Branch Davidians. The 3 dead Delta
Force soldiers confirmed to have been at Waco were Lt. Col. Timothy
A. Boyles, Sgt. Eric Ellingson, and Master Sgt. Gaetano Cutino.
Cutino was the brother of Judge Fran Gull of Fort Wayne, Indiana.
The presence at Waco of the 4th dead Delta Force member, Sgt.
Jamey Dimase, 3rd Battalion, 75th Ranger Regiment, Fort Benning,
Ga., has yet to be confirmed or denied.

As far as illegal hard drugs. If we cracked down on AIDS, fat people,
smokers and alcoholics in the manner that they surely deserve, we
will not have a hard drug problem left. The hard drug users would all
be Scarred Straight and we will accomplish your goal. We just
needed to prove to them, that we are serious and determined to
eliminate all forms of immoral and addictive behavior from our
communities. A program like this would send them a message they
would never forget. Zeig Heil.
Response to : Scared Straight

Personal: In March of 1999, we meet with Robert Shaw (Rocky) of
the San Bernardino County Coroner’s office concerning the killing of
Paul Wells. We provided the bulk of the evidence you have seen in
Chapter 12 and the exhibits. A few weeks later we learned he had not
requested a copy of the medical records from the VA hospital. Dirty
bastard. At that point I called the POS and told him “I will make it so
hot for you that your REAL employers will have to kill you.” Several
days later I received a call from Brian Ricktmeyer, field
representative for County Supervisor, Dennis Hansburger. I was told
“if I didn’t back off Rocky, Rocky would file terrorist threat charges
against me.” Give a coward a gun and he’ll us it to protect himself
from an ass kicking he probably deserves. So who are these POS
protecting now? Jay Lindberg

Jay, Why not just buy a plane ticket to Italy today get to Belgrade and
help fight US and Nato military on the side of the fascists there?
When thousands of leftists went off at a moments notice to support
the socialist revolutionaries in Spain against the fascist aggressors
there. Is it not your duty to go and help the fascists in their efforts
against civilization in Serbia Kosovo!? cdr ron bartle
This article uses Drug Watch repression guidelines to address all of
societies flaws fairly. One function of the Drug War is to create a
pool of second class citizens called “Drug Users” by turning them
into criminals having no right. If this article looks like fascism, your
right. Now you see government through their eyes. Arbitrary
prohibitions are enforced at the expense of Liberty.
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A Judge Is a Lawyer In a Black Dress

Medical Marijuana-Schedule One-Prohibition

I have never heard a Judge address this Drug War as a corrupt
institution. Why is that? I forgot, Judges can’t be that clue less or
honorable. Their Lawyers. A lawyer in a black dress is still a lawyer
and a Drug War based on lies is still a corrupt war. Any judge
claiming otherwise is a sleaze bag lawyer in a black dress with his
face comfortably in the government trough.
This corrupt system gives a sleaze bag lawyer a black dress, a wooden
hammer and the public is supposed to recognize this a justice? Yep,
that’s what we are supposed to do. We would be better off if we
taught the Judge to use a real hammer and shed his police state attire.
We have far more useful things to do than be fucked by their
Obstruction of Justice show. This is how it’s supposed to work.
Judge: “How do you plead criminal?”
Criminal: “With my ass in the air and my butt cheeks spread your
honor. Just the way you like it. Sir”

The Boston Tea Party
They didn’t toss the tea at the Boston Tea party. Boston was a
pirate port. They stole all the tea they could carry, and sold it on
the black market. They threw the rest overboard to eliminate the
competition. The owner got a fat insurance check from Lloyds
of London and they threw a party when they liberated the loot.
They called it, The Boston Tea Party.
.

From: Drgwarwhr@aol.com
To: ralphkat@hotmail.com
Subject: AG Task Force Request
Date: Wed, 28 Apr 1999 03:39:57 EDT
You do not let them skate on the schedule one issue. The first
compromise is always the hardest. From then on, you are corrupt.
Especially when it comes to sacrificing your integrity.
Schedule one, allows the Feds to play their dirty ass games. That point
is not negotiable. Marijuana is either a schedule one narcotic or it's
not. We force this government to defend this war with accurate
information. Period.
If we can't handle the truth, we can't handle the power. Oh fu** the
Government run amok. That's why we got this drug war. Ralph. Can
you believe these people want to use the truth as a bargaining chip.
Give me a fucking break. Sincerely, Jay Lindberg
>
PS. We have the evidence to fuck this war. If we do not use it, then it
is time we pulled out our DEA badges so our friends can have
something to shoot at.
Subj.: Re: AG Task Force Request
Date: 4/28/99 5:09:21 PM Pacific Daylight Time
From: ralphkat@hotmail.com (ralph sherrow)
To: Drgwarwhr@aol.com
Jay, you are absolutely right. These people are cock suckers, big time.
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BAD POTHEADS (9/7/98)

Meanwhile this government is using the Drug War to screw each one
of them, individually. Here is the government response to each group.
(1) To the industrial hemp people: You can’t grow hemp because it
looks like marijuana and the government cannot tell the difference.
(2) To the medical marijuana issue. It is marijuana and we can’t prove
you are not just a pot head wanting to get high.
3) To the pot head. It’s all you fault, we cannot allow medical
marijuana for the sick or farmers to grow industrial hemp. You, the
pot head, might sneak in a few plants or use a patients medicine. So
everyone must suffer because of you. Bad pot head. How does the
hemp activist and the medical marijuana movement respond to these
allegations? You guessed it. Bad pot head, it’s all your fault.

This letter is to some frustrated friends in Northern California. They
are frustrated at the three major groups opposing hemp /marijuana
prohibition. They are the potheads, industrial hemp people and the
medical marijuana movement. Ralph, Kat and Roadman said, why not
just attack marijuana prohibition as corrupt and quit all the politically
correct BS. I couldn’t agree more. It would be a lot funnier if we were
not on the receiving end of this. This is my letter to my buddies and
the Anti-Drug War Movement.
Ralph, Kat and Roadman. You hit the nail on the head. It took a lot of
sleaze balls to get us where we are today and the further we dig, the
more we find. It amazes me to this day, that most of the people in this
movement, still don’t understand this. The sleaze balls (and their
corporations) that started this war are still profiting from it. That is
why there is so much resistance for change (except from bad to
worse). Here is my interpretation on the politically correct crap from
the SOROS gang and affiliates.

Meanwhile the pharmaceutical industry provides political clout to
pick on the medicinal marijuana movement, the industrial competitors
to hemp based products attack domestic industrial hemp and the
political clout from the legal intoxicant industries attack the potheads.
Lets not forget the rest of the Drug War economy and the prison
industry that has a financial stake in continuing this crap.

The politically correct bullshit is just plain BS The Movement is too
stupid, corrupt or politically ignorant to figure out this game by the
government. The ones that know better are keeping their mouths shut.
This government strategy is called divide and continue the BS.

Ralph/Kat, Roadman and whoever else sees this letter. This is why I
am not buying the BS and spouting your politically correct
propaganda from you prospective camps. Each one of you will have
to live with the fact that you are helping hang each other.

Here it is in action. We have three groups, that refuse to talk to each
other. We have the potheads, the Medical Marijuana people and the
industrial hemp people. The government has got two out of the three
groups supporting the War and marijuana prohibition by default.
(1) The Medical Marijuana people claim by default, that marijuana is
only safe if you are dying. Correct me if that conclusion is wrong.
(2) The industrial hemp people claim Marijuana is bad, by default,
but marijuana is not hemp. Both these groups know better but they
must be politically correct.
(3) The up front pot head is in the middle. He is getting screwed in
the middle by the government (goons with a badge). The closet
potheads (the other two) are feeding him to the wolves as well.

I prefer to attack the Drug War as corrupt for 3 very good reasons.
First, it is honest. Second, I can use every one of your arguments and
my own to attack this war. Marijuana is a safe intoxicate (relative),
Marijuana is an industrial gold mine, Marijuana is an invaluable
medicine and the Drug War that is denying the American citizen this
plant is corrupt to the core. Third, corrupt policies are made up of lots
of individual criminal acts and justice is a dish, best served cold.
To The Movement: Nobody can get this stupid on pot. You folks
must be drinking to boot. Sincerely, Jay
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The Unibomber Defense: Environmental Activist
Bad Government or Bad Bomber

Is the pot calling the kettle black on this one? With the
government’s conduct in the “Drug War” as an example of
honest leadership, I can understand Ted’s fondness for Boom
Booms. Can’t we all? His conduct is more socially acceptable in
many circles than the conduct of the government that is
harassing him. You don’t agree? Let’s take an honest look at this
government, to see if Ted did the right thing. Let’s look at our
Jackbooted oppressors and a few of their programs.
Have we forgotten the BATF Waco Squad, Cocaine
International run by the CIA, the “Informants are above the law”
policies, the Witness/ Rat/Gangster Protection Program, “Kill
the Sick” Program in the “Drug War", or the thirty thousand
“Swat type Units” feeding at the “Seized Assets Trough?”
Gobble, Gobble. Yep, I do believe the government is calling the
kettle black on this one. Still not convinced, who would you
rather have in your back yard, the Government or Ted the
Bomber?
When the UNIBOMBER story was going down, I had already
concluded, if he was legit his next target would be the media. I
was pleased to see I was right. Now he is part of the NET and
will remain there to haunt this corrupt government until it
crumbles. His Manifesto and his attack strategy are a blueprint,
the machine will have a hard time dealing with.
The media claimed the UNIBOMBER is crazy, but who trusts
the media? Assuming he is crazy before reading his Manifesto is
premature at best. He exposed the media as legitimate targets, by
putting a legitimate bomb threat in their mailbox. If the media
did not publish his manifesto their mail would go boom. History
may look at his conduct as firing the first shot.

His greatest flaw was a lack of legal training. He is obviously
smart enough to acquire a law degree and a match for anything
the fascists could put forward in a courtroom. This man acted
alone, did not expose his identity to anyone and continued his
attacks on the corrupt power structure for over 10 years. In the
end, Ted got nailed because greed was thicker than blood. A
million dollar reward caught Ted. Not the FBI.
As far as Ted getting a new trial, the Feds cannot allow that to
happen. Their problem, the government sleeps with the
Corporate Polluters in this country. They are permanently
attached, Dick to mouth. Ted can wrap himself in the flag,
defend his conduct and expose the toxic environment the
corporate world has created for us. There is plenty of evidence
showing corporate polluters kill environmentalists when push
comes to shove and the government protects their dirty ass in the
courts.
Ted was simply leveling the playing field. He can defend his
conduct as an environmentalist and expose corruption in the
process. His only motivation is to defend this country from the
toxic dogs that threaten to poison this planet. The fact, he is
risking the Death Penalty to stop the dirty dogs from spewing
their poisonous shit is proof of his commitment. He can defend
his conduct with the truth. The FEDS can’t. That’s why the Feds
sent in ringers and forced him to plead in the first place.
A logical approach from the machine would be to find out if
they deserved these attacks in the first place and clean up their
act. Unfortunately, that’s not the way our Jackbooted leaders do
things. So remember, the UNIBOMBER is proof the citizens
have access to the Press and Violence works. That’s why the
government uses it. .
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DEALING WITH THE YUPPIES

Authoritarian vs. Innovative Personality

I do not expect the coward class or the peace, luv, dope crowd to have

Excerpts from Speech by Jay Forrester (MIT) on
the importance of a Systems education

the courage or the attitude to remove the scum from power that
promote this war. Their peace luv dope stand hides their coward heart
and lack of spine. The movement is so afraid of government
repression and ending up dead, that their chains have turned them into
slaves. As I like to say, The coward class has earned their chains and
the Jack Boots at their throats. The government should break their
coward necks and put the whining shits out of their misery. They
deserve no better.

A systems education should mold the personality of students by
enhancing innovative tendencies in children and counteracting the
forces in society that convert an innovative personality into an
authoritarian one. I am here using authoritarian and innovative
personalities in the sense described by Everett Hagen in his book, On
the Theory of Social Change (Hagen, 1962) Hagen contrasts two
opposite extremes of personality.

Many in your organization (Green Panthers) have a lions heart. I
respect and appreciate that. The yuppie scum, however, tell me I have
a death wish but I do not plan on dying for this cause. I plan on living
so I can see the fruits of my labors. I have a feeling the panthers plan
on being there too. I wrote a little piece called “A Citizens Agenda”
last year and the wimps butchered it. It is good to see that my work is
such a threat that it must be chopped up to protect the spineless ones.
This article uses an approach developed from the fall of Poland to
Solidarity in the 80s.

The authoritarian personality fits into a rigid hierarchy. Life is
capricious. One does as ordered by those of higher status. There are
no reasons for such orders. Capricious orders fit the old army saying
borrowed from Tennyson, “Yours not to reason why, yours but to do
and die.'' The reward for yielding to higher authority comes from the
individual having authority over someone of lower rank. The pure
authoritarian personality expects no reasons for why things happen
and has no will to search for reasons.
By contrast, the innovative personality believes there are reasons for
why things happen. Even if the reasons are unknown, there is still the
assumption that reasons exist. Also, it is worth looking for the reasons
because, if one understands, then one can probably change and
improve what is happening. The innovative personality looks for
causes and works toward beneficial advances.

My goal in this article “A Citizens Agenda” is to provide a vision
for the history we will be writing very soon. The telling to our
children of the end of the Drug War. It defines a goal and a path for
the movement that is attainable. All that is needed is the courage to
control our own destiny. Sincerely, Jay Lindberg
PS. The first time I was called a patriot, was at Jack Herrer’s a few
years ago. I learned an important lesson that day. When you place
your leaders on pedestals you do not have to emulate them. In the
future when I participated in activist work I did not tolerate this. I
reminded the people that I am a citizen just like they are and we are
all responsible for the conduct of this nation. Government is about
power and control. It is time to take that power and control our own
destiny. It’s our country, act like we own it because in the end, we
will all be held accountable for its conduct.

I believe that babies are born as innovative personalities. They want
to explore, to understand, and to see how things work and how to
master their environments. But our social processes work to stamp
out exploration and questioning.
The child is continually confronted with, “Do as you are told,'' or
“Stop asking questions and just mind me,'' or “Study this because it is
good for you.'' Repeated restraint of innovative inclinations gradually
forces personalities into the authoritarian mold.
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A system dynamics modeling curriculum, by letting students
formulate the structure and policies causing behavior under study, will
help preserve and rebuild the innovative outlook. Simulation
emphasizes reasons for consequences. To be innovative, one must be
willing to make mistakes while searching for reasons and
improvement. Computer simulation modeling is a repeating process of
trial and error. One learns that progress is made through exploration
and by learning from mistakes. An authoritarian personality fears
mistakes and does not try the unknown. An innovative personality
knows that mistakes are stepping stones to better understanding.

Comments from the author
Jay Forrester had to understand the revolutionary impact of a systems
analysis approach to society and government. He was also smart
enough to sugar coat it as a technique for a more efficient
management tool for government and public policy planning.
As you should have figured out by now, systems analysis is the
approach I am using in my assessment of our drug policy in America.
One thing I hope you learn, while reading this material, is how this
system works or should I say, why it works so badly. When I began
this research, almost ten years ago, I had no idea of the size or threat
the Drug War had on our institutions. But I do now.

Government experts
The government likes to use “experts” to intimidate the public into
believing their BS. When you run into one of their “government
experts” question their expertise. Many are clue less. Others
however, have intelligence backgrounds. Here are a few things you
need to know about them.
(1) They are trained to provide “cover stories” which are designed to
be plausible and unverifiable.
(2) They are generally the best trained and smartest the government
has to offer.
(3) The government keeps a close eye on these assets, long after
leaving official employment as an intelligence officer.

(4) The government learned a long time ago, it is a good idea to keep
them employed for life.
(5) Intelligence officers, run amok, are a significant threat to secrecy.
(6) As far as government employees go, intelligence assets have the
best understanding of the abilities, weaknesses and treachery of
government & corporate power in America. They are generally a
patriotic bunch with hidden animosities.
(7) They did a lot of dirty shit in the name of patriotism, freedom and
democracy. They aren’t happy when they figure out how badly they
got used.
(8) Because they are trained to think on their feet, they are one of the
few government professions able to think analytically.
(9) They also have this thing called courage, that is practically
impossible to find among the general public.
(10) Making alliances with these assets is a dangerous investment. If
you try to manipulate these assets, they will cut your throat.
(11) Most have the authority to administer sanctions when necessary.
Those with the authority to administer extreme prejudice sanctions
can kill with immunity. (12) This ain’t the movies folks, its real life.
When the government becomes interested in your conduct, they will
find ways to infiltrate your inner circle. That is a sure bet. The best
way to address government agents is to understand what they are not
suppose to know and empower them with unauthorized information.
This book is full of it.. My mission is not to neutralize the intelligence
assets in America. Just the opposite. My mission is to empower them,
so they can assist in cleaning up the mess they were duped into
participating in.
Remember, citizenship is about accepting responsibility for the
conduct of the government with both eyes open, demanding the
government does the same thing and holding them accountable when
they don’t. Making this government accountable to something other
than corporate power and international banking is a big job. We will
need the assistance of our intelligence community, to make that
mission a reality. Will we get it? I really don’t know. But if the
Fascist in power don’t kill us, their radioactive waste streams will.
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Robert Downey Jr. Goes to Prison

Chapter VIII: Censorship

Jay Lindberg wrote in message news:.

Thoughts for the Day
Its too bad institutionalized citizens and
institutionalized corruption doesn’t mean the same
thing.

The real issue behind prison for Robert Downey, Jr., has
nothing to do with poor judgment by a judge. That line is spin to
hide the real agenda.

I never did appreciate the fact that we made a Holiday on
Dr. Kings birthday. It set us up as sheep to slaughter. I
would prefer a holiday on Malcolm X birthday or the
birthday for the Black Panthers instead.

THE REAL AGENDA- When you demonize illicit drug use, to
promote this corrupt war, you cannot have successful and
functional drug addicts on the big screen for all to watch. Robert
Downey, Jr., made the Drug War look real bad. Supposedly,
Robert Downey, Jr., is addicted to heroin and Cocaine, (media
spin). It doesn’t take people long to realize that something is
wrong with the picture portrayed in the media of the Heroin
addict living in an abandoned building, Crack head Fred or the
“Don’t do drugs, don’t die and go away.”

Censoring My Work
From: editor@thebird.org (Deneen Sparks)
To: Drgwarwhr@aol.com 5/19/99 , you wrote:
Jay: It appears the Nazis are censoring my posts in news
groups. The trick they are using is refusing to post anything that
I write. There is no problem however if an individual posts one
of my letters in a news group. For more information call me.. I
noticed one of my posts done this way had a thread of 35.
Sincerely, Jay Lindberg

Robert Downey, Jr., was sent to prison, because he is bad
publicity for this corrupt Drug War and proof that a drug addict
is far more functional in our society than the Drug War itself.
Sending him to prison also demonstrates that cooperation in the
Drug War is mandatory, where repression takes a front seat to
health and Safety concerns.

Steve Smock: Whose doing it, Jay? Your news provider?

If you think drugs are addictive, try corruption. What we just
witnessed in the incarceration of Robert Downey, Jr., is a classic
case of Drug War addiction. The judge is a spokesperson for the
Drug War addicts and dealt with their addiction to corruption by
incarcerating the bad press. When you build a war that is based
on an addiction to corruption, rehabilitation is not going to be
citizen friendly. Drug War Addiction is a crime. It is time we
started treating the addicts like the criminals that they are.

Jay: Maybe I can find a friend that you can e-mail your posts to
and then they could post them for you? We very much want
your input. Does this sound reasonable, the e-mail and surrogate
poster thing?
Steve Smock: Keep up the good work-your right on-the
Government is Al Capone. By the way AOL banned me for
articles about CIA drug running and presidential complicity.
Later- Steve Smock Peace News:alt.thebird Deneen Sparks,
editor, THE GREAT SPECKLED BIRD

Sincerely, Jay Lindberg
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Subject: Re: Robert Downey Jr. Goes to Prison
From: “Cathy Scales” jscalesjj@earthlink.net 13 August 1999
I was a member of another news group called hard drugs something or
other. I am a 20 year opiate addict. I posted to this news group for the
1st time about the Robert Downey issue. I was shocked by the
response that I got from other addicts. So many of them said that he
deserved what he got because he had so many chances and failed. I
tried to put into words what you have just posted. You have said
exactly what has been on my mind about the whole ordeal.
I received such harsh criticism about my defense of Robert Downey
that I unsubscribed to the news group. I thought, I could find common
ground with people like me. I couldn’t have been more wrong. I came
to this news group after leaving the last. It was refreshing to hear
people out there who realize the “War on drugs” is killing our nation.
Robert Downey Jr. is an excellent actor. My main problem with his
sentence; he is totally functional in society. They threw him in a cage
because he refused to pee in a cup. You are right. If they let him get
away with it, it wouldn’t look to good to the hypocrites. They believe
that a junkie is always that person in the gutter robbing little old
ladies.
To Cathy,
Thank you for your letter. It confirms what we have known all along.
Abusing addicts (verbally, physically or with criminal persecution)
pushes them into the closets. That is obviously not a legitimate
solution to drug addiction or a legitimate solution to debate on this
destructive policy we call the “Drug War”. Criminalization and
censorship is their illegitimate solution to an honest debate or
alternatives to the status quo.
Your censors promote this war with lies and repression because they
cannot defend this Drug War in any forum, with accurate information.
Their personal attacks are wrong and can no longer be tolerated. Here
is a quote they will have a hard time swallowing. “When you benefit
from the status quo, the solution to the problem is obviously the
wrong answer.” That quote will rattle their cage.

Drug War Addicts have an economic stake in the status quo. Their
drug of choice is money and corruption which means they have their
hands on the levers of power as well. So when you come out publicly
against the Drug War in America, or question its policies, you can
expect repression as your reward. That repression will teach you how
corrupt this war really is and why it must be stopped. Don’t take
corruption lying down. Go in prepared the next time around and
remember you are not a second class citizen. Fight them with the
facts. Here are a few examples. Talking to law Enforcement, ask them
this. “If one of your Informants is involved in a Homicide, do you
push the case under the rug, or do you haul them in and charge them?”
That question will rattle their cage.
Or “If the government is bringing in illegal drugs does the Drug War
provide the ruse to eliminate their competitors?” Or “I see you are
promoting this war with bad data. Is that by definition, fraud and
Extortion, when you feed on these policies as well?”
You have to remember, most of America was taught to believe but
never how to think. Drug addicts are no different and they are far too
often, just as stupid as the general public. Addicts are being used by a
system that has a vested interest in the status quo. They don’t have the
courage, knowledge or determination to control the solutions to Drug
addiction in our society or the corruption the Drug War has created in
our institutions. But they are capable of learning what is needed to
take back our destiny. They will not respond to repression well when
they’re finally confronted with the truth. That is one reason they have
been lied to for so long.
The Drug War Nazis slapped you down. Now you have a far better
picture of what is really going on. The lies they have perpetuated in
this society are designed to enslave its citizenry and rob us of our
destiny. We have all heard that the Drug War is the exception to our
Bill of Rights. That statement is wrong and deliberately
underestimates the problem. The Drug War is the solution to our Bill
of Rights and every Pledge we have made to this nation puts us on the
wrong side of this corrupt war. It is time to take back our citizenship
from the war mongers and place them in the prisons they built to
enslave us.
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Drug War Economics and Censorship (7/13/97)

This is what we have. We have the evidence to criminalize the Drug
War Economy, lynch our oppressors and put this war in the history
books where it belongs. It is obvious to me at this point, we will
never be permitted to address the Drug War as a corrupt economic
policy for America, in public forums or the Internet. Censorship and
filters will be the response in the Corporate press and the Internet.
Government will use repression training and harassment to
marginalize in public forums. The government (Corporate) and the
press wil continue to lie through their teeth to promote this war and
consolidate power in the process.

All wars are based on economics and the first casualty of war is the
truth. The Drug War is no exception. Several years ago, I visited the
FBI building on Wilshire, with notebooks filled with government
research and the conclusions I had drawn from that research. The
research addressed economic motives behind the misrepresentation of
government research in the Drug War Economy.
My concerns keyed in on three issues and violations of the law. They
are fraud, extortion and racketeering. Violations of the commerce
code, tax fraud and conversion of funds were also addressed. So I
presented this evidence to several FBI agents down on Wilshire Blvd.
in Los Angeles.

This government cannot expect loyalty from the troops they have lied
to. When their enforcers find out what this government has done, they
will turn their guns on the oppressors. They aren’t paid enough to be
mercenaries in America.

It took them a little time to understand what the Drug War was really
about. When they saw the light they got real nervous. They just
figured out that this information was a threat to their safety.

Drug War Agendas
((1)) The police state we create will enforce our third world economy.
The Drug War (among other things) was designed as alternative
employment for the meddling masses when our industrial base was
relocated for third world labor rates. ((2)) The Drug War Economy
attacks the chief competitor to the global economy, a legitimate
domestic economy. ((3)) The Drug War Economy eliminates an
industrial competitor, hemp and the American citizen as the producer
of that industrial raw material. ((4)) The costs of the Drug War
Economy, ---The tools of repression--- prison system, police state—
eliminated investments in education, and job training, factories etc.
Building prisons replaced building factories for goods and services
for domestic and foreign markets. Our credit card economy pays for
this mess until we hang for our stupidity.

My response from the #1 crime fighting agency in America. I’d never
seen government bureaucrats so paranoid in my life. “This is a
National security issue” and “We are not allowed to look at any more
of your information.” I just chased FBI agents into their own closets
in their own building with this information and exposed another lie in
the media as well concerning the Drug War.
Their “no public debate policy” has nothing to do with protecting the
children unless they are addressing this old CIA quote. “If I told you
the truth, I would have to kill you.”, It’s to cover up lies and criminal
conduct from this corrupt war. When they tell us, think about your
children, are they implying our children will end up orphans if we
challenge this war? There is far more truth in that statement than I
want to admit. Knowledge is power, control it, is the bottom line.

Conclusion:: NAFTA and GATT could not fly without an alternative
economy. The black market and Drug War is what we got. This may
sound far fetched but choke on this. The Drug War Economy is
modeled after the opium wars between England and China over 100
years ago. One result is a forty fold increase in opium consumption.
The other results aren’t much different either. The police state we
create will enforce our third world economy. Sincerely, Jay Lindberg

The Drug War cannot be defended with accurate information. This
means, repression for the heretics will be standing orders. The ACLU
stand of don’t talk to the cops plays right into the Drug War’s hands. I
wonder if that is their intent all along.
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How does the Censorship work?

Slap Suits by the Jackboots

Something’s the answers are obvious. The filters that are provided to
you to screen out unwanted E-mail are available to the owners as
well. It is really that simple. Of course, their filters are state of the art.
There are many ways to divert and restrict the flow of information to
the public. From restricting an accurate and complete list of postings,
doing the dirty work for your advertisers, diverting the information,
hecklers, viruses, problems with access. I think I made my point. The
only way to stop the censorship is to sensor the oppressors at the
throat. Here are a few guidelines.

The motive behind a “Slap Lawsuit” is censorship and injustice. “Slap
Lawsuits” are an effective censorship tool that discourages even
investigation of improper conduct on a corporate scale. The fear of a
“Slap Lawsuit” or other reprisals will eliminate the threat of an
investigation, even by the government, if the beneficiaries of those
policies have enough influence over the system.

1) If you can think like a crook you can manipulate one. That’s how
you deal with the government.
2) The government couldn’t lie to us if the media didn’t let them. The
moral to this reality is The media is as honest as the government.
3) It is easier to slit a man’s throat while he is sleeping than after you
have kicked in his door, kicked his dog, had sex with his wife and
daughter and let him load his gun. Go for the throat, verify the kill,
then you party. This government deserves no better.

Internet Censorship without notification Date: 6/4/99
How would we put together a bill the PUC stating that customers
must be notified when their server for refuses to post or allow replies
to news group postings?
What is really interesting about existing policy is their ability to create
the illusion of noninterest on these subjects on the net? It makes the
public look like a bunch of idiots at the same time. The illusion of a
FREE PRESS is far more dangerous than knowing you do not have it
because the public is far more easily controlled. These fascist POS
deserve some street justice. We need a new slogan like “The Ruling
Class has had it in America.”

I confronted an IRS investigator with tax code violations in the Drug
War. His response, “These corporations are too powerful for us to
investigate.” I have witnessed first hand, the impact of the Drug War
economy on the FBI, California DOJ (Department of Justice), IRS,
Franchise Tax Board, San Bernardino DAs office, local law
enforcement, the courts, our representatives, the press, our churches,
local and state government. The abuse of power on our institutions
from this corrupt war is practically absolute. None of these
institutions have the courage to stand up to the abuses of power in the
Drug War and they all have their hands out. The Drug War will
continue to function by leveraging the benefits of “Deep Pockets”
political clout and covert action.
Here is my approach to attacking this war. The plan is to expose the
fraud and enforce accountability. The four elements of fraud. Fraud is
defined as the deliberate misrepresentation of evidence for economic
gain. You need a 1) victim, 2) an unwarranted benefit, 3) deliberate or
informed act of 4) misrepresentation. What we are addressing here is
called institutionalized corruption. That is just an arrogant phrase
implying the participants are above the law. They are not above the
law unless we allow it. The evidence we accumulate must be
submitted to the authorities for investigation of criminal conduct. This
approach has several advantages. 1) It makes excellent journalism. 2)
When government agencies cover up criminal conduct they become
accessories to the criminal conduct and makes them potential
criminals as well. (accomplices) 3) This approach attacks the
credibility of the mass media. and the credibility of the Drug War
Economy itself.
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Why Opposition To The Drug War is Ineffective

It is time to question whether or not the Drug War is fulfilling
its intended role. We must also address whether organizations
like DRCNET are designed to be ineffective engines of change.

INTRODUCTION: Opposing the Drug War publicly is a very
dangerous and for the most part, an unrewarding act of
citizenship in American society. It does not help matters when
institutions that we have relied on are playing both sides of the
fence, either. Soros and the ACLU are some of the best
examples of lukewarm help. They are often marginally better
that the Drug Czar in supporting meaningful change in
America’s Drug Policy. The Bottom line: Vested interests
dictate drug policy in America.

DRCNET Article: Cloths but no cigar. Former Senator Casey
says, “In every state when we did a poll, ‘Should we allow
industrial hemp to be grown for use in paper and textiles,’ the
response was 86 percent in favor. Why can’t you get that kind of
vote from politicians? Because they run for elections, and (their
opponents) would say that man is soft on drugs, or that lady is
soft on drugs.”
Response: Ask a politician why he can’t support industrial
hemp production. He will not feed you the line you are
espousing above. Your polls show broad public support for
cultivation of industrial hemp. The decision to ban industrial
hemp is made by the same people than demand inaccurate
information in the press and the same people that would be
competing in the marketplace against the American citizen and
industrial hemp. Supporting hemp cultivation is political suicide
because of opposition from our ruling class. It is more profitable
to control a market than to compete in one, is the bottom line.
Especially when the taxpayer picks up the tab. Addressing hemp
prohibition as restraint of trade is a fact the public will recognize
as the truth. It is also an indefensible position for the drug
warriors to address. DRCNET refuses to address hemp
prohibition honestly and the lies in the media require a premium
bounty from the competitors of hemp based products. I can
understand all too well why the public does not actively support
what DRCNET is doing. Half truths, politically correct BS and
payoffs are no way to drum up support for a populist movement.
People will not support someone they do not trust.

“You must learn your place in this organization” (worker) and
“we do not address economic issues.” (publicly) These two
quotes are from members of the Southern California
Headquarters of the ACLU. In 1994, we approached the ACLU
with a new attack strategy for opposing the Drug War and the
civil rights violations associated with it. The simple approach
was to expose that the government was misrepresenting its own
research to promote the Drug War. These misrepresentations
were acts of fraud and under the color of authority, extortion.
We could attack the Drug War and civil rights violations by
exposing criminal conduct inside this government.
We were set up and the ACLU response stated above revealed
vested interest in the status quo. The ACLU deliberately
provided the inferior defense that robbed us of our civil rights in
the Drug War. The Lesson: A pact with the devil is never a
bargain so watch your back and do not make alliances too
quickly. It may save your neck in the long run.
There are certain critical flaws in the strategy being used to
attack the Drug War in America. A response to the letter “Cloths
but no cigar” from DRCNET will illustrate the point.

DRCNET Article: The federal government’s rationale for
opposing hemp is detailed in a position paper by the Office of
National Drug Control Policy: “Our primary concern is the
message it would send to the public at large, “it says, “legalizing
hemp production may mean the de facto legalization of
marijuana cultivation. “

Wars are expensive and require the support of the financial
sector of our economy. This reality is taken into consideration
when examining the motives behind the War on Drugs.
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Response: This statement above is an example of misdirection.
The proper response to this statement is to explain why this
statement is true. “If you legalize hemp cultivation in America,
you will lose the support for marijuana prohibition from the
effected industries.” Proctor and Gamble, for example, are major
supporters of the Drug War, a major source of bad data about
marijuana, a major advertiser in the media and a major potential
competitor to hemp based soap products. Their lies are self
serving and protect their economic interests. The taxpayer picks
up the tab for this illegal manipulation of commerce. These are
antitrust violations and DRCNET is sitting on this information.
People do not trust DRCNET because it cannot be trusted. They
cannot win this war until they are honest with the public on why
marijuana prohibition is a reality in America.
DRCNET Article: David West, a hemp researcher, takes issue
with the ONDCP’s philosophy. He writes, “It is the current
refusal of the drug enforcement agencies to distinguish between
an agricultural crop and an industrial one that is sending the
wrong message to our children.” He draws an analogy to bread
seed poppies, which are not banned despite their opiate relatives.
Response: It is a fact that the ONDCP has a vested interest in
promoting current policy. If the ONDCP came out supporting
industrial hemp production in America this is an example of
what would happen. (1) The press would first suppress the
information. (2) The ONDCP would be purged of rogue
bureaucrats or dismantled in very short order. (3) The DOJ or
another pro-drug war agency would pick up the slack and the
media would keep a lid on the truth.
Conclusion: If hemp prohibition was not an essential element of
marijuana prohibition then it would not have been written into
law when marijuana was banned in 1937. The fact that this law
effectively banned hemp cultivation shows the existing
institutions at the time had a vested interest in this policy and
enough power to push this legislation through Congress.

FDR also signed this legislation. The fact that Hemp prohibition
is still in force, promoted with bad data, and not open to public
debate needs an explanation that is credible.
Restraint of trade and institutional corruption answers the tough
questions and dictates future policy decisions. This conclusion is
also supported by the evidence.
The public does not trust the government. The Drug War is just
another example that shows a skeptical public that they are right.
Any organization that cannot address the Drug War as a corrupt
institution encourages those corrupt policies to continue.
To those people promoting Hemp Legalization through the
initiative process. Take this advise. (1) Pick your friends and
alliances carefully. They are the ones that know your
weaknesses and exploit them. (2) Never be afraid to ask the
tough questions because you need to know the answers.
Organizations like DRCNET have compromised their integrity
by failing to confront the Drug War as a corrupt institution. That
compromise is a critical factor that needs to be addressed before
DRCNET, or others like them, can become a dynamic force that
ends hemp prohibition. An effective tool in protecting corrupt
policies is to control your opposition to them. DRCNET cannot
deal directly with the economic interests behind hemp
prohibition. That position is indefensible and requires a
legitimate explanation. It is time to ask, who runs DRCNET?
We must empower the movement to fulfill its stated objectives
or expose certain elements-policies of the movement as
government plants or obstructionists. When an institution is
corrupt, flawed policies are addressed by a wall of silence and
repression. So watch your back, question authority and never
accept silence or bad data as a legitimate response to legitimate
concerns. Drgwarwhr@aol.com
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Activist’s Terms Of Probation: Sit Down And Shut Up!

Kidwell was charged with cannabis cultivation and possession of pot
for sale. There was no evidence of the latter charge.

08 August 1999

The jury acquitted Kidwell on sales charges, but convicted him for
cultivation, even though the state medical-marijuana law clearly
allows patients and caregivers to grow pot. Despite testimony from
Dr. Fred Hakmeet, who testified that he recognized Kidwell’s use of
marijuana to alleviate his arthritic condition and lower-back pain, the
jury ruled, Kidwell had been growing strictly for recreational
purposes.

SAN FRANCISCO- The US Constitution suffered yet another
damaging hit in the name of the Drug War when ardent cannabis
activist Joe “Hemp” Kidwell was sentenced to three years’ probation
on June 15 in Los Angeles Superior Court for cultivation of
marijuana in his Venice office building. Among the conditions of
probation ordered by Judge Albert Matthews is that Kidwell is
forbidden to engage in any form of pro-pot activism, including
speaking out in public. Kidwell was also forced to terminate
operation of his medical-marijuana buyers’ cooperative, the First
Hemp Bank Distribution Network. If Kidwell violates probation, he
risks two years in state prison.

Attorney Richards attributed the jury’s confusion to the “flawed jury
instructions” given by the judge. The Judge combined possession,
cultivation and transportation into one instruction. This prevented the
jury from distinguishing between cultivation for medical and
recreational use. Judge Matthews also violated Kidwell’s rights when
he banned him from smoking marijuana outside his home.

Kidwell is prohibited from speaking to the media, including HIGH
TIMES. His appellate attorney, Ronald Richards of Century City,
made the definitive statement regarding Judge Matthews’
controversial ruling: “The probation restrictions violate the First
Amendment, the freedom to express ideologies.

Richards insists: “This decision prevents Mr. Kidwell from
demonstrating medicinal marijuana use in public. If you’re allowed to
smoke marijuana, it shouldn’t matter if it’s in public.” Ronald
Richards’ comments are reflective of his unique and colorful
relationship with his client.

Probation conditions shouldn’t be used to preclude advocating of
policy.” “There’s no remedial purpose in telling someone they can’t
promote pot when the crime was just cultivation. What crime is the
probation trying to prohibit?” Richards demands. ‘Medical?’
‘Recreational?’ It’s Just POT!

Having represented Kidwell for free in six previous rabble-rousing
confrontations, each with a victorious outcome, the Century City
attorney couldn’t afford his services pro bono for the latest trial. He
did present expert testimony as to cannabis crop yields at this trial,
and after the judge lead the prosecution to a conviction, Richards
adopted the appeal.

Kidwell was arrested on 8/10/98 by the LAPD after a cop spotted
cannabis plants in Kidwell’s office on Lincoln Boulevard, where he
and another patient were cultivating their medication, as clearly
provided for by California’s Compassionate Use Act of 1996: the
famous “Proposition 215,” an unchallenged provision of the state
health code for 3 years now.

Kidwell and Richards have been “testing” the Compassionate Use
Act since its passage in January of 1997. The objective was to have
Kidwell and other legal medical smokers get busted often enough to
clog the court calendar in West L.A. Municipal Court; and then, since
attorneys like Richards would invariably demand a full jury trial
instead of a routine plea-cop.

Ten plants were found on the roof, and four more inside the office
building;. All were beyond seedling stage at an average of 2’ tall.
None had started budding at the time of the raid.
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The police would learn eventually that they’d do better diverting
attentions to genuinely violent criminals, and harmful / addictive
drugs like crystal meth and ketamine. Ideally, the LAPD Pacific
Division would appreciate the efficacy of a medical-marijuana ID
card, similar to the system used in upstate Arcata
Thereafter, patients entitled to use marijuana would avoid arrest by
displaying the cards to suspicious officers, and the West L.A.
courthouse would be free of prosecutions for senseless, tax-wasting
petty pot cases.
Joe Kidwell made a point of smoking his medication around colorful
Venice Beach, accounting for his previous unbroken track record of
acquittals for petty busts, on preposterous police pretexts. In the last
18 months, Kidwell was charged with, “brandishing a weapon” a pot
pipe fashioned out of a deer’s antler. He was also charged with
offering an undercover narc a joint, and for smoking pot on Santa
Monica’s Third Street Promenade, even though the police record
clearly showed he had no pot on his person at the time! The
cultivation bust of his Lincoln Boulevard office is the first case he’s
lost. The judge appears determined to stop Kidwell’s political
activities.

Systematically Silencing Drug-War Dissidents
On the surface, there appear to be similarities between Kidwell’s
story and a long-standing legal episode in Hawaii involving
hemp activists Aaron Anderson and Roger Christie Indicted in
1992 for a felony known as “second-degree promotion of a
dangerous drug” (25 pounds of sterilized commercial hemp
seed) they’d imported from North Dakota, for a
decriminalization hempfest.
Anderson and Christie were offered a plea-bargain by
prosecutors, which pledging to forego any future political
activity in exchange for lenient treatment in court.

Of course they refused, and last spring the Ninth Circuit Court of
Appeals specifically condemned the prosecution’s offer as an
infringement of their First Amendment rights.
Attorney Richards of L.A. points out that in this Hawaii case, the
prosecutors had merely made an improper condition in
attempting to force a plea, whereas “the Kidwell case is much
more monumental. This is probation that has been ordered by a
judge!” Asked if he thought the two cases may indicate a trend
by which terms of plea-bargaining or probation will be used to
try to silence drug-law reform advocates, he replied,
“Each case is unique, but there is a concerted effort to
repetitively charge the most vocal marijuana activists. The trend
is that the courts are harassing medical-marijuana and Richards
are appealing both the conviction and the terms of probation.
The conviction is patients. ”Kidwell tainted, they charge, both
by the judge’s flawed jury instructions and his disallowance of
Kidwell’s recommendation to use marijuana from a second
physician. The terms of probation are challenged as flatly
unconstitutional infringements of Kidwell’s rights to free speech
and political action as an American citizen. Oral arguments are
due in the California Second District Court of Appeals in
October.
While acknowledging appeals are notoriously difficult to win,
Richards is encouraged by media attention given this one so far,
and some political developments. Shortly after the conviction, he
says he received a call from state senator Tom Hayden,
expressing concern over Judge Matthews’ restrictions and
Kidwell’s right to use medical marijuana. The concerns Senator
Hayden, and the uniformly sympathetic treatment from the
California media, indicates that even when he’s stifled by the
courts, Joe Kidwell still manages to get the rest of the world to
take note of his pro-pot crusade and all that it represents. Mark
Miller- HT 6/3/99
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DRUG WAR REPRESSION IN MY HOME

The Drug War does not run on integrity and when you turn into a
RAT, you have none. Once a RAT there is no turning back.

7/24/2000

In the late 1980s I picked up a drug war felony and went through the
criminal court system dealing with it. The usual format for court and
a drug conviction (First offense) goes something like this. Husband
pleads guilty with some jail time, probation for three to five years,
random drug testing and an ugly joint suspended sentence hanging
over his head. The wife gets a slap on the wrist as long as the husband
pleads out and some probation as well. If the husband doesn’t plead
out, both are tried but this is very rare. Defense attorneys in drug
cases go to trial in less than 1% of their caseload. If the wife violates
probation, the husband usually takes the rap to keep the family
together and becomes a cash cow for the prison industry.

Integrity has no place in this corrupt war. Several months ago,
Maureen claimed, “I will never be able to stop this war and I will
never finish the book.” As long as the Yuppie Druggies, continue
profiting from Drug War Repression in the stock market (prison
industry, and other drug war related investments) and their value as
informants eliminate the threat of criminal prosecution, they will
ignore the details and their own habits. Maureen was no different.
Maureen sold out her soul for the almighty dollar in the 1980s and
early 1990s as a project engineer for Aerojet. The weapons programs
she participated in creating, incorporated DU (Depleted Uranium)
munitions. These weapons systems were used extensively in the
battlefields of Desert Storm and the Balkans. Those weapons lead to
the radioactive contamination of those battlefields for generations.
Those systems also lead to the poisoning and death of thousands of
American and NATO troops. Aerojet is the chief producer of DU
munitions in the US.

Important: Our drug laws are written, funded and enforced within the
parameters of contracts, not logical principles concerning health and
safety. This is one reason why the drug laws are so destructive to the
citizens and so profitable for those in power. These are the basic
guidelines the courts use when a citizen gets caught up in the
probation trap. The plan is to keep the state prison systems exceeding
capacity with minimum court expense because the court
infrastructure was not in place to meet prison system demands.
Probation violations do not require court trials.

She sold out her citizenship and cannot speak because pothead
teachers in a zero tolerance drug war have no rights. She knew her
husband was targeted for government termination and participated in
the process. Her rewards, pillaging the assets of the marriage and
access to political power. The killing of Paul Wells and the
Obstruction of Justice show that went with it, was all the proof she
needed to know, cooperation was mandatory. She also knew I would
get no justice in the courts because the government wants my head
and one function of the courts is regulated repression.

A positive drug test is a ticket to state prison and drug testing will
snag over 80% of those on formal probation. Fewer than 10% will
finish their probation without going to state prison. Some finish their
probation honorably and are never sent to state prison. Most that
avoid state prison will have to take the low road, turn into an
informant and sell out their friends and family to stay out of prison.
Yuppies druggies are the worst.

This next exhibit is personal. In 1991 our home was ripped off. The
thieves stole some tools and my pothead wife’s stash. When they got
caught they turned into rats and were never charged. Two weeks later,
our house got raided by the Glendora Police.

LESSON: There is too much money and illegitimate power in the
status quo. Don’t get busted with a yuppie. They far too often, turn
into cowards and rats when the drug war threatens their corrupt ass. I
ended up doing six months in rehab, six months in LA County Jail
and two additional years of formal probation for my wife’s pot habit.
Here is a lesson for the public and the yuppie potheads.
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They broke up her stash into ¼ ounce packages and I got hit with
Possession for sales, Marijuana, a felony. My wife denied
responsibility for her pot habit and her pot to protect her ass and job.
She picked up a child endangerment conviction before the ordeal was
over. (She lacked the courage to fight the fascist in the courts.) The
coward class deserves their chains.
A coward with power will soon be a thief. In 1995, she learned the
ways of the rat and became a participant in a snitch welfare program
in the local school system. She was able to exclude her criminal
record (thrown out of San Gorgonio High School at 16 for possession
of Marijuana, her felony drug convictions in 1989 and child
endangerment conviction in 1992) on her application to teach in the
San Bernardino School District (a felony) because the FBI deleted her
criminal record from their data banks. She has been teaching there for
five years now. Being a rat and a former project engineer for depleted
uranium munitions will open many doors in the future. It also
provides her with the luxury of ignoring her drug habits and drug
policy guidelines for teachers in this state. As long as she keeps her
mouth shut she is above the law and she knows it.
Now she is learning the benefits from illegitimate power and turning
it into loot. Being a rat gives her the power to ignore the rules and
feed her political ambitions. With her political ambitions, she will be
a loyal beneficiary of this fascist state and a legitimate threat to our
citizenship, very soon. She will be another Dianne Swinestein feeding
at the police state trough in no time. Welcome to America. WHERE
THE RAT IS KING, or in this case, queen.
LESSON: Once again, don’t get busted with a yuppie. They far too
often, turn into cowards and rats when the drug war threatens their
corrupt ass. This next letter is from Peace in the Valley in Fontana,
California. It will give you some insights into how convoluted this
war can be. By the way, I like this church. They look after their
congregation and they are involved in the community. They have also
taken a few lumps from local politicians when they stood up to
injustice. I respect them for that. Sincerely, Jay Lindberg
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International Drug War Crimes Tribunals Gets
Hijacked 4/99
To the members of IDWCT and associates:
(International Drug War Crimes Tribunals)
I asked the simple question to GranVizier@webtv.net “ If you
did not expect us to accept violence as inevitable in ending this
war then why did you use these lyrics of ‘Life During Wartime”
by the TALKING HEADS as a theme song? The answers to a
letter I wrote to GranVizier@webtv.net on Sunday is an
example of why I could not continue to be involved with this
group and left it several weeks ago. I have provided a little
background.
I was in on the ground floor of this group and some of my
comments played a significant role in the founding of it. My
work has been demanding War Crimes Tribunals for the
oppressors since 1995 when I first released my “Drug War
Industrial Policy Project.” When IDWCT started less than two
months ago I was interested but I knew that for the organization
to be effective it would need to be proactive and run far
differently than most of the other Anti-Drug War groups. If this
group was serious about real IDWCT we must build the
machine that would get us their, and generate the popular
support that could hold Drug War criminals accountable for
their crimes in our courts. GranVizier had other plans.
IDWCT was a brand new organization and as I understood
nothing was written in stone. If we developed our policies
democratically with honest and open dialog we had the potential
to have several thousand members in a very short time. Probably
less than a year. The reasoning behind that was simple. When
they built this war with lies they couldn’t defend it with accurate
information. When you profit from those lies this war becomes a
war against American Citizens for profit. That is what we call
Treason in American, and Treason is a Capital Crime.
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When we confront law enforcement with this information and
remind them they are citizens they no longer have the stomach
for this war. When the time comes they will not defend the
traitors. They were conned into waging an unjust war on
American citizens. They will demand their pound of flesh.

This infrastructure transfer played a major role in the corruption,
systematic destruction and poverty that is so rampant in South
and Central America. The machine that created this destruction
is the same machine that created the Drug War economy in
America.

The demand for real Drug War Crime Tribunals is here and its
time has come. Drug War Crime Tribunals can succeed where
others have floundered for years because it addresses the abuses
of this Dirty ass war honestly, proactively and creates the
mechanism that will administer Real justice to our oppressors.

When George Bush claimed Noreiga was worse than Hitler he
might have been right, that explains why George Bush put
Noriega on the CIA payroll in the first place.

WHAT we got instead was a little dictator with policies set in
stone that nobody knew about. This is how the FEDS work. We
had no debate and no vote on a strategy that would make DWCT
a reality. Once again, THIS IS HOW THE FEDS WORK.
GranVizier wants a Holocaust library with us in it. Maybe he
can sell it to the Feds. He also cut the membership off at two
dozen which insures popular support for DWCT will never be a
reality through this organization. One other thing. We don’t need
another bullshit puppet show for the FEDS. It will accomplish
nothing but divide and conquer.
IDWCT initials stand for International Drug War crime
Tribunals. They claim they want to create is a Holocaust
Museum. Here is the way I look at this mess we are living in. It
Ain’t pretty but at least its honest. When dealing with this Drug
War I can honestly say that Hitler and the Nazis were a better
class of people.
I base that conclusion on this simple fact. Hitler and the Nazis
were a product of the ruling class in America in the 1920s and
1930s. His war machine depended on American Capital as seed
money in the early thirties and their policies were dictated by
America’s ruling class as well. When Hitler was defeated these
same scum created the forerunner to our CIA and supervised the
transfer of over 20,000 bureaucrats and scientists from Germany
and dispersed them throughout North and South America.

The bottom line: What is more dangerous, Hitler or the
machine that created him. If you claim it is Hitler because he
is dead you are politically correct and you will make a good
little Nazi for the next one. If you claim “The Machine” you
answered incorrectly. You are dead.
GranVizier’s response to the question, “If you didn’t expect us
to accept violence as inevitable in ending this war, then why did
you use the lyrics to ‘Life During Wartime” to set the mood for
this group?” is stated below. In a message dated 4/12/99
10:57/99 AM Pacific Daylight time.
GranVizier@webtv.net writes: (Lyrics follow)
Dear Drug War Whore: (I believe the whore in the loop is you)
A). Those lyrics set the mood for life in America today:
Humvees humming down the Interstate Defense Highway
System; young men and women dressed in camo being ‘the best
they can be’; black choppers hover overhead; paramilitary cops
gunning down unarmed civilians, even the St. Patrick’s parade is
a grim war march and a salute to our military prowess. War is in
the air. I sent out these lyrics because I want people to recognize
the warring environment we find ourselves in — this ain’t no
party…
RESPONSE: So what are we supposed to do about it? You are
not suggesting nonviolence here and you know it. You are
suggesting we go toe-to-toe when you know we are outgunned.
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B). Kindly point out to me where you think these lyrics
encourage or promote violence as an action or solution of any
kind. I think not. Jimmy Carter spoke of “the moral equivalent
of war’ but was laughed down because the acronym of was
MEOW!

Conclusion: While some of this may seem a little childish and it
probably is, but there is an important lesson to be learned as
well. Justice for our oppressors would provide the legitimate
threat we will need to end this corrupt war. Exposing the
corruption from the scum at the top can also neutralize the army
in the field.

RESPONSE: Don’t be feeding me that plausible deniability
bullshit. What the fu** are you afraid of. You sound like the
fucking Feds. When an informant can pillage and kill with
immunity this is a real war.

It does not take a rocket scientist to figure this out. Nonviolent
opposition to corruption is not a legitimate threat to anyone,
but the fool that goes into battle believing it.

C). On the inevitability of violence: frankly, I’m surprised there
hasn’t been any significant violent response from the
persecuted.

I recognized early, that the machine that was being built with
IDWCT, would not be a legitimate threat to the Drug War and
burn up talent while the machine ground us into dust.

RESPONSE: The above statement implies a violent response is
legit. I have a battery of a police officer on my record.
Sometimes you have to fight. When you expose the conduct and
motives behind this war as criminal there is a legitimate
foundation to fight back. What’s your excuse for nonviolence at
this point?

FREEDOM OF THE PRESS
“There is no such thing… as an independent press… There is
not one of you who dares to write your honest opinions, and if
you did, you know beforehand that it would never appear in
print. I am paid weekly for keeping my honest opinion out of the
paper I am connected with. Others of you are paid similar
salaries for similar things, and any of you who would be so
foolish as to write honest opinions would be out on the streets
looking for another job…

You wanna shoot someone? Go ahead!
You wanna organize an armed guerrilla resistance and
counteroffensive? Go ahead! I’ll even send you a couple a
bucks! And as I said before, I’ll come to your trial, visit you in
prison. or pay my respects at your funeral. What kind of
flowers do you like?

The business of the journalist is to destroy the truth; to lie
outright; to pervert, to vilify; to fawn at the feet of mammon,
and to sell his country and his race for his daily bread… what
folly is this toasting an independent press? We are the tools and
vassals of rich men behind the scenes. We are the jumping
jacks, they pull the strings and we dance. Our talents, our
possibilities and our lives are all the property of other men. We
are intellectual prostitutes.”

Response: You smell more like bacon all the time. You
wouldn’t have the courage to show up at a trial unless you were
a pig or a rat. If you were a pig or a rat you would be a witness
and have to be there. Tell me pig. How much money does Gen.
McDick and the Reno Bitch have to start an insurrection? I
don’t want your respect or flowers. I want your head.

John Swinton, former Chief of staff to the New York Times, in
a toast before the New York Press Club in 1953
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The Hunt For Justice
Is the Government using informants to target the families of activists
in America? This chapter is an introduction to a documentary of
Corruption as it exists in America. It deals with the killing of my
mom’s husband, Paul A. Wells in 1997, the Obstruction of Justice
Show that protects those killers/assassins and the Hunt for Justice that
exposed how things really work in America. If you wonder why the
press has not jumped all over this case, the answer is obvious, the
Drug War is big business and they are in the loop.
Thought for the Day
An Honest cop rises to power on the carcasses of corrupt Supervisors
Another Thought
Expecting Justice in this System is like sticking your thumb up your
ass and expecting to pull out a Gold Nugget.

How is your mom handling this?
From: policy.office@mihra.org (Roger Bunn) 5/6/99 12:29:30 AM
To: Drgwarwhr@aol.com

Is she (mom) a Christian lady or has she some inner support?
These things take a while to resolve, and you need a
parliamentarian on your side too. Rr
To Roger: Because there is no closure she cannot grieve. She
bounces between frustrated, wounded and mad as hell. She
(mom) puts up with a lot less shit from people than she used to.
When they pulled this shit on this family, I got mean.
5/6/99 1:52:44 AM Pacific Daylight Time
Re: In a few short words, This is reality

Yes, she is very Christian. She has an MBA and she put her life
and future on hold to take care of him. She made that her life for
most of the last 15 years. He wasn’t in real bad shape most of the
time but he was rough on himself in his younger days, before he
married mom. A fifth a day, 3 packs of smokes, quick tempered.
They got control of his health care and manipulated his
prescriptions while she was in South Carolina dealing with her
brother’s funeral. She was gone about two weeks. I didn’t find
out Larry Conley was a Rat until months after Paul Died. I knew
they were above the law. An informant has more power in a city
than the mayor. We found out after he died that he suffered from
auditory hallucinations since W.W.II. He still had shrapnel in his
head from that war.
What bothers mom the most, I believe, is she took very good
care of Paul and it was her responsibility. He didn’t have to die.
God didn’t take him. Those bastards did. He was a pain in the
ass but so is mom when she wants to be. When these people
found out about the money they went after this family like
sharks. They went after my parents like the Corporate Raiders in
the 1980s. They pulled down at least $10,000 a day on this
Hospice kill. You cannot make this type of money killing off
Senior citizens without paying tribute to lots of county officials.
From the way the cover-up went down, San Bernardino is
corrupt to the core. Every government agency that had
jurisdiction in this case stonewalled. The Medical Board,
Coroner’s Office, DA, local Police, county Sheriff’s Office, VA
Inspector General, California Department of Justice, FBI, courts
and the media have tried to bury this killing. This RAT was
expendable. Someone in the government gave Larry Conley
(THE RAT) the green light to do it. I got to bring these people
down and the corrupt system that made Larry Conley so damn
powerful. Corruption does that you know. .
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Chapter IX: Building a Fascist State

Speech supporting the Invasion of Iraq
By Jay Lindberg (8-13-02)

Thought for the Day

Fighting for your freedom is far easier than
groveling because you have none.

Many claim that the invasion of Iraq is not about terrorism or
stockpiles of weapons of mass destruction. That the real agenda
is to use the tax base as a funding tool to control access to the oil
and natural gas deposits for the industrial world. They claim this
is a power grab and smear the work of this great and honorable
nation by calling our conduct imperialism, colonialism, tyranny
or the criminal acts of a New World Order. That type of slander
is un-American. When they speak such slander I bite my lip to
conceal my rage. I was raised in a military family and my
ancestors fought in our revolution that gave us the liberties that
we now enjoy. I find the sounds of these traitorous Americans
unacceptable. Thanks to the Patriot Act I can look forward to
the day when we no longer tolerate their insolence.

Pledge of Obedience For the 21st Century
I Pledge Blind Obedience to the Corporate Flag
and the Ruling Class in America
and to the Government for which it stands
One Corporation Enforced with Repression
Injustice and Brutality for All
This one is honest and you can see its teeth

GOD has blessed this nation with the strongest economy and the
most powerful military of all time for one mission. That mission
is to be the benevolent servants of our almighty GOD and the
protector of life, liberty and prosperity for the rest of mankind.

QUOTE: “There are some things the general public does not
need to know and shouldn't. I believe democracy flourishes
when the government can take legitimate steps to keep its
secrets, and when the press can decide whether to print what it
knows..'' -Katherine Graham, owner of the Washington Post, to
a class of CIA recruits in Langley, 1988-Nov

This noble role requires this nation to use force when necessary
to right the wrongs of tyrants that threaten peace in the global
community. Remember, GOD will not let us strike out against
Saddam Hussein, his religion and his evil regime if it was not
meant to be. To believe that things work any other way, you
would have to be a spy for a foreign power, a reader of their
godless propaganda and anti-Christian. Our GOD created a
place called HELL for people just like that. This is the natural
order of things. It is called Manifest Destiny.

Introduction to Speech supporting the Invasion of Iraq
If anyone reading this book has wondered, can the author really
think like these guys, this speech should answer your question.
This was for a speech club I belong to in San Bernardino, Ca.
It’s called the Inland Empire Debating Society. Friends of mine
actually threw me out of their homes when they read this speech
and Democrats questioned me about my loyalties. What was
really interesting is how many Republicans loved it. Spooky..

So why must we invade Iraq? There are four basic reasons.
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Reason One: Iraq will not use their natural resource, oil, in a
responsible way. Oil is a strategic industrial raw material. With
existing technologies, no industrial nation can survive without
access to oil. All the natural resources on this planet were placed
here by our GOD and those resources are to be used responsibly
to promote Christianity, peace and prosperity. The present
regime and its leader, Saddam Hussein, in Iraq wishes to use the
natural resources of that country to defy God and promote
criminal activities.
Those criminal activities oppose the natural order of things and
the Manifest Destiny of the United States. We must teach this
non-Christian and the Global Community an important lesson. If
they attempt to misuse the resources given by God they will be
punished. The United States Government has been given the
authority to intercede, punish the offenders and take control of
those resources from the evil ones. If we do not live up to this
noble mission, our God will destroy this world with fire.

Reason Two: We must protect the oil and Natural Gas fields
north of Afghanistan. The oil and natural gas deposits found in
the breakaway republics of the former Soviet Union will meet
the needs of Christian Europe of the next fifty years. We cannot
allow the Moslem world to enslave Christian Europe by denying
the fuel to run their industrial heart lands. We must help our
Christian brothers in Europe by whatever means necessary.
To secure control of those God given resources we must build
the military infrastructure in the region. The liberation of Iraq
will give us the right to build the needed infrastructure in the
region. Once Iraq has been liberated, we will immediately begin
the construction of military bases in the former evil empire of
Saddam Hussein. American military bases in Iraq will provide
the umbrella of security that will keep Europe, Christian and free
through the middle of this century. This is our destiny and
simply part of the Natural order of things.

Reason Three: Iraq’s disrespect for Manifest Destiny and the
Natural order of things. Even after we defeated his army and
allowed him to stay in power, Saddam Hussein ignored our
benevolent acts and continued to threaten his neighbors with
weapons of mass destruction. He has learned nothing and taken
our acts of forgiveness as a sign of weakness. He believes we
have no resolve.
Unfortunately, because of his acts, the entire population of Iraq
must suffer through another humiliating defeat to right the
wrongs of their leadership.
This time, however, we will not stop until we have liberated Iraq
from their tyrant and secured the peace. This will not be easy. It
will take time to replace the present regime with responsible
leadership but it is our obligation as a benevolent ruler and only
remaining superpower to fulfill this role. In our new world
leadership role we must bear the burden and the responsibility
for maintaining peace in the world. That means dealing with evil
men swiftly and justly and replacing them with responsible
Alternatives.

Reason Four: Send a message to those a home attempting to
subvert the destiny of this great nation. After we have defeated
Saddam Hussein and installed new leadership to that country, it
will be time to turn our energies to Homeland Security.
We must weed out the malcontents, troublemakers and
nonconformists, Democrats, Greens and Libertarians. When
Saddam Hussein and his criminal allies are no more, these
domestic terrorists will realize they are next. They will try to
hide among the general population and avoid responsibility for
their conduct when America was still weak, soft and tolerant
They deserve no quarter and none will be given. When they are
no more, we will proudly state the greatness of this country,
once again with pride and resolve in public.
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Conclusion

Rebuttal

Every year, this country spends tens of billions of dollars and
hires hundreds of thousands of loyal, God fearing Americans to
gather intelligence. This intelligence is then processed by career
specialists all over this nation.

For those that oppose our participation in the liberation of Iraq,
you have learned nothing from history and have a poor grasp of
how our government works during a crisis. Government is about
the acquisition and distribution of resources through the
manipulation of power. Global economic and political policy is
based on these higher principles. The Rule of Law on the other
hand is about population control. The Rule of Law simply does
not apply to Manifest Destiny.

Their one purpose in life is to protect this nation and all of
humanity from a dangerous world run by unscrupulous terrorists
like Saddam Hussein. Their intelligence and leadership lead us
to the victorious end of the Cold War. Now the United States is
the undisputed leader of the Christian free world. With that
leadership role comes the responsibility to liberate tyrants the
citizens cannot replace. In this New World Order, sometimes
America will have to invade a nation to liberate its people.

My colleagues have put forth powerful arguments for and
against the Liberation of Iraq but it really comes down to this.
Will the Liberation of Iraq be a righteous war for a noble cause
with God on our side or is it a misguided endeavor with dubious
motives and wicked agendas. While my arguments may appear
racist and promote religious prejudice, that is not my intention. I
am simply assessing the invasion of Iraq in the global
perspective of the NWO and long term National Security
Agendas. To ignore these agendas is to provide an incomplete
assessment of the situation. My colleagues in this debate have
chosen to ignore this prospective, for the most part, for health
and safety concerns. So lets review the four basic reasons I have
stated for the liberation of Iraq within NWO parameters.

This decision is not taken lightly because America’s troops will
be placed in Harms Way. If the experts say, that a military
invasion of another nation is necessary and appropriate then we
should support that decision. They are the experts, they alone
have the background to make that call. In times of crisis such as
these second guessing the experts and our elected leaders is
dangerous and Un-American. We elected these leaders and they
are the ones we gave authority to because they are capable
enough to make the tough decisions and responsible enough to
do the right thing.

Reason One- Iraq is not using their natural resource, oil, in a
responsible way. At the present time, Iraq is selling an estimated
million barrels a day on the "Black Market". We believe these
black market revenues are financing investments in terrorism
and weapons of mass destruction. This practice must be stopped.

We live in a Democracy. The time to question the leadership is
at the ballot box, not in times of crisis. The last great time of
turmoil for this country was the 1960s during the Vietnam War.
We lost that war when uninformed Americans filled the streets
to protest the decisions of our leaders and the patriotic
Americans serving throughout our intelligence community. We
should not allow uninformed Americans to interfere with the
successful liberation of Iraq If the liberation of Iraq is meant to
be, it will be up to us to do it. GOD BLESS AMERICA

Reason Two- We must secure the oil and natural gas fields north
of Afghanistan to meet the needs of Europe for the next fifty
years. This will promote stable economic growth for Europe
without the outbreak of Oil Wars in the region as long as those
oil fields are secure and under OUR control.
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Reason Three- Iraq's disrespect for Manifest Destiny To secure
the peace and promote prosperity in the region we must remove
Saddam Hussein from power. When this is accomplished, we
will have demonstrated to the world and specifically our
potential enemies our resolve to neutralize rogue nations and
their leaders. In the words of Henry Kissinger, winner of the
Noble Peace Prize and former Secretary of State, "We cannot
allow people to choose the wrong government."
Reason Four- Send a message to those a home attempting to
subvert the destiny of this great nation. To secure the peace in
the global community, we must demonstrate a focused resolve at
home. We cannot show the global community that we have a
wavering citizenry that refuses to fulfill our superpower
obligations. Thanks to the passage of the Patriot act, this nation
has been given the tools to defeat those rogue and misguided
citizens that are determined to subvert our destiny.
Conclusion
We are entering a brave new world where conventional forces
can be strategically neutralized through terrorist attacks. A world
where biological weapons and nuclear waste in the wrong hands
can kill our entire species. This brave new world requires this
nation to look far beyond the abilities of a nation's conventional
forces and into the mindsets of every nation's leaders. With
existing technologies we have reached the point where we
cannot allow the people to choose the wrong governments.
Saddam Hussein is a survivor with ambitions of world conquest.
Saddam Hussein also understands our National Security
objectives for the Middle East.

Saddam Hussein must be terminated before his opportunity to
destroy our civilization and way of life becomes a reality.
The bottom line: As Dr. Little, a former NSA analysts has stated.
We supported Saddam Hussein's rise to power in Iraq and made
him what he is today. He also blames the CIA and power
brokers for this mess. I agree. We even agree that we created
Saddam Hussein and when Saddam Hussein ran amok, it
became our responsibility to take him out and clean up the mess
we created. We even agree that with the assassination teams we
have in Iraq already, executing Saddam Hussein will not be
difficult. We can also agree that if Saddam Hussein can smuggle
a million barrels of oil out of his country a day that he has a
functional distribution plan for biological and radiological
weapons to the major population centers of his enemies.
Whether that plan has been implemented, we do not know.
But we do know this. Time is not on our side and the execution
of Saddam Hussein will initiate the attempted release of those
WMD he already has. If Saddam Hussein acquires the capacity
to develop a virus like EBOLA we can expect that weapon
system to be deployed. I also doubt the technology exists to
contain the release of EBOLA or something similar in our major
population centers. The invasion of Iraq with American troops.
is the only logical option. There is one other benefit to a
unilateral invasion by American troops. We can guarantee the
secrecy of past national security operations with Iraq.
God bless America. Land of the free and home of the brave. By
Jay Lindberg 8/13/2002

He has access to weapons of mass destruction because this
country supplied them to him during the Reagan \ Bush
administrations under the cloak of National Security. With his
present resources, the only way he can achieve his goals is to use
those weapons of mass destruction against Israel and the US.
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Building a Fascist Corporate State

I witnessed part of the covert funding mechanism that ties him
directly into Redevelopment Contracts in the area. It’s like welfare
for the snitch. It was also tied to several brokers in LA and Orange
county. Projects he works on are usually funded without permits (no
paper trail) and most of the time, inspectors are powerless to stop
him. He was constantly in the Mayor office (Mayor Minor) and a
good friend of Supervisor Jerry Eaves.

These drug laws do not make any sense based on the facts for a very
good reason. They are fulfilling their intended role. If your goal is the
consolidation of wealth and power on a global scale, which is what
we are seeing on a global scale (consolidate markets) then you need
an enforcement mechanism for that control. The Drug War is creating
and financing that enforcement mechanism. It’s nothing personal,
Just business.

He got busted in the 80s and he turned into a government informant,
A RAT. Now he is part of this corrupt system. Here is a taste of the
system on the street level.

This corporate government of America is refusing to address Drug
War Corruption with honest investigations and prosecutions. They are
not ignoring Drug War Corruption. They are feeding on it instead.
The Drug War is another example of government in the pirate mode.
Here is a look at the drug war as regulated repression on the streets of
San Bernardino.

He chased a department of Water and Power employee off a property
with a hatchet. He had already taken that hatchet to the power box.
He was trying to steal the property. The owner called the cops and
they initially refused to arrest him. He was then site released and
back on the street in less than an hour. He could sell drugs in the
community and he did so with immunity. Some of the drugs were out
the evidence lockers.

Supporting Data. I’ve gone into some strange places to understand
how this machine works and what it will take to bury it. This article
gives insights on how a ruling class war becomes institutionalized
through legislation, corruption and covert action. Here is a clip of the
Drug War from the dark side. A taste of how things really work in
America.

One scam he used often was to break into boarded up homes and rent
them out after bypassing the electric meter and turning on the water.
If he wanted a vacant property cheap, he would break into the vacant
properties, steal the cabinets and fixtures and tear up the place. Then
he would buy the properties for a song and use redevelopment money
to fix them up. He would then reinstall the cabinets and fixtures and
pad the invoices by charging for fixtures he had stolen in the first
place. He should have been rich but he has an addiction, Indian
Bingo.

I was working for a local contractor, that had no license, but that was
OK. His name is John Powers. He is one of those Government
informants / Operatives/ agents that went through a name change and
all the other Bullshit. I got some insights into how the Drug War
protects employees, their assets and operatives. John is on of them.
This guy is responsible for an incredible amount of crime in this city
and I can not say it loud enough, He is ABOVE THE LAW. Rumor
is, his mom is a Federal Judge in Los Angeles. (Reminds us of Dan
Burton’s son don’t it.)

He is above the law and uses that fact to rape, pillage and plunder the
community with immunity. All this destruction had the intended side
effect of promoting law enforcement budgets. Don’t you love it when
a plan comes together. Informants create crime, sell drugs and
promote the need for law enforcement budgets. This is the Drug War
business. This system is all fucked up.
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John Powers was no idiot, far from it. He knew I was an activist and
opponent to this war. He was probably suppose to keep an eye on me
as well. He has a law background from somewhere and he
understands the politics of the Drug War as it relates to ruling class
objectives. He is part of it. I used him to get a better understanding of
the Drug War and develop strategies for attack. He used me to
understand where and how Drug War would be attacked in the future.
This is one of his interpretations of seized assets and the
circumstances in which he addressed it. I was addressing the need
oppose the Drug War with funding from the black market itself.
History had shown this to be an effective attack strategy and the Drug
War Economy was founded on this principle. John Powers stated, one
key function of seized assets legislation is to eliminate this threat.
Seized assets legislation regulates access to power by controlling who
will accumulate wealth from the black market and who will have their
assets pillaged by the government. When he stated the true objectives
of seized assets legislation I knew he was scum, Ruling Class Scum.
This ruling class prospective is a reality, that dictates, economic and
legislative power on a global scale. We don’t have to like it. We have
to kill it. This is the foundation of Drug War repression we are dealing
with today. The Drug War is a self financing enforcement mechanism
for the ruling class. It is an artificially created institution that cannot
be supported with accurate information.
Conclusion: For a long time now I have been stating, “we have to put
this Drug War in a global prospective.” We are going through a
consolidation of wealth and power on a global scale by multinational
corporations and banking interests. This war on drugs is a major
enforcement mechanism and self financing asset that is being used to
make it happen. When we call it a Drug War, we are only half right.
It’s a war all right, but it’s not about drugs. It’s about power and the
control of resources on a global scale.

Senator Wants To Extend Marijuana Prohibition To Include
Medical Research 4/9/98
April 9, 1998, Washington, DC:. Senate approved a “sense of the
Senate” resolution on April 3 denying funding for any future medical
marijuana research projects. The amendment was introduced by Sen.
Gordon Smith (R-Oregon) is included in Senate Concurrent
Resolution 86, a measure outlining Congressional budgets for the next
five years. Although the amendment is not legally binding, the
resolution may influence Congress when determining funding levels
for health and research programs.
“The language Smith proposed represents the extreme position of
those in Congress who stand against the use of marijuana as a
medicine,” said NORML Executive Director R. Keith Stroup. “This
amendment is a slap in the face to respected scientific and medical
institutions such as the National Institutes of Health (NIH), the
American Medical Association (AMA), the National Academy of
Sciences, the American Cancer Society, and others, recently urged the
federal government to facilitate clinical trials to better determine
marijuana’s therapeutic potential.”
Senate Amendment 2180 states that “no funds appropriated by
Congress will be used to fund, support, or to compel any individual,
institution, or government entity to support any item, good, benefit,
program, or service, for the purpose of marijuana for medicinal
purposes. ”Smith argued that his amendment will help ensure that
America’s children are not sent mixed messages on drug use. Federal
funds should only be spent on research to discover more effective
prescription medications, and not on the medicinal use of an illegal
drug that is highly addictive and dangerous,” he added.
Presently, scientific protocols examining marijuana’s medical
potential must receive federal funds. According to Rick Doblin —
head of the Multidisciplinary Association for Psychedelic Studies this
is because the only legal supplier of marijuana for research purposes
remains NIDA, and that agency will only consider providing
marijuana to projects that have passed the NIH grant review process.
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Presently, the NIH is funding only one study regarding marijuana’s
medical potential. “Senator Smith’s amendment suggests that he cares
more for anti-medical marijuana rhetoric than he does for people who
suffer from the diseases for which marijuana is claimed to be
effective in treating,” said Doblin, who also serves of NORML’s
board of directors. “Hopefully, neither he nor any of his loved ones
will come to regret this triumph of ideology over medicine. ”Senate
Con. Res. 86 now goes to the House for consideration. For more
information, please contact either Paul Armentano or Keith Stroup of
NORML @ (202) 483-5500.

Judicial opinions containing extensive verbatim recitations from
the brief of the prevailing side are the rule, and most of these,
particularly in the federal system (which has ample taxpayer
money for such conveniences), are written by law clerks or
secretaries, not by judges.
Sadly, there are more disquieting realities about judges that need
some public daylight on them. Just as all judges are not
intellectually and educationally equal, the proportion of judges
who are dishonest, who are on the take, who harbor prejudices
against parties or counsel, is far greater than the lay public
realizes. (The classic example of Catch 22 is a community in
West Texas which got rid of an illiterate district judge only to
have the governor appoint the town drunk to succeed him.)

A Lawyer’s view of the Justice System
by Joseph H. Delaney 15 July 1999

Corruption is rampant in courts at every level throughout the
country. It is equally rampant among prosecutors and law
enforcement people. You cannot write a realistic law story
without taking this into account. The primary corrupting
influence is the drug business. As Al Capone bought the justice
system in Cook County, Illinois, back in the 1920s, the dope
interests own contemporary justice. (They have more money
than Al did, even accounting for inflation.)

The following, written by a practicing lawyer, is excerpted
under the doctrine of fair use, from an article entitled “So, You
Want to Write a Law Story?", in the July/August, 1999, issue of
Analog Science Fiction and Fact, Vol. CXVIX No. 7 & 8:
… Contrary to popular notion and to egotistical belief among
judges (particularly federal judges), getting elected or appointed,
taking the oath of office and donning a judicial robe is not the
equivalent of pouring legal knowledge into the judicial head.

Only the little guy, the so-called “mule,” sees the inside of a
cell. Of the many I have defended there has not been a single
one who did not tell me, in strict and privileged confidence, that
when arrested he had at least twice the quantity he was charged
with possessing (the rest got new owners).

Corruption, in all its many forms, is also a fact of life. There are
many ways to ascend to the bench, not the least uncommon of
which is for the judge to buy the office. These range from
political influence, powerful friends in the state capitol or
national government, to public apathy and correspondingly little
or no opposition to his/her investment, the latter situation being
endemic throughout the country.

Realistically — and realism is the lifeblood of an Analog story
— there is a world of difference between what the law is and
what finally emerges from the system. If drama is your bag and
you really like your protagonist squirming, just inject a little of
this reality into the mix. There is no greater shock than to find
that even with both law and the facts in your favor your
constitutional rights are worthless because you can’t get the
crooked regime to enforce them. Who knows, you might even
do society some good with such a story.

Too frequently the best, most able, most successful lawyer
disdains to sacrifice himself on the bench, so the mediocre
lawyer fills in for him/her, to enjoy the comfort and security of
public employment/ entrenched incumbency. Lack of
competition provides little incentive to study and many such
judges never crack a book, preferring to simply order all parties
to file briefs while taking cases under advisement.
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Oklahoma Threatens Death

SACRIFICE TO GOVERNMENT SECRECY

6/25/99

On February 1, a bill was introduced in the Oklahoma House of
Representatives that would give life in prison without parole or the
death penalty for anyone who is at least 18 years old and convicted of
“using or soliciting the use of services of a person less than 18 years
of age to distribute, manufacture, dispense, transport or cultivate”
marijuana or other illegal drugs. If enacted, this poorly worded bill,
(H.B. 1012), would impose the ultimate penalty even on an
18-year-old who discusses with a 17-year-old the possibility of
growing marijuana. The House of Representatives passed this bill on
March 8 with an unanimous 100-0 vote, but the Senate did not
address it before the legislature adjourned for the year. H.B. 1012 is
being held over in the Senate Appropriations Committee where it
might be revived next year.
Response by Jay: Great. Just what we needed, another slave bill.
While I am opposed to furnishing drugs to minors, I realize the
government will have no problem using a bill like this to terrorize
opponents to this corrupt little war. All they need to do is take one of
their rats and file a criminal complaint against an opponent of this war
and we are fighting for our lives in their courts. That’s all it takes.

MICHAEL LEVINE 7-13-98 Expert Witness Radio Show
WBAI 99.5 FM..NYC Host: Mike Levine Expert53@aol.com

I did an Expert witness radio show two weeks ago, with Monica
Jensen-Stevenson (author of Spite House) and Marine Colonel Tom
McKenney, who commanded the marine Hunter-Killer squads in
Vietnam. During the show Colonel McKenney told of teams of
snipers under his command being assigned targets to kill by the CIA,
who were “innocent POWs” whose very existence threatened to
reveal the State Department and CIA had lied to America about our
involvement in Vietnam.
He further told of an honorably serving Black captain (not a POW or a
turncoat) who had been targeted for death by the CIA, for his
involvement with the US antiwar movement. As if this weren’t
enough he told of being present when an American pilot had crashed
(and survived) in the China Sea, was abandoned and left to die by his
commanders, because he was “too close to China.” And that he
(McKenney) knew of other similar incidents.
Days later I received a card from a man who covered the withdrawal
from Vietnam by CBS who said, “our coverage made the CNN nerve
gas story look like pabulum”.

One other point needs to be raised. I smoked my first joint when I was
16 years old. I seriously doubt, that somewhere between me smoking
that joint and the fields that produced it, an adult was not in the loop.
This slave bill suggests that person deserves slavery in our penal
system until death does they part.

There is enormous credible evidence, unanswered to date by anyone
in authority, indicating that CIA and State Department were ordering
the murders of innocent Americans who had gone out to serve
thinking their nation was behind them, only to find that what was
behind them were beasts a lot more detestable than anything we were
facing on the other side of the battle lines.

I do not feel that person deserves this punishment but I know someone
that deserves worse. The POS (Pieces of Shit) that wrote these laws,
the corporate pigs that lobbied for these laws, the fascist press that
promoted these laws and the Drug War economy that lives off these
laws deserves a traitors justice and the wrong end of meat hooks and
piano wire. The lucky ones should dangle from a hemp rope.

In my thirty years of working for this government in one capacity or
another, it was accepted wisdom that the last place you went to for the
real nitty gritty of what was going on, was the top. April Oliver is a
true professional investigator, with whom I once worked when she
was working for MacNeill Lehrer News, is standing by her story. She
will suffer the same kind of fate that Gary Webb the author of “Dark
Alliance” suffered.. A Sacrifice to government secrecy.
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Enrique “Kiki” Camarena And Ollie North

No one in media or government had the courage to publicly ask how
they obtained the tapes and know nothing of the murder as it was
happening. No one had the courage to ask them to explain the
testimony of a reliable government informant, (during a California
trial related to Camarena’s murder), that Kiki’s murderers believed
they were protected by the CIA. Nor did our elected leaders have the
courage to investigate numerous other reports linking the CIA
directly to the murderers.

Michael Levine
Undercover DEA agent Enrique “Kiki” Camarena was tortured to
death slowly by professionals. Every known maximum-pain
technique, from electric shocks to his testicles to white hot rods
inserted in his rectum, was applied. A doctor stood by to keep him
alive. The heart of the thirty-seven year old father of two boys refused
to quit for more than twenty-four hours. His cries, along with the
soft-spoken, calm voices of the men who were slowly and
meticulously savaging his body, were tape-recorded.

Our government’s sellout of Kiki Camarena, of all DEA agents, of
the war on drugs, was such that United States Congressman, Larry
Smith, stated, on the floor of Congress: “I personally am convinced
that the Justice Department is against the best interests of the United
States in terms of stopping drugs… What has a DEA agent who puts
his life on the line got to look forward to? The US Government is not
going to back him up. I find that intolerable.”

Kiki, one of only three hundred of us in the world (DEA agents on
foreign assignment), had been kidnapped in broad daylight from in
front of the US Consular office in Guadalajara, Mexico by Mexican
cops working for drug traffickers and, apparently, high level Mexican
government people whose identities we would never know. They
would be protected by people in our own government to whom Kiki’s
life meant less than nothing.

Most of us, Kiki’s fellow agents, believe the Mexican government
never would have dared take the action they did, if they had not
believed the US government to be as hypocritical and corrupt as they
were and still are.

When teams of DEA agents were sent to Mexico, first, to find the
missing Kiki, then to hunt for his murderers, they were met by a the
stone wall of a corrupt Mexican government that refused to
cooperate. To the horror and disgust of many of us, our government
backed down from the Mexicans; other interests, like NAFTA,
banking agreements and the covert support of Ollie North’s Contras,
were more important than the life of an American undercover agent.

What does Oliver North have to do with this? If there was ever a
figure in our history that was the paradigm of that corruption it is the
man President Reagan called “an American hero”; the same man
Nancy Reagan later called a liar: Oliver North. No one person in our
government’s history more embodied what Senator John Kerry
referred to when he called the US protection of the drug smuggling
Contras a “betrayal of the American people.”

DEA agents were ordered by the Justice Department, to keep our
mouths shut about Mexico; an order that was backed up by threats
from the office of Attorney General Edwin Meese himself. Instead of
tightening restrictions on the Mexican debt, our Treasury Department
moved to loosen them as if to reward them for their filthy deed. As an
added insult Mexico was granted cooperating nation in the Drug War
status, giving them access to additional millions in American Drug
War funds and loans. Somehow a CIA, unaware that their own chief
of Soviet counter intelligence, Aldrich Ames, was selling America’s
secrets to the KGB for fourteen years obtained the recordings of
Kiki’s torture.

Few Americans, thanks to what former CIA chief William Colby
referred to as “the news media’s misplaced sense of patriotism,” are
aware that Nobel prize winning President of Costa Rica, Oscar Arias
investigation by the Costa Rican Congressional Commission on
Narcotics found “virtually all [Ollie North supported] Contra factions
were involved in drug trafficking", banned Oliver North, US
Ambassador Lewis Tambs, National Security Advisor Admiral John
Poindexter, Presidential Advisor Richard Secord and C.I.A. station
chief José Fernandez, by Executive order, from ever entering Costa
Rica, for roles in using Costa Rica for cocaine trafficking.
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Ninth Circuit Rules: Use Of Thermal Imaging
Without A Warrant Unconstitutional
April 9, 1998, Portland, OR: The Ninth Circuit US Court of
Appeals ruled on Tuesday that the Constitution’s Fourth Amendment
protects citizens against the warrantless use of thermal imaging
scanning devices to measure heat emissions from residences. The
Court rejected contrary case law from the seventh, eighth, and
eleventh circuits on grounds that they improperly analogized excess
heat from residential interiors to heat emanating from trash.
This decision affirms the right of individuals to be free in their home
from unreasonable searches,” NORML Executive Director R. Keith
Stroup, Esq. said. Stroup noted that the conflicting decisions by the
circuit courts may persuade the Supreme Court to rule on the issue.
Thermal scanners detect heat from numerous sources inside homes
such as bathing, ovens, indoor gardening, and sexual activity. The
technology is often used by law enforcement officials to identify
possible indoor marijuana-grow operations.
The details unveiled by a thermal imager are sufficiently intimate to
give rise to a Fourth Amendment violation, declared Judge Robert
Merhige, writing for the court. “While the imager cannot reproduce
images or sounds, it strips the sanctuary of the home of the ‘right to
be let alone’ from arbitrary and discriminatory monitoring by
government officials,” he said. “The use of a thermal imager to
observe heat emitted from various objects within the home infringes
on a reasonable expectation of privacy.”
Dissenting Judge Michael Hawkins argued the use of thermal
imaging fails to constitute a search “under contemporary Fourth
Amendment standards. ”Tanya Kangas, Director of Litigation for The
NORML Foundation, praised the majority opinion. “Fortunately, two
of the three judges in this case looked to common sense and the
privacy expectations of typical reasonable persons to be free in their
homes.”

The case is United States v. Danny Lee Kyllo, No. 96-30333 (9th Cir.
filed April 7, 1998). For more information or to notify the NORML
Foundation of additional thermal imaging cases, please contact Tanya
Kangas @ (202) 483-8751. For more information on thermal imaging
and the law, please contact NORML Legal Committee member John
Henry Hingson @ (503) 656-0355.
Hawaii Health Committee Urges Federal Government To Expedite
Medical Marijuana Research April 9, 1998, Honolulu, HI: Hawaii’s
House Committee on Health approved a resolution on Saturday urging
the federal government to expedite research into the medical efficacy
of marijuana.“This measure makes it clear that the medical value of
marijuana should be determined by science, not politics,” said the
bill’s sponsor, Rep. David Tarnas (D-South Kohala). “The state is
taking this reasonable and measured step specifically because the
federal government has a history of refusing to take action.
Earlier this year, Tarnas introduced legislation exempting patients and
their primary caregivers who possessed or cultivated marijuana for
medical use from criminal penalties. The Health Committee rejected
that bill in February, but Chairman Alex Santiago (D-Pupukea)
encouraged Tarnas to draft a separate resolution endorsing research.
“It is appropriate to urge the federal government to move more swiftly
in its establishment of rigorous scientific protocol standards to
reschedule marijuana from a Schedule I to a Schedule II drug,”
Santiago said. At least five states, California, Michigan, New
Hampshire, and Missouri previously approved resolutions urging the
government to allow doctors to prescribe marijuana.
NORML Executive Director R. Keith Stroup, Esq. said he state
resolutions aimed at reforming federal law, but emphasized that state
laws are necessary to protect patients using medical marijuana from
state criminal charges. “States can play a pivotal role in protecting the
health and safety of bona fide medical marijuana patients,” he said.
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Targeting Families of Activists: Killing a
Veteran (DCO) Date: 5/2/99 From: Drgwarwhr

3) Marion Squire, POW Representative and interface with HBCM
(Home Based Care Management) should have known the patient Data
base was compromised a year ago. We asked her before last
Christmas, to acquire some documents from HBCM that would have
exposed falsifying medical records. Marion Squire never did provide
those records. We inquired several times because HBCM had refused
to provide them.

This is an E-mail to the Inspector General’s office of Veterans Affairs
in Washington DC. This is an example of what it is like when the
government targets your family and you try to get to the bottom of it
through legal channels. The Drug War Nazis are out. Not only can
informants pillage and kill with immunity. They make effective
assassins as well.

4) VA Handbook 6210 procedures for the investigation of AIS
security breeches are the responsibility of the VAIG. I have my
reservations that a report has been filled because responsible parties
have not even been put on Administrative leave for an investigation.

Vivian C. Wells (widow) and Marion Jay Lindberg (Stepson)
6340 Orange Knoll, San Bernardino, Ca. 92404 909-864-0731

5) The report from Lisa Previte (Operations Manager for Medical
Affairs) is attempting to hang the doctors in Oncology for security
violations. Administration is not acting responsibility and
investigating these security breeches. They are pointing the finger at
Oncology. If they can’t handle the truth they can’t handle the power.
They don’t belong there.

Dear Sir:
Paul Andrew Wells died last year in a hospice scam through the Jerry
L. Pettis, VA Memorial Hospital. In the process he was robbed for
$200,000 in cash and assets and killed in three weeks. All funds and
property were transferred in a haze of morphine to paid caregivers.
The reason I have decided to bring this matter to the Inspector
Generals Office is the belief that I am witnessing a pattern that must
be addressed from outside the area.

6) The people involved have access to your patient Data base and are
part of a very effective killing machine. They have the ability to crash
the system and destroy the data base if exposed.

The Inspector Generals Office at Wadsworth stated the pillaging of
Paul Wells was out of their jurisdiction and claimed the altering of
VA medical records were also outside of their jurisdiction. John
Boroughs, recently retired VFW Representative went nuts when he
heard that statement. He has a background in investigations and knew
better. We have found enough evidence of unauthorized alterations of
patient medical records in your automated systems to conclude; your
AIS (Automated Information System) patient data base is
compromised. In Paul Wells’ case, it was mission critical data. There
was evidence of tampering with the hard copies of the medical
records but to a far lesser degree.

7) With the Patient Data Base compromised for so long, you have a
crisis on your hands.
8) I have witnessed, firsthand, what was done to my family at the
hands of these people. I have a mother that is upset, to say the least. I
have more than enough evidence in this investigation to warrant
media exposure because I will not allow these people to kill again. I
would appreciate some help from your organization to stop these
people from doing this to anyone ever again.
9) We rattled a whole lot of cages at the LLVAH and everybody gets
nervous when we are hunting for information there. We have been
told by several personnel that talking to us could cost them their jobs,
or worse. I believe that is a whistle blower violation. As far as I can
tell, most of the VA staff is aware by now, that the patient data base is
compromised. I doubt anyone has said a word.

I have several immediate concerns for your AIS Data Base that
should have been addressed almost a year ago. They are listed below.
1) Your AIS Patient Data has been compromised and at least one
death can be contributed to it.

Here are a few key pieces of evidence in this case.

2) For Paul Wells, the records were altered between the time of the
Bronchoscopy, April 97 and July 15.1997 that means your patient
data base has been compromised for at least 18 months. I have serious
doubts Paul Wells was the first victim..

The patient, Paul Andrew Wells was placed on Hospice and
diagnosed as terminal for lung cancer, with a medical examination by
Dr. Wilbur on July 14, 1997, head of Oncology that never took place.
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This exam is confirmed on a Coroners Report with 40 errors and
omissions.
The appointment schedule, for the patient, has removed (1) the April
17,1997 bronchoscopy (negative and nonmalignant), (2) the last
examination of the patient 7/11/97 by Dr. Bruckner of Oncology, (3)
an appointment on July 14.1997 (A backup appointment).
Dr. Bruckner examined Paul Wells on July 11.1997. His diagnosis
was a prescription of Prednisone and a follow-up appointment in a
month. We received copies of all VA medical records in September of
1997 except Hospice related materials and records from
VNA/Hospice in November of 1997. There is no mention of the
Bronchoscopy anywhere in VNA/Hospice or HBCM (Home Based
Care Management) files.
This is an important medical procedure that should have been all over
those files. It eliminated Lung cancer as a hospice diagnosis until new
evidence could support those conclusions. That evidence was never
presented in HBCM or VNA/Hospice notes.
It appears even doctors notes have been rewritten because lets face the
fact, you need evidence of lung cancer before you put someone on
Hospice for it. The Bronchoscopy and brushings results eliminate that
option. The LLVAH admitted last week, over a year after the fact, in
writing that the Hospice Diagnosis for Lung Cancer was incorrect.
I don’t buy it for a moment. This is one reason the Hospice diagnosis
is to be in writing and signed by the Attending Physician, (Dr. Wilbur
of Oncology in this case) and the Primary Care Physician (Dr.
Bruckner in this case) That was not done.

We received a bunch of Paul’s medicines after he expired on August
9.1997. None of the July 11.1997 prescription of Prednisone had been
taken and a full 30-day prescription was there as well.
Prednisone withdrawals will create many of the symptoms of final
stages of lung cancer, especially when pneumonia sets in. The
anorexia, weight loss, chest pain and finally pneumonia should have
killed the patient. In this case, Duragesic Patches finished him off.
The VA has no record in their active medication list of the Duragesic
Patches.
We also have copies of checks for $75,000 that were written from the
caregiver’s bank account in the last few days in the patient’s life.
$70,000 of those checks went to banks with no idea who actually
received those funds. From the (HBCM) Home Based Care
Management notes at the VA Hospital I can conclude Kelly Deloye
and Caseworker nurse, Debra McNeeley falsified medical records and
profited from the killing of Paul Wells.
The evidence I have described is only a small part of what we have.
We need to hear from your office as soon as possible. We have a
televised City Council meeting next Monday. If I have not heard from
your office by then I will expose that the Jerry L. Pettis, VA
Memorial Hospital has a compromised patient data base that is being
used to pillage and kill. I will also state that the VA Administration is
attempting to push this incident under the rug. What I am trying to say
clearly is this. It may take a long time to get justice for the killing of
Paul Wells but it will happen. Your participation in stopping this
conduct is mandatory.
Sincerely,

Jay Lindberg

The VA hospital is claiming, in a VA Memorandum from Lisa Privite,
that Dr. Banzal made a mistake and COPD was the real reason the
patient was placed on Hospice. We have still seen no Hospice
diagnosis in the VA medical files and the VA is claiming the Hospice
diagnosis was verbal. That is illegal.

PS. As far as I am concerned, Dr. Wilbur of Oncology has a moral,
ethical and legal obligation to force the Coroner’s office to correct
their Coroner’s Report. It is also his responsibility as head of
Oncology, to make sure the Death Certificate is accurate.

We have evidence of the illegal administration of morphine and
Duragesic patches. We also have evidence showing the patient, Paul
Wells, was denied Prednisone as well. On the July 11,1997
examination of Paul Wells, the patient requested another prescription
of Prednisone because he had run out several weeks earlier.
Prednisone withdrawals were apparent from Dr. Bruchner’s exam. Dr.
Bruckner prescribed a 90 day supply.

The reason I am addressing this issue is his participation as an
accessory after the fact in this homicide. If Dr. Wilbur demanded an
accurate Death Certificate as Paul’s Attending physician, and a
corrected Coroner’s Report, would Paul’s killers still be walking the
streets? If the answer is no, then his abdication of responsibility
makes him an accessory after the fact in the killing of Paul Wells. As
far as this letter being confidential, hell no. We want the public to
know about it.
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Covert Medical Experiments in America

1943_ In response to Japan’s full-scale germ warfare program, the US
begins research on biological weapons at Fort Detrick, MD.

Date: Monday, October 04, 1999 4:46 PM

Declassified and Hard-to-Find Government Documents

1944_ Navy uses subjects to test gas masks and clothing. Individuals
are locked in gas chambers and exposed to mustard gas and lewisite.

When the Nurenburg trials went down, Nazi doctors and others used
some of these experiments listed below to defend their conduct. Now
I understand why this country smuggled so many of them out of
Germany at the end of the war. They were the type of people our
ruling class likes to have on their payrol.

1945_ Project Paperclip is initiated. The State Department, Army
intelligence, and the CIA offer Nazi scientists immunity and secret
identities in exchange for work on top secret government projects.

1931_ Dr. Cornelius Rhoads, under the auspices of the Rockefeller
Institute for Medical Investigations, infects subjects with cancer cells.
He later establishes the Army Biological Warfare facilities in
Maryland, Utah, and Panama and the Atomic Energy Commission.
There he begins a series of radiation exposure experiments on
American soldiers and civilian hospital patients.

“Program F” is implemented by the Atomic Energy Commission
(AEC). This is the most extensive US study of the health effects of
fluoride, a key chemical component in atomic bomb production. One
of the most toxic chemicals known to man is fluoride. It is found to
cause marked adverse effects to the central nervous system. In the
name of national security, this information is squelched because
lawsuits could undermine full-scale production of atomic weapons.

1932_ The Tuskegee Syphilis Study begins. Two hundred black men
diagnosed with syphilis are never told of their illness, denied
treatment, and used as human guinea pigs to follow the progression
and symptoms of Syphilis. They subsequently died from syphilis.
Their families are never told they could have been treated.

1946_ Patients in VA hospitals are used for medical experiments. To
allay suspicions, the order is given to change the word “experiments”
to “investigations” or “observations” when reporting a medical study
performed in one of the nation’s veteran’s hospitals.
1947_ Colonel E.E. Kirkpatrick of the US Atomic Energy
Commission issues a secret document (Document 07075001, January
8, 1947) stating the agency will begin administering intravenous
doses of radioactive substances to humans.

1935_ The Pellagra Incident. After millions of individuals die from
Pellagra over a span of two decades, the US Public Health Service
finally acts to stem the disease. The director of the agency admits it
had known for at least 20 years that Pellagra is caused by a niacin
deficiency but failed to act since most of the deaths occurred within
poverty stricken black populations.

The CIA begins its study of LSD as a potential weapon for use by
American intelligence. Human subjects (both civilian and military)
are used with and without their knowledge.

1940_ Four hundred prisoners in Chicago are infected with Malaria to
study the effects of new and experimental drugs to combat the
disease. Nazi doctors later on trial at Nuremberg cite this American
study to defend their own actions during the Holocaust.

1950_ DOD plans to detonate nuclear weapons in desert areas to
monitor medical problems and mortality rates of downwind residents.
The Navy sprays a cloud of bacteria from ships over San Franciso.
This experiment determined how susceptible an American city is to
biological attack. Monitoring devices are situated throughout the city
to test the extent of infection (pneumonia like symptoms)

1942_ Chemical Warfare Services begins mustard gas experiments on
approximately 4,000 servicemen. The experiments continue until
1945 and made use of Seventh Day Adventists who chose to become
human guinea pigs rather than serve on active duty.
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1951_ DOD begins open air tests using disease-producing bacteria
and viruses. Tests last through 1969. Were people in the surrounding
areas were exposed?
1953_ US military releases clouds of zinc cadmium sulfide gas over
Winnipeg, St. Louis, Minneapolis, Fort Wayne, the Monocracy River
Valley in Maryland, and Leesburg, Virginia. Their intent is to
determine how efficiently they could disperse chemical agents.
Joint
Army-Navy-CIA experiments are conducted in which tens of
thousands of people in New York and San Francisco are exposed to
the airborne germs Serrate marcescens and Bacillus glogigii.
CIA initiates Project MKULTRA. This is an eleven year research
program designed to produce and test drugs and biological agents to
be used for mind control and behavior modification. Six sub projects
involved testing the agents on unwitting human beings.
1955_ The CIA, in an experiment to test its ability to infect human
populations with biological agents, releases bacteria withdrawn from
the Army’s biological warfare arsenal over Tampa Bay, Fl.
Army Chemical Corps continues LSD research, studying its potential
use as a chemical incapacitating agent. More than 1,000 Americans
participate in the tests, which continue until 1958.
1956_ US military releases mosquitoes infected with Yellow Fever
over Savannah, Ga. and Avon Park, Fl. Following each test, Army
agents posing as public health officials test victims for effects.
1958_ LSD is tested on 95 volunteers at the Army’s Chemical
Warfare Laboratories for its effect on intelligence.
1960_ Army Assistant Chief-of-Staff for Intelligence (ASCII)
authorizes field testing of LSD in Europe and the Far East.
Testing of the European population code named Project THIRD
CHANCE; testing of the Asian population code named Project
“DERBY HAT”

1965_ Project CIA and Department of Defense begin Project
MKSEARCH, a program to develop a capability to manipulate human
behavior through the use of mind-altering drugs.
Prisoners at Holmesburg State Prison in Philadelphia are subjected to
dioxin. Dioxin is a highly toxic chemical component of Agent Orange
used in Vietnam. The men are later studied for development of cancer,
indicating Agent Orange as a suspected carcinogen all along.
1966_ CIA initiates Project MKOFTEN, a program to test the
toxicological effects of certain drugs on humans and animals.
US Army dispenses Bacillus subtilis variant niger throughout the New
York City subway system. More than a million civilians are exposed
when army scientists drop lightbulbs filled with the bacteria onto
ventilation grates.
1967_ CIA and Department of Defense implement Project
MKNAOMI, successor to MKULTRA is designed to maintain,
stockpile and test biological and chemical weapons.
1968_ CIA experiments with possibility of poisoning drinking water
by injecting chemicals into the water supply of the FDA in DC
1969_ Dr. Robert MacMahan of the DOD requests $10 million from
Congress to develop, within 5 to 10 years, a synthetic biological agent
to which no natural immunity exists.
1970_ Funding for synthetic biological agent is obtained under H.R.
15090. The project, under CIA supervision, is carried out by the
Special Operations Division at Fort Detrick, the army’s top secret
biological weapons facility. Speculation is raised that molecular
biology techniques are used to produce AIDS-like retro viruses
The United States intensifies its development of “ethnic weapons”
(Military Review, November 1970), designed to selectively target and
eliminate specific ethnic groups who are susceptible due to genetic
differences and variations in DNA
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1975_ The virus section of Fort Detrick’s Center for Biological
Warfare Research is renamed the Fredrick Cancer Research Facilities
and placed under the supervision of the National Cancer Institute
(NCI). It is here that a special virus cancer program is initiated by the
Navy, to develop cancer-causing viruses. It is also here that retro
virologists isolate a virus to which no immunity exists. It is later
named HTLV (Human T-cell Leukemia Virus).

1990_ More than 1500 six-month old black and Hispanic babies in
LA. are given an “experimental” measles vaccine that had never been
licensed for use in the US CDC later admits that parents were never
informed that the vaccine being injected to their children was
experimental.
1994_ With the technique, “gene tracking,” Dr. Garth Nicolson at the
MD Anderson Cancer Center in Houston, TX discovers many Desert
Storm veterans infected with an altered strain of Mycoplasma
incognitus. This microbe is commonly used in biological weapons
production. Incorporated into its molecular structure is 40 percent of
the HIV protein coat, indicating its man-made.

1977_ Senate hearings on Health and Scientific Research confirm that
239 populated areas were contaminated with biological agents
between 1949-1969. Areas included San Francisco, St. Louis,
Washington, DC, Key West, Panama City, and Minneapolis
1978_ Experimental Hepatitis B vaccine trials, conducted by the
CDC, begin in New York, Los Angeles and San Francisco. Ads for
research subjects specifically ask for promiscuous homosexual men.

Senator John D. Rockefeller issues a report the DOD used hundreds
of thousands of military personnel over the last 50 years in human
experiments and intentionally exposed to dangerous substances.
materials included mustard and nerve gas, ionizing radiation, psycho
chemicals, hallucinogens, and drugs used during the Gulf War.

1981_ First cases of AIDS are confirmed in homosexual men in New
York, Los Angeles and San Francisco, triggering speculation that
AIDS was introduced via the Hepatitis B vaccine

1995_ US Government admits offering Japanese war criminals and
scientists who performed human medical experiments, salaries and
immunity in exchange for data on biological warfare research.

1985_ According to the journal Science (227:173-177), HTLV and
VISNA, a fatal sheep virus, are very similar, indicating a close
taxonomic and evolutionary relationship.

Dr. Garth Nicolson, uncovers evidence that biological agents used
during the Gulf War were manufactured in Houston, TX and Boca
Raton, Fl and tested in the Texas Department of Corrections.

1986_ According to the Proceedings of the National Academy of
Sciences (83:4007-4011), HIV and VISNA are highly similar and
share all structural elements, except a small segment that is nearly
identical to HTLV. This leads to speculation that HTLV and VISNA
were linked to produce a retro virus with no natural immunity. A
report to Congress reveals that the US Government’s current
generation of biological agents includes: modified viruses, naturally
occurring toxins, and genetically engineered agents changing
immunological character to prevent treatment by existing vaccines.

1996_ DOD admits Desert Storm soldiers were exposed to chemical
agents.
1997_ Eighty-eight members of Congress sign a letter demanding an
investigation into bioweapons use & Gulf War Syndrome.

1987_ DOD admits that despite a treaty banning research and
development of biological agents, it continues to operate research
facilities at 127 facilities and universities around the nation.
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Did the Government Create
the AIDS Virus and Why
Introduction
Sometimes you have to go into the mind of a psychopath just to
investigate the conduct of this government and the global power
structure. This article on the AIDS virus is one of those
occasions. My analysis of the origins and distribution patterns
of the AIDS virus provides a different perspective that I believe
needs to be addressed.
At the end of this article, I will also attempt to state the rules of
power that our ruling class lives by and the mindsets of those
responsible for the creation and distribution of the AIDS virus.
This article is written in a manner that will include sources of
references.
THE MINDSET
The mind of a psychopath or a psychopathic society is a very
dangerous place to explore. Each time you go there, you realize
you may not come back, but you tempt fate one more time. You
push your sanity to the limits. You always wonder, at the end of
the day, will you end up just like them.
Researching the AIDS Virus (HIV-1) and mind sets of those
responsible for its creation, distribution and agendas wasn't easy.
Mentally it was one of the most destructive projects I've ever
been involved in. This one is a real dark place. It's black, real
black, but remember If you can't handle the truth, you will never
have the power to control your own destiny. When I sent this
article out, via e-mail, in June of 2003, very few were able to
deal with it rationally. Nobody wrote me back saying that they
don’t believe the government created this virus, but most said
they couldn’t believe it.

The Chief Resource: This next issue, the AIDS virus, is a project I
have been researching for a shot time. Most of this research had been
done in the 1980s and 1990s by others. I got involved with this issue
after I downloaded over 6,000 pages of research from a systems
analyst at MIT. He wrote a very interesting book called The
Architecture of Modern Political Power. Part of the reference material
addresses the development and the potential use of the AIDS virus as
a political weapon. I combine other sources to address the mindsets of
the people behind those decisions.
The first question I had to ask is, what were the origins of the AIDS
virus and what evidence is available to establish the virus is a man
made biological weapon.
To prove the AIDS virus is a biological weapon, we would have to (1)
uncover the system that created the virus, (2) understand the agenda
of the parties that funded the research and (3) explain the motives
behind selective disbursement of the virus to targeted subcultures,
races and regions.
To make the claim that the AIDS virus (HIV-1) was the results of
Biological weapons research, we would have to establish these
foundations. ( A systems approach.)
1) The biological weapons technology at the beginning of the 1970s
had advanced to the point where the creation of the AIDS virus
(HIV-1) was technically possible.
2) That there is hard evidence (such as scientific journals) in the late
1960s, stating that an AIDS type virus could be produced (with
existing technology) within the next few years.
3) That research proposals had been submitted to the government for
the development of a biological weapon with the characteristics of the
AIDS Virus.
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4) Documentation that the government had funded the research
proposals.

3) The first viruses and retro viruses used for biological weapons
research passed through the NCI. This chapter reviews the massive
chemical and biological war research campaign centered in Frederick
(Fort Detrick), Maryland, and chronicles the viral research that was
ongoing here and in surrounding labs. A premier lab, specifically
researching, developing, and testing immune system destroying
viruses, was the Cell Tumor Biology Laboratory at the NCI. This was
headed by Dr. Robert Gallo, the co-discoverer of the AIDS virus.

5) The documented procedure used for the creation of the AIDS virus
(HIV-1).
6) A Political motive for the creation of the AIDS virus.
7) Selective distribution of the virus into populations the "Powers that
Be" recognized as potential threats, inferior, expendable or
exploitable.

4) President Nixon's false claims that BW research and development
ceased after signing the Geneva Accord in 1969 are documented, as
are the WHO's objections to safeguarding genetic engineering of
mutant viruses for biological warfare and cancer research. In March
of 1970, WHO consultants noted that it was "possible that biological
agents may be used to achieve the simultaneous infection of key
groups of people, and the military consequences might well be of
major importance. " They noted the "calculated risk that a virulent
mutant might appear and spread rapidly to produce an uncontrollable
epidemic on a large scale.

The following excerpts are from articles and research I have
examined that address these issues. There is plenty of background
information to support these conclusions. If you see flaws in my
analysis, don't be shy. Question authority, it keeps them honest and
puts you in the decision making loop. Don't be a coward POS either.
Remember, this is your country, act like you own it, because in the
end, you will be held accountable for its conduct.
1) During the past decade (1990s) at least six internationally known
authorities advanced theories that the AIDS virus (HIV-1) was
developed (approximately 1970) by biological weapons researchers
and either accidentally or intentionally transmitted with the help of
the United States Public Health Service (USPHS) and the World
Health Organization (WHO). A document like that obtained by one
investigator, through the Freedom of Information Act, is shown here,
a DOD appropriations request for $10 million for the development of
AIDS-like viruses.

6) Gallo's Research Anthology: The AIDS Buck and Virus Stops
Here-- Gallo's early publications document his intimate association
with Litton Bionetics, a subsidiary of the leading military contracting
firm, Litton Industries. Through Litton Bionetics, a major biological
weapons contractor, Gallo engineered simian (monkey) viruses to
cause a variety of cancers; especially leukemias, sarcomas, and
wasting diseases in humans.
7) This chapter documents the incredible fact that Gallo's team
extracted the nucleic acids from humanly benign simian viruses, and
then infused the empty monkey virus shells with cat leukemia RNA
and chicken leukemia-sarcoma RNA to produce mutants that could
produce the laundry list of diseases seen in AIDS patients. Then, to
enable the virus to infect humans, Gallo and company cultured these

2) "Within the next 5 to 10 years, it would probably be possible to
make a new infective microorganism which could differ in certain
important aspects from any known disease-causing organisms. Most
important of these is that it might be refractory to the immunological
and therapeutic processes upon which we depend to maintain our
relative freedom from infectious disease."
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germs in human white blood cells so they could "jump species." Most
astonishing, this chapter documents that Gallo presented this research,
and the protocol for developing AIDS-like viruses, to NATO's
military scientists in Mol, Belgium in 1970.
8) Chimpanzees - carriers of SIVcpz, the closest primate relative to
HIV-1, were used to develop the earliest hepatitis B vaccines tested in
New York City and Central Africa in 1973-1974. The chapter then
advances a new, more rational, and scientific, theory on the iatrogenic
(man-made) origin of AIDS. Clearly, viruses such as these emerged
from the laboratory.
9) Early Targeting of Minority America: The targeting of gay rights
leaders and groups at home and abroad by the FBI and CIA during
and after the McCarthy era is documented and discussed. The gay
rights movement was seen by most conservative lawmakers and
public officials as communist inspired. The chapter also reviews the
targeting of civil rights groups by the CIA from the late 1960s through
the 1980s in their efforts to: 1) Prevent the coalition of militant black
nationalist groups and the beginning of a "true black revolution;" and
2) Prevent the rise of a black "messiah.”
The chapter also discusses the development of 360 disruptive
American intelligence operations under the COINTELPRO Black
Nationalist Hate Group's umbrella, including "Operation Chaos"
which ran from 1966 until 1974. The pivotal role of National Security
Advisor, Dr. Henry Kissinger, who during the Nixon era personally
oversaw major CIA and FBI intelligence operations and directed the
military chiefs of staff, is considered.
African Foreign Policy and Population Control-10) Only days after the DOD requisitioned $10 million from Congress
to fund the development of AIDS-like viruses, on July 29, 1969, the
House Republican committee, chaired by the Honorable George Bush

of Texas, cited the urgent need for population control activities to
fend off "a growing Third World crisis." This chapter documents and
discusses "American displeasure with Black African culture," and
"the roots of Third World foreign policy." Intriguing revelations here
include: Nixon's special presentation before the Population
Conference in which he appealed for urgent action; Economic,
military, and "humanitarian" policies and projects implemented under
Nixon and Carter; Subsequent World Bank, NASA, and the National
Academy of Sciences (NAS) activities in Africa; Henry Kissinger's
leading role in establishing and directing African foreign policy and
"diplomatic" affairs; USAID and WHO sponsored immunization
programs in central Africa; and American intelligence connections to
USAID and African health care initiatives.
11) Henry Kissinger's "New World Order"-- This fascinating chapter
tracks Henry Kissinger's rise to prominence in America's intelligence
community. Details about Kissinger's relationships with the
Rockefellers, Richard Nixon, Alexander Haig, and other Nixon White
House officials are examined along with Kissinger's leading role in
the development of nuclear and biological weapons. The philosophy
and purpose of the "New World Order," as articulated by President
Bush, and advanced in Kissinger's 1955 Harvard Ph.D. thesis, "The
Meaning of History", is reviewed. Kissinger argued that there will
never be peace on earth. Instead, he called for a stable economic order
of nations which could be maintained by creating ongoing "small
wars,'' with financial advantages for weapons developers
12) This chapter also documents: Kissinger's appointment by Nelson
Rockefeller to head the nuclear weapons study group of the non
governmental Council on Foreign Relations; Kissinger's appointment
as National Security Advisor--the most influential position in the
Nixon White House--instead of Roy Ash, the President of Litton
Industries; Litton military contracts, during the first Nixon
administration, exceeding $5 billion; $10 million of which went to
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Litton Bionetics, the BW contractor with whom Robert Gallo worked
to develop AIDS-like viruses at that time; Kissinger's "Great Power
Grab" as director of national security, and his ordering of Alexander
Haig and J. Edgar Hoover to wiretap Nixon and others to produce the
infamous "White House tapes"; Kissinger's control over The Defense
Program Review Committee, which considered the funding requests
for biological weapons; and The 40 Committee which authorized
covert actions by the CIA in Central Africa in the vicinity where
AIDS and Ebola first broke out

15) Nathan Gordon, Chief of the chemistry branch of the Technical
Services Division of the CIA gave additional testimony of the
agency's possible use of extensive virus stockpiles to assistant
intelligence agency scientists in their work on mass immunization
projects, vaccine development, and cancer research, exactly the work
conducted by scientists at the NCI, including Robert Gallo, in
association with Litton Bionetics in Bethesda and their affiliates in
Uganda, and in cooperation with MSD, CDC, and New York
collaborators. Moreover, discussions focus on congressional
testimony which documented that the CIA had been receiving "deadly
poison[s]" manufactured by the USPHS and delivered to Fort Detrick
for use in human experiments and covert operations.

13) USAID and New York Blood-- Under Kissinger's national
security council directives, USAID began focusing vast resources on
controlling Third World populations. A computer search of "USAID,"
"Population Control" "Vaccines," and "World Health Organization"
literature between 1970 and 1975 revealed 733 "USAID-Population
Control" studies. The same search after 1975 found none. The entire
field of "Population Control" had vanished from Medlar! The subject
heading had been terminated and replaced with the more comforting
"maternal and child health." A review of Department of State
Bulletins revealed that by 1976 Joseph Califano, who had advised
Kissinger to appoint Alexander Haig as his White House assistant,
took the lead in attacking "rapid population growth" in the Third
World. His subsequent policies are discussed as are Califano's links
to Merck, Sharp and Dohme (MSD) --the world's largest supplier of
AIDS-related drugs. Had Califano authorized USAID funds for
Merck related hepatitis B vaccine studies in central Africa during his
stint as secretary of DHEW? Apparently so.

16) Of the approximately 2,000 Nazis drafted into American military
service by intelligence officers including Henry Kissinger under
General Bolling, the "Godfather" of "Project Paperclip" many went
on to become the leaders of America's military-medical industrial
complex (MMIC). This chapter discloses the ties between the CIA
and the two powerful organizations which gave rise to Nazi
intelligence and Hitler's SS--The Gehlen Organization and Merck
Network. These links are discussed with regard to the initial
development of the CIA under Truman, and the post W.W.II boom of
the MMIC. The CIA, initially established as a cover and oversight
agency for the Gehlen Organization.
17) In 1975, Mobutu, Zaire, turned against NATO allies, proclaimed
his intention to nationalize foreign owned enterprises, expelled the
American ambassador, and arrested most of the CIA's Zairian agents,
placing some of them under death sentences. The following year, in
October 1976, the Ebola virus broke-out in fifty five Zairian villages,
first killing people who had received injections. Mobutu then ordered
his army to seal off the Bumba Zone with roadblocks and shoot
anyone trying to leave. By the end of 1976, the Zairian leader had
reconciled his differences with American intelligence and, thereafter,
continued to reap his western allies' economic and "humanitarian"
aid.

14) The CIA's Top Secret PROJECT: MKNAOMI - Discusses the
CIA's BW operation. CIA Director William Colby's admission that
the agency's interest in BW was for offensive uses during covert
operations. At the time the CIA was operating at full force in Zaire,
Angola, and Sudan-- ground zero for the AIDS and Ebola outbreaks..
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Conclusion
Since the end of W.W.II many decisions made through the US have
effected the entire global community. The creation and distribution of
the AIDS virus is no exception. We cannot make judgment calls on
those in power until we understand the rules of power they live by and
mindsets they need to survive in it. Here is my best assessment.
1) Quests for power, are very bloody and fatal for the losers.
2) Once you get to the top of the food chain, your survival depends
on staying there. You stay there through a combination of long term
strategic planning, (alliances / intelligence) and short term crisis
management (conflict / covert action).
3) Power is a tool. It must be constantly used or it will turn on the one
that has it.
4) Alliances, are not cheap They are based on strategic long term
Interests, pillaging rights, and intimidation. Pillaging the assets of
those out of power is necessary to enforce the obedience of your
allies, your enemies and the bewildered herd (the public). But access
to power has its price, external controls.
5) In the early years of these predators, competition for access to
power and the acquisition of assets play dominate roles in their lives
and entertainment. Here they learn the rules of power. Its all part of
the game. At this stage, the dirty work is left to the misguided
believers in the game. In America, its the ones that claim they are
defending the Constitution and Democracy. Organizations like our
intelligence community, law enforcement and criminal gangs do the
dirty work at the bottom (the natural order of things).
To play with the big boys, you must be willing to kill for access to
power and deal the blood on your hands, appropriately. If you fail this
test, your superiors, will more than likely, terminate your life. As
Chairman Mao stated, all power comes from the point of a gun (of a
man willing to use it). I define predator at this point as someone that
is willing to kill for power and assets that are not necessary for your
own survival or the survival of superiors and allies.

6) At the peak of their power, they have contempt for civilization,
suffering and life itself. Honor and justice are signs of weakness.
7) Power is a jealous God and always in a transient state. If you don’t
worship it, by abusing the powerless and forcing obedience from the
rest, you will be their next target.
Now you have access to some real power. First, you must properly
dispose of your enemies. Then you practice a little random brutality
(obedience training) of the masses. You must create new enemies to
conquer and assets to loot, or the predators you created and used, in
your rise to power, will come after you. To the victors go the spoils.
8) Lulls in battle provide time for reflection. Very bad for predators
and armies alike. They all get the chance to look back at the carnage
they initiated or participated in. Some may develop a consciences.
PREDATOR TOOL- Intelligence assets / Covert Operations are
exploitable assets in the acquisition and maintenance of power. They
see the worst elements of foreign and domestic policy. Their job is
two fold. 1) to protect the power structure, from a mass lynching that
is often deserved. 2) Covertly dismantle any entity that gets in the
way as the power structure expands and pillages. Many of these
assets, are trained to kill at a thousand yards. Lulls in the fighting give
them a chance to reflect on their actions and turn on their bosses.
9) The acquisition of power and wealth left a lot of battlefields,
littered with bodies and families to bury their dead. Some of those
battles might have been honorable but most were not. Predators hunt
the weak, hunt in the dead of night and build alliances with jackals.
The power structure in America is loaded with them.
10) As the predators grow old and their power wanes, they become
battlefield weary, weak and frightened. (a) These old predators are
now like the carcasses they devoured on the way up. (b) The assets
they accumulated bring out swarms of vultures ready to liberate the
loot. (c) The victims of brutalities you initiated created numerous
enemies that would kill you in a heartbeat if given a chance. (d) Your
former assassins are not happy either. Each knows the others
transgressions and that knowledge can be fatal. (e) Your own security
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is probably the agency. They will kill you in a heartbeat when your
knowledge becomes a potential threat.

Referring to the CIA as Capital’s Invisible Army is accurate. Not
only do they have access to information from top secret technology
and field agents, but they have input into covert operation planning
and black ops specialists to handle any criminal conduct.

So how does this relate to the morality of releasing the AIDS virus?
Answer- Their agenda was subjugation, extermination and looting.
No moral high ground here. Killing them is fair game. The fact that
they did this and nobody held them accountable is another issue
entirely.

Should problems arise with those investments, like strikes or
revolutions in the region, covert operations are available to neutralize
the threat to their investment. The chief benefactors of the
distribution of the AIDS virus, especially in Africa will be the
families and associates of CIA management.

Their ability to release a virus like AIDS, into specific population
centers, subcultures and nations without criminal accountability or
assassination reveals the rules of power as they really are. There may
be rules but they are ignored at the top. If you really want to
understand how the government works, just open the law books, and
assume the government is violating every law written in them.

It should surprise no one that the real enemy in the AIDS epidemic
and the Drug War is covert operations. In America, covert operations
targeted troublesome or deviant subcultures / lifestyles. But what is
really amazing is that they are getting away with it and I see no
accountability for these blue blooded aristocrats any time soon.

One of the unwritten laws, concerning the AIDS virus, is, of course
“no press concerning government involvement in its distribution.”
For a long time, I have recognized that those that control information,
have more power than those that produce it. When your media
sources tell you, that certain information cannot be printed in their
papers, you are generally dealing with government black operations.
The mass media and the government are criminal coconspirators.
Street justice will be necessary but make it look like an accident. We
know enough about these people to draw many conclusions on how to
deal with them. The knowledge is not pretty and this principle
applies: When the people in power cannot step down, because the
skeletons in their closets will cost them their heads, they will leave in
cuffs or in a box.

Deviant is defined as someone that deviates from a rigid social
structure designed by the state. They do not accept state propaganda
as absolute truth or blind obedience to authority. Their code of
conduct (such as independent thought) is a perceived threat to the
existing establishment order.
So, where is the motive behind the selective distribution of AIDS?
Answer- The AIDS virus is a strategic, contagious, and covert
biological weapon. It is a repression tool that debilitates / kills
enemies and deviant subcultures by stealth. It is a slow, painful death
for all to watch. In the Peter McWilliams case, the AIDS virus that
killed him, was
(1) a government created biological weapon,

So what motivation does the CIA and biological weapons labs have in
the creation and distribution of this virus? (a clue) If Cecil Rhodes
had access to the AIDS virus, South Africa would have no minorities.
They would still own and control it. All locals would be dead. The
founders of the CIA, the Dulles brothers came from Wall Street and
most of the suits in that organization come from the wealthiest and
most influential families in America. Their placement in CIA
management, in large numbers, has made the CIA a ruling class
institution with ruling class objectives and investment opportunities.

(2) to kill enemies of the establishment by stealth.
(3) A reminder of what this government really is. A murdering piece
of shit with no concerns over collateral damage.
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A weapons perspective of the AIDS virus
1) Releases that targeted deviant subcultures and militant
communities were not contained. Although those communities and
subcultures have been decimated, collateral damage from those
releases established the virus throughout the general population.
2) Random brutality of this magnitude has effectively terrified the
global community into quiet desperation. This is a overt recognition
of the power of the oligarchy, government and CIA/ NSA. (Example
When the madman shoots, everyone runs behind him.)

A few questions and answers
1) What do the rulers want from the meddling masses? Answer: A
compliant workforce. Any possible interference with the status quo,
such as work force unity will raise concerns among the rulers.
Counter insurgency techniques, such as subversion and disruption
will deal with the threat unless the group can be co-opted and placed
firmly under ruling class control.
2) Under what circumstances would a targeted release of AIDS be
acceptable? When an organization with popular support becomes
armed and militant the concerns of the rulers shift to significant threat.
These movements generally want legitimate autonomy over their
economic development and/or decriminalization of lifestyle choices.
Rarely is that an acceptable solution to the rulers. This is where a
strategic release of the AIDS virus would be used.
The selective and targeted release of AIDS through sexually active
and promiscuous persons have decimated minority movements and
the gay community in America. Claims of divine punishment cannot
be challenged effectively without facts and criminal accountability.
Of course, government cannot admit targeting subcultures and
communities with AIDS but the disproportionate infection rates truly
boggles the mind if you ignore the obvious. Infection rates of target
populations are literally 100s of times higher than the general
population. These fascist bastards stepped in and played GOD

The lesson to this article and conclusion is very simple. It’s the
Golden Rule. The one with the gold rules. By the time you finish
this book, you will have a whole new understanding on what that
actually means and how absolute that control really is. You will
also have a very clear understanding of how it is done and why
their methods can not be addressed in the light of day.
Statements of Carlton Coon
A CIA PERSPECTIVE
The need for an assassination "utility" of this kind had been
articulated a few years earlier by a professor of anthropology at
Harvard, a former OSS operative who was himself implicated in
World War II assassination plots. This was the late Carleton Coon
who, in an after-action report to OSS chief "Wild Bill" Donovan,
wrote,
"...we cannot be sure that the clear and objective scholars who study
the existing social systems and draw up the blueprints for a society to
suit our technology will always be heard, or that their plans will be
put into operation. We can almost be sure that this will not be the
case. Therefore some other power, some third class of individuals
aside from the leaders and the scholars must exist, and this third class
must have the task of thwarting mistakes, diagnosing areas of
potential world disequilibrium, and nipping the causes of potential
disturbances in the bud. There must be a body of men whose task it is
to throw out the rotten apples as soon as the first spots of decay
appear. A body of this nature must exist undercover. It must either be
a power unto itself, or given the broadest discretionary powers by the
highest human authorities."
The subjects in these experiments were people on the margins of
society. They included the inmates of prisons and mental institutions,
as well as homeless alcoholics on Skid Row. Those who espoused
unpopular political views or whose lifestyle was perceived as
immoral were also considered "fair game" and so became
unwitting guinea pigs in the spooks' quest to create a "Manchurian
Candidate.” A little CIA humor is next. .
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CIA Advertisement-

Henry Kissinger and his role in the Drug War

Looking For Weapons

To understand Kissinger’s role in the Drug War we must first
understand his CIA background, mindset, and family history.
Although Henry Kissinger is Jewish, and lived in Germany until
1938, (Age 15) he adapted extremely well to the political
practices of Nazis. Evidence suggests his family had strong ties
as assets and agents to intelligence networks of Germany,
America and the international banking cartels.

Need weapons, Nuclear, biological, chemical, conventional, we
got em, or we can get them, guaranteed. If it was made on the
planet, we can get it. Any weapon in any arsenal, from cutting
edge to Stonehenge. Our agents are everywhere. . For the right
price we will even use it on your enemies. Why get your hands
dirty, when we’ll do the work. Any weapon, in any quantity, is a
phone call away So remember, you can trust US, we’re the CIA.

In 1965, Ted Shackley (CIA) and his team moved to Laos and
established a working relationship with Vang Pao. With the
assistance of the CIA and military assets Vang Pao shortly
became the undisputed leader of the Opium trade and the CIA
became the undisputed power broker of the emerging Drug War
Economy.

No Purchase less than $15,000,000 please and no paper trail or
credit cards will be accepted. Suggesting credit terms to our
courteous and efficient staff will qualify you for extreme
prejudice sanctions. So remember US, we’re the CIA. your one
stop, weapons shop. .ALL SALES ARE FINAL.

The CIA used American troops, killed in Northern provinces of
South Vietnam as dead couriers to smuggle China White,
heroin, all over the world. The (1) dead soldier would be gutted
(have their organs removed), (2) the body cavity would be filled
with bags of China White, (stuffed) (3) sown up and (4) shipped
out. (5) The CIA would then handle the delivery of the dead
courier and China White stateside. 6) Once stateside, the CIA
developed “Special businesses relationships” for distribution of
the heroin (China White) and internment / disposal of the
remains. Many of those dead couriers passed through Air
America hangers at the East end of Norton AFB.

So you have an aversion to weapons distribution, we’re still here
to help. We know there’s a black market commodity that you’re
dying to try or can’t live without. So relax, Smoke a joint (we
can get it), Burn a Blunt (we can get that), Snort a rail-OUCH
(We can get that), mushrooms (we can get that), make love to
that glass pipe (we can get that), why be down when you can be
up (We can get that too), and don’t forget our special this
month, CIA trained Love Bunnies. Any black market
commodity in any quantity is just a phone call away. So
remember, you can trust US, we’re the CIA

Profits from the heroin trade gave the CIA a vested interest in
continuing the Vietnam War. To protect those vested interests,
hot spots for antiwar and antigovernment activities became
strategic targets for dumping mass quantities of China White.
The systemic violence associated with addiction to black market
drugs, criminal gangs and corruption in law enforcement,
created the manufactured turmoil for our War on Drugs. So
what role did Kissinger play in this mess. Kissinger has been a
key player in the management of the Vietnam War and covert
operations in Indochina since the late 1950s. He was aware and

No Purchase less than $15,000,000 please and no credit cards or
paper trail will be accepted. Suggesting credit terms to our
courteous and efficient staff qualifies you for extreme prejudice
sanctions. So remember US, we’re the CIA, your one stop drug
shop. ALL SALES ARE FINAL
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approved of the initial decisions / motives for placing CIA
assets in the region in 1958. At that time the French were
running and controlled heroin trafficking out of Indochina.
When the French were driven out of Indochina CIA assets
continued operations in the region. In 1965, Shackley and his
team of assassins were introduced into the area.
The CIA was attempting to acquire monopoly control of the
heroin trade on a global scale and Henry Kissinger was
determined to acquire a piece of the action.
In 1968, the Johnson Administration entered into negotiations to
end the Vietnam War. Henry Kissinger was a major player and a
representative of the Johnson Administration for those
negotiations. His role in sabotaging those negotiations was
critical in the Election of Nixon in 1968. During those
negotiations, Kissinger secretly informed the leaders of the
South Vietnamese government that a Republican Administration
had a much better deal if they sabotaged any peace agreement
before the Presidential election.
When LBJ halted the bombing of North Vietnam as a gesture of
good faith, the South Vietnamese government walked away
from the negotiations. No peace agreement was reached and
Nixon got elected in 1968.
So what was the offer Kissinger made for continuing the Vietnam
War another 6 years? The answer to that question can be found
by looking at what the rulers and military leaders of the South
Vietnamese government took with them when the South
Vietnamese government collapsed. Safe passage, Bank accounts
full of Drug money, pillaging rights and a piece of the heroin
trade. Of course, the POWs left behind were not so fortunate.
What did the CIA and the intelligence communities get out of it?

That question is easy to answer. All you have to do is ask,
how much of the government could be bought with revenues
from the heroin trade in the 1970s? Answer: All of it that
matters. This war will not end without a bloody revolution.

DU (Depleted Uranium) Rounds
AUTHOR’S COMMENT: DU is an excellent example of the US
government in its natural state, the deadly deceit mode. The
Government has been hiding the health hazards of DU and other
nuclear waste streams from the public for over 30 years and the main
stream media is suppressing the information as well. While the
Government is making these grand statements that they are fighting
the Drug War to protect our children, they claim DU is not a health
risk and building housing tracts on top of firing ranges designed for
DU rounds. DU will soon become a major health risk I the US unless
proper disposal and legitimate oversight is demanded.
IN 1991 Doug Rokke went to the Middle East as a US army health
physicist to clean up uranium left by the Gulf War. He helped
decontaminate 23 armored vehicles hit by shells in “friendly fire”.
Today he has difficulty breathing. His lungs are scarred, he has skin
problems and kidney damage. Rokke, a major in the US Army
Reserve’s Medical Service Corps, has no doubt what made him ill,
Contact with radioactive metal. Three years after he worked in the
Gulf, the US Department of Energy tested his urine. They found that
the level of uranium in his sample was over 4000 times higher than
the US safety limit of 0.1 micrograms per litter.
Now aged 50 and an environmental scientist at Jacksonville State in
Alabama, Rokke is campaigning to stop the use of uranium weapons
in the Balkans. “It is a war crime to use uranium munitions when men,
women and children are exposed without medical screening or care, It
is totally, wrong.", he says.
DU is a radioactive heavy metal. It is the waste left over when the
isotope uranium-235 is extracted from naturally-occurring uranium to
fuel nuclear power stations and build nuclear bombs. DU typically
consists of 99.7 per cent uranium-238.
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As a byproduct of the nuclear industry, DU is cheap and plentiful.
DU shells are also very effective weapon against tanks and armored
cars. They pierce several inches of armor plated steel thanks to DU’s
extremely high density. They’re better at penetrating armor than
tungsten based antitank weapons.

NATO spokesman. “It has never been proved that the use of DU
endangers the health of people. It is no more dangerous than mercury.
Neither NATO nor the US will say how just much DU has been fired
in the Balkans. But there are 40 A10s and 6 Harriers in action,
capable of unleashing a lot of uranium. A10s, for example, are armed
with a 30-millimetre Gatling gun that can fire 3900 shells a minute,
one in five contains 300 grams of DU. This means that each A10 can
release 234 kilograms of DU a minute. If US and British tanks take
part in a ground offensive, observers say more DU will to be fired.

DU was used for the first time in battle during the 1991 Gulf conflict
with Iraq. The US Department of Defense says that US planes and
tanks fired 860,000 rounds of ammunition containing 290 tons of DU.
British tanks fired 100 rounds containing less than 1 tone of DU,
according to the Ministry of Defense.

As well as its ability to pierce armor plating, DU has a tendency to
ignite on impact. This creates clouds of uranium oxide dust, in the
environment and increasing the danger posed by the alpha radiation it
emits. Mike Thorne, a uranium expert from AEA Technology at
Harwell in Oxfordshire, formerly part of the UK Atomic Energy
Authority, points out that as an alpha-emitter, it poses a similar risk to
plutonium if it gets inside the body. As such, even the tiny amounts
can cause cell damage increase the risk of cancer. DU’s main
component, U-238 is a dangerous beta emitter with a half-life of 4.46
billion years. Thorne argues that it can contribute to Gulf War
Syndrome: “In view of its poorly defined biochemical effects, DU is
more than likely a contributory factor,” he says

Gulf veterans such as Rokke believe exposure to this DU is one
logical cause of Gulf War Syndrome. This unexplained illness or
group of illnesses has afflicted thousands of soldiers since the war.
Iraqi scientists also claim that DU was responsible for a rise in the
numbers of cancers and birth defects in southern Iraq. But both the
US and British governments dispute this. They say there is no
evidence that DU has damaged the health of military personnel.
But the row is erupting again with the US admission it is using DU
weapons in the two-month-old war against Serbia. In a press briefing
in Washington DC on 3 May, Major General Charles Wald,
vice-director for strategic plans and policy for the US Joint Chiefs of
Staff, confirmed that A10 Warthog aircraft had fired DU munitions
against Serbian forces. The US Joint Chiefs’ spokesman, James
Brooks, told New Scientist that AV-8 Harriers and Abrams battle
tanks in the Balkans also carried DU munitions. The British Foreign
Secretary, Robin Cook, has said that no DU is “in use” by British
forces. But there are more than 20 British Challenger tanks, which
fired DU ammunition in the Gulf conflict, stationed in Macedonia
ready for action if ground troops move into Kosovo, a move
supported by Britain as the limitations of an air offensive become
apparent.
NATO says that DU has been used against Serbian forces since the
second week of May. “It has not been used extensively,” says a

Chemically, DU poses a great threat to the kidneys, where high
concentrations can lead to organ failure. According to Thorne, even
small amounts could have subtle, but ill-understood effects. That is
why a major study by the US Oak Ridge National Laboratory in 1989
recommended reducing the safety limit for uranium in kidneys from 3
micrograms per gram to 0.3 micrograms per gram.
There is evidence that civilian authorities take the threat from DU very
seriously. In the aftermath of the Gulf conflict, the UK Atomic Energy
Authority came up with estimates for effects of the DU contamination
left by the conflict. If 23 tons of DU were inhaled, 8 per cent of the
amount fired in the Gulf. This could cause “500 000 potential deaths.”.
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Potential deaths
The AEA’s calculation was made in a confidential memo to the
privatized munitions company, Royal Ordnance, dated 30 April 1991.
The memo offered to send a team to Kuwait to clear up the DU, an
offer that was never taken up. The high number of potential deaths
was dismissed last year as “very far from realistic” by a British
defense minister, Lord Gilbert. “Since the rounds were fired in the
desert, many kilometers from the nearest village, it is highly unlikely
that the local population would have been exposed to any significant
amount of respirable oxide,” he said. The Balkans war, however, is
not being fought in a desert but in areas where people have, or did
have, houses.

Nuclear Waste Disposal in Idaho
(The New York Times)

This article is included in this book is because it demonstrates
patterns and practices of Corporations like Lockheed and the Federal
government at their National Laboratories. They, more than likely
have done the same crap in your neighborhood.
IDAHO FALLS, Idaho — Buried in underground tanks and dumped
into trenches at the Idaho National Engineering and Environmental
Laboratory northwest of here is a witches’ brew of deadly chemicals
and radioactive waste left over from the cold war. It includes enough
plutonium debris from the Rocky Flats weapons plant in Colorado to
build hundreds of nuclear bombs.
This laboratory, more than half the size of Rhode Island, built and
tested civilian and military reactors for 52 years. Because of its
residues and stored wastes, it was designated a Superfund site in
1989, and the government started trying to clean it up. Now two men
who audited that effort say in a federal lawsuit that government
contractors who were paid hundreds of millions of dollars made the
contamination worse. When the auditors complained they were
harassed until they were forced to resign.

The auditors said the contractors deliberately bypassed safety
measures, turned off monitors and alarms, falsified documents,
did not report spills, dumped hazardous wastes on the ground and
illegally sent waste from a pit contaminated with plutonium to a
public landfill.
Those contentions shed a different light on what state and federal
officials told the public about the contractors’ problems. Internal
documents, federal officials shared the auditors’ concerns.
Officials at the Idaho Division of Environmental Quality announced
in May 1999 that the United States Energy Department, as the site
owner, would pay $504,000 in fines and costs for mishandling
dangerous waste. The division, and Energy Department officials, said
at the time that the violations resulted from oversights or from
problems created before the contractors took over. “Things happen,”
Mike Gregory, the hazardous waste enforcement coordinator for the
state, said in an interview. “Someone gets lazy. Or they think they’re
doing right.”
But in 1998, an internal Energy Department review said the contractor
that oversaw the lab and ran the cleanup at that time, Lockheed
Martin Idaho Technologies, had not established “an underlying
culture of rigor, discipline and sustaining leadership” on
environmental, safety and health issues. That review, signed by John
M. Wilcynski, manager of the Energy Department’s Idaho Operations
Office, said that three major accidents, including the deaths of two
workers, had occurred. He recommended that the contract be put out
for bid.
Jim Fetig, a spokesman for the Lockheed Martin Corporation, based
in Bethesda, Md., said that there might have been environmental
missteps in Idaho, but that none were intentional. “I don’t think for
a second that there was an ethos of non-concern about environmental
issues,” Mr. Fetig said.
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Waste was stored improperly in some cases, he said, but it was hard
to find out what old storage tanks contained. “They are still trying to
get a handle on what’s in those tanks and what to do with it,” Mr.
Fetig said. “There was a lot of bad stuff out there and only so much
money. A contractor can only do what the Department of Energy
approves.”

laboratory has also been named to lead development of new cleanup
technologies.
The auditors arrived at the laboratory in the early 1990’s. Mr. Lebow
was a senior environmental, safety and quality regulatory compliance
specialist. Mr. Mock was a senior scientist. They said that they were
told that employees of Westinghouse and Lockheed Martin had
turned off spill alarms on 300,000 gallon tanks containing liquid
high-level radioactive waste, and that no one responded to two
spills they saw in 1995.

Lockheed Martin did not seek to renew its contract in Idaho, but still
manages two research facilities for the Energy Department, the
Sandia National Laboratories in Albuquerque and the Knolls Atomic
Power Laboratory in Schenectady, N.Y.

They said Lockheed Martin tried to flush out four other storage
tanks EG&G had described as empty. When the tanks were
found to contain corrosives contaminated by mercury at a rate
nine times the reportable level, Lockheed Martin continued
flushing the contaminated water, 2.4 million pounds in all — into
a pond for absorption into the soil and for evaporation. Brad
Bugger, a spokesman for the Department of Energy in Idaho, said that
the mercury spill was an example of bad management but that it
posed no additional risk to the environment because “only a couple of
ounces of mercury” were involved.

Besides Lockheed Martin, which ran the site from October 1994
through September 1999, the lawsuit names EG&G Idaho Inc., the
contractor that ran the site from 1976 to 1994, and the Westinghouse
Idaho Nuclear Company, which ran the Idaho Chemical Processing
plant from 1989 to 1994. The plant stored and reprocessed nuclear
waste from reactors around the world.
Mark J. Meagher, a Denver lawyer representing Westinghouse, said
the company denied all the charges. Edward W. Pike, an Idaho Falls
lawyer representing EG&G, declined to comment on the case. Also
named is Coleman Research, a Lockheed Martin subcontractor that
employed the auditors, Neil Mock and Scott Lebow. William
Goodrich, a lawyer for Coleman, said the company did not retaliate
against the men for their complaints

Mr. Mock and Mr. Lebow charge that from 1995 to 1998
Lockheed Martin employees occasionally disabled or
disconnected monitoring devices on smokestacks at a plant where
high-level radioactive waste was processed, to conceal excess
emissions of iodine-131, a radioactive isotope readily absorbed by
the human body. They say this happened at the laboratory’s Nuclear
Technology and Environmental Complex, formerly known as the
Idaho Chemical Processing Plant.

The lawsuit is being brought under a federal law that allows
individuals who contend that contractors committed fraud to sue on
the government’s behalf and recover 25 percent to 30 percent of any
judgment. The suit was filed in 1996 in United States District Court
in Pocatello, Idaho, but was kept under seal until the government
decided three years ago not to join it.

In 1995, they said, monitors were also disabled at the laboratory’s
Waste Experimental Reduction Facility, which burned radioactive
paper, clothing, plastic and garbage. That incinerator was closed last
October after citizens threatened to sue Idaho officials, who denied it
a hazardous waste permit.

The Energy Department considers the Idaho laboratory, now
managed by BWXT Idaho, a consortium led by Bechtel Inc., essential
to the future of nuclear power, both civilian and military. The
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When Lockheed Martin managers were told in writing about the
disabling of the air pollution monitors, the auditors say, the company
told staff members not to report these acts to the authorities. Lockheed
Martin denies this.
Boxes of soil contaminated with hazardous waste, improperly
labeled as low-level waste, were sent illegally to a disposal site in
Utah in 1996, Mr. Mock and Mr. Lebow say, and a Lockheed
Martin
subcontractor,
Lockheed
Martin
Advanced
Environmental Systems, illegally disposed of waste from Pit 9,
which contains plutonium and other radioactive substances, in the
Bonneville County landfill.

DID THE US ARMY USE RADIATION WEAPONS?
SOURCE: Rossiiskaya Gazeta, February 17, 2001, pp. 1 - 2
BYLINE: Sergei Ptichkin

Highlight: The United States government used radioactive
weapons disguised as armor piercing shells with depleted
uranium cores.
BODY: Some new details are available regarding the use of
depleted uranium shells which the US Army used in the former
Yugoslavia. There are reasons to assume that the Balkans are
suffering a true humanitarian catastrophe thanks to NATO and
particularly to the Americans.

This month, Gary Johnson, the assistant inspector general of the
Environmental Protection Agency, said he would look into questions
about the laboratory raised by local environmental organizations
concerned about airborne emissions Another local organization has
warned of dangers to the Snake River Aquifer, which is the water
supply for 20 percent of Idaho’s population.

Lieutenant General Boris Alekseev, Chief of the Ecological
Security of the Russian Armed Forces, says that in Kosovo the
Americans used both “clean” uranium-238 and “dirty”
uranium-236. The assumption is supported by a thorough
analysis of remnants of the shells with depleted uranium. The
results are scandalous.

A Militant solution to Nuclear Pollution

The so-called radiation weapons were considered a direction of
research at the very onset of the nuclear détente. Bombs and
powerful shells were to be stuffed with highly-toxic wastes and
used to shower the enemy territory with them. Radioactive
weapons had, however, a “flaw” - they did not kill immediately
and merely contaminated the territory so that its effect would
become apparent only afterwards (just what happened in
Yugoslavia).

Step 1: Take one bundle of spent fuel rods, cut fuel rods into
nine inch sections and place in glass tubs. Each bundle should
yield at least 100, nine inch sections.

Step 2: Insert glass tubes up the government’s ass, one
bureaucrat (Bureau rat) at a time. By the time we have properly
disposed of one bundle of spent fuel rods in this manner, the
government will have discovered a far safer and saner method
for disposing of this nuclear waste stream.

Comment and response: A concerned citizen asked,
“How are you going to deal with all the radioactive assholes that
you created?” Answer: We place them in the stainless steal
caskets they were planning to transport those waste streams in.
We then place those containers in front of government buildings
as a message to the government. .

The Soviet Union restricted its work on radioactive weapons to
research, which was terminated in the 1950’s. The United States,
however, seems to have continued work on the barbarous
weapons. In other words, American arsenals include radiological
weapons which may be compared to chemical warfare means.
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It is common knowledge that the US Army used ammunition
with depleted uranium cores during the Gulf War. Everybody
knows as well that a lot of soldiers from the peacekeeping
contingent got sick after Kuwait. The situation in Kosovo is
much more alarming. Almost 100 NATO servicemen fell ill
with leukemia and seventeen of them have already died.

This spring, Buske used a Geiger counter to detect radioactive
strontium 90 in mulberry bushes whose roots reach into the
Columbia. Radiation was 25 times the level considered to be
safe.
The radiation was about 100 feet from some of the beds that fall
Chinook salmon use for spawning. Fall Chinook that spawn in
the Hanford Reach — the longest undammed stretch in the river
basin above Bonneville Dam — represent the Columbia’s
largest remaining wild fall Chinook population.

The number of sick Serbians and Albanians is in the hundreds.
It is possible to judge the general environmental situation in
Kosovo as poor and so on, but the traces of uranium-236 speak
for themselves. The United States did use radiation weapons in
the Balkans in the guise of armor-piercing shells with depleted
uranium shells. That is a crime against humanity. (Translated by
A. Ignatkin) ORIGINAL-LANGUAGE: RUSSIAN

Nuclear byproduct near spawning beds at Hanford

Strontium 90 is a highly toxic element that attacks bone marrow
and takes 38 years to decay to half its original strength.
Buske detected the element below old retention basins near
Hanford’s H Reactor, where radioactive cooling water and
damaged fuel rods were dumped during the Cold War. The
reactor was one of eight original Hanford reactors built from
1948 to 1955 to produce plutonium for nuclear weapons.

By

MICHELLE MANDEL of The Oregonian staff June 28, 1999

Hanford contractors already have detected a spike of hexavalent
chromium, a potentially cancer-causing chemical, in the river at
the same spot where Buske detected the strontium 90. The
chromium is coming from a plume under Hanford in
concentrations 25 times higher than what is known to harm
juvenile salmon, according to a 1996 study for the Energy
Department.

RICHLAND, Wash. — A scientist hired by a Hanford Nuclear
Reservation watchdog group says he has detected high levels of
a radioactive byproduct of plutonium near salmon spawning
beds along the Columbia River’s Hanford Reach.
Norm Buske’s finding, detailed in a draft report issued last week
by the Government Accountability Project, troubles Washington
state officials.

Buske’s discovery raises the question of whether strontium 90
followed the same gravel channel into the river as the
chromium.
There’s no evidence that Hanford radiation is
reaching salmon or their spawning beds, but Buske’s findings
warrant a government investigation, said the Northwest regional
director of the Pacific Coast Federation of Fishermen’s
Associations.

“This is a big deal,” said John Erickson, director of radiation
protection for the Washington Department of Health. “It’s a hot
issue when salmon are involved.”
But Hanford officials, who are following up on Buske’s
discovery, say there’s likely no problem. “I don’t see any danger
to the salmon at this point,” said Arlene Tortoso, groundwater
project manager for the US Department of Energy, which
oversees Hanford.
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Cancer-causing Radioactive Material Found in
Children’s Teeth
The cancer-causing radioisotope Strontium-90 (Sr-90) has been
found in the teeth of children born in the 1980’s at levels equal
to those of the middle 1950’s when the US and the former Soviet
Union were conducting routine aboveground bomb tests.
(520.5098) RPHP - Directors of the Radiation and Public
Health Project (RPHP), who today released an initial report from
an ongoing study of baby teeth, said their findings indicate that
Americans continued to absorb radiation for years after all
atmospheric nuclear testing ended in 1980.
The scientific paper based on the RPHP results has been
accepted for publication in the International Journal of Health
Services. A second paper has been accepted for presentation
later in October at an international meeting of scientists in Italy.
“The early results are quite alarming,” said Dr. Ernest
Sternglass, Professor Emeritus of Radiological Physics at the
University of Pittsburgh School of Medicine and co-director of
the study which played a key role in the scientific debate that led
to the original banning of bomb tests. “The levels of
Strontium-90 should have dropped down to near zero once
humankind stopped exploding nuclear weapons in the
atmosphere. Instead the levels stayed essentially the same as
during the bomb-test years, or in some areas they even
increased.

health concerns during the Eisenhower and Kennedy
administrations, resulting finally in the historic Nuclear Test Ban
Treaty between the US and the USSR in 1963. The Treaty
prohibited aboveground testing.
Strontium-90, a man-made element that was first introduced into
nature as a byproduct of atomic bomb tests, is also produced by
fission in nuclear reactors. It enters the body through drinking
water and food, concentrating in bones and teeth.
The largest majority of teeth analyzed by the RPHP researchers
were from the 1979-92 period and contained Strontium-90 in the
range of 1.1 - 2.0 picocuries per gram of calcium. A few of the
teeth were found to have reached levels as high as 16 or 17
picocuries per gram calcium. Baby teeth from the middle 1950’s
that were tested in a St. Louis-based teeth study contained
approximately similar average concentrations. After reaching a
peak in 1963, Strontium-90 levels in the US declined steadily
but did not disappear entirely due to ongoing French and
Chinese aboveground testing as well as releases from US and
USSR underground testing and from a growing number of
civilian reactors.

”The new higher-than-expected levels of radiation were found in
515 teeth measured thus far, most of them of children born in the
states of New York, New Jersey and Florida. Many of the areas
where the teeth were collected are near nuclear power plants
with a history of unusually large radiation releases.

With the end of French and Chinese above ground tests in 1980,
the projected rate of decline of Strontium-90 levels should have
dropped to about 0.1 picocuries/gram by 1990, according to Dr.
Jay M. Gould, an RPHP co-director and statistician who
previously served on the US Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) Science Advisory Board. Instead, the levels were still as
high as 1.99 picocuries/gram in 1988 and had dropped only to
1.15 picocuries/gram in 1992. “The fact that we’re finding
numbers at much higher levels than we expected indicates that
the dangers from radiation in our diet were not eliminated with
the cessation of atmospheric bomb testing,” Dr. Gould said.
“Strontium-90 is still persisting in the human environment.”

The RPHP researchers correlated one increase in Strontium-90
during the 1980’s in Suffolk County, New York, to a
corresponding rise in childhood leukemia and cancer (which also
have been on the rise nationally since the early 1980’s). Studies
linking Strontium-90 to childhood cancer caused widespread

The RPHP researchers attributed some of the new radioactive
fallout to the accidents at the US Three Mile Island reactor in
1979 and at the Chernobyl reactor in Russia (Ukraine) in 1986.
In addition, they noted that state and federal records show a
large amount of officially reported airborne emissions during the
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early 1980’s from four nuclear reactors located in the vicinity of
Suffolk County, the area from which the majority of the RPHP
teeth were collected. “Regardless of the precise source of the
radiation, it is clear that more investigation is urgently needed,”
Dr. Sternglass said.

high, and that for San Francisco fell by 31% in the same period.
The US rate declined by only 8% during these years.
Childhood Leukemia and Cancer Rise - From the period
1985-89, when the first large airborne radioactive releases were
reported at the Diablo Canyon nuclear plant, to the years
1990-98, the cancer/leukemia death rate for children under 15 in
San Luis Obispo County rose by 97%. Santa Barbara County to
the south rose 54% and Monterey County to the north rose 37%.

“It is especially urgent given that Strontium-90 is a known
carcinogen and a marker for other shorter-lived fission
products and simply should not be present at all in our
children’s teeth.”

Childhood Leukemia and Cancer Decline - For the same period,
the cancer/leukemia death rate for children under 15 declined
13% in the four counties of Sacramento, Amador, El Dorado
and Placer combined. This is the area where childhood cancer
rates began to decline after the Rancho Seco reactor was closed
in 1989. Improvements in Infant and Child Health

The private foundations supporting the RPHP study have
agreed to assist in financing the collection and analysis of
5000 baby teeth over the next two years. At the same time,
the RPHP directors called on the US government to conduct
a national-scale study of Strontium-90 in the environment.
The US Department of Energy ended a program in 1982
that previously measured the intake of Strontium-90 in
adult diets, and the EPA stopped monthly reports of fission
products in milk in 1990.

Childhood cancer, overall infant deaths, and deaths due to birth
defects (caused by radiation) also declined more rapidly in the
Sacramento area, after Rancho Seco was permanently closed,
than in the US.

CALIFORNIA CANCER FACTS

Rise of Strontium-90 (Sr-90) in San Luis Obispo Baby Teeth ?
After the Diablo Canyon rectors began full operation in 1985,
Sr-90 levels rose by a highly significant 50% in local baby teeth.

The Radiation/Cancer Link - There is mounting evidence that
cancer rates may be significantly affected by radioactive leaks
and officially permitted releases from nuclear power plants,
such as the Rancho Seco reactor near Sacramento and Diablo
Canyon reactors near San Luis Obispo.

California Baby Teeth Study - California may hold the key to
our national Baby Teeth Study. Here we can trace both how
cancer rates rise when nuclear plants open — and how they
decline when this source of radioactive pollution is removed.
Measurements of Strontium-90 (Sr-90) in the teeth are proof of
cancer-causing fission products in the body of the mother and
child at the time of birth.

Breast Cancer Death Rate Rises - The death rate for breast
cancer among women over 65 more than doubled in San Luis
Obispo County six years after the Diablo Canyon plant began
full commercial operation in 1985. The death rate climbed from
far below the US rate in 1980 to an all-time high in 1990, far
above the US rate.

RPHP Needs 1,000 California Baby Teeth ? For additional
information, contact RPHP: Dr. Ernest Sternglass, Scientific
Director at (412) 681-6251 or Joseph Mangano, National
Coordinator, at (718) 857-9825. For baby teeth envelopes and
mailing instructions call toll-free 1-800-582-3716, or download
the information from our web site at: www.radiation.org.

Breast Cancer Death Rate Declines - In sharp contrast, when
the Rancho Seco plant near Sacramento and San Francisco was
closed in 1989, the breast cancer death rate declined sharply in
both cities. The Sacramento breast cancer death rate for this
over-65 age group decreased 34% by 1997 from its 1989 record
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A Letter From Alec Baldwin

A letter to Langley ( DU and the Gulf War)

Dear Parents:
I am writing you as someone concerned that high cancer rates may be
influenced by radioactive emissions from nuclear power plants.
I became personally involved with this issue after meeting families
in Long Island, New York, whose children had developed and, in
some cases, died from rhabdomyosarcoma, a rare form of cancer - a
cancer whose cause has been linked to radiation exposure. These
families are living at “ground zero” of America’s cancer epidemic.
For them, the American dream has become a nightmare.
One reason behind high cancer rates may be radioactive leaks and
releases from nuclear power reactors. These releases get into the air,
drinking water, and food, and enter the human body (see information
on reverse side). But the US government does not measure just how
much radioactivity gets into the body, or whether it is harmful.
The cancer death rate for children living in San Luis Obispo County
doubled from the late 1980s to the 1990s. It dropped 8% for children
living in Sacramento County. Perhaps the difference is that the Diablo
Canyon reactors in San Luis Obispo started, while the Rancho Seco
reactor in Sacramento closed, in the 1980s. We need to find out
whether this is true.
To document a possible radiation/cancer connection, the Radiation
and Public Health Project (RPHP) needs only one of the baby teeth
that your child has lost. RPHP is collecting baby teeth as part of a
national, scientific study to measure levels of radioactive
Strontium-90 in these teeth. So please help. Every tooth is a clue! I
know that cancer is an overwhelming issue to confront. Yet, we have
already spent $25 billion on a “War on Cancer” without any
significant decline in America’s cancer rates.
It is only through public education, supported by solid scientific
research, that we will be able to create a safe environment and healthy
future for our children. Thank you in advance for supporting the
“Tooth Fairy Project.” Yours sincerely, Alec Baldwin

I have been involved in an analysis of Nuclear Waste disposal at
Norton AFB over the last six to eight months and the long term
effects to Gulf War Veterans from the radioactive battlefield
created by Depleted Uranium rounds. I am attempting to acquire
an honest approximation of Depleted Uranium munitions that
were expended on the battlefield in the Desert Storm operation. I
came across a web site that listed munitions that were admittedly
used in the conflict. That information would be a realistic
starting point for this investigation.
We know that approximately 70% of the DU rounds are
vaporized on impact in the Battlefield. We also have evidence
that the Kinetic energy transferred to these DU rounds when
they are fired is enough to trigger fission in the remaining U-235
in the DU round itself. This fission leaves vaporized particles of
strontium-90, cesium-137 and a host of other radioactive
elements on the battlefield that our troops fought in.
The military was aware of this situation and provided
vaccinations to the troops in an attempt to reduce the retention of
radioactive substances the troops would absorb in the battlefield.
The anthrax propaganda was BS.
This is the radioactive prospective for Desert Storm. The
radioactive exposure of a tank crew transporting DU rounds is
equivalent to one chest x-ray every 24 hours. The radioactive
exposure to contact with an Iraqi tank that was hit with DU
rounds is equivalent to 50 chest x-rays per hour. Most of the
troops that participated in Desert Storm were in a radioactive
battlefield for over 100 hours. The math is ugly but it explains
why over 130,000 Americans that served in Desert Storm have
major health problems from the radioactive battlefield they
fought in and over 40,000 have died. The VA is disavowing any
responsibility or medical treatment for those Americans that put
themselves in harms way fighting that war. This type of attitude
from this POS government really pisses my off. Jay Lindberg.
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Chapter X: Strategic Planning

THE DRUG WAR AND THE VIETNAM WAR

Chapter X is more in depth analysis and strategy in
opposing this war. When you market a product emotionally
you bypass rational analysis of bad data. That is why a very
calm and direct approach is critical when addressing Drug
War Abuse. You have to be honest and you have to be
right. Most of society has been trained to treat druggies as
second class citizens because of their criminal status in
society. When they find out this is an arbitrary decision
based on corruption and greed they realize they have been
used like everyone else.

This history lesson addresses similarities between The Vietnam
War and the Drug War.

Date: 4/25/99 Jay Lindberg

QUESTION: Will it take another Antiwar movement similar in
size and strength to the antiwar movement in Vietnam to end the
Drug War? Are we creating the same type of unstable
components in the Drug War that developed in Vietnam.?
It took an antiwar movement and citizen mobilization to shut
down the Vietnam War because there was far too much money
and power in the status quo. It should be obvious by now that
the same holds true for our Drug War Democracy. What caused
the antiwar movement to grow to the point where revolution
was in the air and can we expect opposition to the Drug War to
take a similar course? Let’s take a close look at Antiwar
Movement and the Vietnam War.

Thought for the Day

A library is a dangerous place for a suspicious mind .

In 1965 there were 500,000 troops in Vietnam and at the time
the antiwar movement was not a significant threat to the war.
The antiwar movement did not take off in 1965. It took off in
1968. The 1968 elections were only one factor in the rise of the
Antiwar movement. The fact those 500,000 Americans had
finished their tours of duty and were back in the states on the GI
Bill overwhelmed a media designed to promote profits over the
truth. The foundation of the antiwar movement were the Vets.
They took to the streets when they realized the media refused to
tell America the truth about the war.
The students threatened by the draft joined in but were never the
leaders of the antiwar movement. In the end, the power structure
and the media had to shut down the war or face a citizen revolt.
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The draft could no longer supply the troops and Congress would
no longer fund the conflict. The Vietnam war had run out of
money, cannon fodder and lies. The Peace agreement was the
BS that they fed us to cover up the truth.
The Drug War will have to end the same way. The power
structure has to much riding on the Drug War to shut it down
peacefully. To end this war we must prepare to replace the
existing power structure with our own. We will need mass
mobilization of the populace, honest leaders to fulfill our destiny
and the expertise of Drug War Veterans to place this war in the
history books where it belongs.
This war is over 25 years old, which means many agents will be
retiring very soon. My contacts with these government
employees paints a picture that’s not Drug War friendly. Most
are not only sick of this war, they are angry and afraid of it.
Many are questioning whether their conduct in this war make
them criminals as well. Describing the Drug War as a covert
operation, to many of them, is like talking to the choir. They put
on the blinders to collect their pensions and suppress the
knowledge of their own conduct. Has their conduct in this war
made them criminals as well? A war against American citizens
for profit is far to much like treason to support or ignore. That
reality is hard to ignore.
Many have personal knowledge of questionable accidents and
suicides in their own departments. The Drug War is so
destructive and corrupt, these agents realize, speaking the truth
can get them killed. (Matt Huddleston) What they don’t realize
is, when you run from the truth in this dirty little war, they shoot
you in the back and cover up the killing. When the truth is the
foundation for revolution, fear and the illusion of security are
preferred weapons for cooperation. That’s where they are today.
We must turn their fear into rage and action.

Some agents left the DEA and DOJ early because Drug War
related corruption was intolerable. Many left to cash in as
defense attorneys. Most stayed on, putting in their time.
The DEA and Justice department agents that are retiring or the
few that walked away from the money, know this war’s true
destructive potential. Their participation, contacts and data base
are critical to ending the Drug War. They are veterans of this
war and it will take the veterans to end it, just like Vietnam.
Another pool of veterans are the millions of Americans the
Drug War has turned into second class citizens. Some are in the
closets, some are in jails and tens of millions have Drug War
felonies until death do they part. They have the most to gain and
the least to lose as opponents to the Drug War. Neither group
wants to leave this destructive war as their legacy to future
generations. They have far more common ground than either
group cares to admit.
Other groups that will support ending this war are the militias
and the Christians. Christians recognize a war based on lies is a
contract with the devil. In this case the devil is the power
structure itself. With a little information Militias will recognize
this war against American citizens is treason.
The one alliance we must stay away from, like the plague, is the
yuppie scum. Honesty, justice and freedom take a back seat to
stock portfolios and their own precious ass. When we realize the
Drug War is fulfilling its intended roles we also realize the Drug
War is the enemy and must be defeated.
Loosing this war means, we will have no rights, justice or
control over our destiny. Corporate rule over our lives and future
will be absolute. If the Drug War Economy/ Democracy is
successful is devouring our future, it will be done with the help
of the yuppie scum. They will have sold out our future, one
investor at a time.
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Hanoi Jane

(10/10/99)

Response to: Hanoi Jane (& Tom Hayden))

This letter is a response to a letter criticizing the nomination of Jane
Fonda as one of the 100 most important women in the 20th century.
The article was called Hanoi Jane and portrayed her as a traitor for
visiting Vietnam during the War. Here are several paragraphs of the
article and my response. In many ways, the Vietnam War and the
Drug War are the same. For example, both wars are/ were wars of
repression driven by propaganda and corporate profits. When martial
law goes down in America, the streets will start looking like Vietnam
as well.

I had the opportunity to read the research that came from those visits
to Vietnam from Tom and Jane. I found that information in a book
written by Tom Hayden in a Pasadena library in the late 1970s. The
book does an in depth analysis of the destruction and a relatively
accurate analysis of the agenda for the war in the first place.
Tom and Jane went to Vietnam to find out what was really going on
because our corporate media and the government were lying through
their teeth. The government and the media responded to the upstart
activists by putting together a propaganda campaign that dressed
them up as traitors and suppressed the information they brought back.
Tom and Jane knew when they made the trip, they would have to set
priorities and a lot of what they would see would be ugly. They could
not allow their visit to be turned into a propaganda campaign for the
spin doctors back home that were feeding on the war. They made
tough decisions. They had to do to get to the facts. I have examined
their research and I can make this statement as fact. The information
is far more accurate than anything from the media, the government or
the comments stated in “Hanoi Jane”.

Our Drug War Democracy has over 30,000 paramilitary units
stationed on our own soil. If we add to the Drug War equation the
evidence of Drug Smuggling by the intelligence community, and
others, we see the government is playing both sides of the fence in
this dirty ass war.
The bottom line is this and it was true for Vietnam as well. If the
government is bringing in the drugs, then they are deliberately
promoting the destruction in our streets. So why did the government
train these paramilitary troops if the drugs were theirs?

If the media and the government had accurately stated the agendas of
the Vietnam War it would have never happened. So they marketed the
Vietnam War with lies and wrapped those lies in the flag to eliminate
debate and opposition. We bought those lies and many of our children
got killed in the swindle.

Subj.: Subject: HANOI JANE (10/8/1999)
From: BJActor
From my son David:
Looks like Hanoi Jane may be honored as one of the “100 Women of
the Century” JANE FONDA remembered? Unfortunately, many have
forgotten and still countless others never knew how Ms. Fonda
betrayed not only the idea of our “country” but the men who served
and sacrificed in Vietnam.

To get a good overview of that evidence and the conduct of this
government in Vietnam, remember Pol Pot in Cambodia, East Timor,
Pinochet in Chile and now Serbia. We put in power the POS that laid
waste and terrorized those nations. The Controlled Media suppressed
that information and the destruction continued. In Serbia, the US
demonstrated that schools, hospitals and infrastructure were the
strategic targets of choice. Vietnam was no different and anyone that
served in Vietnam knew that as fact.

There are few things I have strong visceral reactions to, but Jane
Fonda’s participation in what I believe to be blatant treason, is one of
them. Part of my conviction comes from exposure to those who
suffered her attentions. The first part of this is from an F-4E pilot.
The pilot’s name is Jerry Driscoll, a River Rat. In 1978, the
Commandant of the USAF Survival School was a former POW in
HoLo Prison-the “Hanoi Hilton”.

So I suggest someone ask Jerry Driscoll, a pilot and POW, if he
participated in the Bombing of hospitals, schools and dikes in North
Vietnam. I am betting he has a convenient memory lapse of what the
real targets were in North Vietnam and whether or not those targets
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would make him a candidate for War Crimes Tribunals in a more just
society.
All wars are based on economics and the first casualty of war is the
truth. The Drug War and the Vietnam War are no exceptions. The
function of the Vietnam War was the direct result of Vietnam’s
decision to develop an economic policy independent of US corporate
rule. That rule was enforced by the American War machine, the CIA
and economic interests of organizations through the UN and the
World Bank.
The Vietnam War was about power and the control of resources in the
region. Cooperation with the global economic policies as dictated by
Wall Street via Washington was mandatory. The alternative was
covert action and military intervention. This option would reduce
infrastructure to rubble, your population to starvation and disease,
then your country to occupation. That’s what happened in Vietnam.
The Vietnam War was an unjust war by an empire that is out of
control. It was based on lies, promoted for profit and bent on the
wholesale destruction of a democracy and liberty. It was not an
honorable pursuit. Jane Fonda and Tom Hayden knew this. They were
not the real enemies in this War and did not give aid and comfort to
the enemy. The real enemy was the power structure that initiated this
war in the first place and of course Vietnam War itself. Tom and Jane
went after the enemy with accurate information. The real traitors
responded with spin doctors as damage control.
If anyone needs to be placed up against the wall and shot, the corrupt
politicians that run this country and their corporate bosses are the
logical candidates. I did not realize when I wrote this piece that we
were dealing with the same power structure, playing the same games
to a different generation.
The Vietnam war ended in 1974 with rebellion in the air. The Drug
War began in earnest in 1973. Their agendas have always been the
same. When you replace the Vietnam War with the Drug War and a
few of the names, you will see we are dealing with the same type of
crap for the next generation

A Special Note to the Lawyers in California
As an officer of the courts, you have certain legal
obligations and you know what they are.
There is more than enough evidence and Exhibits in Part II
of this book for you to initiate a judicial investigation into
the death of Paul Wells. In a matter of fact, you have a legal
obligation to do just that. But as Mark Blankenship of
Riverside California has so rudely stated, “you are holding
us to too high a standard.” What Mark Blankenship has so
gracefully stated is that the legal profession is above the
law. This low standard the legal profession is accustomed
to is a ticket to a fascist state.
In a more just society, your lack of action could earn you a
ticket to prison for obstructing justice in a homicide. But
that is not going to happen because this corrupt war is
protected by this corrupt government, which includes your
corrupt ass, and an informant, Larry Conley, at least for
now. Your version of Juris Prudence is in need of a working
class ass kicking and a traitors justice.
The path to wrath is injustice at intolerable levels. It will
take a bloody revolution to clean up this crap. Obstruction
of Justice in a homicide is a crime. Mark Blankenship was
not alone when he failed to live up to the legal obligations
as an officer of the court. On page 224, there is a list of
players that took part in the killing of Paul Wells or the
Obstruction of Justice Show that protected the killers and
this corrupt system. A hell of a lot of lawyers, a few Judges
and some DOJ officials earned the name, criminal when
they pushed this killing under the rug .
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A Letter to Mike Levine 7/98
The Drug War and Society through me eyes.

Alcohol was ugly and I used my father as an example to stay
away from it. I realized this prohibition was arbitrary and as
George Washington stated, arbitrary prohibitions are enforced at
the expense of liberty. Laws must also be just, to be effective.

Your son was killed by a Junkie. Whom would you have held
responsible if your local police did not charge the junkie
because he was an informant? How would you have handled it?
I need to know this because my mom’s husband is dead and the
police are doing nothing. It looks like King Rat can kill with
immunity in San Bernardino. I wonder if the government is
using them as assassins as well.

The marijuana laws were an abuse of power that in no way
addressed the health care risk. I also recognized the similarity
between the way government treated minorities and druggies. It
was a tool to declare a second class citizenship status to
segments of society. This was not a stated function of the Drug
War but it existed and was enforced in an arbitrary manner.
Enforcement was being directed at the troublemakers to
neutralize and marginalize decent. Nixon’s war on drugs
coincided with the peace agreement in Vietnam.

The Drug War and Society through my eyes
I am 42 years old. I have been an activist off and on most of my
adult life. I was raised is South Carolina and moved to
California in 1972. I bring this up because I saw racism in a
different perspective than is preached in the media. While
growing up, I could not understand why minorities were being
treated the way they were because we were all citizens and
should have been treated equally but we were not.

The unemployment that resulted from the end of the Vietnam
War was addressed, not with investments in infrastructure,
which we were expecting. A prison industry and a Drug War
were what we got, instead. I still remember hearing this from a
member of Congress. “If we ever try to enforce the drug laws
we are writing we will bankrupt this country, building a police
state to do it. ”Proponents of the laws kept saying, “We have to
send a message. ”It’s time to ask what that message really is.

The feeling I got when observing racism was that very few
people really approved of what was happening. Most white
folks were too afraid to address the injustice they were seeing.
Later I figured out that I was witnessing an arbitrary repression
designed to enslave us all. This repression was used as a tool, by
example, to keep the majority in line as well. Racism reminded
white folks, they could be next so they hide.

With College and other interests, requiring the ability to reason
I had no reason to develop a drug dependency to legal or illegal
drugs. Marijuana made an effective substitute for alcohol. It was
far less destructive to the body and my surroundings. The drug
laws were simply irrelevant. In the last four years I have asked
this question hundreds of times. Why don’t you use illegal
drugs? Only one time in the last four years did someone say
because they were illegal. The usual response was for health
care concerns or terms of endearment with the spouse. This
statement revealed the deterrent effect of Prohibition on casual
use to be almost nil.

Observing this conduct and doing nothing compromised the
majority as well. This is the prospective I use when addressing
racism. “The difference between a black man and a white man is
the color of their skin. The difference between a rich man and a
poor man is everything else.” The rich man promoted racism.
Everyone else lived by the rules.
In 1972 I moved to California and went into a culture shock. I
tried pot that year because I realized the government was lying
to us about it and my father was an alcoholic.
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Under this model the deterrent effect of an addict to the Drug
War is counter productive for two reasons. 1) Nobody starts
taking illegal drugs to become an addict and we already realize
the Drug War takes a back seat to health and safety concerns for
casual use. 2) The Drug War has created a criminal addict
instead of an addict. The criminal addict will not seek help until
the addict has been caught by the criminal justice model. This
model promotes jails for addicts without treatment. (That will
work (JOKE)). The real secret to the Drug War Rehabilitation
model is this. If the Drug War shut down tomorrow so would
rehabilitation. The program was never designed to work or
successful programs would be funded. That hasn’t happened.
What we are really dealing with is a corrupt industrial policy. In
this context, the Drug War and government dumping of illegal
drugs makes far to much sense to support or ignore.
One reason the Drug War was such a farce is because even
druggies believe the Drug War is the right course for everyone
but themselves. As Mark Twain said, “Nothing needs reforming
like other people’s habits” sums up public support for the Drug
War. If it was any other way, people would be turning
themselves into the police to address their own drug habits. That
is not happening. This question clears up lots of BS. If you think
the Drug War is such a good idea, why not turn yourself in, to
address your own drug use? That’s when they finally realize the
Drug War has got to end.
Law Enforcement is not much different but their addictions are
far more dangerous. The Drug War warriors have their own drug
demons and one of the highest drug abuse rates of any
profession. Alcohol addiction is rampant in law enforcement.
Most alcoholics in law enforcement will become addicted to
illegal stimulants in an attempt at becoming a functional
alcoholic. The drug warriors most dangerous addiction is the
Drug War budget and the lies. Their addiction is the worst
because it requires a war against American Citizens for profit to
feed him. He feeds at the trough for years, never addressing his
own habits or the lies that promote his budget. The system’s

“NO PUBLIC DEBATE POLICY” perpetuates the lies and the
destruction continues.
One motive behind the, law enforcement drug testing petition, in
1997, was to prove that law enforcement could not live under
these repressive drug laws either. A legitimate Drug Policy
Debate would be a reasonable alternative to sending law
enforcement officers to prison because they had become drug
addicts. That option did not appeal to me either.
In the 1980s the rules changed. Being in Reagan Country
(Southern California), the Drug War and the Cold War were
very profitable to the region. Cocaine prices dropped from
$70,000 to $12,000 a kilo in five years. The Contra operation
and others like it were pouring billions of dollars into the area. A
kilo of Cocaine was easier to find than a kilo of pot. Reagan’s
policies by design, made sure the revenues from Cocaine were
funneled through Southern California.
In the early 1980s, I had gotten involved in the construction
industry and my wife worked in defense. In spite of 18% interest
rates the construction industry was doing OK in Southern
California. Most projects were also handling their own financing
for home buyers.
The dirty little secret, Southern California was the money
laundering capital of the world. The money was being laundered
into the construction industry, long term financing and the Stock
market. The claim that CIA funding of Iran-Contra operations
was the main agenda behind Cocaine smuggling is pure BS. By
1984 America was consuming over 1,000 tons of Cocaine a
year. Financing the Contras would take less the 100 tons a year.
This government controlled the cocaine flowing into this country
during the 80s and did not change. Flooding the market is what
drove the price per kilo from $70K to $12K in 5 years.
With the transfer of the industrial base in the inner cities to the
third world, the black market replaced the legitimate economy.
Even at $12,000 a kilo, the government was still able to clear
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over $7,000 in profits per kilo. America was consuming
approximately a million kilos of Cocaine a year by 1986. One
function of the Drug War was to incarcerate the competition..

critical components of the power base of our Drug War
Democracy/ Economy in America.
The black market artificially inflates the value of the drugs on
the street. The stock market launders the black market profits to
artificially inflate earnings. Those artificial earnings inflate the
value of the stocks. The corporate government uses repressive
drug laws and the tax base to institutionalize the process. The
media is the marketing tool to keep this swindle going.

To give an idea of the magnitude of money funneled into the
Southern California area from the Cold War and the Drug War,
the average home in Orange County had increased in value 20
fold from 1960 to 1990. A $15,000 home in 1960 was being
appraised for $300,000 in 1990. Drug money and the Cold War
(Defense budgets) financed the prosperity in Southern
California. Drug Money was everywhere and lots of it. Cops
were financing million dollar homes. Nobody was questioning
it, because nobody could afford to.

Oh fu**, the whole damn system run amuck, got to end this
Drug War. Under these parameters drug money got laundered
through major and minor players at the Predators Ball in
Beverly Hills, Palm Springs, and organizations that promoted
the Drug War in the 80s. The real estate industry in Southern
California was a major benefactor. The Reagan Administration
created the foundation for a real Drug War economy/ democracy
in the 1980s. Ollie North almost became a Senator with
contributions and support from proponents of the war.

Here is why. The dynamics of drug money gives it incredible
power in the stock market. Drug money can be off budget
revenues for corporations, stock portfolios, emergency funding,
undisclosed cash reserves and create artificially high Profit and
Loss Statements.
Many stocks draw their value from established rates of return
from those industries and the earnings multiple dictates their
value. When you launder drug money through the market, to
pad profits, you artificially inflate the value of those stocks. In
practical terms, if institutional investors demand an 8% return
on investment, your earnings multiple is 12.5.

What part of nothing needs reforming like other people’s habits
don’t we understand. The Drug War economy controls the
political process. It is not that promoting the Drug War is a vote
getter in America. Opposing the Drug War brings down the
wrath of our corrupt institutions that thrive from existing
policies. We live in a Drug War Democracy where corruption
rules our institutions and death squads are an emerging reality
for the heretics and their families. That is why the process is so
profitable for those in power and destructive for everyone else.

Using these parameters, $100 million of black market revenues
creates well over a billion dollars of institutional wealth. If some
of these stocks are fronts for laundering drug profits and cash
for start- ups, then the Drug War Economy provides the
competitive edge.

In the 80s, I developed a taste of alcohol and cocaine. The
cocaine made me a functional alcoholic and visa versa. (I know
that is questionable) In the beginning the cocaine gave me the
strength to work 16 to 20 hours a day building several
construction companies. Alcohol took the edge off.

When you are laundering billions of dollars through the stock
market, to artificially inflate profits you are capable of
corrupting the entire market. Over $250 billion of drug money is
laundered through our economy every year. That is where we
are today. The Drug War and the black market revenues are

Never developed a taste for smoking Cocaine and stayed away
from the people that did. We referred to them as BASE CASES.
Snorting cocaine was a lot like coffee without the ulcers. We
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referred to Cocaine as Vitamin C back then and coffee as liquid
speed. We made a lot of money in the 80s but we knew the party
could not last forever.
I was involved in the start up of several construction companies
in the early 80s. I fed on the Drug War in the 1980s. The black
market profits the Drug War created, built the construction
industry in Southern California. I knew what was going on, at
least part of it.
My face was in the trough so I ignored the obvious. My
background in finance told me not to ask questions and the
conduct of the developers were suspect. They were above the
law and flaunted it. They were part of the inside track of Drug
War economics.
Where there is cocaine money there is cocaine. Plenty of it. You
were told to stop these drugs with a Drug War designed to
eliminate competition, consolidate markets and maximize
profits. The government then took these profits and built our
Drug War Democracy from laundered drug money and Fascist
legislation.
The construction industry in Southern California played a major
part in laundering that money and the creation of that power
base. That same industry continues to be a major player,
promoting the Drug War today. I was feeding off one end of the
trough. You were feeding on the other. The Drug War was
feeding off both of us. The Drug War needed our participation to
work and now we are paying for it. You have a dead son and a
brother that committed suicide. My mom has a dead husband at
the hands of a RAT. I have to get Larry Conley off the streets
and shut down the machine that made him so powerful. This
Hospice scam is run by an informant.
In 1988 I got busted by a CI. The deal I got offered was obscene.
They would have turned me into a Corporate ass hole version of
Larry the Rat, Conley if I had let them. It looked too damn

much like playing pirate with the government in the middle of it.
No thanks. I got a taste of the criminal justice system instead.
This Drug War is about raw power and it has no rules. The
Criminal Justice System the Drug War has set up is like a trap.
They get you in the tunnel and you never get out. The function
of the tunnel is to turn you into a CI where you learn the ways of
the real “KING RAT” (the government).
You’re as good as the rats you create is the way it really is.
When you create these rats, they learn to live by the same
unethical standards and before long the cops aren’t any better.
All a cop has to do is look at the conduct of their RATS and they
know this war is AFU. This government creates so many RATS
because, the government is no different from the rats they create.
Rats and the government are scum. They belong in hell together.
When you refer to the rats with a badge I know what they are
like. They are a threat to everything that lives and breaths on this
planet. I’ve gone toe to toe with them a lot. The last case I lost
was in 1992 and I always have something pending.
Misdemeanor battery of a cop. The judge was pissed at the jury
and the DA. He sentenced me to two weeks community service
and two weeks of work release.
Judge Felix allowed me to do the community service with the
California Hemp Initiative. The DA wanted to violate me and
send me to state prison. I have little doubt, if they get me in their
jails again I will not come out alive.
Sincerely,
Jay Lindberg
Judge Felix told me my attitude got me into trouble, but he
would have liked this book. He died in 1994. He was an
alcoholic and it killed him.
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One Lone Wolf 1999/03/09

Six years ago I began questioning the long term effects of
California’s “Three Strikes” legislation that was working its way
through the legislature, on California’s economy. It was marketed as
a crime reduction policy. Nobody promoting “Three Strikes” was
willing to state the infrastructure costs of this legislation. One
interview of a member of Pete Wilson’s staff stated this proposal, the
one Pete Wilson signed, would bankrupt the state.

From: drgwarwhr@aol.com (Drgwarwhr)
Message-ID: <7c1r9h$pr8$1@news.missouri.edu>
Newsgroups: misc.activism.progressive

This article is a short summary of some highlights of activist work
from 94 to 97. This information provides an insight into identifying
rogue activist (obstructionists) and cutting through their BS ASAP.

The estimated costs of “Three Strikes” were 20 new prisons costing
ten billion dollars and a 70% increase in prison population by the year
2000 for the state. Projected prison population by the year 2000 was
200,000 inmates. The prisons would be built with bonds the public
would approve by default if this legislation passed and inmate
housing costs would increase to over three billion dollars annually by
the year 2000. The media refused to print the research and the rest is
history. I refer to this as industrial planning. By examining the
legislation it was obvious that nonviolent drug offenders would make
the bulk of the increase in inmates. The ACLU was of no help and
neither was anyone else.

To the rebels,
I have been receiving some interesting stuff from Joe Henderson. I
know nothing about him except he sent me some information on
KYC (Know Your Customer) and I replied to it and then some.
You cannot expect people to respond as legitimate activists when you
preach the all powerful police state to them. My real concern is
whether or not he is an obstructionist. If he deals with alternatives to
his agenda with slander and a misrepresentation of information he is
probably playing both sides of the fence. Someone needs to check
him out a little better. The concern I have is based on evidence we
uncovered in the death of my mom’s husband, Paul Wells, and the
way Joe Henderson reacted to that evidence. Censorship is the way
the media and the government responded to our investigation
surrounding the death of Paul Wells. This is the same way Joe
Henderson responded to it.

The lesson: Develop attach strategies where resources are very
limited. Depending on established organizations like the ACLU is
dangerous because the ACLU is part of the establishment. One role of
the media is to keep the public believing otherwise. If the public
figured out what the ACLU is really up to, they would burn it to the
ground and create an organization that protected civil rights
effectively.

His comments also promote fear, inaction, confusion and
misrepresented data. I have developed a short fuse for this style of
propaganda and try to expel these people as quickly as possible. I
have personally been on the receiving end of their results on more
than one occasion. I use my engineering and economics training to
write and evaluate research. I am not afraid to question authority and
over the years have become very good at it. I will give you several
examples of my background and how I developed my attack
strategies opposing the Drug War.

I began researching the Drug War when I joined the ACLU in 1994 in
LA. They had a small ADHOC committee on the Drug War and I
took the assignment of preparing one of their newsletters. I requested
several major studies from NIDA, including the Monitoring the
Future Survey from the University of Michigan. This annual survey
costs $3,000,000. 50,000 students total are interviewed. The report
was a piece of shit but the raw data could be extrapolated from it.
This is the most quoted government Drug War research and less than
100 copies of it go out annually to the scientific community and
universities.
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I used the Monitoring the Future Survey as the foundation for my
Drug War Industrial Policy Project. I approached the ACLU with my
findings which concluded, Drug War related civil rights violations
were based on misrepresented data and economic incentives. The
ACLU response and I quote “You have to learn your place in this
organization” and “the ACLU does not address economic issues.”
When I asked, “How do you respond to civil rights violations based
on illegal conduct?” They took the fifth.
Five years ago I came out publicly against the Drug War and decided
to target the propaganda machines that are used to paralyze the public
with fear. I researched the PDFA and their Nonprofit, public benefit
status and guidelines. Their tax status provides enormous benefits for
donors and allows write-offs against the taxes that they owe. One of
the guidelines for nonprofit, public benefit corporations is the
requirement that the corporation cannot be used as a propaganda
machine to attack competitors with false information.
The media began donating hundreds of millions of dollars of
advertising space to the PDFA annually. The PDFA then sold huge
blocks of that advertising space to the industrial competitors of hemp
based products at discount rates. The Drug War was subsidizing
advertising to the alcohol, tobacco and pharmaceutical industries and
Drug War propaganda in the media. This violated the spirit and the
letter of the tax code. I attacked this subsidy of the Drug War as tax
fraud and laid this out to IRS agents.
The agents just about shit when I laid this information out before
them. I showed the PDFA was violating the tax code for nonprofit
public benefit corporations. The PDFA was actively promoting the
Drug War and misrepresenting hemp (marijuana) in the press. The
chief beneficiaries of those misrepresentations were buying large
blocks of discount advertising space from the PDFA itself. The media
that donated the advertising space to the PDFA and allowed the false
data to be published.

These misrepresentations in the media promoted an illegal
manipulation of commerce with the Drug War. Here was a shot at
close to a half billion dollar violation of the tax code on an annual
basis. The IRS agents discussed this information with their boss and
told me “the corporations involved were too powerful for them to
investigate.” Ugly, dangerous and corrupt. I also went to the State and
Federal agencies. Those visits are addressed in previous chapters.
Four years ago I went after DARE. After researching the organization
I began attacking the organization in the schools as in direct conflict
to the mission statement of public schools. Schools are institutions of
learning and are no place to be promoting law enforcement budgets
and the Drug War with lies. In fact, the very act of public officials
promoting budgets with false information is a violation of the law.
While I have not been able to shut down the DARE program I have
been able to expose the program as corrupt and school districts resent
this type of gunboat diplomacy by law enforcement and the
government. My research did have some negative impact at the
National level when I uncovered almost 90% of the DARE budget
was generated from tips and the seized assets those tips generated.
Congress had not been informed.
It appeared they were kept in the dark deliberately. I funneled my
research through Congressman, David Drier at the time. He is now
Chairman of the House Rules Committee. Congress cut all seized
asset funding for the DARE program. Including seized assets, the
DARE program was over a billion dollars annually It has been hurting
ever since. By the way, I have a signed letter from David Drier
recognizing medicinal uses to marijuana. I am surprised to this day,
nobody has asked me for a copy of that letter.
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Back to Joe Henderson

A Better Plan For Attacking the War On Drugs

I will get to the last three years of my work soon, but this is the point
I want to make to anyone reading this. When people start spouting the
all powerful police state and insignificant citizen BS, like the Joe
Henderson I want to slap him up side his head because I know better.

The movements for economic and social justice in America are
growing. The passing of Proposition 215 and Proposition 36 in
California are also encouraging examples of public support for
change, but that’s not enough. These efforts didn’t help McWilliams,
the medical marijuana movement or the Cannabis Club owners from
California. Most of them are in prisons, dead, bankrupt, on probation,
parole or facing criminal charges as we speak. The Corporate
government of America violated our laws and attacked our leaders
with prison cells and repression. The public responded to state
repression of our leaders the way they always have. They hide and
submit to our fascist state. We need a new plan.

I’ve been a royal pain in the ass for this war for a long time and I
speak from experience. A citizen, in this society, has far power than
a thousand servants and slaves. I know we can bring down this war
and it is not going to take a lot of us to do it. I’ve a hard time finding
people that will go toe-to-toe with the Drug War Economy/
Democracy because what I am doing is dangerous and few have the
courage to go there.
So when the sheep scatter I repeat this statement by G. Gordon Liddy
himself, (YES G. GORDON LIDDY) “You never know what you are
capable of, until you push the envelope.” He nailed it right on the
head.

Defining the problem- We are not going to put down this corrupt drug
war or successfully attack economic injustice with martyrs. We need
a plan that (1) produces leaders that are winners instead of martyrs in
the courts, (2) provides strategic assistance to defendants and (3)
inflicts maximum cost, disruption, confusion, frustration and rage at
injustice from court personnel. It is time to monkey wrench their
courts. (4) We must do this with limited resources and minimum use
of lawyers (vipers). When we can successfully defend our leaders
from state sponsored repression in the courts, the public will follow.
Until then, the public will lick to boots of the fascists.

So remember, our opponents are in it for the money and money is
cool, but we have an opportunity to shut down an unjust war and
purge it from this globe. We have the opportunity to make a place in
history and play a major role in defining this generation and our
destiny. The only thing standing in our way is fear. When you allow
fear to run your life, it will control your destiny as well.
Addressing fear with action mobilizes your destiny. Jay Lindberg

THE CONCEPT: You cannot depend on the loyalty of the troops you
have lied to. When the public, the courts and law enforcement learn
the truth about this dirty little war they will turn their guns on their
oppressors. When that day comes, we will have justice and it wont be
pretty, but it will be justice for our oppressors.
DEFINING THE PLAYERS IN THE COURTS: A private defense
attorney specializing in Drug Cases +125 cases a year. Assistant DA300 cases/year. Public defender- 400 cases/year. Judge- +1200
cases/year. These players feed the prison industry and the Drug War
Economy. They are the ones you must pursue with the truth. When
they finally understand the destruction they have participated in, and
the lies they were feed in the process, they really change .
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Survival of the military-industrial state:
THE POWs, CIA and DRUGS:

From: “TJ” Date: Thus, 16 September 1999 07:11 AM EDT

The war on drugs is about many things. The prohibitionists
are a diverse group. For some it is about controlling
Americans, trying to keep us obedient cash cows without
original ideas. For some it is about extending American
military influence as far as it can possibly go. For some
religious people it is about Puritanical notions of what is
right. For arms manufacturers, jailers, lawyers, police, drug
testing companies, and more it is about making money. For
some it is just another means of keeping minorities down.
For some it’s a matter of pride, they do not want to give up
the fight no matter how pointless and insane it is shown to
be. For all, it’s a pious excuse to keep doing what they’re
doing.
With this post I am illustrating the illegal drug economy is
an incredibly complex system. Foreign fascists/organized
crime force peasants to grow drug crops. They sell these
goods at a hyper inflated value to American dealers. They
use the proceeds to purchase arms from American
manufacturers, to further oppress their people and stay in
power. American law enforcement, led by the CIA, allows
drugs to come into this country to keep the scary drug threat
alive.
As you said, this is a pretext for the militarization of the
police. It also helpfully keeps the inner cities totally
disorganized. Four times as many black men go to jail as go
to college. This prevents any credible black leaders from
arising. It keeps the property values in the hood at rock
bottom. A lot of inner city property is owned by
prohibitionists. It also keeps people from expanding their
minds through use of psychedelics, because they know
damn well that knowledge is power.

The international banking system as well relies heavily on
laundered drug money. The intermeshing of all of these
players is far more complex than I have laid out in this
paragraph, but it boils down to this: Drugs, only while they
are illegal, are the basis of power. This system is in place to
paralyze society and suck it dry.
The Americans who reap the incredible bounty of this war
have used it to buy the government. The law enforcement
situation is a lot more complicated than that, though. The
DEA, for the most part, is genuinely trying to stop the flow
of drugs. Their problem is that they keep discovering that
the biggest drug operations are run by the CIA to finance
covert foreign wars, so that they do not need to rely solely
on American taxpayers for money. The CIA fights this by
placing undercover agents in the DEA, FBI, and other
agencies. There are a lot of lawsuits being fought out
between agencies to stop the CIA’s actions.
The American fascists are hoping to buy their next
installment of government with Shrub Bush. He is trying to
peddle himself to the masses as just another concerned
Christian when in reality his campaign contributors are
banking on his father’s ties to the intelligence community to
protect their interests and keep the Drug War profits
flowing. Otherwise, how could this man even consider the
presidency? He’s a fu** up coke user with hardly any
experience at running anything and he has no positions on
anything, except for four issues, three of which are stupid
little issues nobody cares about and the fourth being that we
should give our intelligence agencies more power. (It was in
Rolling Stone.) I find it hilarious, that they are all getting
behind this guy to keep the Drug War going. I’m not
surprised that Shrub was a coke head, though, his father was
a prime mover with the cocaine-financed Contras. Shrub
probably got his habit through Pop’s business partners.
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Ending the Drug War

We just got word the DOJ does not have the script on file in
Sacramento and that block of scripts has been red flagged as
contributing to the death of several senior citizens in the area.
The local police covered up this information for over a year to
protect their rat and an ass kicking they deserved. If you want a
hot story for the Revolutionary times, This is hot. The bottom
line. When the ruling class cannot step down without losing
their heads they will fight to the death and have nothing to lose.
The scum at the top are entrenched and will not support their
own lynching,

3-12-99
(DRUG WAR CRIME TRIBUNALS)

To the Green Panthers,
To find a platform to end the Drug War, we need people with
enough courage to make it happen and a machine with enough
power to do the job. We started an organization on the Net
called Drug War Crime Tribunals which called for an end to the
War and War Crime tribunals for those responsible for the
injustice and brutality. The concept is popular and practical. It is
also an obvious threat to this corrupt government and the
machine behind the madness. The project got hijacked and
IDWCT (International Drug War Crime Tribunals) was created
instead. In the end, it will probably end up a CIA museum.
When they created this organization and shanghied DWCT, they
took out its teeth and put it in shackles. There is no mechanism
to build the tribunals and the membership was cut at two dozen
which eliminated its ability to build the popular support it would
need to hunt this war.

Response: panthers@eos.net
Panther Press 3-15-99
Mr. Lindberg,
You are one spunky guy!! Your material is refreshing and
everyone should read it. Our publisher liked your Citizen’s
Agenda (page 3), and we may reprint it with your permission.
We’re interested in the drug patch story too. Do you have any
clippings or URLs that have supporting info? The “patriot” story
touched home with me. I’ve been called a patriot too, and at first
I liked it. But then, I realized that being a patriot to such a
corrupt country was no compliment. Ask an Indian.

I have some support on the Internet to make (DWCT) Drug War
Crimes Tribunals a reality with teeth. I would like some
feedback. We have learned from past compromises with the
Drug War economy that those compromises were worse than no
win situations in the long run and sacrificed the credibility of
our leaders. IDWCT is an example of that compromise.

I hope that we can collaborate on future articles, plans and
schemes. If you build a Tribunal discussion group or the like,
we will report on it in our magazine and give feedback when
appropriate.

We’ve been there and done that. No more compromising with
sharks and vipers. We should not be stupid enough to do it
again. I have a criminal case concerning a possible informant
based pillage and assassination to fu** this dirty little war over
good. We need to talk about it very soon. It has to do with Dan
Lundgren’s DOJ, the FBI and local police protecting a RAT that
used their Duragesic patches to pillage and kill with immunity.

For victory, Terry Mitchell
PS: You have the same opinion of pacifists as we do.
A QUOTE: “To be civilized is to restrain the ability to

commit mayhem. To be incapable of committing mayhem
is not the mark of the civilized, merely the domesticated.''
-Trefor Thomas
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Law Enforcement Drug Abuse Reduction Initiative

We Demand.

(Text Only- By Jay Lindberg)
“What we do on our own time is nobody else’s business”

and ‘Drug testing is a violation of our civil rights.” This is
Law Enforcement’s response to random drug testing of their
own officers. It is time police lived by the same laws they
are profiting from. For them to do otherwise is an abuse of
power and threatens the health and safety of the public.
The police are given a badge, a gun, a fast car and constant
contact with the public. We cannot imagine any
circumstances where random drug testing is more
appropriate and necessary than Law Enforcement. Present
policies make police departments a haven for drug users and
creates an environment where corruption will thrive and
rehabilitation is discouraged. The following statements
support these conclusions.
1) Law enforcement has one of the highest drug abuse rates
of any profession.
2) Widespread theft of evidence in drug raids has never
been addressed.
3) A police officer on drugs creates a drug dealer with
immunity from prosecution. This leads to dealers using the
police to eliminate competition, consolidate markets and
maximize profits.
4) Police under the influence of illegal drugs must be
considered armed, dangerous and corrupt.
The stated motives for the Drug War is to reduce the use,
availability and harm to society from illegal drugs. This “do
as I say and not as I do” or “nothing needs reforming like
other people’s habits” attitude has created the problems that
made the Drug War so profitable for law enforcement.

1) All law enforcement personnel be placed on a real drug
testing program that is not directly affiliated with law
enforcement.
2) If this cannot be done, we cut all Drug War funding for
the police and the courts. We then start a public debate on
alternatives to this failed Drug War and the corruption that
it created.
PS. If you have any doubt for the need of this petition you
need to know this. In 1997, we collected over 4,000
signatures in the month of march.
Law Enforcement addressed the petition drive with a bogus
search warrant, 14 grams of meth and an informant. The
plan was to neutralize the petition and its author. I was
busted on April 8, 1997 case # FSB14515 and charged with
two drug related felonies.
In July of 1997, all charges were dismissed against me in
San Bernardino Superior court. In an attempt to seek justice
in the matter, I approached the DAs office and law
enforcement to investigate the officers involved in the drug
bust for violating Government code section 6200. This code
addresses falsifying of evidence to the court as a felony that
is punishable by imprisonment in the state prison for two,
three or four years. No-one should be surprised that the
requests for an investigation have all been turned down. The
Drug War is not a failed or flawed policy. The Drug War is
corrupt to the core.
One month later, one of my parents was looted and killed in
a Hospice scam, run by an informant, Larry Conley. He is
above the law, and so is this piece of shit war..
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Debate on Random Drug Testing of Cops

When his union lobbied for bigger prisons to address the Drug War,
where was he? Or when his union opposed prop 215 where was his
voice? Or when law enforcement shut down the Cannabis Clubs,
where was his voice?

Hi Jay, You say you want to use drug tests to illuminate the
depths of corruption. What about these concerns?

When they carted Pete McWilliams off to jail and denied him his
medicine. Where was the voice of the cop that smokes cannabis?
He was in his closet at home and still silent. He has refused to
oppose these drug laws because he uses these drugs and he profits
from this unjust war. No man has the right to profit from an unjust
war. Not even the cop, smoking cannabis in the closet. This cannabis
cop has sold out his community for a buck. Random drug testing is
his reward for devotion to the dollar.

1. What about the cops that are on our side and smoke cannabis?
There are lots of them. To eliminate these people would be
doing what these law enforcement organizations want anyway.
They are currently dying to expand the grips of drug testing in
their departments.
2. We should in no way support the drug testing empire. Drug
testing, especially without cause, is morally corrupt and
constitutionally suspect.

OPTIONS FOR THE CANNABIS COP IN THE CLOSET

3. Once public opinion and the laws really start to change, how
will we be able to make sure that the bad cops don’t pretend to
be our friends? Sincerely, Craig

1) Hide in the closet and hope he never gets caught.
2) Get out of the closet and oppose the Drug War.
3) Quit his job. Find a new job and go on random drug testing like
everyone else.
4) Spend some of his blood money on candidates that oppose this
war.
5) Have his union lobby his state legislature for a law exempting law
enforcement from random drug testing..
6) Send in an informant to plant drugs on my property and charge me
with a few felonies. That will shut down the petition drive. That is
what the police did to our petition drive last year. (I beat the charges)
7) Kill me.
Demand for random drug testing of law enforcement is not based on
impairment. It is based on corruption. If a crooked cop or a criminal
is aware that an officer uses cannabis, then the cannabis cop must
look the other way when certain criminals, that are aware of his
secret, violate the law. These drug laws breed corruption and a
corrupt cop is a threat to everyone in the community.

Response By: Jay Lindberg
Hi Craig,
Response to question (1): In a democracy, citizens are held
accountable for the conduct of his government. Every citizen
has a responsibility to his country to oppose unjust and
repressive laws. That includes, you, me and even that cop
smoking cannabis.
You see, he is not a blameless recipient of Drug War funding.
Not even close. When he applied for the job he knew he would
be feeding on this war and he knew the laws against Cannabis
were unjust. He was even a closet cannabis user. But that was
tolerable, as long as he was never required to address his
cannabis use in public.

2) We should not support the drug testing industry. Exposing
the fact that law enforcement is not on random drug testing already
stinks of hypocrisy. The fact that police are fighting random drug
testing and rounding up people on the street for testing at the same
time builds resentment for random drug testing in the public.

He did not defend the rights of other cannabis users when his
union lobbied for tougher drug laws and bigger budgets. He
profited from those laws instead.
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The public wants a change in our drug policies in America.
Many believe that forcing the government to live under the same
tyranny that the citizens live under would be a rude awakening
that is long overdue.
Random drug testing of law enforcement will expose the
criminal justice approach to illegal drug use as a fatally flawed
approach that not even law enforcement could obey. The drug
laws are unenforceable. Random drug testing of law
enforcement might be what it takes to prove it. If that is the case
then drug testing would be dead.
3) Public opinion is changing. Public opinion will change
government policies when the public takes to the streets and
demands that these policies must change. That is what it took to
end the Vietnam War and the threat of a public uprising is what
it will take to end this war. This government will respond to that
uprising with tanks or an olive branch. The longer this war lasts
the bigger the police/prison complex will be. If the government
believes this rebellion can be controlled it will be put down with
tanks. Drug testing law enforcement will force them to evaluate
the legitimacy of these policies. Nothing else has.
Random Drug Testing of law enforcement will not just get the
cannabis cops. It will also snag the tweekers and the raging
steroid junkies. In San Bernardino County we will have to start
from scratch. Let’s be honest for a moment. If this petition drive
got random drug testing in place in San Bernardino County,
there will be a dirty cop that lost his job, that will end up taking
me out. I will do whatever I have to do to kill this war. So quit
your whining. I am doing what nobody in this county and few in
this country are willing to do. I have recognized that the Drug
War is a real war and its foundation is corrupt. The only option
I can see is to declare a real war on the Drug War Economy. If
you are not willing to go for the throat, don’t go at all.
PS. Bad cops are not the real problem. We have far to many,
worthless citizens

Understanding Government Brutality

(Drug War) Drgwarwhr@aol.com 1998/08/08
Newsgroups: alt.activism.drug-war

A reading of “The Prince” will remind us, of the function of
police state tactics. Older versions of this book are
recommended because more recent versions are filled with
commentary as a tool of spin control. This book is about the
covert use of violence and fear in the acquisition and
maintenance of power.
Bad cops are effective tools of police state tactics. Bad cops
being unaccountable implies law enforcement is above the law
and police state tactics are not to be questioned. This model
describes an effective form of population control in domestic
and occupied territories. The function of this tactic is the
consolidation of power. Occupied territories includes the
domestic front when the need arises.
This is my point. Bad cops are necessary elements of corrupt
policies. A corrupt system is responsible for this mess. It starts at
the top. Then it works its way down the chain of command. Bad
cops enforce corrupt policies. That’s the bottom line. Below is
the application of citizenship to address institutional corruption.
A Declaration of War on the Drug War.
Last years attempt to drug test all law enforcement in San
Bernardino County took the concept, bad cops enforce corrupt
policies into consideration. My objective was not to make law
enforcement drug free. I knew that would not happen, because a
dirty cop realizes he is a necessary part of the machine. Being a
drug-free cop is a liability in a corrupt institution that promotes
drug abuse. A clean cop can’t be trusted. Law enforcement and
the power structure could not tolerate the logical conclusion to a
successful petition campaign.
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It made them too vulnerable. My objective was to turn cops
into rats and move up the chains of command. One branch of the
chain of command starts in the DAs office, and the courts. The
other branch of the chain of command starts in city government
and local media. Before this Drug War is dead and buried, we
may need to build prisons to house our former government.
After their sentences are completed we turn these facilities into
schools.

By the end of March I had over 4,000 signatures and I had to go
underground.
I knew local Law Enforcement was dirty and would have to
react soon. They either had to set me up or shoot me. On April
8, 1997 they found me at a SPUN meeting in Highland,
California. (SPUN stands for Stop Police using Narcotics) A
RAT, a half ounce of meth. a bullshit search warrant and a
bunch of sleazy pigs was suppose to seal my fate.

Application of the Plan After the successful conclusion of
Proposition 215 in Nov. 1996, I approached local law
enforcement for their reactions to the proposition. Local law
enforcement planned to ignore the law. The courts and local
government were backing them up.

The best laid plans of swine and the government gave the police
a temporary and false sense of security. They attempted to put
me away on two felony counts but to no avail. I beat them in
their own courts in July, with a public defender and a bad
attitude.

When I approached the proponents of Prop 215 with this
information and a need for an aggressive response I got
nowhere. I knew that vigorous enforcement of federal drug laws
was the trump card for law enforcement.

I have spent most of the last year investigating and pursuing the
pillaging and murder of my mom’s husband of 20 years. The
police are attempting to protect LARRY THE RAT, Conley.
He witnessed the power of attorney over finances, health care
and Advanced Directive for Paul Wells (my mom’s husband).
He bought a four plex, two days after $200,000 in cash and
assets vanished in a haze of morphine. In another week the
patient was dead. Sincerely, Jay Lindberg

I suggested a petition drive to drug test law enforcement could
neutralize the government’s enforcement mechanism by
exposing the institution as corrupt. Their opposition to drug
testing was a hollow excuse because law enforcement had no
legitimate reason to be exempt from this law and “The
Movement” was scared of reprisals from the government. I
would fight this battle alone. When push comes to shove, far to
many in the movement have a yellow strip down their BACKS.

PS. For those interested in opposition to the Drug War the
following explanation is in order. We recognize the Demand
Reduction Model (the Drug War) for addressing drug use and
abuse as the most destructive, least effective and most expensive
approach that we know of.

In January of 1997 I read the petition to piss test the pigs (drug
test law enforcement) at the city council meeting that I televised.
The pigs at the meeting were as purple as plums when I was
done. The petition was on.

The destruction this war has created, is creating the climate to
use the acquisition of power model described in “The Prince”.
This acquisition of power model, through manufactured turmoil,
is 1,000s of years old. It is effective. The only realistic defense
is to expose the corruption and neutralize the policy.

The original response to the petition campaign from law
enforcement was “nobody has the guts to sign that. In March of
1997 several local weekly’s started asking why law enforcement
was not already on random testing in their papers.
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New Law: Debt-for-Foreign-Land

8/4/98

“As a condition for participating in the program, Portman said, a
country must have an elected government, maintain a good
human rights and counter-drug record, and develop a free market
economic system.”
Rebuttal : Debt-for-foreign-land Swap (8/4/98)
These guidelines are a total swindle. This government,
through predatory economic policies, are swindling these
country’s out of their heritage. This technique consolidates
natural resources on a global scale. This policy will force people
off the land and into already overcrowded cities to die.
The third world economy in the cites is starvation, disease and
death. This policy is similar to the pacification program in
Vietnam that destroyed their way of life, and future for a
generation. It is also very similar to the plight of the American
Indian as well. Let’s hope God isn’t fair because allowing this
country to pillage and kill with these policies will come back to
haunt us. There will be hell to pay.
These Guidelines are not flawed, they are corrupt. To start with,
everyone knows that a free market is when you get something
for nothing. The most destructive elements of Free Trade is the
impact on long term infrastructure investments of domestic
industries, liquidation of domestic utilities, and stable working
conditions for the domestic work force. When you sell off a
nations heritage, you impoverish its people. Short term
prosperity from long term destruction. Debt for land is more of
the same program. The debt for land program would not be
necessary if the original debts were sound investments.

Those original debts were not sound investments. Far too often
they were payoffs instead. Those debts to the World Bank and
IMF has now put the victim country is in the foreclosure mode.
The US government is the marshal serving the eviction papers
for the Corporate bankers.
A good counter drug record is basically a long term commitment
to a Police State Democracy. The Drug War Nazis replaced the
Cold War Fascists in America and the rest is history. A good
counter- drug record means all import, export and distribution of
illegal drugs will be firmly under the control of the government
Mafia to the north (THE CIA, DEA, NSA, etc.). Freelancing
will not be tolerated and justice is swift. You are guilty when
charged.
When you devour country’s resources and pillage it with debt,
the working class becomes the working poor or worse. The ones
entering the black market to survive bring on the (jack boots)
Drug War Fascists and the wholesale killing of peasants begins.
When the blood bath is over and the smoke clears, Corporate
power has absolute control and all that opposed the new rulers
are dead. The plan is to reduce the populace to a legitimate size
for a subservant work force to meet the labor needs of an
integrated global economy. The economic models of the
plantations of the Southern states prior to the civil war is the
preferred outcome. The worker owns nothing and the all mighty
corporation is your master.
In the industrial sector the relationship between the all powerful
corporation and the worker is no different. As far as this being
civil rights friendly, you will have none. As far as demands for
an elected government are concerned, in the New World Order
they watch you vote. Jay Lindberg
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Good bye to Congressman George Brown

Chapter XI: Attack Dogs for
Democracy

The old guard could not live forever. The media has made a big
deal about Representative George Brown opposing the Vietnam
War in 1963, 36 years ago.

This is the hunt mode. Here we play rough, take no
shit from anyone and tell the Obstruction of Justice
Show (Department of Justice) where to stick their
dirty little war. This is where we put the Drug War
in its proper prospective with other government
policies. This is where the solutions become crystal
clear.

In the last 36 years he never came out in opposition to this dirty
ass Drug War and I swear, I will not do what Representative
George Brown has just done to his country.
I swear, I will not leave this destructive and Corrupt Drug War
as my legacy to the next generation. I will bury this war or it
will bury me. I will write the history of the Drug War as a
corrupt institution that threatened to devour a county and pillage
it with debt. OR, The Drug War spin doctors will write my
Obituary as a misguided candidate that died in an unfortunate
auto accident, with no witnesses. Cause of Death: Natural. The
Drug War is a real war and the American Citizen is the enemy.
It’s time to start treating the Drug War like the real enemy. Jay
Lindberg

Thought for the Day
The more I learn about this government, the more I appreciate the
French Revolution

Unenforceable Laws

Capital Punishment

Jay Lindberg Date: 5/22/99

When the California citizen accepted capital punishment as
legitimate, we learned how to kill. We accepted participation
in a justice that included cold blooded, premeditated
murder.
Supporting capital punishment with the government’s
blessings is where we are today. The next step, judging the
government’s conduct and carrying out the sentence will not
be a difficult one to make. The government taught us how to
kill, now we can judge them as well.

Unenforceable laws, the Drug War, and bad data are far
greater acts of irresponsible behavior from our society, than
illegal drug use by individual citizens. I have no doubt we
will have reduced this country to rubble before we learn
that lesson. Drug War addiction is one of the two most
irresponsible uses of resources and government power in
the history of man. Nuclear Weapons is the other one.
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March 1999 (4/8/99)
I wrote a few articles and coined a few slogans, the first couple weeks
of March of 99. Those articles and slogans were based on an honest
assessment of the short and long term impact of the Drug War
Economy and logical conclusions concerning the execution of my
stepfather, Paul Wells in 8/1997.
Simply stated, the government is using informants as assassins to
target family members of opponents to corrupt policies. The killing of
Paul Wells is a terrorist act of a Terrorist State. When they killed
one of my parents, there were no more illusions that the Drug War
was not a real war and the citizens are the enemy. Actually, the Drug
War is not a real war until there is killing on both sides. Until then it
is just a massacre.
In the beginning of March, 1999 we launched DWCT (DRUG WAR
CRIME TRIBUNALS) on the net. It advocated Violent resistance and
offensive action against Drug War related corruption and repression.
The Obstruction of Justice Show was recognized as corrupt so we
needed alternative tribunals. DWCT would meet the need and provide
a theme. “Street Justice is better than No Justice.”
I advocated violence and very up front about it. I keyed in on the
media as legitimate soft targets. The War could not survive without
their direct participation. Promoting the war with lies and benefiting
from those lies is far too much like treason to support or ignore.
(another quote) The French Revolution is a legitimate solution to
Corruption. (another quote) Law Enforcement had also been lied to,
used and abused. They would not defend the scum at the top.
Cliff Schaffer’s group, the establishment opposition, blitzed the
movement promoting nonviolence to address Drug War repression.
The media did the same thing. A few of the responses I got opposing
violence were canned. I also did some searches for discussion of my
posts. The media did not like being a target and I started seeing some
damage control.

Peter McWilliams had been complaining about the lack of media
coverage for his Medical Marijuana case. Peter McWilliams started
keying on nonviolence and the press started acting like Pete was their
Long Lost son. IDWCT toned down the rhetoric, cut off new
membership and changed their agenda entirely. I know how to tweak
this machine. It makes a lot of people real nervous when I do.
One reason I write to the citizen instead of the yuppies is the yuppies
are comfortable. Yuppies can’t rock the boat. They’re in it. They
don’t have the courage to stand up to this war or the integrity to divest
their stock portfolios of repression related opportunities. Stock
analysts predict 50% returns on investment for Wackenhut each of the
next five years and paid 134% return on investment last year. We will
enslave this country, one investor at a time.
Working class people will be the big losers and place a high value on
honesty and loyalty. Yuppie scum owe their loyalty to the almighty
dollar and their corrupt ass. Integrity is the bullshit that they feed us
so we don’t take a closer look at what they are up to.

A letter to Peter McWilliams: Drug War
Addiction (1998)
Hi Pete,
The most addictive drug I’ve ever seen is the Drug War Needle,
itself. For the addicts, the pay is great, it’s based on irresponsible
behavior, you can make a career out of it, business is booming,
plenty of lobbyists, corporate support, propaganda driven, and
nobody holds you accountable. What part of addiction don’t we
understand. When this war is over, Drug War Rehabilitation will
be ugly.
Pete, If you were addicted to the Drug War Needle would you
shoot the messenger (us) for another fix? Jay Lindberg
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Gun Control

I picked up a Drug War Felony in the 1980s. I just got it
dismissed last year. Maybe someone can explain to me why a
felon should not be allowed to own a gun after his probation or
parol has been completed and they are not under court
supervision. It has pissed me off that my rights were striped
away by a corrupt war with enough crimes against its own
citizens to start a revolution. Sooner or later, the Drug War will
make criminals of us all.

This is a reply to a letter stating the Supreme Court made a
decision that felons cannot be charged with failing to register a
firearm because of their rights under the fifth amendment. From
first appearance, I thought the author of the letter believed the
felon should have been charged with that crime as well. I found
out later that someone had been playing monkey business with
her Internet postings as well.

Everyone should spend a little time in jail defending their rights.
You would appreciate them a lot more than you do now. You
would also learn how to defend yourself and realize that an ass
kicking is far less painful in the long run than carrying a yellow
stripe down your back. Those that trade liberty for security
deserve neither. Jay Lindberg

That was a no brainer. Frankly, I respect most felons that I know
far more that the POS coward class that I deal with on a day to
day basis. POS like Jerry Eaves and his band of thieves, Larry
the RAT Conley, Dickhead Dan Lough, Dennis Snout and all
those other SOBs playing the Obstruction of Justice show are in
need of a little street justice. The UNIBOMBER was right when
he stated the yuppie scum lack the courage to demand change
and they are too comfortable and blind to take the risks our
Founding Fathers took to cast off the bonds of oppression.

Jay - I should have made my motives clear. This was for all
those in the groups I know who have been expounding for more
gun control. Recently was in quite a heated discussion, not by
me, from several in the Fontana Political Action Coalition when
I answered to their question - “what do you think of gun
control?” My answer - “gun control - is being able to hit your
target! Carol

We will not have real justice until street justice cleans up the
corruption. We will not get that justice until we demand it and
have the power to back it up.
You really need to get a grip and taste of reality. The criminals
on the street that are the most dangerous are the RATs working
for the government and the government goons with a badge.
This government keeps crime at a threatening level to keep the
coward class behind locked doors, watching the death show on
the six o’clock news with 911 etched in their coward brains.

QUOTE: A fear of weapons is a sign of retarded sexual and
emotional maturity.'' -Sigmund Freud, General Introduction
to Psychoanalysis (1952)
l

“The coward class is worthless, they haven’t got a clue, if you
look into that mirror, you’ll realize its you.” I wrote that while I
was in Jail in 1997 defending my petition drive and my own ass
in this corrupt Drug War. I beat those charges with a public
defender because I knew how to fight dirty and I had the
courage needed to win.
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GUN CONTROL II: The Prohibition Model
From: Jay Lindberg Dec. 8, 1998
If we got rid of all the guns on the street, what would we have?
1) A society where only the government and criminals had guns.
2) A paranoid public that wanted their guns back.
3) A thriving underground industrial base in gun manufacturing to
rearm the public.
4) A reason to start a prison construction boom. You have turned gun
owners into criminals.
5) An expansion of the criminal justice system to meet a growing
demand for inmates filling our prisons.
6) A government that realizes there is money to be made in providing
guns to the citizens through the Black market.
7) A consolidation of the Black Market in gun production and sales by
the government.
8) A tough on crime legislature on the receiving end of campaign
contributions from the Black market gun industry.
9) A saturated market where black market guns are everywhere in
mass quantities.
10) A government that gets busted selling black market guns.
11) The government goes to jail.
12) A new government is formed that legalizes guns.

Citizen Down

5-12-99

I passed out this little pill at the ceremony today that honors Law
Enforcement officers that have fallen in the line of duty in San Bernardino
County. I am sure it will be appreciated. It is called: Advertising for
Informants. CITIZEN DOWN deals with the Killing of Paul Wells by an
informant named “ Larry Conley” in San Bernardino. Paul Wells was my
mom’s husband of 20 years. CITIZEN DOWN is also a memorial to
corruption in San Bernardino and a reminder of the legacy of the Drug War
Economy in America.

ADVERTISING FOR INFORMANTS
Cash in on the Drug War Economy.
Power, Easy Money, Free Drugs,
and Immunity from Prosecution.
You too can profit from Corruption.
Law Enforcement needs informants
“RATS” in your neighborhoods.
Only Informants can pillage and kill
with immunity in the Drug War. Join
“Harvesting With Hospice” or other
“Welfare for RATS” Programs in
your Community. Get involved in
community affairs and enjoy this
round of “Liberate the Loot.” You
too can “kill A Veteran. Collect
$200,000." It’s like taking poisoned
candy from a dead baby

The moral to this story.
prohibition breads crime
crime breeds corruption
corruption breeds turmoil
turmoil exposes corruption
Exposing corruption purges government
The new government prohibits prohibition

We Call This Citizen Down.
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Winning in Court and Don’t ask, Don’t Tell

4) Deferred maintenance Status: No Progress $655,000
budget

I have a novel idea. If you want to educate the public about
this war, why not teach them how to win in court? Try
requesting and reporting bust stories where the citizen won
in court for a change and explain how they did it. We can
expose strategies where defendants extract a pound of flesh
from the judges and prosecutors as well. This approach
would make drug busts far less prosecution friendly and the
citizens far more proactive in their defense.

5) General fund support for fee supported programs Status:
No Progress
6) Booking fee reductions or elimination Status: Deferred
7) Justice system program enhancements Status: Board
funded expansion of Juvenile facilities in September 1998.
8) Debt Reduction Status: Continued contributions to
medical center debt reserve and justice facility construction.
9) Enhanced economic development programs Status:
$755,687 in general fund and economic development
support.
Here is a picture of your brave new world as seen through
the planners.

Lockyer’s stand of “don’t ask, don’t tell” will allow the
Feds to build the machinery for a new crackdown on
marijuana and the Drug War. That crackdown will be
through the county sheriff’s departments and local police
departments with grants and multi-agency task forces. I
have already seen some of this first hand with federal grants
for expansion of detention and court facilities at the county
level.

Repression is on the rise and the jackbooted ones are not
planning on prosperity any time soon. Prison camps would
not be their top priority and economic development at the
bottom if prosperity was in the real forecast. The local DA
is also estimating a 14% increase in felonies filed in county
courts this fiscal year. I have no doubt your local DA is
predicting a doubling of county detention space in the next
15 years as well.

At last week’s county board of Supervisor’s meeting we got
a look at the long term budget priorities for this state and
the county. I am sure these budget priorities are very similar
to the counties you live in, especially if you reside in
California. I should warn you, they are planning on the
Drug War getting a lot bigger than it is right now. Here is
your future

It is better to be proactive now and publicly attack this
corrupt war that to end up on the wrong end of a state
prison program. Selling out your rights is far easier than
buying them back and the coward class has earned their
chains. Jay Lindberg

ESTABLISHING LONG TERM BUDGET
PRIORITIES FOR SAN BERNARDINO COUNTY
1) Detention facilities Status: $2,000,000 annually plus
State and Federal grants
2) Court Facilities Status: $7,200,000 be end of FY 2000
plus state and Federal Grants
3) Park Projects: Status: No Progress
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Oakland - Community Meeting Re: War on
Drugs Wed, 24 Feb 1999

Sometimes the truth is so damn obvious, it has to kick you in the
mouth, slam you against the wall and tell you, “UP AGAINST THE
WALL MOTHER FUCKER!”

Glad to see something is beginning to happen in Oakland. I have a
question and a prospective that might shed some light on this dirty
war.
We know that this government is promoting this war with bad data.
We also know that this bad data is being disseminated through
channels that are owned and controlled by wealth and power in this
nation. We know that the people that are promoting this war with bad
data are benefiting economically from these policies. When we put
these facts together and examine this policy without emotional
marketing and fear we can draw very logical conclusions on why this
Drug War is being fought. Here goes.
Wars based on bad data promote policies accurate information would
not support. When you use propaganda and fear to promote public
policy and you address the questioning of these policies with
repression you have just defined domestic covert operations. When
addressing the Drug War we need to address a covert operation on a
global scale. When you start addressing this “Dirty Little War” as a
covert acquisition of power the pieces of the puzzle make sense.
Domestically, this war consolidates wealth and power and provides a
police state to enforce the global domination of resources. This war is
not a waste or resources, It is designed to pillage, plunder and kill.
Prisons are built with 25 year bonds that require drug offenders to fill.
We are institutionalizing this war for the life of our prison bonds and
the state or the Feds pick up only a part of the incarceration costs.
When your goals are to dominate resources on a global scale,
repression is a necessary component of your goals. Here is the bottom
line. It is time to quit pointing the finger and stating “Bad
Government”. What is important now is to examine what this
government is doing with this war in South and Central America and
ask the obvious. Is the Drug War Designed To Do The Same Thing
Here?
Under this scenario, General McCaffrey, X- Four Star general and
head of Southern Command for the Army was picked as Drug Czar in
the Americas.

So when you deal with these Nazi types (Not even the Nazi’s banned
hemp.) Tell the jack booted thugs that a war against American
Citizens for profit is treason and when you misrepresent this dirty
little war, to promote your own budgets that’s what we got. So
remember, treason is a capital offense, watch your back and cover
your ass. Before this dirty little war is dead and buried, war crimes
tribunals will address your conduct. The last casualties from this war
on drugs will be on the wrong end of meat hooks and piano wire. The
lucky ones will be dangling at the end of a Hemp rope. JL
PS Terrorize the Drug War Nazis. It is the only thing they will
understand. Because very soon, we’ll be stretching their necks and
posting their heads for display. Before this dirty little war is over, we
will all end up with blood on our hands. This is war and Justice is a
dish, best served cold.
PSS. Don’t be giving me any of your peaceful revolution bullshit. I
have a mother crying in the living room because her husband was
killed in a hospice scam over a year ago. If you want to see a war
crime, take a look at the evidence we have acquired because the
police refused to investigate the incident. Worthless pigs, gater bait.
A two page coroners report with over forty errors and omissions, a
hospice diagnosis that never happened, a bronchoscopy that vanished
from the medical records, Congressman George Brown was worthless
and kept his face in the trough, Jerry Eaves and that band of thieves
are cowards, The Loma Linda Veterans Hospital medical records are
fatally compromised. One motive, $200,000 in cash and assets
vanishing in a haze of morphine.
I am watching first hand, how an informant can pillage and kill senior
citizens with immunity in the Drug War. Larry Conley (THE RAT) is
right in the middle of this and a snitch for the San Bernardino Police
Department and the FEDS. You can feed that peaceful revolution
Bullshit to someone else, I know better, I want justice and we live in a
capital punishment state. I want blood.
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Anarcho-Capitalism 6/25/99

Lock and Load. We outnumber the rich 1,000 to 1. The
party is over and I still have my guns. The rich men got
greedy, now we have their heads.
They were too condescending, they ended up dead. No
Justice, No Peace so we had a war. We pulled out our guns
and wasted the whores. So here is my lesson to all the
ruling class bitches. When we feast on your carcass, we will
rebuild with those riches. By Jay Lindberg 6/25/99

Response to four questions from Jim Freeze: These are
legitimate questions that need answers.
Q1) Could somebody tell me the central tenets of
Anarcho-Capitalism? First of all, Anarcho-capitalism is
what we have now. Anarcho-Capitalism pillages
infrastructure investments for maximum short term return
on investment. Liberating the loot. Very destructive.
Libertarian Socialism regulates the abuses of capitalism
because resources are more effectively divested in the
citizenry. Community investments meet community needs.
It is a sound system that requires informed activist citizens
instead of Police State Capitalism. Efficient, citizen
friendly, honest and productive.
Q2) Specifically I wondered what the theory has to say
about provisions for the poor. Or the aged or the mentally
or physically handicapped.
Q3) Would there be any financial provision for them within
an Anarcho-capitalist community? If so what form would it
take, and how would it be funded?
Answer: Without the support of a repressive central
government, the poor would EAT the rich. After the purge,
they would be treated much more humanly with the direct
assistance from local community members and leaders.
Minimum repression and minimum government controls.
People are far more humane and supportive in a community
than Jack booted politicians, Spun Cops, Sleaze Bag
lawyers, and corporate power.
Q4) Lets make it interesting and suppose that the people
involved had no families to aid in their funding. Lets also
presume that in a truly anrcho-capitalist community —
where free trade and the wiles of the market held sway —
that no company would employ them due to the likelihood
that they would not be able to work as efficiently as more
able (bodied/minded) people.

The Bottom Line of the Drug War 2/6/98
I have heard the Drug War Rhetoric, I can’t tell the difference
between hemp and killer bud in the field. That might be right,
but one thing they can understand is this. The Drug War is not
about health and safety concerns or even bread on the table. Its
about the boat in the garage, the RV trip to the Super Bowl, the
four wheel drive and the VET in the driveway, a brand new
computer for you and one for the kids, $40,000 in credit card
debt and all the free drugs the wife and buddies can consume.
We can’t legalize drugs, I make to much money on them, is the
bottom line.

Recipe for Bureaucrat on a Spit.
Rap government official tightly in the flag. Place enough
Napalm at bureaucrat’s feet to burn for at least one hour. Drink
a pint (or a fifth) of Jack Daniels. Shit in his shoes. Smoke a
joint. Have sex with his wife, daughter or both. Ignite napalm,
have a beer and enjoy a round of street justice that is long
overdue
.
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Defending Moms

Date: 1998/10/10 Monday

Monday, I spoke at the San Bernardino City Council Meeting with
Russ and his dad, Ken. This is a televised city council meeting and a
lot of people watch it. Especially the senior citizens in the community.
Ken and Russ were involved in an altercation with the police several
days earlier at their home in San Bernardino. These people are typical,
middle class white folks and so were the cops except for their fucked
up attitudes.
They live in a nice, middle class but older neighborhood. The police
in this area are using code enforcement to harass property owners and
bypass search warrants in the community. Seized assets has now
become the fasting growing revenue source for city budgets. In this
case the police beat up Carrol, Ken’s wife, a senior citizen in the
community. She also has cancer and Lupus. Carrol had lived in this
house for 37 years and went into shock after the incident. Within
several days she was shaking badly, stuttering and getting worse. The
police also beat up Russ pretty bad after he was cuffed. Here is how it
went down.
At approx. 5:00 PM last Wed. night a police sergeant, SGT. Keith and
another officer knocked on the front door. Carrol opened the door and
asked the officer what he wanted. Sgt. Keith stated he received a tip
from a neighbor that someone living at the residence was selling
needles and stockpiling guns at the residence. (They were way off
base on this one.) He would like to come in and talk to her about it.
She let him in. He then asked, if anyone besides Carrol and her
husband lived there. She said her son did and the Sgt. then asked if he
was home. (The police didn’t know anybody’s name.) (They have
seized 65 properties this year for code violations.) She said she did
not know and would check.
When she started walking down the hall the other officer followed
her. When she told him to get back into the living room Russ came
out of the computer room and the officer rushed him. Carrol was in
the way and the officer knocked Russ’s mom down in the process.

Russ got pissed and asked the pig if he had a warrant, the pig said no
and Russ told him to get the fu** out of their house. The Sgt. kept
Ken in the living room. Ken is a retired deputy sheriff from New
Mexico and he was pissed. The Sgt. was spun and out of control.
When they tried to get the two pigs out the front door 6 more were in
the yard. (Ken told me in an interview later, he had never seen
anything like this before in his life.)
They got the two cops (pigs) out the front door, believe it or not.
Carrol shut the screen and stated to her husband and son. That
crooked cop should be thrown off the force. That’s when the Sgt.
rushed the door and the rest of the swine followed. The whole bunch
of them ran over her in the entryway and into the living room. Carrol
was hurt pretty bad, Russ was rat packed and cuffed. Ken helped his
wife up and helped her to a chair. They both watched the Sgt. take his
club and hit Russ in the jaw, (lost a tooth in the process) then hit him
in the kidneys and back a few times. Then Sgt. Keith got up and got
into Carol’s face (she was hurt and crying) and started yelling at her.
He told her if she did not cooperate he would cuff her and take her to
jail right now. The other officers kept Ken back from his wife while
the Sgt yelled at her.
Ken told the Sgt. he was calling 911 to get some cops out to stop this
shit. Sgt. Keith told him, “go ahead, call 911. I’m a Sgt. nobody will
come out” Ken called. The dispatcher said they would send someone
out. Nobody came. Sgt. Keith made a couple more threats worth
repeating. One threat was based on Russ’ failure to cooperate with the
police and evoke his rights. The Sgt. stated if Russ had cooperated
none of this would have happened, it was all his fault. Sgt. Keith also
told Carrol to cooperate or he would call code enforcement. Pig Keith
called code enforcement but they had just gone home for the day.
The police then picked up Russ and took him off to jail. He was
charged with Battery of a Police Officer and Obstructing an officer in
his duties. He was taken to the County Medical Center for treatment.
When the police left, Ken took his wife to their HMO emergency
center as well.
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James Whitehill, one of Russ’s friends was living there with them.
Ken told James it was time he earned his meal ticket. Ken wanted
James to speak at the city council on Monday about the incident.
James was a no show. I guess his pussy hurt or he had no balls.
Another yuppie coward POS. They’re playing a critical role in selling
out this nation.

You need to clean up this mess because it is intolerable the way it is
now.” I then read some great one liners from Sgt. Keith. Here are a
few of them.
1 ) “Could we come in, we just want to talk.”
2) “If you do not Cooperate, I will cuff you and throw you in jail.”
3) “If you do not cooperate, I’ll send Code Enforcement after you.”
4) “If you move again, I’ll break your legs.”

On Monday morning, we were at the city council meeting and
listened to about 45 minutes of “we have great pigs and ‘using
aggressive code enforcement tactics to clean up the blight is the
answer.” Carrol had to stay home, doctors orders. Ken, her husband,
got up first to tell what happened. He was great and right in their face.
I did a little coaching because we had to get through the “you let them
in your house, so its your fault, crap.”

I saw Carrol later that afternoon. She had taped the show that
morning and the look of helplessness was no longer on her face. I
talked to her for a while and I could tell she felt a little more secure in
their home. She said she was proud of her boys. We did good. There
is something about cops beating on your friend’s mom, that builds
rage. Imagine what it would be like if you were so terrified that you
did nothing about it. You would have to live with that the rest of your
life. No Thanks. I refuse to go there Fighting for freedom is far easier
than groveling because you have none

Ken lead off by stating, I am a retired Sheriff from New Mexico and
when a cop asks you, if he can come into your home and talk to you,
that you invite him in as a guest. He is expected to act like one. He
then described what happened above, real accurately. He mentioned
his law enforcement background and he never saw that type of
behavior from a law enforcement officer in his life. He mentioned
several times, “this cop (a Sgt.) was out of control and needed to be
drug tested immediately.” His closing, “A dirty cop is a criminal.”

On Tuesday, I went to the Board of Supervisors meeting in San
Bernardino. Early that morning in a neighboring city, a former city
employee (now working for the post office) opened fire on the city
council in Riverside. He believes he was fired several years ago
because his activism was embarrassing the city government. He was
complaining that the city government was neglecting minority
children in Riverside.

Russ got up and showed his police paperwork to the camera. He
stated “the officers at their house were out of control, on drugs and
above the law.” He talked about what it was like to witness police
terrorizing his mother while he is cuffed. About having his mother
watch the police club him while he is cuffed on the floor. He said,
“the experience made his mom feel defenseless and abused in their
San Bernardino home of 37 years.” Russ also stated that, “he felt
more defenseless than if the family had been robbed at gun point in
their home.”

The local newspapers claim he is just a disgruntled former employee.
How gracefully this newspaper is guilty of doing the same thing. The
ruling class protects their own ass. A message to the Riverside City
Council. If you are as dirty as he thinks you are, he will probably be
acquitted. Justice is a dish, best served cold.
PS. 4/29/99- If Riverside, California rings a bell, it should. Several
months later four pigs blew away Tyisha Miller while she was
unconscious in her car at a gas station. One of the passengers in her
car called 911 because she could not be revived. They told the police
they had locked the doors and someone had put a gun in her lap so
nobody would rob her while she was unconscious.

After that, there was little I could say. I led of by stating that, “Sgt.
Keith picked up some experience beating on little old ladies last week
in San Bernardino.” “Your police are out of control, armed,
dangerous, on drugs and corrupt.
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The police responded very badly to this threat, an unconscious black
female with a gun in her lap. The police fired 30 plus shots into the
car. Six head shots and six body shots. Four officers emptied their
clips into Tyisha Miller. As far as I am concerned, the city of
Riverside needs a new mayor. While this choice might be a little
unpopular, I believe, the best man for the job is the “disgruntled
former employee” that shot up the city council several months earlier.
I would not be surprised if an awful lot of Riverside agreed with me
after the Tyisha Miller incident.
PSS. The police have a policy of mandatory drug testing of all officers
in an officer involved shooting. The police have refused to release to
drug testing results of the four officers that killed Tyisha Miller. I
have no doubt that when push comes to shove the police will have lost
them.
I have been told that this type of incident will become more frequent
in our communities. Use and abuse of Meth is rampant among law
enforcement in Southern California. It is their drug of Choice that
gives them, their “edge.” Adding steroids gives them the bulk and
sharpens that edge. This is how you create a supercop. One of several
problems with this supercop cocktail is addiction. Another problem is
the long term damage to your central nervous system. That CNS
damage is probably what killed Tyisha Miller. Steroid withdrawals
put you flat on your back for weeks at a time and withdrawals from
long term use of meth only makes the problem worse. It’s those
withdrawals that reveal the Supercop is a Drug Addict and that is not
an option a law enforcement officer has.
The sweet kiss of performance enhancing drugs has a mean bite when
you attempt to end the relationship. This is one way to create a long
term drug addict in our society, one of many. Once you start taking
that Supercop Cocktail you will be taking it for a very long time. This
is one reason we need to seriously reevaluate our drug policy in
society, once again only one of many

To Ed Synicky, Officer in Charge, DOJ,
Riverside, California.
I thought it was time to fill in a few blanks for you concerning the
death of Paul Wells. For more information I can be reached at
1-909-864-0731 will fill in an awful lot of blanks. I am faxing a
couple of documents that will answer a few questions for you. Before
this investigation is over, I feel we will be sitting in front AG Bill
Lockyer himself because this dirty little war is corrupt to the core.
You may find this in bad taste but remember this, “We build our
power base on the carcasses of our enemies.” When the DOJ
resembles the Obstruction of Justice Show, an honest cop will rise to
power on the carcasses of corrupt supervisors.
I have a simple concept about citizenship and democracy you may
find enlightening. Citizenship is about accepting responsibility for the
conduct of the government with both eyes open and democracy is
about forcing your government to do the same thing and holding them
accountable when they don’t. I have attached two pieces of
information that will make the cover-up of the death of Paul Wells
make sense.
It ain’t pretty but it’s honest. It’s about exposing corruption,
accepting responsibility for the conduct with both eyes open and
demanding accountability when government policies breed corruption
in our institutions. We are making another package for you just in
case your superiors ordered you to file the last one in the trash. We
look forward to providing you with enough information to where the
Obstruction of Justice Show will not interfere. Sincerely, Jay
Lindberg
PS. I do not have to remind you that that the death of Paul Wells was
(1) premeditated, involved (2) unauthorized administration of
Schedule 2 narcotics, (3) the illegal transfer of the Life Savings of the
Wells family and (4) an informant, Larry Conley ran the operation.
This is a capital crime which means the death penalty is a legitimate
threat to all the involved parties. The questions you must deal with
now, are (1) whether or not, officials for the county government took
an active role in the killing or cover-up of the crime and (2) Did this
cover-up result in a continuing of the Harvesting with Hospice
Program in this county..
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Open Letter To Attorney General Bill Lockyer

Jerry Eaves and his band of thieves are well protected.
On a practical level, citizen complaints sent to Sacramento
concerning local corruption are buried or addressed with swat teams
to deal with the threat. The assassination of Dr. Rozema by Redlands
police was the proper application of overwhelming force to deal with
that threat. Dr. Rozema worked in the same Coroner’s office that is
responsible for the Coroner’s report for Paul Wells with over 40
errors and omissions. He went to the DOJ in Sacramento and the
corruption killed him. The SUN and the Press kept the Coroner’s
Office out of the loop. The DOJ did no investigation into the
shooting and Martin Ryan made that decision. The DAs office did
not do a legitimate investigation into the incident and of course,
neither did local police or the Sheriff’s department.

It’s time to find out if AG Bill Lockyer is as corrupt as the rest of this
organization. Someone took the investigation package that we sent to
the DOJ and tipped off the locals. That individual needs of some
street justice. He is the one that set up the execution of Doctor
Rosema in Redlands earlier this year. It’s time to clean up the
Obstruction of Justice Show at the state level.
To Attorney General Bill Lockyer,
I want to thank the DOJ for the assistance that your organization
provided in the investigation of the death of my mom’s husband, Paul
Wells. The conduct of the DOJ ranks up there with the FBI and their
investigation of the WACO affair. You allowed an informant and
their friends, to walk away from a Hospice kill with $200,000 in cash
and assets. Mighty honorable. They killed him with morphine and
Duragesic patches that were not prescribed by any doctor, and a
hospice diagnosis that never happened. But worst of all is the
knowledge that your rat, Larry Conley, is free to kill again with the
blessings of the DOJ. The problem I must deal with now is how to
protect my mother from being the next target or protect other senior
citizens in the community from the same fate as Paul Wells. These
parameters define the DOJ as a terrorist organization and Larry
Conley as your assassin. Congratulations. I hope you are proud.

The two page letter, from the Public Inquiry Unit in Sacramento,
concerning the death of Paul Wells, put the pieces of the puzzle in
place. This two page letter is loaded with false information that
nobody is claiming responsibility for. The signature on the letter is
not readable or stated in print. The evidence we sent to the DOJ has
once again vanished. The DOJ has refused to investigate the matter,
in spite of a falsified Hospice diagnosis, illegal administration of
schedule 2 narcotics, $200,000 in cash and assets transferred in a haze
of morphine with forged checks and a Coroners Report with over 40
errors and omissions on it.

Left to it’s own devises, Corruption grows from bad to worst. That is
what we have here, in spades. Tell all those worthless POS in your
organization like Martin Ryan, Rich Ward, and Ed Synicky that I owe
them big time. Ed didn’t have the courage to do the right thing when
push came to shove and followed illegal orders. He knew Martin
Ryan and Rich Ward had to bury this case because their asses are on
the line.

The falsified Hospice diagnosis eliminated a roll-out by the Coroner’s
office and Paul Wells was buried without a death certificate in his file
at the Coroner’s office. A little Obstruction of Justice to cover up
Martin’s dirty past under Dan Lundgren. Martin pushed this case
under the rug to protect the Harvesting with Hospice program, and his
worthless ass for conduct under Dan Lundgren. (Dickhead Dan the
Serial Killer.)

This county does not run without the hand of corruption pulling the
strings. That includes Law enforcement, courts, county contracts, the
DAs office, county health, Coroner, waste disposal, Child Support,
etc. Martin Ryan is neck deep in the local corruption at the DO.J
Martin Ryan keeps the San Bernardino District Attorney’s office
under Dennis Stout firmly under control of any internal investigation
in the county.

I am sure there have been others that Larry Conley has harvested
through Hospice because he has been in the Senior Citizen Care
business for at least the last ten years. So when I run across the
children of some of his victims I will know where they can go to
collect on some street justice, that is long overdue. Corruption has
turned the government into a haven of Organized crime. I owe you.
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SR 56 Notice to the Senate 1998/09/30
Notice to the Senate:
All wars are based on economics and the first casualty of
war is the truth. The Drug War is no exception. Many of
you have fed on this war most of your lives and it in turn
provided you with access to power. You made a contract
with the devil on this one. That is how you got to where you
are today. You are corrupt and it made many of you wealthy
in the process. It is now time to feed the serpent one more
time. Very soon you will again be playing judge, jury and
executioner. This time for many of our sick and dying in
America.
Tread lightly. You are taking a dangerous path and a lack of
accurate information, or the incompetence defense on this
issue will come back and bite you in the throat. Tread
lightly, we are addressing the lives of American citizens,
yours included.
Many of us in America have recognized for a long time
now, and your own research verifies this conclusion.
Denying our sick and dying medical marijuana is cold
blooded, premeditated murder. Capital punishment taught
us we have the moral authority to kill. Issues like this will
turn us into judges as well.
We are up against the wall on this issue, the killing has got
to stop one way or the other. We are armed, dangerous,
informed and far less corrupt than you are. Be an idiot and
provide the spark that blows up in your face. If you do I
assure you, we will all end up with blood on our hands.
Justice is a dish best served cold.

This is a morally bankrupt war is promoting regulated
repression with drugs you control. The public not only
opposes your agenda but they are beginning to recognize
they were victims of it as well.
I personally believe, this government will not clean up this
mess. It never does. The road to liberty will be paved with
the blood of tyrants and patriots. This is the way the Drug
War will be remembered
Your troops are citizens and will not support a morally
bankrupt government and shoot their own when the orders
are given. They will fire on the ones giving the orders. That
is one reason why there were so many dead 2nd Lt.. in
Vietnam. Friendly fire. You will be next.
Thomas Jefferson, when referring to the conduct of this
nation stated, “Let’s hope God isn’t fair.” I’m a betting man.
I’m betting you are willing to tempt fate one more time
because it provides you access to power and wealth. Do it.
We’re counting on it. Let’s see how long you are willing to
defend this morally bankrupt war when the casualties get a
lot closer to home. Jay Lindberg
PS. A war against American citizens for profit is treason.
That is a capital offense. It is time to look at your own
conduct and see if it qualifies.
.
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A Meeting with Eldridge Cleaver
(12-26-98)

This is how the game is played in America. Our legislators are
afraid to oppose this dirty little war because their bosses (and I
don’t mean the public) will ruin their political careers and their
lives at the first sign of rebellion. This was the reason behind
the swift and brutal crackdown on Proposition 215 in California.
The trouble makers had to learn their place in society.

I met Eldridge Cleaver several years ago in a meeting of
activists in Glendora of all places. I dropped a bombshell on the
crowd that got a nod from the Eldridge Cleaver himself. I stated,
“Racism and brutality have a place in controlling society. It is
apparent that racism is used to keep the minorities in their place.
Far more important, however, racism was an example that kept
the white man in their place as well.”

This drug war is not about enforcing the Rule of Law. The drug
war is enforcing a ruling class global economic policy. It
consolidates Wealth, Power and Control over the masses with
an Iron fist and millions of prison cells. When our legislators
refuse the carrot, they will feel the stick. Joycelyn Elders’ son is
an example to Congress and the government backlash to
Proposition 215 is an example for everyone else. Government is
about power and control. Sincerely, Jay Lindberg

I explained, I grew up in Charleston, South Carolina in the
1960s. Contrary to media hype, it wasn’t that whites looked
down on Blacks in the South. It was more like whites were
afraid to stand up to the injustice, so they looked the other way
instead. That is how you deal with a government that you are
afraid of. You live your life as a grain of sand on the beach.

Sometimes the Flag has to Burn

Once you have learned to bow down to injustice, if ordered, you
will pick up a rock and participate in it as well. That’s part of
the process of learning your place in this institution called
America. By example and deed, racism enslaves us all. The
reason I bring this up is, these corrupt drug laws enslave our
legislature, as much or more than they enslave the public.
Government is about power and control of resources where the
power structure does not tolerate rogue legislators. These
unenforceable drug laws enslave our legislature and force their
cooperation as well.

I have seen this government hide corrupt policies behind the flag
before. So what is the government hiding now?
It ‘s time to ask why the flag needed to be burned in the Vietnam war.
The government deliberately misrepresented the logistics and the
motives of the Vietnam war from day one. Why and how did they do
it? Money and Patriotism. They marketed the Vietnam War with
patriotism and the flag because the war could not be defended with
accurate information. The public bought the lies and many of their
children got killed in the swindle. The government desecrated the flag
by hiding corrupt policies in it. When those corrupt policies kill one
of our children, the flag becomes a symbol of oppression and murder.
It must be destroyed.

Examples. Joycelyn Elders son was raked over the coals for $50
of Cocaine because Joycelyn Elders refused to cooperate with
this dirty little war. When Congressman Burton’s son got
popped for pounds of pot and walked away, Dan Burton was
bought and paid for as well. If you don’t think Obstruction of
Justice was involved in that plea bargain you need another beer.

By the way Rocky. Where is the Coroner's report for the Veteran,
Paul A. Wells. You know, the Veteran, Larry Conley (The RAT)
killed in 1997? Like I said, Sometimes the Flag has got to burn.
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FIGHTING DIRTY
In the spirit of Abbie the Great, fu** this fascist state.
This is a letter to Ruth Lopez. An environmental activist in the
high desert in Northern San Bernardino County. Her sister is
Marjorie Mikels. Marjorie is a lawyer in Rancho Cucamonga in
San Bernardino County and her estranged husband is John
Mikels. He is an elected member of the County Board of
Supervisors. Marjorie got very involved in environmental issues
related to clean water and specifically nuclear waste disposal at
Ward Valley (in Northern San Bernardino county) and Yucca
Mountain (Near Las Vegas, Nevada).
She enjoys being a pain in the ass for her estranged husband,
John Mikels at the Board of Supervisors meetings. Recently she
got arrested at one of the meetings and the DA filed charges
against her for disturbing a public meeting. Boy, was she pissed.
This article addresses my street fighting activism techniques and
the differences in how justice is administered in our society.
Ruth was afraid to post this on the Internet but since the Statute
of Limitations has long since run, I figured it belonged in this
book.
Hi Ruth, Your sister, Marjorie gets nervous when I am around
and down right paranoid when I go to work. I learned a few
dirty tricks in the construction industry in the 80s. I use them
when appropriate.
Kaufman and Broad tried stiffing my construction company in
1985 for $125,000. Their management told me to talk to their
lawyers about payment of submitted billings and I was still
obligated under the existing contract to perform. I found out
Kaufman and Broad had done an asset check prior to signing our
contracts. They were attempting to bankrupt the company, lock
us off the job, deny us our equipment in the process and solicited
our manpower directly to complete the job.

I adjusted the parameters of the problem by informing our
workers of the situation, buying them an alcohol lunch (a
carload full of alcohol) and let them loose to terrorize the job
site. Later that afternoon somehow a K&B representative got
thrown (fell) through the second story window of one of the
homes and his company truck was beat to a pulp with some of
our scaffold. One of the crew threw a ten foot long X brace
through the trucks front windshield and it looked like a
harpooned whale. Four men went to jail but we only had to bail
out only one of them because he had a warrant. Our plasterers
told the cops K&B tried to burn the company and they were
protecting their families from corporate thieves. The police
didn’t let K&B know they were released that night.
The crew was waiting on the job when K&B lawyers came to
assess the damage the next morning and I was down at corporate
telling them we will get our money, today. We got our money.
K&B dropped the charges because nobody was willing to testify
against our workers and their hands were not clean either.
Kaufman and Broad’s conduct, properly investigated, could cost
them their corporate license in the state.
K&B could not afford to take this incident to a logical
conclusion that exposed illegal corporate policies. I based my
attack strategy on that fact. Lawyers will do the right thing when
their lives are threatened and they know the threat is legitimate.
Corporate executives and politicians are cut from the same
sleazy mold. Politics takes a back seat to fear.
Here is how I deal with the Board of Supervisors. I have no
problem telling the Board of Supervisors that a breech of
containment of nuclear waste would kill enough citizens in this
county to put a price on their heads. Politicians and lawyers
respond to fear even better than they respond to money.
At the Board of Supervisors meeting on Tuesday they were
talking about nuclear waste in this context: hazardous waste,
liability, stakeholders and leaking containers. I raised the issue
as nuclear poison, breech in containment, casualties, long term
contamination and their own personal safety.
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I even suggested that after the killing of Tyisha Miller in
Riverside, a conviction from the city council shooting is not a
certainty. If the city council would have been smart, they would
have evaluated their own conduct after an angry citizen shot up
the city council meeting. They were not that smart and now they
are at greater risk. The path to wrath is injustice at intolerable
levels. ( I doubt this government will ever figure that one out
either and de-escalate the violence.)

probation. Jay: 14 felony and misdemeanor complaints and Zero
convictions so far. They have one left. Shirley Goodwin: Code
enforcement Gestapo. Jeffrey Hill: Killed in N. San Diego
County.
When Marjorie Mikels got arrested, however, at the Board of
Supervisors meeting the rules were far different. She was lead
away in cuffs but her prosecution was a different story.
Marjorie’s arrest did not play well in upper middle class
households and the power structure needs the support of those
upper class households for society to function “correctly”.
(Marjorie Mikels also taught Sunday School to children at her
local church before the arrest. Not any more. The system does
not tolerate insubordination. They could not allow her to teach
the lesson she had just learned to the children.)

BTW: I mentioned I was working with environmentalist to
fellow Anti-drug war activists. They were not pleased. They do
not trust the antinuclear movement or the yuppie attitude of
many of their members. They recognize the terms of
engagement with the government opposing the Drug War or
nuclear issues are as different as night and day. When these
yuppie demonstrators get arrested at nuclear facilities they get
the white glove treatment from the police and site released or
bailed out by their yuppie parents. They have access to the best
lawyers and the District Attorney’s office will rarely file charges
against them.

This group in our class structure are the managers. They are the
politically correct, Clue less robots, that run the machines for the
ruling class. They have faith in a government they know little
about because they are comfortable enough to do what they are
told and smart enough not to ask questions. They then pass these
traits on to their children. The government perpetuates the
situation with institutions that promote capitalism as citizenship
and blind obedience as justice.

But the Drug War is different. Opposition to the Drug War is a
working class movement. The rules of engagement with the
government are down and dirty. Anti-Drug War Activists are in
no position to tolerate a public arrest because obedience is
mandatory and repression training is required for the heretics.
When working class activists get busted, They will not know
freedom until the system has tuned him into a criminal.

A trial for Margorie in the San Bernardino courts would have
been a disaster for the local power structure so they had to find a
way out. Several board members were also up for reelection and
a public trial could make them unelectable.

These quote “antinuclear activists” realize the rules are different.
The local antinuclear movements have no problem coming to
me for help when they need it. I have also seen a lot of
environmental activists make promises to assist us in our
struggle to end the drug war. But I have never seen one of those
quote “Environmental Activist” deliver on that promise.
Marjorie included.

The Attorney General’s office bailed them out. The November
1998 elections have caused a realignment of power in this state.
Dumping Marjorie’s case in the Attorney General’s lap was a
smart move. This was a conflict of interest issue that came in
handy for the Board. Sincerely, Jay Lindberg

This is how the system handled this group of activists in San
Bernardino County. Jeff Wright: 18 months for public speaking
violations. Bob: 30 days- for public speaking violations. Larry:
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To Judge Boris

The Unibomber & the Application of Terror

Sooner or later, you will be forced to recognize the Drug War
for what it is. A War against American citizens for profit, with
an ever rising body count. Nothing should reveal that fact more
glaringly than the Medical marijuana issue. Marvin Chavez and
Proposition 215 provided a reality of oppression that is now
exposed. That is his contribution.
The next step of course, enforcing oppression through the courts
is your occupation. You may not understand the gravity of the
situation so I will try to shed some light on it.
Marvin is not the only one on trial here. So is the legitimacy of
this government. You’ve forgotten, the proposition process is, in
and of itself, a treaty between the citizens and its government.
When you pass judgment on Marvin Chavez you will seal the
fate of the initiative process in California. I firmly believe, you
will do as you are told and extract your pound of flesh from
Marvin Chavez. The California courts will then be recognized as
administrators of injustice and the public will deal with
government brutality accordingly. We are entering the escalating
levels of violence phase and Judge Boris, you’re a part of it.
Here is an example of a citizen’s reality. Our corrupt
government defines treason as waging war against a government
to which one has sworn their allegiance. The citizen recognizes a
war against American citizens for profit as treason. Both sides
recognize treason as a capital offense in times of war. That’s
where we are headed. The problem with the MMJ issue is it
exposes the Drug War as a war against American citizens. Once
the public takes off the blinders the Drug War will become a real
war.
If a war against American citizens for profit accurately
descriptions the Drug War. Then your conduct for supporting
this war and feeding on it could get you convicted for treason.
So remember this, when you are extracting your pound of flesh
from Marvin Chavez. The Drug War has turned us all into
criminals and you will not be the one going to jail. Let the war
games begin.

Date: 1998/08/08
Assuming the Unibomber is crazy before you read his manifesto
is a premature decision. History may look at his conduct as
firing the first shot. His greatest flaw was his lack of legal
training. He was obviously smart enough to acquire a law degree
and he would have been a match for anything the government
could put forward in a courtroom. His work is far more accurate
than the main stream press is willing to admit.
The fact that he acted alone, did not expose that fact to anyone
and continued his attacks on the power structure for over 10
years shows he was a hell of a lot smarter than the FBI. The fact
that he was capable of forcing the Mass Media to publish his
manifesto in the manner that he did was brilliant.
I had concluded the media would be the Unibomber’s next target
if he was legit and not government propaganda. I was pleased to
see I was correct. Now it is part of the NET and will remain
there to haunt this government until it crumbles. The manifesto
and his attack strategy is a blueprint this government will have a
hard time dealing with and they know it. Good hunting.
Many of the people I am addressing with this letter are aware of
what this government is capable of. If one of us are forced to
take up arms against this corrupt government you can guarantee
we will also be classified as crazy by the media. Jay Lindberg
PS. The media has still refused to admit what medications
Russell Weston was taking or the treatment he had received
before he shot up the Halls of Congress. I bet their hiding
something again.
In a society where the mentally ill are treated as criminals, it
should surprise no-one when this policy blows up in our faces. It
will be interesting to see if Russell Weston makes it to trial or if
the government sees to it that he falls down the stairs or
something. It’s too bad that he was not a medical marijuana
patient. A defense strategy of self defense would be interesting
to witness. Drgwarwhr@aol.com
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To the ONDCP (Office of National Drug Control
policy): The Drug War Is Fulfilling Its intended role.

The Drug War serves several key functions. By design, it can best be
described as a massive, domestic covert operation.

I have spent much of the last five years examining the research your
organization claims supports the war on drugs. You have overlooked
the obvious, you should be aware of this. You are misrepresenting
your own research to promote this quote “WAR on DRUGS” .This is
the bottom line.

1) Diversion of funds from a legitimate investment in the domestic
economy to a controlled temporary artificial economy. (The Drug
War economy) Objective: Consolidate power of the global economy
through mismanagement of domestic resources..
2) Funding of covert operations in South and Central America and
Southeast Asia without Congressional oversight. Objective: To
consolidate wealth and power of the global economy through covert
armed intervention.

!) Policy decisions based on bad data promote bad policy. The
policies this organization is promoting is best described as the most
expensive, destructive and least effective approach we know of to
addressing drug abuse. You are promoting economic interests over
the health and safety of the public.

3) The prison industry is used as an alternative employment program
to enforce an emerging third world economy in the US. Objective:
Prisons are storage facilities for surplus population.

2) If the rich control the levers of power in America it is logical to
assume they control the Drug War agenda as well.

4) Deny American citizens access to hemp as an industrial raw
material. Objective: Restraint of trade. (It is more profitable to
control a market than to compete in one.)

3) If bad data is the foundation of our existing Drug War strategy and
the power structure is aware of that fact then logic dictates the Drug
War is fulfilling its intended role. The question is, What is the
intended role of the Drug War economy?

5) The Drug War is not the exception to our Bill of Rights. It is the
solution to the Bill Of Rights. Objective: Kick em so they don’t get
up.
( Civil Liberties are worthless in the pursuit of wealth.)

4) To uncover the hidden agendas of the Drug War you track down
the sources of bad data and the misrepresentations themselves. Lies
tend to be self serving. The Drug War is proof in spades.

Sincerely, Jay Lindberg

Here is what this researcher has drawn from the Drug War economy.
The government is deliberately underestimating the cost associated
with this war, the number of illicit drug users and the size of the black
market. This creates the illusion the Drug War is at least reducing the
number of drug users in America. More appropriately, fewer people
admit illicit drug use publicly.

I. PS> The truth is so precious in times of war she must be
surrounded by a bodyguard of lies. Winston Churchill. The
deliberate misrepresentation of the governments research to
promote your budgets is fraud. A fraudulent act under the color
of Authority is extortion. This ongoing criminal enterprise is
racketeering. Promoting the Drug War under these
circumstances is criminal conduct. Before this is over, your
prison industry will consume you. You can bet on it. “If you
can’t handle the truth, you can’t handle the power.” J

The government is also radically overestimating the health risks,
value of drugs seized in this war and the effectiveness of the war at
reducing illicit drug use. This bad data creates the illusion the war
must be fought and the impact law enforcement has on drug
interdiction.
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Children Making Bombs

RAGE AND FEAR
Hi Tracie - Rage is not counterproductive. Rage is a self
defense mechanism we use to deal with the injustice. It is
part of the process that gives us the strength to overcome a
more powerful enemy. The alternative is fear and living in
fear is no picnic. It is easier to stand up to injustice than to
bow down to it and kiss its balls. Fear robs us of our soul
and immobilizes our destiny. It is not an acceptable solution
to injustice.
You must learn to play with your rage, manipulate and
control it. When you learn to control your own rage, you
can control the rage of others around you. Rage is a
transition solution, opportunities present themselves for the
final solution.
Deal with your fears the same way. Understanding your
fears is the first step in controlling and manipulating them.
When you have learned to manipulate your own fears, (for
example- to turn those fears into rage and then action) you
will be able to control the fears of those around you. I wrote
“Drug War Economics: The Machine Behind the Madness”
as an alternative to bowing down to this fascist state out of
fear. This book attempts to transform our fears against a
repressive state into rage against the corrupt machine.
Revolution is a legitimate solution to rampant corruption.

From:\tab WebMistress@Fornits.com (Ginger
Warbis) To:\tab Drgwarwhr@aol.com 5/22/99 EDT,
you wrote:

This letter is a response to a News group comment stating it
is a shame children can learn how to make bombs from
information on the net.
To
Webmistress@Fornits.com
What I do not understand is why they are targeting their
schools. That’s not where the real Nazis hang out.
Infrastructure, the media, corporate America and the
government bureaucracy are far more effective “soft
targets” to hit. The Nazis are the enemy. The scum are in
power and they are a threat. They have far too much control
over our destiny and their motives stink. Aim for the head,
empty a clip, and reload is what it will take to purge the
scum from power in America. Your coward heart created
this mess. Their weapons and explosives training will be
needed to clean it up. J L
Hi Jay I think you’re missing an important point here, Jay.
Without extensive training in subordination, how would all
of these reasonably intelligent, good hearted American
people come to accept the outrageous policies of our
government / corporate culture? The kids are attacking the
schools because the school environment has been abusing
them from the very beginning. Most of them probably can’t
articulate that very well so they can’t form any sort of
consensus, and that might be why they resort to violence
instead of peaceful means of change. Ginger Warbis.
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(8) Why were the funds transferred in a manner that hid the
beneficiary of those funds? (TO HIDE THE BENEFICIARIES)

Law Enforcement Drops the Ball
On August 9,1997 my mom’s husband for almost 20 years, died
under extremely suspicious circumstances. Here is a list of what
the San Bernardino Police Department needed to follow up on
when we provided the bulk of evidence to them in January of
1998. (They did not follow up on any of this investigation)

This picture was taken in October of 1998. In January of 1998 we
had completed our investigation into the death of Paul Wells. We
then gave the San Bernardino Police Department a copy of our
investigation. The article “The exhibits and the facts” explains
what we had uncovered.

(1) We have a copy of Duragesic Patch prescription. Verify the
prescription is legitimate at BNE in Sacramento. (FRAUDULENT
PRESCRIPTION)
(2) We have copies of two checks for over 167,000 from Paul Wells
for cash on 7/28/97. Verify the signatures on those checks through the
signature cards at Bank of America. (NO SIGNATURE CARDS ON
FILE) Obtain the Power of Attorney over finances that should be on
file at Bank of America as per statements from the Sayles in the civil
proceedings. (DID NOT INVESTIGATE)
(3) Track down who ended up on the receiving end of almost $70,000
worth of checks that were cashed between 8/3/97 and 8/13/97. (DID
NOT INVESTIGATE)
(4) Verify the accuracy of the Coroner’s Report and who provided the
information stating Dr. Wilbur of Loma Linda diagnosed Paul Wells
as terminal on July 14, 1997. ( HOSPICE DIAGNOSIS)
(5) Verify the existence of a terminal diagnosis if it exists, and obtain
a copy of it. (DID NOT EXIST) Obtain information that supports the
statements provided on the Death Certificate, such as lab tests stating
Paul Wells had Lung Cancer for years (DID NOT INVESTIGATE)
and why Dr. Wilbur of Oncology was not the attending physician that
signed it. (ELECTRONICALLY GENERATED SIGNATURE)
(6) Is the Death Certificate forged? (YES)
(7) A statement from Bank Of America on why they allowed the
transfer of almost $175,000 as cash transactions to a bank account in
James A. Sayles name only when a power of Attorney over finances
was on file. This fiduciary relationship demanded client and personal
funds remain separate. (CRIMINAL CONDUCT) Did Marilyn
Albert, Assistant Vice President /manager of Sterling-Highland
branch have the legal authority to transfer those funds? (NO)

We found out later that Det. Rocha had withheld that
information from their investigators for 8 months. He was
returning information, that the homicide investigator had never
seen and did not know about. Dirty bastard. The Rat, Larry
Conley, was protected as long as Dennis Stout was District
Attorney. The District Attorney’s office then sealed the file. This
is called Obstruction of Justice in a Homicide.

In 2002 Dennis Stout was defeated and Mike Ramos became the
new DA for San Bernardino County. His father is also an
investigator of the DAs office. Mike’s dad has agreed to look into
the case and examine the evidence we have. It will be interesting.
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The Exhibits and the Facts
1) Paul Wells was placed on Hospice illegally.
2) Medical records have been compromised to hide the fact that Paul
Wells was not terminal for COPD, Lung or Prostate Cancer.
3) At least one critical medication was withheld from Paul Wells to
hasten his death.
4) Patient was administered Schedule 2 narcotics without a doctor's
authorization and died while under the influence of those meds.
5) In the last two weeks of his life at least $200,000 in assets were
transferred illegally to caregivers. Marilyn Albert, manager of the
Highland \ Sterling branch of Bank of America in San Bernardino,
California, participated directly in the embezzlement.

1) Paul Wells was placed on Hospice illegally
a) Coroner's report states Paul Wells was examined by Dr. Wilbur at
the VA Hospital on 7/14/97 and diagnosed as terminal for lung and
prostate cancer.
b) VNA Hospice notes by Debra McNeeley (caseworker Nurse) claim
Dr. Wilbur is his primary care physician and authorized Hospice for
lung and prostate cancer on 7/16/97. This statement implies that Dr.
Wilbur examined Paul Wells and diagnosed him as terminal. VA
medial records reveal Dr. Bruckner was Paul Wells Primary
Physician. He examined the patient on 7/11/97 and did not diagnose
Paul Wells as terminal. His notes state he prescribed a 90-day supply
of Prednisone and scheduled a follow-up appointment in a month.
c) The VA electronic data base schedule of appointments for Paul
Wells is missing the 7/11/97 appointment for Dr. Bruckner and a
7/14/97 backup appointment in Oncology.
On 4/17/97 a
bronchoscopy was also performed on Paul Wells. That appointment is
also missing from the data base and eliminated lung Cancer as a
Hospice diagnosis and the stated Cause of Death on 8/9/97.
d)
The intake forms for HBCM (Home Based Care Management) at the
VA Hospital are to be signed by the patient's primary care physician.
The form was not signed and the printout records from HBCM
confirm the patient was not authorized for hospice care.

2) Medical records have been compromised to hide the
fact that Paul Wells was not terminal for COPD, Lung
or Prostate Cancer.
a) A bronchoscopy was performed on Paul Wells on 4/17/97. The
bronchoscopy was negative, brushing and washings nonmalignant.
This eliminated lung cancer as the cause of death without new
evidence of malignancy. The bronchoscopy results were removed
from the patient electronic data base.
b) The PSA test results for Prostate cancer on 1/11/97 was < 0.1.
c) COPD did not warrant oxygen in October 1995, and the provider
picked up all equipment after the LLVAH canceled oxygen service
for Paul Wells. In 1995, patient's lung capacity was 65% with
inhalers. Lab results from 10/1/96 show lung capacity at 80% with
inhalers. This eliminates COPD as the cause of death on 8/9/97.
d) Patient's medical records state Paul Wells is stable on medications.
e) VA medical records have no examination diagnosing Paul Wells as
terminal.

3) At least one critical medication was withheld from
Paul Wells to hasten his death.
a) Documentation on the 7/11/97 examination of Paul Wells showed
the patient is going through Prednisone withdrawals. Dr. Bruckner
prescribes a 90-day supply that is filled at the VA pharmacy. The
full prescription was returned after his death. Paul Wells is
accompanied by Richard Sayles to this appointment at the LLVAH.
Vivian Wells is in South Carolina for her brother's funeral
(7/3/97-7/15/97).
b) On 7/14/97 Paul Wells was taken to Railto and receives a
prescription of cough syrup and a 30-day supply of Prednisone. He is
accompanied by Richard Sayles. A 30-day supply of Prednisone is
returned in an older bottle. This suggests Paul Wells knew he was not
given all his medications and the prescription he acquired on 7/14/97
was replaced with a different medication. Paul Wells was denied
Prednisone for the last five weeks of his life.
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5) Evidence of Embezzlement Motive for Murder

4) Patient was administered Schedule 2 narcotics without a
doctor's authorization and died while under the influence of those
medications.
a) On 7/24/97, two morphine prescriptions, allegedly prescribed by
Dr. Banzal of Oncology, were picked up from the VA Pharmacy in
Loma Linda.
b) There is no evidence at the DOJ of the morphine prescriptions
being filled. These prescriptions are in triplicate with the DOJ
receiving one of the copies.
c) Home Based Care Management (HBCM) records show all three
Doctors in Oncology refused to prescribe morphine for Paul A. Wells
on 7/24/97.
d) HBCM records show that Dr. Banzal did not complete a
medication profile sheet with the Morphine prescriptions on 7/24/97.
e) Morphine is the wrong medication for a patient with COPD or
pneumonia.
f) Statements from Nurse notes, Coroner's report and Nancy Sayles in
civil litigation state that Paul Wells was a Hospice patient being
administered Duragesic Patches when he died on 8/9/97. The DOJ
copy of this prescription is not on file in Sacramento.
g) Nurse notes by Debra McNeeley claim both morphine
prescriptions and the Duragesic patch prescription were filled at
Thrifty's Pharmacy on Highland and Sterling. A printout of filled
prescriptions for Paul Wells at Thrifty's Pharmacy on Highland and
Sterling show none of the three prescriptions for Schedule 2
narcotics were filled there.
h) The Coroner's Report has a fictitious Hospice Diagnosis on it that
eliminated a Coroner's Roll out. This Coroner's report has over 40
errors and omissions on it. The parties involved in the
misrepresentation of information on the Coroner's Report eliminated
an autopsy of the deceased Paul Wells. The Coroner’s office is
refusing to correct the report.

a) A power of attorney over health care dated 7/20/97.
(1) A VA printout shows no Power of Attorney for Health care was
on file at the LLVAH.
(2) Probate Code 21350 dictates that no provision shall permit a
donative transfer to a fiduciary that is not a blood relative or
cohabitant with the donor.
(3) The defendants did not provide the Power of Attorney over
health care to the VA Hospital until several months after Paul Wells
died and after civil litigation had begun.
b) Transfer of Funds and notification of Heirs
(1) The defendants did not claim to be in possession of the assets of
the deceased Paul Wells until discovery in the civil litigation.
(2) Between January and May 1998 the defendants, with the help
of the attorneys for both parties, conspired to overturn the injunction
through fraud. Said injunction froze all accounts of James Sayles at
Bank of America.
(3) VNA \ Hospice notes refer to the assets being disbursed to
friends of Paul Wells. This is the only place where the Sayles are not
referred to as the Caregivers in VNA \ Hospice notes.
(4) Almost $70,000 in cash and checks were cashed between
8/4/97 and 8/13/97. Most of these checks were to banks and did not
identify the recipient of those funds.
(5) Marilyn Albert, manager of the Highland and Sterling branch of
BofA in San Bernardino, participated in the illegal transfer and
cover-up of approximately $175,000 to account
#08693-12777 on
7/28/97.
(6) Vivian Wells was denied access to her husband from 7/28/97
until his death on 8/9/97.
c) Defendants claim they bought the mobile home from the deceased
on 7/24/97 for $1.00.
(1) This information was withheld until the civil lawsuit exposed it
in discovery.
(2) 7/24/97 is the date the deceased began taking morphine.
(3) Probate Code 21350 dictates fiduciaries cannot receive gifts
from the donors unless blood relatives or cohabitants.
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Introduction to “Search Warrant For The Mayor”
The next article was done between the Christmas and New Years in
1998 - 1999. The major characters are Dan Lough, Head Henchman
under Dennis Stout, DA for San Bernardino County District
Attorney’s Office. We approached the District Attorney’s office for
the first time, concerning the death of Paul Wells in November of
1997. We were told that all evidence must be presented to the police
department that had jurisdiction in the matter. Those orders were
written in stone. At least that is how they were related to us.
This evidence of Obstruction of Justice from the beginning of this
investigation to the present has allowed the harvesting with Hospice
program to continue. The order to deny any evidence from the family
of the deceased at the District Attorney’s Office is a command
decision from the top in that office. Dan Lough runs the day to day
operation and would make that call. Dennis Stout, the DA handles the
bureaucratic duties.
Jim Pennman is the city attorney for San Bernardino. His role in
“Search Warrant for the Mayor” is the RAT. He has an official duty to
demand a Coroner’s Inquest if their is enough evidence under the
reasonable man guidelines that Paul Wells died at the hands of
another. For almost two years now, he has been dodging meetings to
avoid this official duty. His motive for refusing to do his job must be
ugly because he has been getting heat in the public for over a year and
a half because of it.
The last player is Mayor Valles. It is her duty to see to it that the city
Attorney does his job and she obviously fucked up here. I can’t
SHOOT them because there are too many of them and we need to
round up all the corrupt rats for proper disposal.
Since it appears we are not going to get Justice in the matter until all
hell breaks loose, I figured this book would be a step in the right
direction. Obstruction of Justice in a Homicide carries up to 20 years
in prison. If my family was targeted because of my opposition to the

Drug War, Pennman and Dan Lough would have been in the middle
of that decision.
That makes them accomplices in a Homicide. This would explain
their stone walling of this investigation from day one. We will have
justice and it wont be pretty. Next week is going to be very exciting. I
wonder if Dan and Jim are going to be able to cover up this one with
the badger on their ass. Justice is a hunt. Search Warrant For the
Mayor has been pulled. The editors (censors) have spoken.

Death Insurance Calls
Sent: Thursday, November 25, 1999 5:46 PM
From: deathinsurance@mtnempire.net (C Casey)
To: Drgwarwhr@aol.com Subj: Re: help Drgwhr
Jay: Do you ever go shooting? A bunch of us guys train out here in
the high desert near San Diego.
From: <DRGWARWHR@AOL.COM
To: <DEATHINSURANCE@MTNEMPIRE.NET
Date: 12/02/1999 12:22:15 PM Pacific Standard Time
Subject: Re: help Drgwhr
Hi C. Casey,
I’m in San Bernardino. My phone number is 909-864-0731. Give me
a call. We’re looking for citizens in a land full of servants and slaves.
You can also do an author search under DRGWARWHR for more of
my work. I would like to hear from you. Sincerely, Jay Lindberg
Sent: Friday, December 10, 1999 11:07 PM
Subject: Fish in a barrell
Hi Capt.,
I hear you bagged a trouble maker the last time out. If you spent a
little time training these folks you’d have a lot better hunt. I guess
that’s not your style is it. Not much to brag about, shooting fish in a
barrel. Sincerely, Jay Lindberg
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Jerry Eaves files Terrorist Threat Charges

C Casey was probably Captain Casey of the Sheriff’s department in
the mountains and mtnempire.net is a county government server. This
letter was a terrorist threat if I ever saw one. I’m glad I kept it.

To Deputy Joe Palomino,
I forgot to tell you that My wife, Maureen Lindberg, is running
against Jerry Eaves in the next election and I am running against Jerry
Lewis for the 40th Congressional district. I bet he forgot to mention
that. This looks like a politically motivated persecution.

Here was my second reply to the letter from Deathinsurance: I hear
you bagged a trouble maker last time out. If you spent a little time
training these folks you’d have a lot better hunt. I guess that’s not
your style is it? Not much to brag about, shooting fish in a barrel.

I went to that meeting to address the killing of Paul Wells, Geoffrey
Hill and an e-mail I received from C.Casey that is included in the 6
pages I am faxing to you. The circumstances surrounding that e-mail
is it was between the dates that Geoffrey Hill was killed in San Diego
County and the date he was found with a bullet in his head. Geoffrey
Hill was investigating corruption in the mountains and forwarding the
material to the California DOJ before he was killed.

I provided five pages of information to each board member and a
copy of the e-mail. Those pages of information are what made Jerry
file. He knew when he read them, I had the evidence to convict.
Three pages state the criminal acts involved in the killing of Paul
Wells and the exhibits to back up those claims. The e-mail and a
citizen letter for my candidacy were the other two pages. I talked
about the killing of Geoffrey Hill and the logistics that would go
along with it. If a Captain of the Sheriff’s department was in on the
killing, the Sheriff and a Supervisor would be in the loop as well.

The Sheriff’s department set him up and raided his house in late
November in the mountains. They took his computer and his files
with them. Several days later he turned up missing and was not found
until almost two weeks later in San Diego County dead.

The reason Jerry is so concerned with my investigation into the Death
of Paul Wells is because Jerry knows Larry Conley personally. Larry
Conley is the one running this “Harvesting with Hospice” program in
San Bernardino. He knows Larry Conley well enough to know that if
anyone put handcuffs on him the first words out of his mouth would
be, “Jerry Eaves was in the middle of it.” Larry Conley can make
Jerry Eaves an accessory in a 187 and Jerry knows it.

Over the Thanksgiving weekend I received an e-mail from
Deathinsurance@ mtnempire.net (C Casey). It reads: Do you ever go
shooting? A Bunch of us guys train out here in the high desert near
San Diego. I expressed interest in the offer. His letter and my
response are included in the file C:\ windows \ desktop \ variety \
Deathinsurance.htm

I need to keep Jerry alive on this one because Jerry is the lynch
pin that ties County government to the “Harvesting with
Hospice Program.” He’s the one that pushed the buttons that
shut down the investigations from the city police to the Feds.
When Jerry Eaves, the Fat Rat goes down, he will take all his
buddies with him. That’s how we clean up the corruption. Now I
get to find out if you are part of an execution team. J Lindberg

When I found out about the death of Geoffrey Hill and the
circumstances surrounding his death I checked my computer and I
found my reply to his message. I was in court a few days later with
some friends of Geoffrey’s and was asked if this e-mail was for real.
When I stated yes, I found out that Geoffrey was receiving death
threats,
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Dealing With John Wilmerding
Jay,
One comment. While I agree with some of the sentiments you have
expressed here, the Campaign for Equity-Restorative Justice, which I
represent, is committed to nonviolent direct action to radically change
the criminal Injustice system, and I find some of your seeming
preoccupation with the warfare analogy to be unhelpful in this regard.
I do understand your anger, though --- I harbor much anger
toward the system myself. I would never talk about ‘bagging pigs’,
though. I monitor a great many e-mail lists, and if you post, for
instance, to the JUSTICE list (of which I am the owner), you will
reach me with your progress reports in any case. Thanks! John
Wilmerding
Response from Jay Lindberg
Don’t feed me the “I understand your sentiments” BS. I do not buy it
for a moment. We both know better. You have a poor grasp of power,
and lack of historical prospective when dealing with this war. The
phrase was “bust a pig, steal his dope, what comes around, goes
around.”
You harbor your anger because you are paralyzed with fear and refuse
to address the conduct of this government by the same “Rule Of Law”
they are sworn to protect. If you ever wondered how this mess got so
ugly, it is because there are millions of people just like you refusing to
deal with government created injustice in a rational manner. You have
harbored your anger because you lacked the courage to act
responsibly to it.
Tell me John, how would you deal with your father being killed in a
hospice scam and your family destroyed in the process. How could
you look your mother in the face and know you didn’t do your best to
demand justice? How would you deal with the knowledge that you
allowed these policies to continue in this society because you lacked
the courage and harbored your anger instead of addressing the
injustice? I’ll make it easy for you and answer these questions as well.

You would never have initiated an investigation on your own. You
would never have found out the hospice exam on July 14, 1997 by Dr.
Wilbur of LLVA Oncology never happened. You would never have
found out the Duragesic patch prescription was forged and without a
doctor’s authorization. You would never have found out that
Prednisone withdrawals played a key factor in the premature death of
the patient. The mobile home was bought by the caregivers for one
dollar the day he patient went on morphine. That $175,000 was
transferred by checks paid to cash while the patient was bedridden.
You would have never even found out that the Bronchoscopy and
brushings results on 4/17/97 were negative and nonmalignant and
eliminated a hospice diagnosis for lung and prostate cancer.
But worst of all, your self imposed ignorance and lack of courage
would allow these people to continue this conduct. It is confronting
injustice, and bringing people like this to Justice that makes liberty
and life so valuable. If you can’t handle the truth, you can’t handle the
power. That is why you have been so effective in the past. By the
way, you’re not one of those Soros fronts are you?

A Letter to the Drug War:
IT ISN’T ABOUT DRUGS
This isn’t about drugs. I don’t give a shit about the drugs.
They’re not the threat and you know it. It’s about the
corruption and the pieces of shit that have their arrogant
faces in the trough. It’s about making scum like you earn an
honest days pay and rebuilding after we end this war.
You sold out your country for a buck you worthless POS
when you promoted this war with lies because there is
money in it. It’s about paying for the destruction you
participated in. The machine is not the problem. It’s the
POS that control it, the ignorance and the greed that allow it
to continue. It’s about turning scum like you into law
abiding citizens. Sincerely, Jay Lindberg
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CLUE LESS

On the other side are the abused activists (Sheep with teeth) among
the bewildered herd (Sheep without teeth).

THE BOARD GAME FOR BUREAUCRATS AND ACTIVISTS

1) All activists have a VICE that can damage their credibility in the
public or used as blackmail.
2) The smart activist must deal with that threat to acquire power
without corruption.

Object of the game
The object of the game as a bureaucrat is to eliminate popular
opposition (activists) to the Police State and promote maximum
budgets through destructive polices, political manipulation and clever
marketing.

The activists get promoted by
1) acquiring access to the media,
2) sympathy points when incarcerated for the right reasons,
3) courage points for principle,
4) or cash and power for selling out and becoming a corrupt
bureaucrat.
5) Knowledge of corruption generates power points for the activist
6) and banding together with other activists allows individual
activists access to the talents of other activists in the group.
The goal of the activists are to take over and try to avoid corruption
along the way.

Rules: There are no rules. (Not really)
1) You must do this without turning the meddling masses into a
raging mob.
2) These characters below are the rulers in “Clue less” and enforce
the law at their discretion.
3) King Rats control the money and the power. They keep the Drug
War going at threatening levels at taxpayers expense.
The Characters in the Game
1) San Bernardino City Attorney, Jim Penman (The Shark),
2) His wife who is the head of the Chamber of Commerce (Mrs.
Shark),
3) Jerry Eaves and his Band of Thieves, County Board of Supervisors
( Bandits with suits),
4) Dennis Stout, Local DA and his head henchman, Dan Lough (The
Vipers),
5) The County Prison System is a (ranch) where the inmates are
$30,000 cash cows (cattle) in hotel beds costing $100,000 to build.
The ranch is a money machine that keeps the corruption financed.
6) Law enforcement characters are represented as, you got it, (Pigs)
7) and the tops pigs are, you got it (Boss Hogs).
8) The most powerful pieces on the board are the Snitches are
represented as (RATS). The RATS are above the law, they have dirt
on all the public officials and the best drugs around.
9) The (King Rats) are the rats that hold political office.

1) Activist strategies include initiatives to cut funding for certain
corrupt policies, (this strategy weakens the bureaucracy and builds
support for activist candidates), 2) exposing corruption (this strategy
attracts other activists and public support),
3) going postal ( this strategy eliminates corrupt bureaucrats and
sends a message to the bureaucracy they are not immune to Street
Justice, but expect brutal retaliation and a crackdown from the
government),
4) building a strong power base through activist unity and political
blackmail of public officials (this is called Hardball),
5)
information sourcing which builds popular support for change.
6) The Corrupt bureaucracy will use the Criminal Justice system to
enslave the activists and scare away public participation in positive
change. Beating the scum in their own courts provides leadership
points that will be needed to take over.
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McVeigh Did It Right
(The

(1999)

Government did it wrong)

A few moons ago, when the Drug War was far less powerful
than it is now, I was told by a Bureaucrat (field Rep for David
Drier) “the Middle Class has had it in America.” This was his
conclusion to the long term impact of NAFTA on the working
class in America. I responded, “You will need the Drug War to
enforce it.” This was an example of economic policy enforcing
and dictating future repression in America. WACO was one of
those examples of Government Repression as well.
The Oklahoma City Bombing reminded bureaucrats they are
targets as well. This type of terrorism is standard foreign policy
for the power structure in America. The Oklahoma City
Bombing gave the bureaucracy a taste of WACO called
STREET JUSTICE. In reality, that justice came from the Feds.
Contrary to popular conspiracy theory, if McVeigh was directly
involved in the OK Bombing, he did it right. While McVeigh
did not publicly admit his guilt, he did not publicly state his
innocence either. It is apparent the Feds were illegally stock
pilling ordinance for their Special weapons teams based in the
Murrray Building. It is also apparent they were notified the
Murrray building would be a possible target for a bombing.
Their offices were vacated before the blast and most of the FBI’s
Waco evidence was (quote) destroyed in that blast. We can
thank the FBI for keeping the casualties to a minimum. They got
out, the women and children were not so fortunate. The media
pushed that one under the rug.
The key factor of the OK Bombing was the bombing target was
the evidence in the Waco Operation and the bureaucracy itself.
The plan was very similar to the Unibomber strategy that forced
the Washington Post to print his manifest. If the Washington
Post did not print his manifest, their mail would go boom. The
Oklahoma Bombing was the same plan on a bigger scale.
McVeigh’s objective was the release of the Waco evidence to
the public or the next target would kill government personnel in
mass, without warning.

The government responded to this threat by evacuating key
personnel from the building, and allowing the bombing to kill
others in the building without warning. After the bombing, the
fortification of other bureaucratic targets began because if the
fortifications were not implemented, bureaucratic revolts would
have been a logical next step. Fortification, a strategic
investment in domestic terrorism training and a quiet purge of
dissidence in the bureaucratic ranks followed suit. A propaganda
campaign followed, with anti-terrorism legislation and the main
stream media kept the bewildered herd in the dark, watching the
nightly death show at 6:00 with 911 etched in their brains.
This civics lesson of the function of government in our society
will shed some light on the need for direct action against the
bureaucracy in America. (1) Elected officials are only the
provisional government in America. (2) Figureheads (elected
officials) will come and go but the bureaucracy is the machine
that makes things happen over the long term. (3) Behind that
machine (the government) are the puppet masters, the Corporate
Government of America and the NGOs. (4) The Corporate
Government of America and the NGOs control the formation of
capital, investments in labor, regulate commerce and the
distribution of resources. (5) The government is another
enforcement mechanism for their New World Order. (6) The
NWO is an economic order. This government is their
government to enforce repression.
The bombing of the World Trade Center, the work of the
UNIBOMBER, and the OK Bombing are lessons for the future
revolution. These acts rattle the foundation of our ruling class because
these acts expose the soft underbelly and go for the throat. With few
exceptions, and there are a few, bureaucrats are cowards and POS
with no loyalty to anyone but their precious ass and the government
nipple. The bombing in Oklahoma City is street justice and a message
that raised the stakes of another WACO to unacceptable levels for
those worthless, POS bureau rats. Here is the message of Oklahoma
City to the bureaucracy. When this fascist government of America,
terrorizes the citizenry, WACO style, NOBODY IS SAFE from the
public or the government. J. Lindberg
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Chapter XII: Pieces of the Puzzle

Article 3. Going Bad. by Mike Levine
Going Bad is told by Mike Levine, a retired Federal Law
Enforcement officer with the DEA and DOJ. He tells the story of the
DEA in its early years 1973-1977, when their agents believed the
“suits” and their propaganda to the late 1980s when Mike retired. By
the late 1980s it had become clear that the Drug War was an immense
and deadly fraud perpetrated on the American people. Going Bad is a
journey of how a dedicated, DEA agent, through personal experiences
became an outspoken opponent of this corrupt government and the
Drug War.

Four articles in this chapter all deal directly with corruption in the
Drug War at the top of the food chain in America. The last article is
“The Natural Order of Things” or “THE END” It speaks for itself.
1. Article 1: Air America Acts I-V is an overview of the
Drug War from the supply side. Here we get an understanding
on why this government is really involved in the Drug War.
Here we deal with the illegitimate power of the black market
commodities and brief cases full of drug money have over the
political process on a global scale.
Air America Acts I-V deals with drug smuggling from the 1960s to
the end of the 1980s and one of its most colorful characters, Alder
Berriman, better known as Berry Seal. If you ever wondered if our
intelligence community and covert operations are totally out of
control then this article should clear up any doubts you might have.

Part of this realization came from the toll corruption had on his fellow
workers in the DEA and who those victims were. Corruption took its
greatest toll on the best and the brightest of their personnel.
Corruption will destroy the souls of honest men if they are forced to
look the other way, long enough. The only way they could deal with
the criminality they were forced to witness was to self-destruct.

Article 2: The Drug War in the Pirate Mode is a blue print

Article 4: Establishment Opposition is a systems approach to

for regulated repression and the looting of assets mode.

how the global power structure and The Establishment, works. This
information is critical to successfully ending the Drug War without a
bloody rebellion (if that is even possible). Understanding how the
power structure really works will expose why the Drug War is such a
powerful institution in America and why we need to put it down.

The Drug War in the Pirate Mode exposes the systematic destruction
of many communities in America as strategic planning for the
acquisition of wealth and power. Here is how it is done. Goals:
1) Build capital base through black market profits.
2) Use criminality associated with the drug trade to destabilize the
community and destroy the property values of those neighborhoods.
3) Use drug profits to acquire communities for pennies on a dollar.
4) Once those assets have been acquired force the government to
revitalize the community. Public subsidy, private profit makes the
swindle work.. Redevelopment is financed through government
grants, low interest loans and other community investments. The tax
base is used to clean up the communities, provide a stable economic
base and drive up the prices of the swindled assets you acquired.

Conclusion:
To make the Drug War work, you need to control three things:
The Drugs, the money and the war.
1) If you take the army out of the field, the war is over.
2) If you lose control over to flow of the drugs, the revenues from the
black market will finance access to power or a revolution.
3) If you lose control over the money generated from the Drug War,
your power base will be the next to go.
Going Bad deals with the army in the field. The DEA and other drug
war bureaucracies may be disillusioned and corrupted but they are
still in the field. The government still controls the flow of drugs in
this country and the cash flow from this war. In spite of wide spread
anger at this war it is continuing to gather strength and power.

Of course, the Drug addicts these policies created in the first place
end up cash cows in a prison industry run by the same jack booted
(NAZI type) bastards that promote our Drug War budgets, and
control the destructive elements of our black markets as well. This is
regulated repression, pig time.
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AIR AMERICA ACTS I-V
By C. S. Mahoney
Up until the moment when three medellin cartel gunmen blew the life
from his body in front of a dingy Baton Rouge Salvation Army outlet,
Adler Berriman, better known as Berry Seal ran the largest drug
smuggling operation in the continental United States. From his
headquarters at the Intermountain Regional Airport in Mena
Arkansas, Seal oversaw the importation of tens of thousands of
pounds of cocaine and the export of tremendous amounts of U.S.
military hardware. He was able to accomplish this with the overt and
covert complicity of at least four major U. S. government agencies
and despite being investigated at least nine times between 1981 and
1986 by everything from a grand jury to an official congressional
inquiry. The case of Berry Seal stands as a cautionary tale of
Intelligence Community ‘s covert operational capability run amok.
It’s true roots lie not in the Oachita mountains, some 160 miles from
Little Rock where he broke state and federal laws for so long and with
such impunity, rather they lie in the dank steaming jungles of North
Vietnam. For to tell the story of Berry Seal is to tell the story of Air
America. When Ted Shackley arrived in Laos, Vang Pao was at war
with two rival druglords for control of the Southeast Asian opium
trade. Shackley had just been transferred to Laos from Miami where
he had run JMWAVE, a Spanish language radio station broadcasting
nonstop propaganda into Havana. He had also run Operation 40,
which was a program dedicated to training and equipping assassins
for the express purpose of killing the upper echelons of the Cuban
revolutionary government. It was thought that if this could be
accomplished that the communist regime in Cuba would collapse
under it’s own weight. At some point this operation evolved into the
infamous Operation Mongoose, which was tasked with training and
equipping Cuban exiles for the doomed Bay of Pigs invasion. Even
after the Bay of Pigs debacle Shackley stayed on in Miami to conduct
a covert war against Cuba.
In 1965 the covert war on Cuba was folded up and Shackley’s team
was moved en masse to Laos. Shackley took three of his Operation 40
assassins to Laos with him, Felix Rodriguez, Jose Pasada and Chi Chi

Quintero. Shackley was in Laos a matter of days before intermediaries
set up a meeting between he and Vang Pao. Vang Pao wanted total
control of the opium trade and Shackley wanted a military intelligence
foothold in the Southeast Asian opium trade. The two struck a
bargain. The United States Air Force would bomb the compounds of
both of his rivals out of existence in exchange for certain favors once
he was in control of the opium traffic. The Air Force carried out it’s
end of the bargain. The young major, named Richard Secord
coordinated the bombing attacks on Pao's rivals.
When Vang Pao did become undisputed lord of the Southeast Asian
opium trade, he regularly began donating a share of his profits to the
training and equipping of Laotian tribesman for incursions against
North Vietnamese supply lines and to carry out assassinations against
suspected communist sympathizers. The director of training for the
tribesman was Shackley’s second in command, Tom Clines. Major
General John Signally ran the assassinations arm of the enterprise.
Richard Secord coordinated the flights that ferried arms, personnel,
and heroin to various points throughout Europe and Asia. One of the
pilots who made these flights was a Special Forces lieutenant named
Adler Berriman, later known as Berry Seal. In 1968 Mafia Don Saints
Traffic ante visited Vang Pao in a Saigon hotel. There are at least
three different military intelligence reports that mention this meeting
so it is highly unlikely that it escaped Shackley’s notice. More likely,
it occurred with his direct complicity. Subsequent to the meeting
Trafficante became the leading importer of China White heroin in the
western world. Vang Pa's profits soared, and as they did so did his
contributions to the training and equipping of the Laotian tribesman.
What had been a relatively small scale operation suddenly blossomed
into the Phoenix Project. The Phoenix Project was an epic intelligence
debacle that resulted in the assassinations of nearly 35,000
noncombatants throughout Vietnam, Laos, Cambodia and Thailand.
The Phoenix Project acquired it’s own air force, paid for with profits
from Vang Pa's heroin trade and piloted by U.S. intelligence
personnel such as Adler Berriman.
In 1972, with the coming fall of Saigon, Air America, as the group
had come to be known (complete with the cynical motto "We Fly
Right") was officially disbanded. But during their four years of
existence, they had established an important precedent.
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They had used an existing criminal infrastructure to finance
intelligence community operations that never would have received
funding had they gone through standard appropriations channels, thus
subverting the will of Congress and the American people.

Clines had to deal with something that neither of them expected,
resistance from inside the intelligence community.
While many had winked at Shackley’s ingenuity in financing the
Phoenix Project with Vang Pao’s heroin profits, the prospect of using
that selfsame apparatus for an operation that was at best only
nominally in the national interest and was very profitable to those
involved. So Shackley and Clines bowed to the pressure from their
collegues and withdrew the elements of Air America from Iran.

Even after Ted Shackley was brought back to the United States to run
the western hemisphere operations of the CIA, his agents were still
extorting millions of dollars from Vang Pao and transferring it to a
bank in Australia called the Nugget Hand Bank. They also began to
pilfer tons of military equipment from depots around Asia and
transfer it to a secret base in Thailand. One of the men who flew the
military hardware into Thailand and made the odd smuggling run for
Vang Pao was Adler Berriman a.k.a. Berry Seal.

Mere weeks later Shackley, Richard Secord, and Eric Von Marbod
formed a company called EATSCO, the Egyptian American transport
and Service Company. Because Eric Von Marbod had been assistant
Secretary of Defense, the company received the contracts to ship all
of the arms shipments into Egypt. The routes into Egypt had been
opened due to the Camp David peace accords. These shipments were
partially coordinated by Adler Berriman.

In 1975 George Bush became director of the CIA and Ted Shackley
received yet another promotion, this time to Deputy Director of
Intelligence in charge of world wide covert operations. This was a
major step towards the directorship of the CIA, which Shackley
would have received had Ford won the election. But Carter won and
Admiral Stansfield Turner became director of the CIA. Under
Carter’s direction, Admiral Turner began to dismantle large parts of
the CIA’s covert operations apparatus. Since the accounts in the
Nugen Hand bank and the military hardware stashed in Thailand had
never officially existed, they were never touched. However the
remnants of Air America feared that this would not be the case for
much longer so they found employment with the Shah of Iran until
Turner’s purge had run it’s course.

The Air America apparatus banked hundreds of millions of dollars
over the next several years until they came under the unwelcome
scrutiny of U.S. Attorney Larry Barcella. Barcella discovered that
Edwin Wilson had been selling explosives to Col. Qaddaffi in direct
defiance of the U.S. arms embargo. Barcella indicted Edwin Wilson
and Frank Turpel and began an investigation of Shackley, Clines,
Secord and Von Marbod. This investigation lasted less than a week
before it was quashed, but Deputy Director of Intelligence Frank
Carlucci did ask that Shackley and Clines resign from the CIA, they
did.

The Shah was a longtime friend of the United Sates, so it was not
difficult to get the operation approved. Elements of the Air America
apparatus began training and equipping the Shah’s dreaded secret
police SAVAAK for a prolonged assassination program against the
Shah’s many political enemies, both in and out of Iran.

Air America was mothballed for a period of slightly more than two
months while Edwin Wilson, then under multiple federal indictments,
traveled to Nicaragua to negotiate a deal with then dictator, Anastasio
Somoza. After obtaining a contract to supply Somoza with U.S.
military hardware and private sector advisors in open contempt of
U.S. policy, the apparatus was reactivated. Even after Somoza was
forced to flee to the Bahamas, Air America continued to supply arms
and advisors to the vestiges of his supporters in Nicaragua, now
called the Contras. The man who acted as liaison to the Contras was
one of Ted Shackley’s old Operation 40 operatives, professional
assassin Chi Chi Quintero.

The mercenaries were paid off in copious amounts of petrodollers.
The operation was overseen by Edwin Wilson and Frank Turpel. The
fear and hatred that the ensuing assassination program brought about
was instrumental in Iran falling to the Islamic militants. This was the
first time that the Air America network had been used for purposes
totally outside of the CIA’s supervision and so Shackley and Tom
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Quintero took orders from the Contras and relayed them to Adler
Berrimen who set up the shipping routes. Shackley’s next coup was to
negotiate a deal with the Iranians whereby the hostages were kept on
ice until the election was over. This enabled Reagan strategists to
portray the Carter administration as weak and vacillating. Perhaps not
an inaccurate depiction. The American public did not seem to think it
coincidental that the hostages were released on the day of Reagan’s
inauguration. All of this time and all of these operations were leading
the Air America apparatus incrementally toward Mena.

The planes would then turn back towards the United States to deliver
their cargo to various drop points throughout the South. One video
tape left among the voluminous financial records, journals, bank
drafts and classified federal documents, Seal left after his death shows
a cargo plane dropping several sturdy looking duffel bags by
parachute, Seal retrieving them and stuffing them into a helicopter
that had come in behind the cargo plane. He then smiles into the
camera and says "That was the first daylight cocaine drop in the
history of the state of Louisiana.

There has long been an outlaw quality about Mena. During the
nineteenth century, it was a refuge for smugglers and bandits. In the
1920’s it was a hotbed of political discontent. During the depression,
it offered shelter to anarchists and like minded extremist elements.
The rolling terrain and densely packed pine and hardwood forests give
the surrounding territory a secretive feel. As though you could wander
over the next hill and come upon a parked UFO or a cocaine shipment
in progress.

If the videotape is any indication, Seal’s operations were pulled off
with a military precision that was to be expected of a former Special
Forces pilot. The pattern of financing a black op, that could not be
financed through normal intelligence community appropriations
channels with the profits from drug sales to American citizens was
being continued by the same group of men who had done it in
Vietnam a decade previously. The Mena operation’s only real
divergence from the guns for drugs for guns pattern was some
occasional intelligence gathering duties.

Berry Seal started bringing planes into Mena in 1979, but the
operation never really got into full swing until late 1980. There never
seemed to be any deviation from the cycle that ran until his death in
1986. Armaments were loaded at Mena. They were then flown to a
private airfield in Costa Rica located on a gigantic ranch belonging to
a millionaire named John Hull. The construction of this airfield had
been supervised by Chi Chi Quintero. From there, the planes were
refueled and sent on or sometimes the cargo was off loaded for
overland shipment to boats waiting in Costa Rican waters. But
wherever the planes finally did off load their cargo, there was an
arguably more lethal cargo waiting to be picked up, kilos of it.

Sometime in 1982, CIA technicians came to Mena and installed
cameras in the wings of Seal’s C-123K transport plane. Seal used
these cameras to take the famous pictures of the Sandanistas loading
drugs aboard a flight in Nicaragua. These pictures were later used by
the Reagan administration to justify covert aid to the Contras. These
same pictures were used by the Bush administration as one of the
links in the evidentiary chain tying Manuel Noriega to a massive drug
smuggling campaign.
The C-123K cargo plane that Seal used, later became an important
link in another chain. The chain connecting the operations at Mena to
the original Air America apparatus. Seal’s C-123K cargo plane, which
he dubbed "Fat Lady", had been part of the original Air America fleet
in Laos. After the fall of Saigon "Fat Lady" had stayed on at the secret
base in Thailand, occasionally turning up working for CIA friendly
companies but mostly doing heroin runs for Vang Pao’s organization.
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Seal’s plane and two others like her were used in this way until the
operation in Iran, when they were transferred to Iran and countries
just outside of Iran, to facilitate the training of the Shah’s secret
police. At the conclusion of that operation they turned up in Mena.

Another name that crops up time and again in relation to Seal’s
financial activities is Don Lassater. Lassater ran a Little Rock bond
house that was investigated for laundering cocaine profits. He was
also involved in a cocaine distribution trial as a codefendant with
Roger Clinton, the President’s brother. Lasater was sentenced to a
short prison stay in this case.

The smugglers at Intermountain Regional Airport seem to have
enjoyed reasonably cordial relations with the local community. The
one horrific exception to this was the deaths of two local teenagers,
found bludgeoned and stabbed, then laid across tracks to be struck by
the morning freight train. Authorities stepped all over themselves to
rule the deaths an "accident", saying, "the boys had been smoking
marijuana and fell asleep on the tracks" Only after the coroners report
showed that the boys had been killed prior to being laid on the tracks
were the deaths pronounced murders. Some of Seal’s records indicate
that the area in which the boys had been camping was one of his drop
zones and that there had been a flight on the night they were killed.

The President has been accused of varying degrees of collusion in the
Mena case. The single most glaring piece of evidence that he did
indeed know about the activities at Intermountain Regional Airport is
the Congressional testimony of a former Arkansas state trooper
named Larry Patterson who said that he and other officers repeatedly
discussed in Clinton’s presence large amounts of guns, money and
drugs going in and out of Mena".
Another Arkansas State Trooper L.D. Brown has said in a magazine
interview that while a member of the Governor’s security detail, he
applied to the CIA with Clinton’s verbal and written endorsements.
Shortly after doing so, he was contacted by Berry Seal and found
himself making smuggling runs into Central America. Clinton made
his first public statement on Mena at a press conference in 1991 in
which he said " there are apparently linkages to the federal
government", he also said, "there are all kinds of questions as to
whether Seal had any links to the CIA and whether that banked into
the Iran-Contra deal". Not much of a statement to make upon finding
out that one of the largest smuggling operations in the history of the
United States was going on in your state.

Since Seal modeled his operations so closely on Airborne resupply
procedures, it is only logical that he would have set out security
teams to patrol the perimeter of his drop zone. Don Henry and Kevin
Ives may have run afoul of just such a patrol and been killed because
of it. Whatever the case, a large number of people who were either
investigating or implicated in the death’s of the two teenagers have
either been killed or have committed suicide. This has all the
hallmarks of black ops damage control.
Seal’s relations with the banks were especially good. Secretaries have
testified that there were days that they were given stacks of cash and
directed to secure cashiers checks and money orders, just below the
ten-thousand dollar limit that triggers an automatic IRS cash
transaction report. The Union Bank of Mena seems to have been a
particular favorite of Seal’s. Not only did he maintain several
accounts there, but some of the bank’s officers were also
administrators of the Inter mountain Regional Airport. One of these
officers, Jackson Stevens, was an early Clinton campaign contributor.
The Union Bank of Mena is currently under investigation by the
house banking committee.

Of Clinton’s reticence to discuss the Mena case, Bill Plante and
Micheal Singer of CBS news have written "That a Republican
administration was apparently sponsoring a contra aid program in his
state and protecting a smuggling ring that flew tons of cocaine
through Arkansas was indisputable". One thing is certain, is that Bill
Clinton, on most occasions, has an unusually keen faculty for sniffing
out political advantage. It stretches the boundaries of plausibility that
he would have missed the possible political bonuses inherent in the
Mena situation, that is unless he had a good reason for missing them.
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Official sanction of the activities at Mena by no means begins and
ends with Bill Clinton. As early as 1986 the Attorney General of
Louisiana wrote to then Attorney General Edwin Meese that Seal had
"smuggled between three and five billion dollars worth of cocaine into
the United States, that we know of. In 1991 Arkansas State Attorney
General Bryant wrote to independent council in the Iran-Contra
investigation as to "why no one was prosecuted in Arkansas despite a
mountain of evidence that Seal used Mena as his principle staging
area during the years between 1982 and 1985".

It wasn’t long before all the impediments to Wackenhut running
prisons in the United States had been removed. With the contracts to
run some American prisons in hand, some of the Wackenhut sales
staff left for South America. It is worth noting that all of the locations
where Wackenhut Correctional obtained large contracts to run South
and Central American prisons, were areas that Berry Seal had
formerly run drugs or guns to. The leap from smuggling drugs to
running prisons makes perfect sense in the face of the intelligence
community mindset.

Both Internal Revenue Service Agent Bill Duncan and Arkansas State
Police Investigator Russel Welch have accused U.S. Attorney J.
Micheal Fitzhugh of not pressing evidence that they presented him
with. Welch was later poisoned with military grade anthrax,
something that is very difficult to come by unless you can lay hands
on biological warfare stores.

Appearances to the contrary, the bulk of all intelligence community
activity involves the analysis and collation of data. Their job is to take
absolutely gigantic amounts of information, shape it, and analyze it,
and try to garner a coherent picture of the future from it. Since all of
the people in the senior ranks of the Air America apparatus were
high level intelligence officers, they probably had a good idea of
what the net effect of pumping billions of dollars worth of drugs on to
the streets of this country was. They also knew that the war on drugs
as started by the Nixon administration was unwinnable. Not that this
country was incapable of interrupting a large percentage of the flow
of drugs through our borders and of drying up another large
percentage at the source, but that the United States does not want to
win the war on drugs. If we were to do so, nearly a dozen South and
Central American countries would default on their loans to Chase
Manhattan and the World Bank, plus a huge amount of money
currently circulating on the streets of the U.S. would be taken off.

The final nail in the coffin of the Mena operation came, not with the
murder of Barry Seal in Feb. of 1986, rather it came with crash of the
"Fat Lady" which was shot down over Nicaragua loaded with supplies
for the Contras. Arkansas pilot Buzz Sawyer was killed in the crash
and mercenary pilot Eugene Hasenfus was taken prisoner. The
Sandanistas were smart enough to make sure that the footage of
Hasenfus being led from the wreckage was splashed all over CNN.
After that, according to one arms dealer who had come to town to get
paid, "You couldn’t find anybody in Mena".
The newest incarnation of Air America has turned up in the
Wackenhut corporation. Specializing in security related products, the
Wackenhut corporation’s board of directors and senior
administration ranks read like a who’s who of retired spooks and
spymasters. The Wackenhut corporation was also active in
developing chemical and biological weapons for the contras at a
secret facility on an Indian reservation in Southern California.
Shortly after the operation at Mena was closed down, the Wackenhut
corporation came out with a new business venture, Wackenhut
Correctional. The idea of privatized prisons is a relatively new one in
the United States and was still facing some legislative hurdles.
Wackenhut hired lobbying firm Grey and Company to aid in getting
over these hurdles.

Being analysts themselves, the command structure of Air America
knew that the only real industrial growth to come from the war on
drugs would be law enforcement and prisons. Using this knowledge,
they filtered their financial base into the Wackenhut corporation and
began to prepare to profit from a national tragedy that they helped
create, both here and in South and Central America. Just as they have
profited from tragedies in Laos, Iran and everywhere else they have
appeared. Today, over 62% of those people imprisoned in the United
States are imprisoned due to drug offenses. As my broker said while
we were discussing this article, "they’ve created their own futures
market.”
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THE DRUG WAR IN THE PIRATE MODE

When Iran Contra came and went I was oblivious. I had no idea about
the drugs. It never entered my mind. Yet today I am convinced that
the illegal drug trade, the enormous cheap capital it generates, and the
CIA's role as enforcer/protector for the profits of that trade is a
dominant factor in the economy and politics of this country. It is a
factor, which is destroying the entire American culture and is utterly
out of control. As an investor and banker and as a former Cabinet
level appointee, I tell you this is true.

Former Bush Assistant Secretary for HUD Reveals The Drug War
tied to massive fraud in HUD. Government Spends Millions in
Campaign to Silence Former Wall Street Banker, (Contributing
Editor, Catherine Austin Fitts )
I was ten years old when the combined action of HUD housing
investment and heroin trafficking destroyed my West Philadelphia
neighborhood. The combined real estate and drug play destroyed the
equity in our homes and businesses. Many of us left. Those who
stayed were embroiled in the increasing stress of what happens as
neighborhoods deteriorate into crime and decay. I decided that I
would learn how money worked. I was too young to understand fully
how the combination of HUD investment and drugs could move
control and ownership from the many people who lived in a
community to a few people who lived outside the community. C.A.F.

My evolution came slowly. In 1989 I was named Assistant Secretary
of Housing FHA Commissioner under Housing and Urban
Development Secretary Jack Kemp. I managed $300 billion of
mortgage insurance, mortgages and properties of the Federal Housing
Administration and, as Commissioner, I advised the Secretary on
another $1 trillion of mortgage financing. I was fired by Jack Kemp
in late 1990 because I would not go along with the questionable
political practices, which seem to be built into HUD's machinery and
purpose. But still I did not see the bigger picture.

I'm an investment banker. In the eighties I was a Managing Director
and member of the Board of Directors at the Wall Street investment
bank Dillon, Read & Co., Inc. I managed the firm's large municipal
and government clients. My projects included the financing of
billions of dollars of improvements in New York City's subway, bus
and commuter rail systems. I also organized the financing for
hundreds of millions in renovations to the infrastructures of New
York and New Jersey. I regularly handled hundreds of millions of
dollars in transactions.

In 1990, after leaving HUD, I started my own investment company,
The Hamilton Securities Group, and I devised new and creative ways
to save taxpayers billions of dollars. In 1993, Hamilton secured
contracts with HUD through Secretary Henry Cisneros. Hamilton
saved taxpayers billions of dollars by taking defaulted HUD housing
mortgages, repackaging them and auctioning them on the private
market. Hamilton began putting wealth back into inner city projects
by hiring women living in HUD housing and teaching them how to
use computers to build data bases on how money works in 63,000
neighborhoods throughout America. Hamilton started a data
processing company with these women in a HUD project (Edgewood
Terrace) in Washington. The women who lived there earned stock in
the company. The company made money and proved the concept of
what on-line access in communities could do to build jobs and
businesses. We used the success of that effort to persuade HUD to
fund computer learning centers in other housing projects. Hamilton
was extremely successful. We made millions and we saved the
government billions.

I also helped to make tens of millions of dollars in profits for my firm
and I raised tens of thousands of dollars for the George Bush
Presidential campaign in 1988. Nicholas Brady George Bush's
Treasury Secretary, had been my partner and boss at Dillon Read.
I was a Wall Street insider and a political insider - or so I thought. I
was successful at Dillon Read because I created new investment
models that helped ordinary people while making a profit. I thought
"outside the box."
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Fulfilling my childhood dream, Hamilton also created new software
and money management tools, which were, for the first time ever,
able to map down to the neighborhood, exactly how HUD and other
federal money worked, who profited when loans defaulted, and how
money came into or left a community.
For example, we were often able to see where HUD was spending
$100-250,000 per unit on apartment buildings when there was single
family housing available within walking distance for $25-50,000.
Secretary Cisneros had been extremely supportive of our work. We
had unrestricted access to rich quantities of government financial data
that was supposedly public but hard to understand. We were
translating that into useable information so that people in any
community could see how the money flowed through their
neighborhood. We helped HUD get increasing amounts of data up on
its web site. An unforeseen side effect for the women at Edgewood,
and for Hamilton, was that by seeing clearly how the clean money
worked, we also began to see how the dirty money worked.
As an investor for more than twenty years, I know that it is more
profitable for people to own their own neighborhoods and businesses
and to know exactly how government investments in our communities
actually work. The MONEY MAPS we made were so simple to
understand that they looked like comic books. As it turns out, these
maps and other information connected the CIA and the Contras to the
crack cocaine epidemic in Los Angeles. These maps also revealed this
drug war model is behind the systemic destruction and looting of
assets we are witnessing in communities all across America. Some of
the most powerful institutions in America are using agencies like
HUD our Drug War policies and the black markets the Drug War
created as a trough to pay off political cronies.
If you compare this map with the fact that Freeway Ricky Ross - the
crack cocaine kingpin described in Gary Webb's Dark Alliance was
known for buying up real estate along the Harbor Freeway and selling
drugs throughout this exact area - the mathematical correlation is
staggering.

Every dot represents a HUD mortgage where the taxpayers lost
money in a defaulted FHA loan and where somebody else bought the
property for pennies on the dollar. Most of those loans defaulted as
the crack cocaine epidemic ravaged Los Angeles. The taxpayers bear
the costs of not only the defaulted mortgages, but also deterioration in
property value, the crime, and ultimately the depopulation due to very
expensive prison warehousing and welfare.
On August 1, 1996, I gave the keynote address at a Neighborhood
Networks conference in Boston, Massachusetts to 500 owners,
managers and tenants in private HUD housing. As part of the speech I
showed a slide of one of our money maps of Los Angeles. As I put the
slide up I made the following statement: "One of the products that has
been most successful for the first data servicing sites, Edgewood
Technology Services, has been "geo-coding" databases and mapping.
I wanted to show you this map; it's up on the World Wide Web. This
is a map of Los Angeles. Can anyone figure out where south central
LA is from looking at where the HUD properties are on this map?
This is the same thing as the Washington DC map I showed earlier.
The little red dots are single family properties that were financed by
(now) defaulted HUD held mortgages. This map was geo-coded and
designed and programmed by a woman who, four months before, had
been on unemployment compensation and is a tenant in HUD
housing"
We realize now that in the summer of 1996, our software and
mapping techniques uncovered evidence of ethnic cleansing on Los
Angeles. Hamilton's map revealed that one of the most significant
effects of the crack cocaine epidemic was that black homeowners,
faced with payments on unlivable and unsellable properties, simply
defaulted and fled the city to get away from the shootings and the
drugs. Those properties: industrial, residential and commercial were
scooped up for pennies on the dollar.
Just days after showing this first map, I received a subpoena from the
Office of the Inspector General of HUD asking for extensive data and
records from Hamilton. Suddenly, the loan sales and Hamilton were
under investigation.
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The HUD IG's actions were doubly surprising given their intimate
involvement in and positive feedback about the loan sales program
and because a HUD OIG audit team had just finished an audit of the
loan sales program and had informed our project manager and HUD
that our performance was excellent and there were no problems
whatsoever. At the same time, we got calls from a team of reporters
from US News & World Report. They had been assured "at the
highest levels" of the HUD Inspector General's office that we were
guilty of criminal action and that I would soon be indicted.

That is also why, to this day, we believe the Federal government has
destroyed many, but not all, of our tools and databases. We now can
prove that the CIA knew full well what it was doing. This gives us the
ability to see the obvious, that blacks were targeted as a model by the
CIA and that the people who control our intelligence agencies are
the same ones who control our economy and Wall Street.
ETHNIC CLEANSING IN LOS ANGELES
Ethnic cleansing is a bit trickier in South Central Los Angeles than it
is in South Central Europe. It is essential in a "democracy" to have
people do it in a way that makes it look like they're "doing it" to
themselves. You need a socially induced suicide.

The recent favorable audit disappeared. Investigators started doing
interviews where they did more seed planting than information
gathering. The "investigators" at HUD started suggesting to reporters
that bid rigging had occurred in the loan sales. This was just after
members of the HUD IG audit team had actually sat in on one sale,
and concluded that bid rigging was impossible. They had also
concluded that there was no way that "rigging" could have taken
place because in a sealed bid auction, you cannot favor one bidder
when all bidders have access to the same information. That audit
report was suppressed while the IG investigators pushed the exact
opposite notion to reporters.

So how do you get people to commit suicide? You make it very
attractive for their children to make money doing something illegal.
Then you arrest them for it in a very visible way (Remember the
battering rams and armored cars?). You design stories to make people
blame themselves for what has happened. This is how branding
works. Pepsi = tastes good, Black people = cause illegal drugs and
crime. Support all this by a national media owned by defense
contractors and other corporate interests. That way the nightly news
has lots of moneymaking incentives to cover HUD OIG sponsored
drug raids in black communities rather than doing a story on CIA
drug trafficking.

On August 10, Bob Dole announced Jack Kemp as his running mate.
Meantime, the Republican appropriations committee, chaired by
Republican Congressman Jerry Lewis of San Bernardino, gave Susan
Gaffney, the HUD IG a large appropriations increase for her program
Operation Safe Home, which targeted black communities for visible
media "wag-the-dog" roundups of drug offenders. At the same time,
our model for computer learning and data processing by people who
had a stake in the company that did the work was adopted by
Unicorp. Unicorp is the Department of Justice private business that
markets prison labor to federal agencies. The prison investment boom
was taking off, fueled by new and longer mandated sentences. It
appeared that major economic and political powers had ordered that
Hamilton be destroyed. More importantly, they wanted the evidence
of what we knew - the maps - destroyed.

The most efficient ethnic cleansing is self financed or, better yet,
profitable. Drugs and alcohol are excellent tools toward this end,
especially when they are combined with easy access to guns. Sell
large amounts of addictive substances to a group of people in an area
you want to take over, then use the cash flow to buy up their homes
and commercial real estate for 10 cents on the dollar, without much
competition, while you enjoy the full value of their cash flow. You
can then afford the long holding period required to make the land
profitable again after the cleansing period is over.
I believe that if the Federal government would make citizens' data
(and it is our data) available, instead of trying to suppress it, it would
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prove that taxpayers are losing money to fund ethnic cleansing while
the people in South Central LA are losing their lives
And I believe that it was the effectiveness of our maps which
threatened to expose the deeper financial agendas of the eighties. I
believe our current model, the Solari Investment Model,
(www.solarivillage.com) which I am still developing, may well tie
Iran Contra, The Savings and Loan Scandals and the HUD scandals of
the late 1980s into one big economic package designed to benefit a
very few. The way to start to do this is to look closely at all the
government investment, credit and regulations in LA since 1980.
Our maps show the crack cocaine epidemic, created by the CIA is a
repression program of ethnic cleansing and land grabbing economic
warfare (CLASS WARFARE). The Contra operation was a front for
the real pillaging we are seeing in America today and reached the
rural and suburban neighborhoods of places like Iowa and Tennessee.
By the end of the 1980's it had reached all my friends and relatives
who listen to Rush Limbaugh, voted for George Bush and donated
money to Oliver North not knowing that, according to CIA's own
reports, the networks he controlled were the key to the supply of
drugs flowing to their kids and communities. As Michael Ventura
once wrote, "We all live in the South Bronx now." White families all
across America were hurt by drugs and violence and their
pocketbooks also got drained, even as the media reinforced the notion
that drugs were a black problem.
After the 1996 election, Andrew Cuomo moved into the Secretary's
office at HUD from his then current position as Assistant Secretary
for Community Development and Planning. The new Secretary made
it clear that his top priority was enforcement and it appeared that the
Secretary and the OIG were going to compete for an ever growing
budget via media worthy enforcement actions. So, then came the
Urban Fraud Initiative and increased funding for Operation Safe
Home, targeting tenants, real estate owners and managers in black
communities. At the time, we made no connection between these
actions and the promotion of prison privatization by Vice President
Gore's National Performance Review.

New Federal sentencing guidelines helped increase black inmates to
approximately 50% of a rapidly expanding prison population. All this
at an extraordinary cost to taxpayers. As the audits of Hamilton
continued, forcing us to spend hundreds of thousands on legal fees,
Secretary Cuomo and the Inspector General's staff, who were later to
withhold $2 million in payments, became obsessed with seizing our
data and software. This was software we were planning on giving
away via the web! The critical issue from October 1997 through the
following March seemed to be - our knowledge! In October, great
emphasis was placed on our returning all of our HUD databases,
including those that were supposed to be publicly available, and
certifying that we had done so. In the following months, the HUD
OIG tried to seize all of our documents, including originals, with no
basis in law. After demanding physical access to our computers,
government employees made back-ups of our data which, whether
intentionally or not, seriously damaged it.
My bottom line? Let's push for a Congressional and GAO
investigation on how all the federal investment, credit and regulation
worked in Los Angeles from 1980 to 1994. Let's look at how our
government was used, from CIA to DEA to HUD, to destroy and loot
our communities. The key is HUD. Let's look at how the Section 8
owners, managers and tax partnership beneficiaries worked along side
the drug traffickers. Let's look for patterns of loan brokering, money
laundering, cleansing and other relationships between real estate,
land, prison growth and privatization and the kind of investors who
control CIA and intelligence networks. Then let's look how this ties in
to campaign fundraising.
The present economic and political system is not sustainable and must
collapse - or change. New investment models in the information age
will show us that integrity, honesty and win win investment models,
rooted in community and place based autonomy are actually more
profitable than the liquidate and destroy models currently operating.
As the edge of the precipice approaches and as our economic snake
eats its own tail it shouldn't be long before those who have scoffed at
the truth tellers recognize that we are the ones with the maps to lead
them out of the jungle.
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GOING BAD:

"Christ," said Al in exasperation. "They're all whores. A fucking saint
would go bad in this business." The words jarred some old and recent
memories loose.

Corruption in the war on drugs, from the inside out.

During the past thirteen years I knew too many guys who had gone
bad and every one of them was the last guy in the world anyone
would have believed it of." The past decade, in fact, brought the
worst epidemic of corruption in the history of law enforcement and
made prohibition look like a Boy Scout weenie roast. Almost all of it
related to our war on drugs. Within the ranks of DEA, alone, cases of
"misconduct" during the past several years increased a whopping rate
of 176%. (40% are cases of bribery, fraud, obstruction of justice and
selling drugs). The situation is so critical that DEA brass hired
consultants to determine what the problem is and how to meet it.

by Michael Levine Copyright, December, 1990
There is something in corruption which, like a jaundiced eye,
transfers the color of itself to the object that it looks upon, and sees
everything stained and impure. - Thomas Paine, The American Crisis
(1776-83).
"It's like they want us to go bad," said Al. He picked up a heavy
barbell and continued speaking through a chest-slamming, set of
curls. “They give the FBI an extra twenty-five thousand bucks a year
to work in this God damned city, and us nothing, and half those feebs
come to work in car pools. And Lawn (Jack Lawn, ex-Administrator,
DEA) doesn't say a fucking word. What does he care? He retired and
got himself a big paying job, Vice President of the fucking Yankees. "

A little more than a decade ago corruption cases in the DEA were
rare. The idea of one of us going bad was almost inconceivable. Most
people selected for the Special Agent position are conservative men
and women with high moral background and ideals. We went through
exhaustive background investigations and intensive personal
interviews before panels of agents and supervisors. Events of recent
years made DEA even more discriminating than ever, only granting
employment interviews to college graduates with at least a B average
and in the top ten percentile on the Federal Entrance Examination.

I paused in the middle of a set of push-ups to listen. The place was
the New York, DEA office Gym, which I continued to use after my
retirement. Street agents and cops will always be my favorite people;
not the "suits", the political appointees and administrative types
directing this War on Drugs from behind desks. I had leveled strong
criticisms against them in my book, Deep Cover, accusing them of
incompetence that cost agents' lives; running a fraudulent drug war;
being motivated by greed, self-aggrandizement and a quest for media
exposure and lucrative second careers, everything and anything, other
than really winning. I doubted that they were happy I was still using
the gym but I retired with three herniated discs, a bad knee and
shattered ankle (momentos of my career) I had earned the right.

Then you add the continuous brainwashing, driving home the
message that failure to inform on a fellow agent that violated the law
makes you as guilty as he is and subject to the same rough sentences
narcotics officers convicted of corruption are given. Or our intimate
knowledge as a DEA agent of the horrors awaiting us in the penal
system, to be caught going bad, is a fate worse than death. I had
known men, during the early drug war years, who had committed
suicide, on learning that they were under investigation, for seemingly
minor violations of law like overstated voucher expenses. So what is
happening to cause DEA agents to suddenly go bad at a record pace?
I think I know the answer; and it's not one the politicians and drug
war bureaucrats want you to spend much time thinking about.

"Yeah," said another agent skipping rope. "He took care of himself
pretty good, didn't he. And Stutman's no better. (Robert Stutman,
retired head of DEA's New York office) He cashed in his DEA job
and got named the CBS drug expert. He's now saying the government
oughtta spend less for law enforcement."
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1977

A Strange Case and the Beginning of a Trend

In 1977, I had been a federal law enforcement officer for twelve years
in four federal agencies (IRS, Intelligence Division; ATF; Bureau of
Customs, Hard Narcotics Smuggling Division and DEA from 1973). I
thought the drug war was simply good vs evil. By that time I had
personally known only three men arrested and accused of corruption.
One was a DEA agent accused of stealing money.

I found myself in a Connecticut motel room on a warm spring day
in 1977 on one of the strangest undercover assignments of my career.
I was posing as a Mafia hood trying to buy information from DEA's
secret files with an informer with the unlikely name of James Bond.

Most of us in 1977, actually believed the Drug War rhetoric of the
politicians; that the youth of our nation were being poisoned by the
deadliest and most loathsome enemy Americans have ever had to
face, the evil drug dealer. And that putting them in jail by any means
was God's work. And with a brother who had just committed suicide
after nineteen years of heroin addiction, I doubt that there was another
agent or cop more fanatically dedicated to doing just that, than I was.
I could not have been more "off the wall."
There were rumors the CIA was protecting drug dealers in the Far
East for political reasons. There were even claims the CIA was
involved in drug trafficking, but who the hell would believe that? A
meticulously researched and documented book like The Politics of
Heroin in Southeast Asia by Alfred McCoy, should have had
Americans screaming for investigations into the conduct of a drug war
dripping with evidence of high-level government deception, fraud and
the senseless sacrifice of human life, was little known, poorly
distributed and successfully ignored by the bureau rats and politicians.
No right-thinking DEA agent would ever read anything like it,
anyway. To do so was un-American. What kind of man, CIA agent or
not, could protect a drug dealer and still call himself an American?
The rumors were obviously a commie disinformation plot.
So in the Spring of 1977, I was the representative of a DEA still
innocence; a fledgling agency not yet adept enough internationally to
threaten special interests like the $40 billion debt cocaine producing
nations owed American bankers; or those with "special" relationships
with the CIA, Pentagon or State Department like Manuel Noriega. We
just didn't know the score. But times were quickly changing

There was a light knock on the motel door. I raised my arms and
signaled the hidden cameras. In another room video and sound
equipment began recording the first case of its kind in DEA's history.
A short while later in the smoke filled motel room, a young, clean cut
looking guy named George Girard promised he could check out any
name I gave him in the DEA computer system for $500 a name.
"You could tell me if the guy's an informer?" I asked.
"No sweat," said Girard who had quit DEA after seven years on the
job to open a private detective agency.
I couldn't believe my ears. No DEA agent alive would sell the name
of an informer. It’s murder. Girard was out of DEA, so there was no
way he could make good on the promise. I was sure he was running a
con. He probably figured stealing money from the Mafia's no crime,
so screw it! But still, before I gave him the name that had already
been rigged into the DEA computer system as an informant, I had to
be sure he knew, if he gave me the information, he was killing a man,
just as surely as if he pulled a trigger. "If this guy is a stool pigeon," I
said, trying to rivet him with my eyes. "I'm going to kill him."
"I don't want to know that. That's your business." said Girard quickly.
"The name's Lumieri," I said. "Richard Lumieri."
Days later I met with Girard in the motel and was stunned when he
gave me, almost verbatim, the information that had been planted in
the DEA computer system. Over the next several weeks I kept feeding
the ex- DEA agent requests for information from DEA's files. He was
unfailing in his ability to furnish me with everything I requested the
identities of other informers. To see how far he would go, I offered
cocaine as payment instead of money, and he accepted.
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I kept dealing with Girard until we learned his inside connection was
Paul Lambert, one of the best thought of agents in DEA
headquarters. The whole agency was shocked as Lambert was
arrested at his desk and led out in cuffs. The Administrator of DEA,
Peter Bensinger, was kept in the dark throughout the investigation
and was outraged. Nothing like it had ever happened before. Lambert,
had a promising DEA career and independently wealthy. The few
hundred dollars a name he received running computer checks meant
nothing to him. He hired, at no small cost, one of the best defense
attorneys in the land, Charles Shaffer, who had defended John Dean
of Watergate fame. After a two month, well-publicized trial, Girard
and Lambert were convicted and sentenced to ten and twelve years in
prison, respectively. Their lives were destroyed. But why? And, for
what? During the weeks of undercover with Girard I tried to get some
idea of what motivated him. The clearest answer I got was his
description of the drug war as, "The whole thing is bullshit." I never
knew Lambert; those who did said, his participation in the scheme
made less sense than Girard's. For me the whole episode ended with
the unanswered question, Why?

On December 16, 1978, while sitting in his jail cell, Sandy took a bite
of a peanut butter sandwich. He stood up and threw the rest in the
toilet. Moments later, according to reports, he was found in
convulsions. He later slipped into a coma and never recovered.
Preliminary tests made while he was still alive revealed strychnine in
his blood. The warden told Sandy's wife that he had been poisoned.
Subsequent tests, according to DEA, mysteriously, failed to reveal
any traces of poison. The first tests were ruled "in error. " The final
autopsy report indicated that Sante Bario had "choked to death" on
his peanut butter sandwich. To this day there are many in DEA who
secretly (and not so secretly) believe that Sandy was either killed by
DEA's Internal Security, or the CIA because "he knew too much
about secret U.S. government involvement in narcotics trafficking."
But who, in 1979 could believe that?
I was already stationed in Argentina when I heard about Sandy's
arrest and death. The news was more than a shock to me. I had known
him for many years. He was one of the best, most decorated
undercover agents this government has ever had, laying his life on the
line on a daily basis with the kind of courage that only comes from
the deepest of conviction. Sandy was a legend among undercover
agents. I doubt that his record of arrests and convictions for a deep
cover penetration of the Mafia will ever be equaled.

DEA, of course, revamped its security system and the suits breathed a
sigh of relief. The case was an aberration, they said. It was not, they
assured the media, part of a growing pattern of corruption. They
could not have been more wrong. And all of us on the inside could
feel it. The times were changing.

Sandy and I knew each other for more than ten years. We had met as
agents in the IRS Intelligence Division. "This country's biggest
enemy is going to be drugs," he told me before transferring to the
Federal Bureau of Narcotics in 1965. His words and then later
learning of my brother's heroin addiction were what convinced me to
follow his path.

The Strange Case of Sandy Bario
"The Case Of Agent Bario," was the title Time magazine used in its
January, 29, 1979, edition, reporting the strange life and even stranger
death of DEA agent Sante Bario. The article synopsized how one of
DEA's top undercover agents went bad, using his post as DEA's,
Assistant Country Attache in Mexico City to smuggle drugs into the
United States. "Sandy," as those of us who knew him well called him,
was arrested by DEA's Internal Security Division after he allegedly
conspired with one of his informants to smuggle and distribute eleven
pounds of cocaine stolen during a DEA raid in Mexico City.

In 1975 we were working in the same DEA, international
enforcement group when Sandy was transferred to Mexico. An
Internal Security Division without much corruption to investigate
tried to hold up Sandy's transfer, for living with his girlfriend "out of
wedlock." I don't think there are any words to convey the pain a man
who daily lays his life on the line for his government suffers when
that same government turns on him in such a shabby, cheap way.
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Sandy, in righteous indignation and without any of the traditional fear
agents have for standing up to the dreaded Internal Security Division
fought the investigation boldly and finally won a written apology
from one of the suits. He was a man with nothing to fear or hide, a
truly heroic figure. There is no way I will ever believe that the Sandy
Bario who left for Mexico in 1975 was the same man who smuggled
drugs and died in a Texas jail four years later. Something had to have
happened that changed him; and it had to be something radical.
Within months of Sandy's death my education into the realities of our
“War on Drugs” begin. It would leave me with an understanding of
why Sandy and scores of men like him have gone bad and why
countless more will follow, unless things are change quickly and
drastically.

The "Coca Revolution"
(The Sellout of The Cocaine War)
Early in 1980, from my post in Buenos Aires, I began to put together
a deep cover "sting" operation against a Bolivian, Roberto Suarez,
who was putting together a combine of Bolivia’s major coca growers
for mutual protection, economy of production and to eliminate
competition. It was the birth of what, nine years later, DEA would call
"the General Motors of cocaine." The deep cover operation, in spite of
many behind-the-scenes moves by the DEA and other government
agencies to sabotage it was eventually accomplished. Attempts to
destroy the investigation were so overt, frequent and outrageous, at
times exposing us to life-threatening situations, that by the end of the
operation the rallying cry of the undercover team had become, "Let's
make this case in spite of DEA"
Our efforts; however, turned out to be in vain. After the arrests,
seizures, indictments and the media ballyhoo giving the suits and
politicians credit for "the greatest sting operation in history;" those of
us who had accomplished the feat, then watched horrified and helpless
as the CIA supported the same people we had arrested, indicted and
identified as the biggest drug dealers in history, in their takeover of
the Bolivian government in the now infamous July, 1980 "Cocaine
Coup," one of the bloodiest revolutions in Bolivian history. Our

government's greatest drug war victory had been turned into its
greatest defeat; a fact that received no media coverage whatsoever.
I later learned the Suarez organization convinced the CIA that the
civilian government, some of whom had cooperated with us in the
sting operation, were "leftists." Our secret government then made the
choice between communism and drugs, for us. They helped in the
destruction of the only Bolivian government officials having any
anti-drug sentiments at all. And if any proof of the new military
government's real aims were needed, their first act was to destroy all
the drug trafficking files in Bolivia's Hall of Justice. Bolivian cocaine
trafficking would never again be truly threatened. The drug war had
taken a back seat to power, as it still does.
From that point on Bolivia began supplying cocaine base to the then
fledgling Medellin Cartel in Colombia as though it were a legal
export. At the same time the demand for cocaine in the United States
began to boom. It was the beginning of a decade that gave us crack,
crack babies and the worst crime and violence statistics of any nation
in history. It could not have been done without the involvement of our
own government. I, along with many of my brother DEA agents,
watched the fraud from the sidelines with aching and frightened
hearts. The times indeed were a changing.
The Roberto Suarez case heralded in a decade during which the drug
economy's value as a political and economic tool rose sharply while,
the value of the lives of American's in general and narcotics officers
in particular, plummeted. Within the U.S., police and narcotic agents
fought a bloody, urban drug war, while our politicians, CIA and
Pentagon were in bed with the biggest drug dealers alive. Many DEA
agents began to realize that they were sacrificial pawns in a
fraudulent, no-win war like Vietnam; that their true purpose was to
pile up meaningless arrest and drug seizure statistics, and at times, die
in the streets, to convince voting and tax paying Americans that there
was a drug war; and that international narcotic enforcement was a
"minefield" of Roberto Suarezes and Manuel Noriegas.
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It was during the same time period that corruption in the DEA began
to spiral upward, involving criminal indictments against the least
likely people imaginable. People like my friend DEA agent Darnell
Garcia, a legendary martial arts expert and profound believer in
Bushido, (The Way of the Warrior), as antithetical a system of beliefs
to acts of corruption, as exists on this earth. He was arrested and
charged with stealing and selling drugs, and money laundering.

interests. It was also a country that would play a heavy role in events
that would mold the rest of my life; events during which I often
thought of Sandy Bario and wondered what secrets he might have
revealed about the hypocrisy and corruption of our drug war, had he
lived and how much he had been through before he had gone bad.
Some six years after Sandy's death, Kiki Camarena and his brother
DEA agents assigned to Guadalajara Mexico, would write
memorandums and cables to DEA headquarters in Washington and
Mexico city, complaining of the anarchic conditions in Mexico and
pleading for additional agents, more DEA, State and Justice
Department support or at the very least getting diplomatic status for
agents assigned there so that they might arm and protect themselves.

People like my friend Tom Traynor, a deeply religious father of five
and highly decorated DEA agent. He neither drank, smoked nor (and
I'm not kidding) used profanity. He was arrested and charged with
smuggling large quantities of cocaine from South America. And more
just like them followed, too many more. It was mind boggling.
The increase in drug war corruption was happening literally,
everywhere. Law enforcement officers, elected officials and judges
were being indicted for everything from accepting bribes to selling
drugs. In one investigation that I supervised in the New York City
Joint Task Force (US V Cesar Ramirez), I arrested two New York
City detectives who had accepted bribes and helped a drug dealer in
covering up the murder of his wife, and was then astounded to learn
that some of the cocaine and money we had seized during the
investigation had been stolen by Assistant United States Attorney
Daniel Perlmutter, a Phi Beta Kapa graduate of Williams College and
NYU Law School. The man charged with prosecuting the case. The
scholarly prosecutor, married to another prosecutor, had been stealing
the drugs and money to support his and a model girlfriend's cocaine
habits. To a DEA agent in the 1980s, the whole world was corrupt
and no one could be trusted, especially our own government. If we
needed proof of how little our lives were valued alongside our
government's special interests in the drug war, the death of DEA
agent Enrique "Kiki" Camarena was all the proof necessary.

They were ignored. Economic and political considerations were more
important than our drug problem. No one wanted to "upset" Mexican
officialdom by bringing up the "D" word (drugs) or worse yet: the
"C" word (corruption). The DEA suits (more politicians than law
enforcement, and willing pawns of special interest groups) were more
interested in maintaining "special" and "cordial" relations between
the U.S. and Mexican governments than the complaints of a couple of
street agents. Camarena prophesied his own death when he said,
"Does someone have to die before something is done?"

The "Sacrifice" of Enrique Camarena

Mexican officials were so disdainful of our hypocritical drug war
that they aided his killers in escaping from right under the noses of
frustrated and powerless DEA agents. It would be a month before
Camarena's body would be found and years before some, but not all
those responsible would be brought to justice.

On February 7, l985, DEA agent Enrique Camarena, married and the
father of three young boys, who, on his own and in spite of obstacles
placed in his path by DEA suits, the State Department and other
special interest groups, caused the biggest Mexican marijuana seizure
in history. He was then kidnapped in broad daylight in front of the
American Consul in Guadalajara by Mexican policemen working for
drug traffickers. He was tortured to death over a twenty four hour
period, while his murderers tape-recorded his cries.

It was almost inevitable that the sacrifice of the life of DEA agent
Enrique Camarena would occur in Mexico, one of the countries in
this hemisphere most corrupted by the drug economy and most
protected by our government's special political and economic
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The whole affair, were it not for the rage of Kiki's brother street
agents in keeping the investigation alive, would have been quickly
swept under a rug.
The suits were in a rush to "normalize" U.S. relations with Mexico.
There were items far more important than Kiki's murder. Items like
the Mexican debt, and trade and oil agreements, not to mention secret
Mexican support of the Contras and other CIA programs. Instead of
pressuring Mexico to aid in identifying those responsible for the
murder, our Treasury Department was negotiating a new bail out
package of loans and the State Department was planning to increase
Mexico's share of the narcotics aid budget. Among the supporters of
this move was DEA Administrator, John Lawn. Hearings into the
Camarena murder and the actions, or lack thereof, of our drug war
"leaders," by the House Foreign Affairs Committee's task force on
international narcotics control, would result in its chairman,
Representative Larry Smith saying, "I personally am convinced that
the Justice Department is against the best interests of the United
States in terms of stopping drugs. I just don't think the Justice
Department is committed to pushing the Mexicans on a resolution to
the Camarena case. What has a DEA agent who puts his life on the
line got to look forward to? The United States Government is not
going to back him up. I find that intolerable!"
So did we DEA agents, but what could we do? Where and how could
we vent our rage and frustration?
In the years following Kiki's death, drug war corruption increased to
levels unprecedented in our nation's history. Of course I would be
remiss not to mention that during the same period of time evidence
was revealed during the Iran-Contra hearings that secret elements of
our government used the proceeds of drug sales to fund the
Nicaraguan Contra movement and circumvent the wishes of our
elected officials. That evidence should have convicted high level U.S.
government officials of drug trafficking. That evidence was withheld
from senate investigators for "national security" reasons instead.

It was a time when "heros" like Oliver North and other U.S. officials
were banned from Costa Rica for "drug and gun running activities" by
Nobel Prize winning president, Oscar Arias. A time when a DEA
agent assigned to Honduras documented 50 tons of cocaine entering
the U.S. at the hands of U.S. supported Contras and Honduran
military, (half the estimated U.S. cocaine consumption).
He was then transferred out of Honduras to get him out of the hair of
the Pentagon and CIA. A time when DEA agents like Everett Hatcher
and local cops like New York City patrolman Chris Hoban were
gunned down trying to take grams and ounces of drugs off our streets,
at the same time our government was trafficking in tons of drugs.
It was a time when our president told us "everyone who looks the
other way" condoning drug trafficking was "just as guilty" as the drug
traffickers. He then ordered the invasion of Panama at a cost of
hundreds of innocent lives to arrest a drug dealer whose activities our
government condoned for almost two decades. It was a time when I
would witness the intentional destruction of one of the biggest and
most far-reaching drug cases in the history of the drug war (Operation
Trifecta, the subject of Deep Cover ) because it threatened other U.S.
interests. It was a time when we DEA agents would realized as Pogo
said, tracking full circle, "We have found the enemy and he is us."
A mighty thump brought me back to the present. Al was pounding a
heavy-bag suspended from the ceiling. “In a dirty card game," he
grunted, "only a fool plays it straight." He punctuated the sentence
with a thumping right cross. He turned from the bag shaking his head
in frustration. No amount of sweat would lighten the burden all
narcotics officers carry. "How do they blame a guy for going bad,
when the whole fucking government has gone bad?" One defense
used by people busted for selling drugs to an undercover agent, is
claiming the conduct of the government's agents was either criminal,
immoral, or such that the defendant was enticed into doing something
he ordinarily would never have done entrapment. It seems that our
government's conduct in its so-called war on drugs has become so
criminal and immoral, that anyone arrested for going bad might have
a valid entrapment defense. What do you think?
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Establishment Organization

These categories are arranged in a control hierarchy that is
intrinsic to the sociological status quo.

This next material, an analysis of the Power Structure,
(Establishment) is provided by systems analysts at MIT. Over
6,000 pages of data from his web site, included on the CD.

The architecture and operating system is mostly the product of
those in category 1, who in the final analysis are the most
powerful. They exert a great influence over the whole of
society, including every other category.

Members of the establishment, and their collaborators, occupy
leadership positions and positions of strategic significance in the
following six power structure categories:

Those in banking / finance (category 2) control those in
category 3 and 4 according to the advice and manipulations of
those in category 1.

1. Academia, institutions of ideology (including foundations
and major traditional religions), the news and entertainment
media (including “watchdog'' organizations), and the
advertising industry

Categories 3 and 4 work hand in hand on tightly integrated
manufacturing and technology development projects. They have
a thoroughly symbiotic relationship, known as the
"military-industrial complex."

2. Banking, finance, and insurance
3. The intelligence community and militaries

Those in category 5 and 6 are directed principally by those in
category 4, but often directly by those in category 2.

4 Manufacturing, construction, resource extraction and
processing, waste processing, agriculture, transportation,
utilities, computer software & supporting services /
industries

The intelligence community portion of category 3 and the law
enforcement portion of category 5 also routinely handle
coordination of the organized crime and cult portions of
category 6 directly.

5. Elected office, government bureaucracy, judiciaries, the
law enforcement community, prison staffs, law firms,
accounting firms, professional organizations, and medical
and psychiatric facilities and institutes

Categories 5 and 6 engage in turf wars with each other when left
to their own devices, because they are at the same level of the
control hierarchy and have conflicting interests.

6. Shipping and retail distribution, organized labor,
organized crime, citizen militias, and cults

Those in category 5 are interposed between the public and
categories 2-4. In other words, the purpose of the visible
government (excepting the military) is obstruction of justice.

These six categories are evident in the complete Bilderberg
attendance list with affiliations, partial CFR and TLC
membership roster with affiliations, complete CFR membership
roster without affiliations, and complete Trilateral Commission
membership roster without affiliations.

What follows is a brief enumeration of the motivations, and
hence the common interest, for each of the six power structure
categories. The danger is in the intersection of goals - that set of
goals that all six categories share. These common goals are
fairly clear.
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Those in academia, institutions of ideology (including
foundations and major traditional religions), the news and
entertainment media (including “watchdog'' organizations),
and the advertising industry include the think tankers, the
Kissingers and Brzezinskis, the spin misters, those who gave
birth to Mutually Assured Destruction, and those who purvey the
blight of communism as a moral imperative.
In this category are those who whisper in the ears of hapless
figurehead leaders, leaders who are not equipped to recognize,
comprehend, or challenge the subtleties, motivations, or indeed,
flaws, of the so called advice delivered to them. This category
houses the super-smart super-evil, the social engineers and
eugenicists, the architects of slavery and ruin, those who design
the curricula which sabotage the youth.
It also houses the architects of faith, the cloistered psychological
warriors, who adjust the convictions of the flock through the
conduit of the church hierarchy, in pursuit of their agenda of
control. This category includes the systematicians who, alone in
the establishment, have a broad understanding of their endeavor,
and of the totality of their evil - though often not recognizing it
as such. The free market system is seen by academics as putting
a bunch of amateurs in the driver's seat; thus the superiority of
the free market is considered by most academics to be heresy.
The academics and ideologues believe they can architect and
control a tyrannical world government, because diabolical
designs and control are their domain and their aim.
The structure, strategic goals, propaganda models and resource
allocations of the Drug War economy are decided here. All the
other establishment groups will play critical roles in fulfilling the
strategic goals of this Establishment group. .

“Those in banking, finance, and insurance are concerned
with the performance of the transnational industrialists, and also
directly with the operation and regulation of currency systems,
stock markets, commodity markets (particularly precious
metals), and government bonds, and laws and regulations that
affect loan performance.
Since transnational banks routinely make large loans to
governments across national boundaries, the bankers have a
self-evident direct interest in a supreme world government
capable of enforcing the terms of the loan. Another obvious
example of interest in globalism is currency market activity,
since in these markets one is essentially trading in shares of
distinct nations. A world government could enforce prohibitions
on fiat devaluation actions, for example. In its role as enforcer of
so-called austerity measures, a world government often gains
substantial control over the internal decision-making process of
a nation's economy, and exercises that control as it sees fit. The
IMF and World Bank are undiluted incarnations of this theme.
The global bankers, financiers, and insurers believe they can
influence a world government so that it implements policies
favorable to them. This is not an unreasonable expectation at all,
especially when one considers that the world's major intelligence
organizations are little more than private eyes and foot soldiers
for the international banker clique
Banking and finance play a critical role in the Drug War
Economy. Revenues from the black markets must be invested
properly to promote the strategic goals of the Drug War
Economy. Those in the Black markets that do not invest
properly must be neutralized and removed from this black
market economy. Banking / finance is a key component to
successful operations by other establishment groups.
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The intelligence Community and Militaries

All those intelligence assets are automatically digested, and
those events, locations, and individuals of interest are
automatically and promptly presented. The above, and not one
gram less, is the staggering extent of the National Security
Agency, the National Reconnaissance Office (NRO), the Central
Intelligence Agency, the FBI, and their collaborating Canadian,
British, Australian, Israeli, and (to lesser degrees) European and
Pacific counterparts.

are a power structure category with a special perspective, who
command distinguished assets. Of all the people in the world,
those working at the highest level of intelligence synthesis in the
Fort Meade, Maryland headquarters of the US National Security
Agency have the most complete and accurate picture of the state
of the human world, and those working at the highest levels of
command in the Pentagon and the Cheyenne Mountain,
Colorado headquarters of the North American Aerospace
Defense Command, command the most awful military arsenal in
existence.

A complex as powerful as that described above will consider
itself peerless. It can blackmail any politician or lawman, and
indeed any businessman. Its vault of secrets, cloak of secrecy,
and closet of assassins are on call. As supplier of intelligence
product to the rest of the government, its filtrations, distortions,
and outright fabrications of reality are pronounced with
authority. In pursuit of its agenda, it essentially wages
psychological war on the rest of the government, thereby
waging often not-so-psychological war on the rest of the world.
The NSA is not trusted by the Pentagon - in fact, the
relationship is acrimonious.

This raw knowledge and power informs and intoxicates those
who wield it. Imagine an organization that watches nearly every
TV channel, listens to nearly every radio signal, long distance
phone call, reads nearly every newspaper, magazine,
unencrypted e-mail it wants to, and tracks nearly every WWW
query and download including what you're reading right now. It
has eyes and ears - human or machine - in nearly every
conference room of major corporations, and legislative
committee chambers. It has its own state of the art microchip
fabrication facility, and a collection of covert surveillance
devices qualitatively more advanced than anyone else's. It
speaks nearly every language and knows many of the important
secrets of history. It can look at nearly any patch of the planet's
surface, in millimeter band radar, polarized optical, raster
spectrometer, or thermal infrared, nearly any time it wants to,
and pick out individual people in the pictures. Imagine it is
given the details every time anyone writes a check, uses a credit
or ATM card, starts or stops utility service, registers to vote, or
lodges forms with the DMV or a change of address with the post
office and this is only half of its spectrum of intelligence
sources. It is backed by a farm of super computers that are the
largest agglomeration of computing power in the world.

Nonetheless, the Intelligence Axis - to coin a term - needs those
in the other categories, and those in the conventional military
hierarchy, to turn their agenda into action. Thus there is a
massive collaboration. The Axis, under the control of the
Rothschilds and Rockefellers, probably now constitutes the
real seat of power on the planet, distinguished and above all
others. There is no boundary between the elite inner core of the
Intelligence Axis and the elite inner core of the international
banker clique, so the power of the Intelligence Axis and the
power of the international bankers is essentially the same power.
The Axis knows it can maintain a tyrannical world government,
once it is installed because knowing is what it does. They want
to do this because they can and because to them, as Orwell put
it, "The object of power is power.
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The portion of the military that is not part of the Intelligence
Axis, one quickly notices that a swathe of elite command staff,
invariably including the Secretary of Defense, are members of
the Council on Foreign Relations.
William Cohen, the current secretary, is also a member of the
Trilateral Commission. The non-black-bag portion of the
military is quite distinct from the Intelligence Axis, and does not
share its arrogance or aloofness. In fact it is transitional between
category three and category five.
One will not find any, publicly stated, NSA leaders in the CFR
roster (though many in the roster might actually be NSA, just not
announced as such) - not even the recently succeeded Director,
Air Force Lt. General Kenneth Minihan - though importantly,
these leaders, including Minihan, do appear at CFR set
colloquiums (for example, a summit organized by Bill Gates).
Also, according to ParaScope, "During most of its existence, the
Central Intelligence Agency has been headed by CFR members,
beginning with CFR founding member Allen Dulles. Virtually
every key U.S. national security and foreign policy adviser has
been a CFR member for the past seventy years."
In fact, in a famous exchange in 1975, General Allen, then
Director of the NSA, stated "The law does not allow me to
testify on any aspect of the National Security Agency, even to
the Senate Intelligence Committee." These sorts of basic
acknowledgments and demonstrations of connection and
accountability to other power players are common for those in
the conventional military hierarchy - the Joint Chiefs, etc. - but
mostly absent for the elite in the Intelligence Axis.

Those in manufacturing, construction, resource extraction
and
processing,
waste
processing,
agriculture,
transportation, utilities, computer software, and supporting
services and industries are interested primarily in the
uniforming of laws that affect their operations and those of
potential competitors, though they are also interested in the
performance of the transnational banking concerns. Primary
among the laws of concern are commerce, trade regulations and
political process regulations.
These industrialists prefer a uniformity of regulation, and of
course, prefer that the regulations favor them and hamper actual
or potential competitors. In particular, they want to be able to
challenge any national law or constitutional tenet, and appeal
any judicial decision, to world legislative and judicial bodies
with global supremacy.
Moreover, they want their sprawling transnational corporate
empires to be protected by police and military bodies that are
loyal to those world bodies, and not to any particular nation. The
World Trade Organization and World Court are nascent
incarnations of the policy-making and judicial dimensions of this
world government; it is planned that these bodies will evolve so
that corporations can bring suits, rather than only nations.
Industrialists recognize that globalization intrinsically
encourages the perpetuation of monopolies by intrinsic barriers
to entry. The global industrialists believe they can influence a
world government so that it implements policies favorable to
them. This is not an unreasonable expectation.
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Those in elected office, government bureaucracy,
judiciaries, the law enforcement community, prison
staffs, law firms, accounting firms, professional
organizations, and medical and psychiatric facilities and
institutes, constitute a portion of the establishment which is

The work of those in government bureaucracy, the law
enforcement community, prison staffs, law firms, accounting
firms, professional organizations, and medical and psychiatric
facilities and institutes, have boundaries that are sufficiently
cloistering and constraining. They are rarely capable of pursuing
private plans of any consequence and simply follow directives legitimate or conspiratorial.

distinctly subordinate to the above four categories. Politicians
are made and unmade at the whimsy of the others. They act as
instructed by the elite, or they are forced out of office through
erosion of their support base, blackmail, scandal, or as a final
option, through framing or assassination.

A study of the formalized and followed professional ethics of
medical practitioners is a barometer of that which is, most
mainstream and most promoted by authorities in the culture.
Medical practitioners flock to that which they perceive is least
controversial and least likely to evoke the ire of the authorities,
(the fictitious infallible collective).

The clergy are a special type of politician in their role as
deliverer of sermons and counselor of the flock. Those aligned
with the establishment are midway between the ideologues of
category 1 and disingenuous politicians. Clergy reach and
monitor sectors of the population that are otherwise detached.
They wield special authority among those infected with the
religion.

Law enforcement is similar in its system of constraints.
Moreover, in many local police departments, the application
process rejects patrol officers that score above a thresh hold on
an IQ test. This systematically culls law enforcement of any real
brain power. In short, establishment politicians, clergy, lawyers,
medical practitioners, bureaucrats, and LEO's, are not the best
and the brightest our society has to offer. They are little more
than lackeys for the real power elite. Those in the establishment
support totalitarian world government.

They often endorse particular candidates a continuation /
escalation of the so-called war on drugs and various other items
on the establishment agenda. Clergy are not permitted to
innovate ideologies, only to promulgate them. Church
hierarchies assure the enforcement of this prohibition.

Bureaucrats are enticed by access to advanced technologies of
political control and participation in a one world government.
These establishment collaborators are corrupt, often stupid, and
usually petty people.

School teachers, including college professors, when they aren't
elite academics of category 1, are midway between the
ideologues of category 1 and the politicians of this category.
They derive their special authority from affiliation with the state
where clergy derives its power from the church. Parochial
schools derive power from the church and in secular private
schools, authority is simply generic institutional affiliation. Of
course, clergy primarily direct their efforts at adults and Sunday
School teachers primarily direct there authority at the youth.
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Shipping and retail distribution, organized labor,
organized crime, citizen militias, and cults, the final
category, is also a subordinate category. They serve those in the
first four power structure categories, and occasionally, those in the
fifth.
The less unsavory components of the category - shipping and retail
distribution and organized labor - are used as mechanisms of
economic and informational censorship.
The more unsavory remainder of the category does the dirtiest of the
dirty work - sabotaging economic segments, supplying votes /
campaign donations, executing assassinations, framing targets,
strategic robberies, commerce in contraband, mass brainwashing,
major domestic terrorism, recruitment of operatives, etc.
In special operations, there is a technique known as sterilization,
which amounts to the removal of any item of clothing or equipment
revealing the affiliations of the personnel. Organized crime, citizen
militias, and cults, serve as standing, sterilized special Ops forces. A
curious parallel to the military/intelligence category crops up here:
Organized labor and the conventional military are represented in the
CFR Council of Foreign Relations. Organized crime, citizen militias,
cults, the NSA, and most other black bag Intelligence Axis
components are of course absent.
For this article, cults will be divided into three categories, Religious,
Political and Killer Cults. Religious cults, such as the Church of
Scientology and the Unification Church. field test and bootstrap
mechanisms of sociopolitical control Each cult targets a particular
demographic: Scientology is a pseudo UFO religion that targets
troubled Hollywood stars and the "New Age" crowd. International
Churches of Christ targets college students; the Unification Church
targets adults seeking traditional moral rigor.
Political cults like Skull and Bones at Yale and the All Souls group at
Oxford, are breeding grounds for those destined to be leading
establishment operatives.

Killer cults are internal to major state institutions; the Night Stalkers
(160th Spec. Ops Aviation Rgmt Airborne) and Delta Force ("Combat
Applications Group"). These are killer cults internal to the US Army.
They target soldiers who have demonstrated (while assigned to
mainstream special operations units) an unflinching, unreasoning,
absolute loyalty to their commanders, and a capacity to subdue and
kill enemies of arbitrary designation in close quarters with extreme
competence - and emotional indifference or enjoyment. Some citizen
militias are cults, complete with brainwashing and political
mythologies.
The interest of organized criminals in world government is mostly a
consequence of the interest of the power elite, and not an actual direct
interest. Organized crime routinely operates over national boundaries,
but they don't much care about regulatory harmonization, though they
do rely on certain regulatory systems - for example, the drug laws for the survival of their business.
In each of the above categories, establishment collaborators, and a
large proportion of those who are not, are people driven by power lust
/ greed for the minds of others, a kind of metaphysical headhunting, a
signature attitude of the second hander.
Not everyone in a significant position in one of these categories is
aligned with the establishment, of course. One can be a leader in one
of the categories, but in fact be working somewhat against the
establishment, as does WorldNetDaily to a certain degree. In fact, if
the moniker of establishment collaborator is constrained to those with
some explicit knowledge of and participation in plans to subvert the
law in pursuit of the goal of tyrannical world government, then only a
small proportion of those in each of the power structure categories
qualifies. Most of the rest unwittingly or by capitulation aid the
relatively few at the core of the establishment. Another key is that the
establishment is itself a meme-complex, and most members are
infected by it as though Bilderberger model world government were a
religious prophecy.
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THE END
THE NATURAL ORDER OF THINGS
To understand “The Natural Order of Things”, you must first sift
through the esoteric bullshit on a planetary scale. Then you can
deal with the realities of this planet and its logical role in the
universe. “The Natural Order of Things” will now take on a
whole new meaning. Here are a few of the rules and realities of
“The Natural Order of Things”.
Rule One- The Cosmos is an extremely radioactive and
unforgiving environment. Superior life forms and civilizations
have not only developed in this environment, but are able to
process the radiation in their environment into their chief source
of nutrition at the biological level.
This rule simply takes
survival of the fittest to its logical conclusion.
Rule Two: The dominant species on Planet Earth (The Clue less
ones) could not develop on this planet, in its present form until
planetary radiation levels were radically reduced. Planet Earth
was far too radioactive, even 50 million years ago for this species
to survive more than a few years.
Rule Three: Radiation levels in our biosphere played critical
roles in our evolutionary process. We have a new concept of the
radiation factor in the evolutionary process. I will refer to
radiation based evolution as revolution and the declining of the
planetary radiation levels to the point where this species can
survive and prosper as progress.
Rule Four: Superior life forms, that thrive in a radioactive
environment, do not do well on this planet. The radiation serves
many functions. Sterilization of habitat is critical to radiation
based life forms.

Now for the tough question. Do these superior life forms /
civilizations have plans for the occupation and control of this
planet? If yes, why have they not already done so?
Answer: More than likely, yes. The factors stated below support
this conclusion.
(1) The climate of this planet is moderate and the environment is
relatively hospitable.
(2) The biological risks and minimum radiation levels deny an
active colonization policy.
(3) The recurring UFO accounts, literally tens of thousands of
sightings globally cannot be ignored. The number of sightings
alone confirms an interest in the development of Earth.
(4) The infectious state of the planet would explain the sightings
and account for minimum physical contact with these advanced
life forms and civilizations.
(5) Minimum direct contact through existing communications
networks, strongly imply that these advanced life forms \
civilizations have hidden agendas.
(6) The selective release to targeted nations / corporations of
new technologies/ scientific processes through covert
communication techniques (although primitive, CIA has had
these capabilities for decades) could have easily played a critical
role in the development of this species. These advanced life
forms, directed our development for their own benefit.
(7) The advancement of nuclear technology and weaponry, over
the last 60 years, would not be possible, without the approval,
involvement or deliberate refusal of these advanced civilizations
to interfere with the process.
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(8) The development of the nuclear weapons and the nuclear
power industries on the global scale have created a catastrophic
biological threat to almost all life on this planet. The nuclear
power process increases the environmental radiation output
approximately a million fold.
Most of the radiation will dissipate rapidly but it will take about a
millennium ( a thousand years) to reduce radiation levels where
they were millions of years ago.
So what species will survive this nuclear catastrophe? The
survivors are species that evolved on this planet when earth based
radiation levels were 100s of times higher that they are today.
The winners, will be the those advanced life forms and
civilizations that have thrived in space and evolved in extremely
radioactive environments.
A few decades after the initial extermination / sterilization of this
planet, colonies will appear. This time however, it will not be the
two legged monkey people that rule. This time the rulers will be
the rightful heirs to the stars, as it has been for thousands and
maybe millions of years. And that is simply, “THE NATURAL
ORDER OF THINGS”.
Epithet to the species. (Homo Sapiens have outgrown their
use.) All the sneaking, covert acts, treachery, greed, arrogance
and brutality were not a waste of time. It was simply part of the
process of “The Natural Order of Things”

When you thought the battles were over and you looked back on
the carnage you participated in, you finally come face to face
with your own brutality. That is when you realize your planet will
soon be uninhabitable for what is left of your species. That is also
when the puppet master will appear and you learn the true
meaning of “The Natural Order of Things.”
Your savior, turned out to be your executioner and the radioactive
environment you created for planet Earth, is the natural
environment of the puppet master.
The claim, nuclear energy is clean energy is correct from the
puppet masters point of view. It sterilized the homes (planet) for
the new owners.
As far as the phrase, “you can’t stop progress”, this refers to the
death of this species and installation of the rightful rulers on
planet Earth.
At this stage of your extermination, earth bound terrorist are the
least of your concerns. Your leaders are idiots and those nuclear
waste trains will be the closing chapter for your species.
Give a monkey a gun, and sooner or later he will suck on the
barrel with his finger on the trigger.
.

Lower life forms such as yours, are easily manipulated to the
point of extinction. (1) We give you a GOD, (2) do a few tricks,
(3) give you forbidden knowledge on weapons of war and (4)
whisper in your ear the magic words, Manifest Destiny. The
rest will be history. The architect of your road to ruin were the
rules of jackals you embraced. The road to ruin was paved with
the spoils of war.
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